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Abstract

Observations were made of the massive stellar cluster Westerlund 1 (Wd1) using the Aus-

tralia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA), with a total on source integration time of ∼ 16

hours, collected over the autumn and winter of 2015, with follow up observations carried

out in the summer of 2016. This thesis presents a full radio census of the massive stellar

cluster.

This thesis aims to investigate in full the dataset of radio observations, looking at the

radio emission detected from the most massive stars in the cluster, as well as the majority

of the post-main sequence massive stars present, including several Wolf-Rayet stars, yellow

hypergiants, red supergiants, and a luminous blue variable. A full description outlining the

data reduction process and the analysis carried out showcases current methods for handling

radio interferometric data from ATCA when considering a crowded field full of extended

and complex sources.

The scientific results gained provide a follow-up to previous ATCA observations taken

in the late 1990s and early 2000s. The more recent observations that are the focus of this

thesis demonstrate an increase in both the sensitivity and resolution possible with the use

of ATCA. New radio detections are made for ten members of the known stellar population

of Wd1. The radio observations could be compared to complementary observations at mil-

limetre wavelengths to determine spectral indices and index limits, which allowed for the

nature of the radio emission to be constrained. Conclusions could be made from the spectral

indices and index limits about the potential binarity of the stellar sources.

For all stars where the radio emission could be validly approximated to a thermally

emitting stellar wind, updated constraints could be found for the mass-loss rates of these

sources. Comparisons between radio and millimetre wavebands allowed for a consideration

of clumping factors.





Impact Statement

In this work, a full radio census of the massive stellar cluster Westerlund 1 (Wd1) is pre-

sented. The development of this census required the reduction and analysis of radio inter-

ferometric data collected with the Australia Telescope Compact Array. The work builds

upon previous observations made of the cluster over a wide range of the electromagnetic

spectrum. The data reduction and calibration process outlaid in this thesis demonstrates

the need for a bespoke approach to reducing and analysing data from such a complex radio

source. The analysis of the datasets generated led to an updated radio catalogue of the clus-

ter, available to all members of the astrophysics community who may wish to study Wd1 in

more detail across the electromagnetic spectrum at a later date.

The massive stellar cluster Wd1 contains a population of massive stars which contain

examples of all major post-main sequence transitionary stages. By studying a co-evolved

population, which are all within the same environment, this allows for the stars to be com-

pared purely based on their initial masses, and mass lost over their lifetimes through stellar

winds and binary mass transfer.

The newly developed catalogue created includes the flux densities and spatial extents

of twenty stellar sources previously detected in radio. The work presented here has led to

new detections at radio wavelengths of ten stellar members of Wd1, and has allowed for

new indications of binarity for three of the stars detected from consideration of the nature

of the radio emission from calculated spectral indices and index limits. Further calculations

provided measurements of mass-loss rate estimates for massive stars at a range of post-main

sequence evolutionary stages, which led to the determination of clumping ratios for majority

of the detected Wolf Rayet population in Wd1.

Alongside the detections of previously known stellar sources, the results of the radio

observations have led to the complimentary detection of thirty sources with known millime-

tre emission counterparts and the discovery of a new catalogue of 53 uncategorised radio
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sources. The main conclusions from the full analysis of this radio census was presented in

recently published work in the December 2019 edition of the Astronomy & Astrophysics

journal (Andrews et al., 2019). The work carried out in Chapter 5, discussing the asymmet-

ric nebulae of the cool evolved stellar population, was published in a letter in the June 2018

edition of Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society (Andrews et al., 2018).

As well as sharing the new scientific results within the astrophysical community, the

work carried out in this thesis has been used as the basis for a talk given about massive

stars, stellar evolution, and their stellar winds at several schools throughout London, for

the alumni of the Higher Education Diploma in Astronomy at UCL, and at the Greenwich

Royal Observatory to an audience comprised of the general public.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents and analyses, in full, the results of an extensive radio survey of the

massive stellar cluster Westerlund 1 (Wd1), observed with the Australia Telescope Compact

Array (ATCA). The data were collected in order to provide a significant improvement on

both the sensitivity and resolution capabilities from a previous radio survey of the cluster,

allowing for deeper insights to be developed about the radio emission present. This resulted

in a full radio census of the cluster. This thesis presents details of the techniques used

in reducing and analysing these data, as well as providing a full breakdown of the results

gathered from the analysis. The new ATCA datasets presented here can then be compared,

both to the previous radio observations of the cluster (Dougherty et al., 2010, henceforth

Do10), as well as to measurements made of the stellar cluster at millimetre wavelengths

(Fenech et al., 2018, henceforth F18).

The updated Wd1 radio datasets, complemented by previous Atacama Large Millime-

ter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) observations (F18), allow for the current understanding of

the mass loss and binarity properties of stellar objects present in the cluster to be furthered.

As well as this, the use of comparative datasets can help to determine better constraints

on the structures of the stellar winds surrounding these stars. The geometries of the ex-

tended structures present are directly determined from images, and further conclusions can

be found by considering them in the context of the cluster and their location within it. The

strength and extent of the radio flux density surrounding these objects allows the mass-loss

rates of the stars to be constrained, as well as other properties, including nebula masses and

stellar wind clumping gradients. The calculation of flux densities at different wavelengths

allows for the spectral index to be determined, so that constraints can be placed on the na-

ture of the emission as thermal or non-thermal. This can provide an indirect indication of
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the binarity status for each source.

This introduction provides a background for the astrophysical concepts addressed in

the thesis. First, the topic of massive stars will be discussed, including their general prop-

erties, formation and evolution, and importance in relation to other areas of astrophysics

in Section 1.1. Winds of massive stars will then be discussed in Section 1.2, in particular

focusing on the mechanisms of radiatively line-driven winds in Section 1.2.1, as well as

dust-driven winds in Section 1.2.2. The structures of winds will also be covered in detail in

Section 1.3, both concerning small-scale structure (‘clumping’) in Section 1.3.1 and large

scale structure (‘Co-rotating Interaction Regions’) in Section 1.3.2. Section 1.4 details the

impact of binarity when understanding stellar winds of stars, with the motivation behind

understanding this discussed in Section 1.4.1, and the effects of colliding wind binaries

(CWBs) are directly discussed in Section 1.4.2. The impact of massive stars and the role of

massive stellar clusters is also discussed in terms of the basic properties of the systems, in-

cluding formation and evolution of the clusters in Section 1.5. The properties of the massive

cluster Wd1 and its contents will then also be presented in Section 1.6, as well as a history

of the observations that have taken place of the cluster and the major results found from

these. This will then be followed by a brief introduction to ATCA which was employed for

the radio census of the cluster in Section 1.7, as well as a short summary on the ALMA

from which observations were used to help constrain the nature of the long-wavelength

emission and stellar wind clumping gradient, in Section 1.8, concluding with a summary of

the general thesis structure in Section 1.9.

1.1 Massive Stars

All stars achieve stability while in hydrostatic equilibrium, maintaining a balance between

gravitational collapse and outward radiative pressure. This leads to the generation of en-

ergy from the ongoing processes of nuclear fusion burning occurring in the stellar cores,

typically from the fusion of hydrogen (H) to helium (He) atoms. The later stages of the

stellar lifetime involve the fusion of heavier elements such as carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and

oxygen (O), with the production of elements up to the heaviest possible element generated

through this process, iron (Fe). This energy can then be released out of the photosphere,

or stellar surface, and radiated away by photons with a variety of wavelengths, across the

electromagnetic spectrum.

The separation between massive and low-mass stars can be determined from the main
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difference, the eventual stellar end-points. The boundary is defined by a initial mass value

of ∼ 8M�. For stars above and below this boundary, the stellar evolution diverges once

stable nuclear burning of H to He has concluded. For low-mass stars, the limit of nuclear

burning is reached at lighter elements, C, N, and O, as the peak temperatures reached at

the core of the star are not hot enough to sustain further nuclear fusion. The cores of these

stars then become electron-degenerate white dwarfs (WDs). WDs have slowly fading light

curves due to the lack of any new source of radiative energy.

For more massive stars, temperatures in their cores are able to remain high enough to

continue the process of nuclear burning up to the production of a degenerate Fe core. The

endpoints of these massive stars then result in the generation of a core-collapse supernova

(SN), and a neutron star (NS) core, or a collapsed core, resulting in the production of a black

hole (BH).

The limit on the mass of massive stars is an area of some dispute, with the observational

limit much higher than the theoretical mass limit determined from the accretion and Edding-

ton limits, at ∼ 150M�. The most massive star currently known is R136a1, located in the

Tarantula Nebula in the large magellanic cloud (LMC), with a mass of 315M� (Crowther

et al., 2016). Interestingly, this star is believed to not be a likely binary candidate, due to

the lack of any corresponding evidence for binarity so far, but its large mass is expected to

have formed through earlier stellar mergers (Vink et al., 2015).

All stars are commonly characterised by two main properties; their colour, which re-

lates directly to their effective temperature, Te f f , measured in Kelvin, K, and their luminos-

ity, typically quoted in terms of the ratio to solar luminosity, log(L/L�). Spectral classes are

assigned to stars according to the Morgan-Keenan (MK) system, developed in 1943 (Mor-

gan et al., 1943). This system is comprised of a series of spectral classes, OBAFGKM, with

the hottest (bluest) class labelled as an O-type star, and the coolest (reddest) class labelled

as an M-type star. More specific spectral classifications then involve the use of the divisions

of the spectral class into 0-9, with 0 the hottest (commonly described as earliest) sub-type

of the spectral class, and 9 the coolest (commonly described as latest) sub-type.

A star is also classified in terms of its luminosity, using classes described with roman

numerals, from Ia+ to V, covering a range from hypergiants to dwarf stars. The luminosity

of a star is linked to its density, with more luminous, less dense stars experiencing much

broader absorption lines in its stellar spectrum, providing a way to distinguish the difference
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in luminosity classes observationally. I-type stars are supergiants, separated into the sub-

divisions Ia+, Ia, Iab and Ib as the least luminous. The II class and III class describe

bright and normal giants respectively, with IV describing subgiants. The V luminosity class

describes the typical main sequence (MS) star, or a dwarf star, with lower luminosity classes

VI and VII, to describe sub-dwarfs and WDs.

Both spectral classifications and luminosities are often plotted against each other on

a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD), with the earliest forms of the diagram appearing

in the 1910s, generated independently by Ejnar Hertzsprung and Henry Norris Russell

(Hertzsprung, 1911; Russell, 1914). An example of a typical HRD as generated today is

presented in Figure 1.1, with the temperature of stars mapped along the x-axis, and the

luminosity of the stars mapped along the y-axis. Massive stars tend to be located in the

upper-right and upper-left portions of the HRD, with spectral classifications of O and B-

type stars for massive stars located on the MS.

Stellar structure can be described in terms of four main stellar equations. These equa-

tions provide a way to express the evolution of stars in mathematical terms. This includes

the mass conservation equation, the energy conservation equation, the equation of hydro-

static equilibrium, and the equation for energy transport. The four equations are listed in

Equations 1.1 - 1.4, where r is the radial distance from the centre of the star, Mr is the mass

contained within the distance r from the centre, ρ(r) is the local density of the mass con-

tained within a thin cylindrical shell located at r, P(r) is the pressure of the star at distance r

from the centre, G is the gravitational constant, L(r) is the luminosity of the star at distance

r from the core, ε(r) is the specific energy generation rate, T (r) is the temperature of the star

at distance r from the centre, κ is the mean opacity of the photons, c is the speed of light,

a is the radiation density constant, and λ = 4acT 3/3κρ is the coefficient of conductivity.

These stellar equations describe a star under the approximation of spherical symmetry and

hydrostatic equilibrium, with no consideration of convection, rotation or time dependence.

dMr

dr
= ρ(r)4πr2 (1.1)

dL(r)
dr

= ε(r)ρ(r)4πr2 (1.2)
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Figure 1.1: Plot of the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram, taken from ESO (2019)1. The
colours/effective temperatures of the stars are plotted along the x axis, with the lumi-
nosities of the stars relative to the Sun plotted along the y axis. The straight line in the
middle of the plot demonstrates the MS, where stars spend most of their stellar lifetime,
undergoing a stable process remaining in hydrostatic equilibrium and releasing radiative
energy from converting H to He through nuclear fusion.
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dP(r)
dr

=−GMrρ(r)
r2 (1.3)

dT (r)
dr

=−3L(r)κρ(r)
16πr2acT 3 =− L(r)

4πr2λ
(1.4)

The mass conservation equation, Equation 1.1, describes how mass must be conserved

within the star. The energy conservation equation, Equation 1.2, describes how energy is

also conserved within the star. The equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, Equation 1.3, de-

scribes how the gravitational forces are balanced by the pressure forces within the star, and

the equation of radiative energy transport, Equation 1.4, describes how energy flows from

the core of the star, where the energy is generated, to the surface. This involves the consid-

eration of two of the energy transfer processes, including conduction and radiation (where

more consideration would be needed to describe the uncertain process of convection).

There are many properties which complicate the description of stars using these simple

equations. These include the impact of factors such as convection, rotation, magnetism, and

mass transfer from stellar winds, epochs of pulsational instability, or binarity (at odds with

the assumption of mass conservation). The stellar structure equations also assume time

independent evolution of stars, and only really consider stars in a state of stable hydrostatic

equilibrium. Many of the stars investigated in this thesis are evolved massive stars, with the

most massive experiencing epochs of instability as they evolve past the MS. This includes

O and B supergiants (SGs), red supergiants (RSGs), yellow hypergiants (YHGs), luminous

blue variables (LBVs), and Wolf-Rayet stars (WRs).

1.1.1 Evolution of Massive Stars

The evolution of massive stars is highly dependent on the initial mass of the star, which

governs the resulting rate at which nuclear fusion occurs within the core, and has a direct

impact on the specific evolutionary scenario experienced over the full stellar lifetime.

In stars of all masses, the initial mass often governs the evolutionary stages experi-

enced during the post-MS phase of stellar evolution, when the star has finished the process

of H burning within its stellar core. At this stage, the star leaves hydrostatic equilibrium,

and experiences instabilities, with nuclear burning occurring within the core for much heav-

ier elements. This is possible due to an increased temperature in the core, from a release of

1http://https://www.eso.org/public/images/eso0728c/
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energy due to contraction. The outer envelopes of the star, meanwhile, undergo an expan-

sion in order to conserve momentum and energy within the star. This leads to observational

effects on the physical properties of the star as it moves from the MS to the end point of the

stellar lifetime, with different chemical abundances, temperatures, sizes and luminosities

experienced in the transitional phases of evolution.

For low-mass stars, once the core has reached the end of H and He nuclear fusion, a

core comprised of C, N and O is generated as the star moves along the Asymptotic Giant

Branch (AGB), as can be seen along the right hand side of Figure 1.2. This then leads to the

generation of a WD, with the outer layers expelled by epochs of strong episodic mass loss.

The ejection of the outer envelopes leads to the formation of a planetary nebulae. Several

different post-MS stages may be experienced by a star, depending on the initial mass. For

massive stars of initial mass greater than 8M�, this can be seen from the stellar evolution

models presented in Figure 1.3.

A typical set of evolutionary scenarios for massive stars can be described by the ‘Conti

scenario’ (Maeder, 1996), with updated forms found by considering the luminosity limit for

RSGs and YHGs, and from observational evidence for H-rich WN stars in massive clusters

(Crowther, 2007). The spectral types discussed below in hypothetical evolutionary tracks

are listed in a glossary in Table 1.1.

For the more massive stars, they can directly form a WR star as they enter the post-

MS stages, and will eventually explode as a SN, with the endpoint of the stellar evolution

resulting in a collapsed core, leading to the formation of a BH,

M > 75M�: O MS→WNLh→ LBV→WNE→WCL→WCE→ SN

75M� > M > 40M�: O MS→ LBV→WNL→WNE→WC→ SN

For less massive stars, the post-MS transitional stages are experienced as the star moves

redwards and bluewards across the HR diagram,

25M� < M < 40M�: O MS → O/B SG → LBV/YHG/RSG → WNL → WNE →

WC→ SN

The transition region between these two evolutionary scenarios is not well defined, but

is believed to occur for single stars at an initial mass of ∼ 40 M�. For stars with an initial

mass of above ∼ 20 - 25M�, the final stellar endpoint of the remaining core will undergo a

gravitational collapse to a BH, but below ∼20M�, the stellar core will become a NS. The

initial mass influences not only the post-MS stages of the stars, but also the eventual SN
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Figure 1.2: Stellar evolution models covering the range of 0.8 - 25M�, with the AGB stage experi-
enced by stars indicated by the hatched region on the right hand side of the HR diagram.
Taken from Schaller et al. (1992).
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Table 1.1: Glossary listing the different spectral types discussed in the evolutionary tracks men-
tioned for stars with initial masses from 25 - 75 M�.

Spectral Type Notes
O MS Main sequence O star
WNLh Late-type Wolf-Rayet star with spectra dominated by nitrogen

and hydrogen emission lines
WNL Late-type Wolf-Rayet star with spectra dominated by nitrogen

emission lines
WNE Early-type Wolf-Rayet star with spectra dominated by nitrogen

emission lines
WCL Late-type Wolf-Rayet star with spectra dominated by carbon

emission lines
WCE Early-type Wolf-Rayet star with spectra dominated by carbon

emission lines
WC Wolf-Rayet star with spectra dominated by carbon emission lines
LBV Luminous Blue Variable
YHG Yellow Hypergiant
RSG Red Supergiant

The late-type stars refer to cooler spectral classes, and the early-type stars refer to hotter
spectral classes. The spectra of Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are all also dominated by helium
emission lines.

that occurs, impacting the observed light curves of the ejecta.

As well as initial mass, the evolutionary tracks of massive stars are significantly in-

fluenced by their mass-loss rates, which can directly alter the resulting stellar evolution.

Other factors also play a role, including binarity, magnetic fields, and rotation. 70% of

massive stars are now believed to exist within binaries, and if a massive star has a close

enough companion, then they may experience mass transfer which can have a large effect

on the resulting stellar evolution (Sana et al., 2012). Magnetic fields can impact the rotation

experienced by a star, leading to dredge-up processes occurring which may increase the

metallicities at the stellar surface, and so induce higher rates of mass loss (Walder et al.,

2012).

The role of mass loss for stars and how the degree of mass loss changes over the

different evolutionary stages of the stellar lifetime can be considered. For massive stars,

the mass loss experienced through stellar winds or pulsational instabilities is significantly

higher during the post-MS stages of stellar evolution, including the RSG, YHG, WR, and

LBV stages. Due to this, the evolution of stars as they pass through the post-MS transitional

phases to the final stellar endpoint are highly dependent on the exact degree of mass loss

experienced by the star during these stages.
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Figure 1.3: Stellar evolution models with consideration of mass-loss, with the hatched areas demon-
strating the MS and the He-burning phase. The plot is taken from (Maeder & Meynet,
1987), and shows how the evolution of a star is affected over an initial mass range from
12 - 120M�.

• Red Supergiants: RSGs are a post-MS phase experienced by almost all massive stars,

with expected epochs of enhanced mass loss in relation to the MS. They are ex-

pected to experience slow and cool but very dense winds, with outflows of 10−6 -

10−5 M�yr−1.

• Yellow Hypergiants: YHGs are expected to experience similar winds to RSGs, al-

though as they are typically associated with higher luminosities, it is expected that

they can have faster stellar winds. As well as this, YHGs are often luminous enough

to reach close to the Humphreys-Davidson limit, which may lead to periods of pul-

sational instability (Humphreys & Davidson, 1979). That can drive an increased rate

of mass loss, of up to 10−4 M�yr−1 (Lobel et al., 1998, 2003), which may lead to

instabilities, similar to the stage of luminous blue variables (LBVs).

• Luminous Blue Variables: LBVs are massive post-MS objects, that are undergoing

periods of instability. They are located very close to the Eddington limit, reached

when stars hit the maximum possible luminosity whilst maintaining hydrostatic equi-
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Figure 1.4: Image of the starforming complex known as W33, located ∼4kpc away, towards the
Galactic plane, taken in the infrared (IR) at 3.6 (red), 8.0 (green), and 24 µm (blue),
observed by Spitzer. The small yellow ‘ball’ structures present an early stage of massive
star formation, before massive stars clear out cavities in the surrounding gas and dust.
Taken from NASA/JPL-Caltech (2015).

librium. They are known to be highly variable objects, both photometrically and

spectroscopically, and are known to have high mass-loss rates that may reach up to

10−4 M� yr−1 (Vink, 2018).

• Wolf-Rayet Stars: The most massive stars experience the post-MS evolutionary stage

of a WR. They may advance directly to the WR stage; with a sufficiently high mass-

loss rate whilst on the MS, the outflows of the outer layers of the wind lead to a

hydrogen-stripped star. During the WR stage itself, WRs experience strong stellar

winds, with typical mass-loss rates of 10−5 M�yr−1. This can have a direct impact

on the final evolution of a star, with a change in mass-loss rate during this phase of

stellar evolution by a factor of just 2 - 3 leading to a change in whether the resultant

stellar remnant post-SN will be a NS or a BH (Nugis & Lamers, 2000; Wellstein &

Langer, 1999).

1.1.2 Massive Star Formation

Massive stars are much rarer than their low-mass stellar counterparts. This is partly due

to the high mass, as well as the much shorter relative stellar lifetime that the star experi-

ences. The duration of the stellar lifetime is mostly dependent on the initial mass of a star.
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Massive stars with initial masses 8 - 16M� are believed to become early-B type stars, with

stars of initial masses 16 - 32M� leading to mid to late-type O stars, and stars of higher

initial masses generating early-type O stars (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007). The stars with the

highest initial masses are believed to generate N-rich late-type WR stars, WNLh, which are

classified as WRs, but still are located on the MS as H burning is ongoing in their cores

(Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007). The MS lifetime of a low mass star (∼ 1M�) can last for ∼ 10

billion years, whereas the MS lifetime of a star with initial mass of 10M� may last only 30

million years (Harwit, 1998).

This relationship can be quantified by a mass-luminosity relation, L ∝ Mα , as the

higher the luminosity of the star, the more energy radiated out over time. This requires a

much quicker release of energy through nuclear fusion for more massive stars, radiating

their total energy over a much shorter timespan.

Understanding the stellar evolution of a star requires a full awareness of the formation

processes that led to the creation of that star. The issue of star formation is not well under-

stood for massive stars, due to their rarity, especially when attempting to observe the early

stages of stellar evolution, due to the short timespan of the formation processes involved.

The majority of stars are known to form in stellar clusters or associations (Lada &

Lada, 2003), especially in the case of massive stars. Most massive stars seen in isolation,

or as field stars, are believed to have originated from parent clusters, and are located in

isolation due to a runaway or ejection process (Schilbach & Röser, 2008). As massive stars

predominantly form in cluster environments, then additional observational issues arise due

to the dust present within and around these clusters, leading to sites of high extinction. This

requires the regions to be properly observed with the use of long wavelength observations,

from far-infrared (F-IR) to millimetre and radio.

Star formation processes require the collapse of dense regions of gas, known as cores,

inside larger clumps within giant molecular clouds (GMCs), as shown in Figure 1.4. The

best way to observe these environments requires gas and dust surveys to be carried out

for GMCs. The main difference between low-mass star formation and more massive star

formation, is that at the protostar stage, low-mass stars are not yet able to undergo the H

burning that would place the star on the MS, but for massive stars this process can occur

within dense clumps that have not yet formed stars, leading to the generation of several

objects, including infrared (IR) dark clouds, hot molecular cores, and hypercompact and
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ultracompact HII regions, which make up the pre-stellar lifetime embedded phase (van der

Tak & Menten, 2005; Menten et al., 2005).

These embedded phases are located in larger dense clumps of sizes ∼1pc, located

within clouds of sizes ∼ 10pc, with a typical column density of nH ∼ 1023 - 1024 cm−2

required to generate massive stars (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007; Williams et al., 2000). The

clumps have been found to typically contain gas masses of ∼ 4×102 - 3.8×103M� (Plume

et al., 1997; Shirley et al., 2003; Garay et al., 2004). The embedded phases, such as IR dark

clouds, structures seen to be in absorption against background IR emission, are believed to

form filamentary structures that lead to the generation of massive stellar clusters (Rathborne

et al., 2006), providing evidence that the development of massive star formation within

GMCs also generates massive star clusters or associations.

A current understanding of massive star formation can be found in the reviews by

Zinnecker & Yorke (2007) and Motte et al. (2018). A summary of the currently accepted

process suggests that within exisiting GMCs, dense cores form inside parsec scale clumps

and clouds. The massive dense cores then collapse into protostars that accrete matter and

gradually grow in stellar mass, generating low-mass stellar embyros, gradually increasing

in mass through accretion until the luminosity of the stellar cores increase and outgoing

ultraviolet (UV) radiation disperses surrounding HII regions. As more material is accreted

during this stage, the massive protostars are already able to undergo H burning and expe-

rience outflows, with accretion continuing until the surrounding cloud of gas and dust is

removed due to the outflows of the star as well as the neighbouring stars.

It is clear that for a full understanding of massive stars, from formation to evolution and

beyond, it is important to know the properties of their surrounding environments, and how

the stars are able to interact with them. As already mentioned, massive stars are most often

found in massive stellar clusters, (Lada & Lada, 2003), and the mechanical feedback from

the stellar winds of the massive stars can impact any ongoing star formation within their

parent clusters. The section following discusses the forces driving stellar winds, followed

by a section discussing massive stellar clusters, and the processes governing their formation

and evolution.

1.2 Stellar Winds

As well as providing a dominant source for UV radiation within their galaxies, stars are

also responsible for providing both mechanical and chemical feedback through their stellar
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winds to the surrounding environments. Stellar winds typically contain a hot plasma of

mainly charged H ions, made up of the component protons and electrons, as well as metal

ions formed from all elements heavier than H and He.

The outflow of matter leads to mass lost, which has a direct impact on the stellar

evolution of the star. The radiative feedback to the surroundings can be linked to the process

of re-ionisation in the early universe from Population III stars, (Sokasian et al., 2004; Loeb

& Barkana, 2001), as well as the generation of nearby HII regions in the immediate Galactic

surroundings.

The contribution from the material released into the immediate surroundings also has

a significant effect. Alongside the material deposited by the SN at the end of the stellar life-

time, the stellar winds of massive stars are responsible for chemical enrichment, production

of cosmic rays, and the transfer of momentum, leading to the production of turbulent forces

in the nearby inter-stellar medium (ISM). The feedback from massive stars, both radiatively

and chemically, can alter the resultant cooling and heating processes in the nearby ISM.

This can all lead to the triggering and quenching of star formation regions (SFR) in the

local astrophysical regions near these stars (Hopkins et al., 2012).

The mechanical feedback from stellar winds may even reach beyond their nearby sur-

roundings, with the possible culmination of stellar winds from many massive stars leading to

the production of intra-cluster winds within massive star clusters. This can impact the pro-

cesses governing on-going star formation within these clusters, with the energy from stellar

winds generating turbulent flows (Mac Low & Klessen, 2004). On even larger scales, the

production of Galactic ‘superwinds’ may cause a feedback process throughout and even out

of their host galaxies (Heckman, 2001).

Historical analysis of stellar winds from massive stars began when an interpretation

of P Cygni profiles was determined in Beals (1953), where the Hα emission seen from

stars was interpreted as mass-loss occurring from stellar winds. The name of this profile

originates from one of the first and brightest stars for which this phenomena was observed,

the LBV star P Cygni. These profiles were then seen much more clearly from UV stellar

spectra of several hot supergiants from resonance line transitions, including γ2 Vel and ζ

Pup (Morton, 1969).

As can be seen in the left hand side of Figure 1.5, P Cygni profiles show a blue-shifted

absorption component superimposed onto a spectral line, due to the presence of the wind
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Figure 1.5: Plot demonstrating the spectral appearance of the P Cygni profile (left), as well as the
approximate geometry of the stellar wind that generates this profile (right), focusing
on a shell region within the stellar wind around the central star. Taken from Carroll &
Ostlie (2006).

along the line of sight between an observer and a star. This is actually due to the back-

scattering of photons typically produced via resonance lines, rather than actual absorption.

A resonance line is where a transition is taking place between the ground state and first

excited state of an atom or ion.

The absorption component is followed by a steep rise to the emission feature that is still

present in the red-shifted side of the spectral line, produced by the Doppler broadening of

the line emission from the wind in front of the star, with both negative and positive velocity

components. A model of how this profile is generated by the stellar wind is presented in

the right hand side of Figure 1.5. These profiles can also be seen in UV resonance line

transitions from C, N, O, Si, Al and Fe ions.

Low-mass stars have a relatively weak stellar wind. Stars with masses the same as the

Sun have stellar winds with mass-loss rates of ∼ 9 × 10−14 M� yr−1 (Noerdlinger, 2008).

Most stars in the Milky Way are low-mass stars, and so the majority of stars have relatively

weak stellar winds. For these low-mass stars, stellar winds are only important during the

post-MS stellar evolution, specifically during the AGB phase, where the mass-loss rates can

increase up to 10−5 M� yr−1 (Höfner & Olofsson, 2018). The weak stellar winds over the

MS can be linked to the lack of impact from low-mass stars on their environment during
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their MS lifetime.

This is different for massive stars, where stellar winds are much stronger throughout

their stellar lifetimes, over both the MS and the post-MS phases. Massive stars typically ex-

perience mass-loss rates of between 10−7 and 10−4 M� yr−1, with terminal wind velocities

ranging from 500-3000 km s−1, although this can be as low as 30kms−1 for cooler evolved

stages experienced, including RSGs.

Stellar winds are defined by two main parameters; the mass-loss rate, Ṁ, and the ter-

minal wind velocity, v∞. The mass-loss rate determines how much material is present in

the wind, being lost by the star over time, and the terminal velocity is a measure of the

maximum value which the material within the wind accelerates asymptotically towards.

Together, these parameters can be used to define the kinetic energy being deposited back

into the surrounding ISM, 0.5Ṁv2
∞.

From the mass-loss rate and terminal velocity of the wind, many other physical param-

eters of the wind can be calculated, using the steady-state approximation of a spherically

symmetric, isothermal stellar wind, from a single star. The mass-loss rate, Ṁ, can be linked

to the density of the wind, ρ(r) and velocity of the wind, v(r), at a radial distance from the

star, r, using the equation of mass continuity,

Ṁ = 4πr2
ρ(r)v(r) (1.5)

The stellar wind experiences an acceleration from the base of the wind at the stellar

photosphere radially outwards and accelerates asymptotically to the value of the terminal

velocity, v∞. The derivation of the velocity, v(r), at a radial distance from the centre of the

star, r, can be parameterised by a β -law,

v(r)' v0 +

(
v∞− v0)

(
1− R?

r

))β

(1.6)

' v∞

(
1− r0

r

)β

(1.7)

(1.8)

where v0 is the velocity of the wind at the base of the wind (r = R?), r0 =R?

[
1− (v0/v∞)

1/β
]

and β is the exponent, typically set to ∼0.8 for hot star winds (driven by radiative line-
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driving), or higher for early type stars, with the stellar winds of some early B supergiants

reaching β values of up to 3 (Puls et al., 1996; Crowther et al., 2006b).

Measurements of v∞ can be found from observations of saturated UV lines. Mass-loss

rates can be calculated or inferred from the use of observational diagnostics at a range of

wavelengths. These can involve the full range of the electromagnetic spectrum, from the

X-ray, UV and optical wavebands, out to the IR and radio part of the spectrum.

X-ray emission forms due to shocks occuring within the stellar wind (Seward et al.,

1979). The shocks are believed to arise in hot regions within an ambient cooler stellar

wind, as a result of line instabilities that are known to be common to radiative line-driven

winds (for more information, see Section 1.2.1; Lucy & White, 1980), although there is also

some evidence to suggest X-rays can be caused by the presence of magnetic fields around

stars (Gagné et al., 2005). Excess X-ray emission may also occur due to the presence of a

binary companion, where additional shocks can form in a collision region between winds

(discussed in more detail in Section 1.4) (Stevens et al., 1992). Fits can be made to the

X-ray emission observed, which can lead to calculations of mass-loss rates from the degree

of attenuation and asymmetry seen in the line profiles (Cohen et al., 2014; Oskinova, 2016).

At UV wavelengths, stellar winds are observed through absorption and emission line

signatures in the stellar spectroscopy. As was already discussed, at these wavelengths P

Cygni profiles are an indicator of stellar winds around stars, and can be used to derive

the mass-loss rate and velocity (Lamers & Morton, 1976; Howarth & Prinja, 1989), with

saturated UV lines providing extra sensitivity to the velocity law, where the lines have a

steep violet absorption edge.

Mass-loss rates are more easily determined from unsaturated P Cygni profiles, which

can then be compared to predicted profiles from line synthesis models. This requires a

knowledge of the ionisation fractions of the winds so that the column densities, ni, of the

observed ions can be fitted correctly to the models. This leads to a derivation of the density,

which, with consideration of the mass continuity equation, can provide a calculation of the

mass-loss rate. This is shown in Equation 1.9, where qi is the fraction of the ions present that

are at the right level of excitation for the observed UV emission line, AE is the abundance

of the element with respect to H, and nH is the number density of H.

ni(r) = qi(r)AE
nHṀ

ρ(r)4πr2v(r)
(1.9)
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Aside from P Cygni profiles, other UV absorption and emission lines provide signa-

tures of dense stellar winds, especially in the case of He emission lines, seen in the winds

around WRs. Determing model fits to the width and strength of the line profiles can lead to

information about the mass-loss rate and terminal velocity of the stellar wind.

At optical wavelengths, including the Hα line (6562 Å), emission lines can be seen in

the stellar spectra, especially for hotter O and B stars (Klein & Castor, 1978; Lamers & Lei-

therer, 1993). As well as the Hα line, emission lines from the Paschen and Brackett (Br) H

series in the near-IR provide observational signatures of stellar winds. These recombination

lines can then provide information on the mass-loss rate, and the terminal velocity parame-

ter (from the velocity β -law) with the use of radiative transfer codes. The lines are known

to have a density-squared dependence, and so can be assumed to form closer to the base of

the wind, near the stellar surface. As they form closer in, the mass-loss rate will require

the line velocity to be accounted for from the velocity law, as the local velocity will not yet

have accelerated sufficiently close to the terminal velocity. This will require a consideration

of the temperature structure of the wind.

At IR and radio wavelengths, stellar winds of stars are known to emit continnum radi-

ation due to the process of free-free, or Bremsstrahlung emission, also known as ‘braking

radiation’. This additional continuum radiation from the wind leads to a flux excess for

the star at long wavelengths, as the photospheric flux decreases with a steeper power law

over wavelength (∼ λ−2) than free-free emission (∼ λ−0.6). Bremsstrahlung radiation is

emitted due to the interaction between the electric fields of a charged particle, typically an

electron within the hot plasma that makes up the stellar wind, and another nearby oppositely

charged particle, typically an atomic nucleus. This results in the deflection and deceleration

of the first charged particle, which then emits a photon containing the energy equivalent to

the degree of deceleration. This is colloquially known as free-free emission as the particle

generating the radiation is not bound to an atom or ion at any stage of the process.

The measurement of the continuum flux for the stellar winds of massive stars has his-

torically been carried out more commonly at IR wavelengths. Over the latter half of the

twentieth century, as radio telescopes and arrays have become more sensitive, the measure-

ment of the radio continnum fluxes of massive stars has increased, with the first few radio

surveys of massive stars carried out in Bieging et al. (1989); Leitherer et al. (1997, 1995a);

Scuderi et al. (1998).
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Figure 1.6: Diagram of surface of effective optical depths of the star, showing that the effective
opacity of the wind is reached at increasing radial distances from the central star, with
increasing wavelength. This is due to the density dependence of the free-free emission
process. Based on a plot from Lamers & Cassinelli (1999).

Figure 1.7: A simple diagram demonstrating how the different wavebands used for inferring the
mass-loss rate of the wind, dominate different radial regions of the wind. Taken from
Blomme (2011).

The free-free emission is dependent on the density and temperature structure of the

winds. Emission at different wavelengths can be used to scan across radial regions of the

wind, as illustrated in Figure 1.6, where the surface of the star at which the effective opacity,

τ = 1/3, is reached, can be seen to increase with wavelength.
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The emission from the star becomes optically thin for longer wavelengths at further

radial distances, at ∼1.5R? for IR wavelengths, and upwards of 100R? for millimetre and

radio wavelengths. The regions at which emission from different wavebands dominates

can be seen in Figure 1.7. Observations of IR emission require a precise knowledge of

the velocity law to infer the mass-loss rates, but at the distances at which radio emission

originates, the stellar wind can be assumed to have reached terminal velocity. This means

that determining the mass-loss rate from observations at these wavelengths is simpler to

calculate, using analytical expressions derived by Wright & Barlow (1975) and Panagia &

Felli (1975), under the approximation of a spherically symmetric stellar wind from a single

star. It does, however, require prior knowledge about the terminal velocity of the stellar

wind. This calculation is discussed fully in Chapter 4.

The above discussed observational signatures are based on the presence of hot winds

around early-type stars, although the IR and radio excess, or UV emission lines, may be

observed around cooler stellar winds, if there is an external ionising mechanism. For cooler

stellar winds, other observational signatures can be seen. This includes molecular emission

lines, and also observing the IR and millimetre radiation from dust present in the wind.

These observations are typically concerned with regions further out in the wind, as conden-

sation of a sufficient number of dust grains is required to see the emission.

Molecular emission lines are emitted from the winds of cool evolved stars. This is

because the stellar winds are the result of high mass-loss rates but slow velocities, leading

to a dense stellar wind. The emission lines can take three shapes; a plateaued peak if the

emission is optically thick, a broadened but parabolic line if the emission is optically thin,

and double peaking if the emission is due to masering. The double peaks occur for maser

line emission as the maximum masering takes place along the line of sight where there are

the highest number of molecules that have the same velocity component with respect to the

observer. In stellar winds with steady state outflows, these regions fall directly in front of

and directly behind the star, where the Doppler velocity is at a maximum and minimum,

leading to the double peaks at the edges of the resultant emission profiles.

The most important molecular emission line for tracing the extended stellar winds of

cool stars is the CO millimetre line, from de-excitation to the ground state. For optically

thin lines, the luminosity can be used to directly infer the mass-loss rate, although the tem-

perature structure needs to be known. For optically thick lines, the mass-loss rate can be
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found from the observed line profile but has to be matched to a model of the lines, as with

the atomic emission lines in hot star stellar winds. The velocity of the wind can be measured

from the width of the peak of the emission.

Observations on the dust present in the winds from the IR and millimetre radiation

can lead to a measurement on the mass of the dust lost by the star by fitting the energy

distribution to models. If an appropriate gas to dust ratio can be assumed, this can then lead

to a measure of the mass loss rate for the star, though the velocity of the wind has to be

found from other observations.

The difference in observational signatures and stellar winds for the hotter and cooler

massive stars is partly due to the driving force behind the stellar winds. For hotter mas-

sive stars, such as OB stars and WRs, their stellar winds are believed to be generated by

a radiative line-driven force. For cooler massive stars, such as RSGs and YHGs, the driv-

ing force is less clear, but the most popular theory is that of dust-driven (also known as

‘continuum-driven’) winds.

1.2.1 Radiative Line-driven Winds

The theory of radiative line-driven winds for hot massive stars was first discussed in Lucy &

Solomon (1970), and Castor et al. (1975), henceforth referred to as CAK, further developed

in Pauldrach et al. (1986). The following discussion lays out some of the foundational

details of the processes involved in the generation of line-driven winds, with reference to

the review on line-driven winds given in Puls et al. (2008) and the discussion on line-driven

winds given in Chapter 8 of Lamers & Cassinelli (1999).

For the winds to propagate outwards, the force of gravity must be overcome by the

radiative and gas pressure forces, allowing the gas to stream outwards. Radiative line-

driven winds are driven by photons produced at the optical photosphere. These photons are

then scattered and absorbed by ions in the outer atmosphere, typically C, N, O and Fe-group

ions. The two main physical processes at play in a line-driven wind are the momentum and

energy transfer from the initial photons to the metal ions via absorption, followed by the

Coulomb coupling, causing the momentum transfer to the surrounding wind material. If the

atoms absorb a photon of frequency νabs, then re-emit a new photon at frequency νemit , with

a change in direction by angle θ = αout −αin, this leaves the atoms/ions with an increased

momentum,
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∆P =
h
c
(νabs cos(αin)−νemit cos(αout)) (1.10)

=
hν0

c
(1− cos(θ)) (1.11)

where ν0 is the frequency of the spectral line at which the ion can absorb photons in its rest

frame, and h is Planck’s constant. For forward scattering of the re-emitted photon, there is

no relative momentum transfer, but for backward scattering this leads to a clear increase in

momentum by 2hν0/c. As the scattering of the emitted photon occurs isotropically, a net

increase and an overall acceleration for the metal ions is generated, as the original photons

come from a preferred direction, radially outward from the stellar surface. The total line

acceleration is the integration of this change in momentum over all scatterings, gline
rad .

The acceleration is then shared over the total wind, by transfer of the momentum from

the metal ions to the more abundant H and He ions, which cannot be accelerated by the

initial line absorption mechanism. This occurs through Coulomb coupling, where the metal

ions are decelerated and surrounding protons and electrons are accelerated, until the wind

moves forward with a steady flow. This occurs if the interaction time of the Coulomb

coupling process is smaller than the time taken for the fast travelling metal ions to drift

away from the surrounding material.

In order to consider the radiative line-driven winds analytically, it is useful to invoke

a number of assumptions, including spherical symmetry, homogeneity and time indepen-

dence. The wind is also assumed to follow the mass continuity equation, as shown in Equa-

tion 1.5. The radiative acceleration can succesfully drive the stellar wind if the absorption

of photons by the ions is sufficient to allow the ions and surrounding material to effectively

overcome the gravitational forces and escape from the photosphere.

As well as the line radiative acceleration, gline
rad , there is also a continuum radiative

acceleration present, from the interactions between free electrons and photons, gcont
rad , due

to Thomson acceleration. The line acceleration dominates, because of the relative intrinsic

strengths of the two processes, and the Doppler broadening that allows for the spectral lines

to absorb photons at a wide range of frequencies.

Once the initial acceleration of the wind material has taken place, then the wind can

be efficiently accelerated further by radiative acceleration due to Doppler broadening. As
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the material in the outer atmosphere at the base of the wind experiences an outwards force,

there is a relative redshifting of photons that have originated from closer in to the star. This

allows photons that were not originally at the correct relative wavelength for absorption, to

become red-shifted into the correct wavelength range and be absorbed by the metal ions in

the wind, providing additional acceleration.

For an ion with a line transition at frequency ν0, photons can be absorbed by the line

transition over a narrow interaction region. The spectral line opacity is assumed to occur

over a finite width, ∆ν , which is centred around ν0. This can be related to the absorption

coefficient of the ion for the relevant line transition through the profile function, φ(∆ν), a

Gaussian function with a width that is dependent on the thermal and turbulent motions of

the gas. Once the photon travelling through the wind reaches a relative wavelength within

∼ 1.5∆ν of ν0, it can then be absorbed by the metal ions. Therefore, the line interaction

region is dependent on the velocity gradient throughout the wind, and the absorption profile

of the line.

A common simplification used in deriving the line acceleration is the Sobolev approx-

imation (Sobolev, 1960). The approximation reduces the width of the profile function, ∆ν ,

to a delta function. The interaction of the photon with the wind material becomes only

dependent on the local region conditions where the absorption takes place. This allows for

the absorption to take place at one point, known as the Sobolev point, where a photon of

frequency, νp, travelling in the radial direction, z, is absorbed in a line at frequency ν0 at the

point rs from the centre of the star, where the wind velocity is vz,

vz(rs) =
z
r

v(rs) = c
(

1− ν0

vp

)
(1.12)

This is considered valid when the velocity gradient of the wind dv/dr is sufficiently

constant over a region of width ∆r, for a velocity interval ∆ν , the equivalent width of the

absorption profile of the line, or vG, the Gaussian velocity. The validity of the use of the

Sobolev approximation then holds over a region defined as the Sobolev length, Ls, as shown

in Equation 1.13.

Ls = ∆r =
vG

dv/dr
(1.13)

The line acceleration can then be expressed as
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gline
rad =

Lνν

4πr2c2

(
dv
dr

)
(1− e−τ)

ρ
(1.14)

where ρ is the density, and Lν is the luminosity at the line frequency ν , with an optical depth

τS under the Sobolev approximation, as shown in Equation 1.16, where κν is the absorption

coefficient in the Sobolev region, in cm2 g−1, and λ is the line wavelength.

τS = (κνρ)
dz

d∆ν
(1.15)

= κνλ
dr
dv

(1.16)

This shows that for optically thick lines, there is a dependence on the spatial velocity

gradient dv
dr . To determine the total radiative acceleration, the force must be summed over

all contributing lines, as discussed in CAK, resulting in an expression for the total radiative

line acceleration,

gline
rad = gth

radM(t) (1.17)

where gth
rad =

1
cρ

σeL
4πr2 is the radiative term for Thomson scattering from the free electrons, in

which L is the total energy of the photons, and M(τ)= kτ−α is the force multipler, where k is

the number of lines, dependent on the frequency and line-strength, and τ = σe∆νρ/(dv/dr)

is the optical depth parameter, where the opacity, σe, is equivalent to Thomson scattering.

α can be taken as the ratio between the acceleration caused by optically thick lines and the

total acceleration, typically taken to be 0.45 - 0.65 (Lamers & Cassinelli, 1999).

The radiation line-driven wind can be parameterised in terms of the momentum equa-

tion,

vdv
dr

=−GM?

r2 +
1
ρ

d p
dr

+gth
rad +gline

rad (1.18)

where G is Newton’s gravitational constant, and M? is the mass of the star. The radiative

acceleration term for Thomson scattering can be written as,

gth
rad =

1
cρ

σeL
4πr2 =

GM?Γe(r)
r2 (1.19)
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where Γe is the ratio between the electron scattering force and the gravitational force. Using

Equation 1.19, both the first and third terms on the RHS of Equation 1.18 can be combined.

Additionally, the gas pressure term (the second term) in Equation 1.18 can be ignored.

This is a justified approximation in the supersonic region where the radiative acceleration

dominates. This leads to an updated form of the equation,

vdv
dr

=−GM?(1−Γe)

r2 +gline
rad (1.20)

A substitution can now be made for the radiative line acceleration from Equation 1.17,

leading to an equation of the form,

r2 vdv
dr
−C

(
r2vdv

dr

)α

=−GM?(1−Γe) (1.21)

which leads to solutions for the mass-loss rate and velocity law as given in Equations 1.22

and 1.24 respectively, where the velocity law is found to follow the expected β -law, with a

β value of 0.5 in the CAK case.

Ṁ =
4π

σe∆ν

(
σe

4πc

) 1
α

(
1−α

α

) 1−α

α

(kαL)
1
α (GM?(1−Γe))

α−1
α (1.22)

v(r) =
[

α

1−α
2GM?(1−Γe)

(
1

R?
− 1

r

)] 1
2

(1.23)

= v∞

(
1− R?

r

) 1
2

(1.24)

There is an upper limit to the mass-loss rate that can be achieved from line-driven radi-

ation. This limit is reached under the approximation that there are so many strong spectral

lines in the wind that the total flux of the star is absorbed or scattered in the wind. This

would imply that the momentum of the wind is equal to the momentum of the stellar radia-

tion, Ṁmaxv∞ = L/c, known as the ‘single scattering upper limit’ for the wind momentum,

as it assumes that scattered photons can no longer contribute to the acceleration of the wind

via momentum transfer.

Despite the same driving mechanism for all early hot star stellar winds, there is still

a large diversity between stellar winds with the same dominant driving mechanism. One

example of this is the bi-stability jump, where the ratio between the terminal and escape
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velocity is found to drop steeply between spectral types earlier than B1 and later than B2,

with a corresponding jump in mass-loss rate (Benaglia et al., 2007). This is theorised to

be down to an increase of the line acceleration of FeIII below the sonic point (the point

at which the wind has accelerated to the sound speed) (Vink et al., 1999), showing how

different acceleration conditions can have a clear impact on the mass-loss rate and terminal

velocity values.

The derivations of the velocity law and mass-loss rate for radiatively line-driven winds

rely on a number of approximations to be made. The assumption of a core-halo structure, for

example, ignores continuum formation, which is of importance for dense winds. Multiple

scattering effects have been ignored, which could have generated higher mass-loss rates than

for the single scattering limits. Multi-line effects have also been ignored, which would have

led to the inclusion of effects from adjacent lines for which there is only a small frequency

separation. As well as this, any effects from line blanketing or back-warming have been

ignored, as well as any impacts from rotation, magnetic fields or binarity.

1.2.2 Dust-driven Winds

The radiation from highly luminous but cool RSGs and YHGs are sufficient to drive a stellar

wind through radiative driving. However, rather than causing radiative driving through

absorption of photons by metal ions, photons from the surfaces of cooler stars are absorbed

by dust grains. Some of the earliest work looking at dust-driven winds includes Kwok

(1975); Gehrz & Woolf (1971). The brief discussion on the physical processes from dust-

driven winds that follows in this section is taken from Chapter 7 of Lamers & Cassinelli

(1999).

The relatively low temperatures of RSGs and YHGs, at a few 103 K, allow for dust

grains to form in the upper atmospheres of the stars. Typically, the dust grains can be

classified as two types; ‘silicate grains’ are formed by O-rich stars, whereas ‘carbonaceous

grains’ are formed by C-rich stars. As O has a higher cosmic abundance, typical RSGs

contain silicate grains in their winds. As these stars still have relatively high luminosities of

L ∼ 105 L�, the radiative pressure is sufficient for outward acceleration to exceed gravity

and generate a stellar wind. For this to occur, the radiative equilbrium temperature of the

dust grains has to fall below the condensation temperature so that the grains can survive the

radiation. The dust grains also have to be sufficiently coupled to the gas so that the whole

wind can be driven outwards. This coupling is carried out through collisional excitations
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that transfer momentum to the surrounding gas.

The main difference between line-driven and continuum-driven winds is that Doppler

shifts don’t play a significant role, as the redshift that can be achieved is on the order of a

few Angström. This means that the absorption occurs over a wide enough band that Doppler

shifting does not cause a significant effect. This means the dust-driven winds experience

a much less efficient acceleration mechanism. Often dust-driven winds are found to be

much slower than line-driven winds, with a typical terminal velocity of 10 - 30kms−1 in

comparison to the velocities of ∼ 103 kms−1 reached by line-driven winds.

The density of dust at the dust formation region determines the mass-loss rates of

the stars, as it governs the degree of momentum coupling between the grains and the gas.

For the outer atmospheres to reach a high enough density for the wind to be generated,

pulsational shocks are often invoked as an explanation to describe how the density becomes

high enough in the outer atmosphere beyond the condensation radius.

The dust grains can be assumed to be fully formed, at a distance from the star, rd ,

where the ratio of dust radiative acceleration to gravity, Γd , is greater than unity at that

distance, quickly reaching the sonic point. This means that the condensation radius, the dust

formation radius, and the sonic radius can all be considered to be equal. The momentum

equation for a dust driven wind is,

v
dv
dr

+
1
ρ

d p
dr

+
GM?

r2 = grad =
GM?Γd

r2 (1.25)

The momentum in the subsonic and supersonic portions of the wind can be balanced

to find a final equation for the momentum. This requires taking the gas pressure gradient

as negligble in comparison to the radiative acceleration, and defining the optical depth of

the wind as τW =
∫

∞

rs
krpρdr, defined for the supersonic part of the wind, where krp is the

radiation pressure mean opacity. As the radiative acceleration exceeds gravity in this region

of the wind,

Ṁv∞ =
L?τW

c
(1.26)

where the momentum is dependent on the optical depth of the wind, which is in itself limited

by the total radiative energy of the star. The momentum equation can be written in terms of

the different opacity efficiencies, caused by both scattering and absorption processes, QS,
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and QA, and split into the dust momentum equation, shown in Equation 1.27, and the gas

momentum equation, shown in Equation 1.28.

u
du
dr

=−GM?

r2 +
πa2QrpL?

4πr2cmd
−

fdrag

md
(1.27)

v
dv
dr

+
1
ρ

d p
dr

+
GM?

r2 = nd
fdrag

ρ
(1.28)

In Equation 1.27, it is assumed that all dust grains are of the same size with radius a,

and have speeds, u(r), at radial distance from the star, r, with the number of dust grains

per cm3, nd , and the mass of each grain, md . fdrag is the drag force governing the transfer

of momentum from the dust to the surrounding gas, and Qrp is the radiation pressure mean

efficiency, with the effect of scattering ignored, so that

QrpF =
∫

∞

0
QA(a,λ )Fλ dλ (1.29)

where F is the mean stellar flux, λ is the wavelength of the radiation, and QA is the absorp-

tion efficiency. The drag force between the dust and the gas, fdrag, is dependent on the drift

speed, wdr, the relative speed between the dust grains and the gas. The drag force is also

dependent on the value of the thermal speed of the gas, ath =
√

2kT/µ ′mH , where µ ′ is a

factor accounting for the mean mass of all the atoms that make up the gas (predominantly

He and molecular hydrogen, H2). The drag force can be expressed as

fdrag = πa2
thρwdr

√
w2

dr +a2
th (1.30)

It is believed that the momentum transfer from the dust grains to the gas transfers

nearly all the momentum the dust grains gain from the radiative acceleration. Therefore,

the momentum transfer between accelerated gas particles and the surrounding gas, rather

than the transfer from dust grains, then dominates as the acceleration of the wind as a

whole (Gilman, 1972). The expression for fdrag can be subsituted into the gas momentum

equation, Equation 1.28, to gain the expression,
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v
dv
dr

+
1
ρ

d p
dr

+
GM?

r2 −
nd

ρ

a2QrpL?

4r2c
= 0 (1.31)

v
dv
dr

+
1
ρ

d p
dr

+
GM?

r2 (1−Γd) = 0 (1.32)

where

Γd =
nd

ρ

a2QrpL?

4cGM?
=

krpL?

4cGM?
(1.33)

Equation 1.32 shows that even in a dust-driven wind, the gas momentum equation

follows the same form as for a radiative line-driven wind, as seen in Equations 1.18 and

1.20.

For the mass-loss rates to reach values as high as observed for stars with dust-driven

winds, an additional process is required. The density of the dust grains must be increased to

be high enough at the condensation radius, so that the radiative acceleration experienced by

the dust grains is high enough to overcome gravitational forces. This requires pulsational

shocks from the underlying star to force material away from the extended envelope, and

‘levitate’ the material high in the stellar atmospheres.

For a successful dust-driven wind, the wind must fufill the condition that the gas ve-

locity law passes through the critical point, where the momentum is transferred to the gas,

and dust growth stops shortly after the condensation radius. This indicates that the critical

point (the point at which Γd ∼ 1) can be set as equal to the dust condensation radius, rc. The

gas velocity at the critical point is equal to the sound speed, as =
√

RTw/µ , where Tw is the

gas temperature in the wind. This then leads to an expression for the mass-loss rate of the

dust contained in the wind,

Ṁ = 4πr2
c ρ(rc)as(rc) (1.34)

= 2×10−9
(

M?

M�

)0.6( R?

R�

)0.8( Tw

2000K

)0.5(
∆v
∆v0

)4(Tc

T?

) 12+3p
2

(1.35)

where p is a factor dependent on the composition of the dust grains within the wind, typi-

cally equal to 1 in the IR regime. The density at the critical point can be taken to be
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ρ(rc) = 1.9×10−15
(

M?

M�

)0.6( R?

1013

)−1.2(
∆v
∆v0

)4( r
R?

)−5

(1.36)

and the dust condensation radius evaluated as,

r(c) =
(

R?

2

)(
Td

T?

)− 4+p
2

(1.37)

A velocity law can also be derived, by integrating over the gas momentum equation,

Equation 1.28,

v(r)'

√
2GM?(Γd−1)

rc

(
1− rc

r

)
(1.38)

Although this doesn’t demonstrate an explicit dependence on the mass-loss rate of the

wind, the velocity structure is still affected by the mass-loss rate. In the limit of a low mass-

loss rate, the increased drift of the dust grains relative to the gas has a direct impact on the

relative densities of the dust and gas, affecting the opacity of the stellar wind, decreasing

the factor Γd and so affecting the velocity. In the case of high mass-loss rates, the winds

become optically thick, and the reddening of the emission by the absorption and re-emission

from the dust grains will affect the opacity and lead again to a decrease in the factor Γd .

This discussion of the mass-loss rate given for the dust-driven winds is determined

from the dust mass-loss rate of the star, with consideration then given to the coupling be-

tween the dust and gas present within the wind. For the cool evolved stars with winds

attributed to dust-driven processes discussed in this thesis, the outer winds, beyond the

wind acceleration zone, are used to infer the mass-loss rate. As these winds are heated by

external ionisation, the wind regions investigated can be approximated to similar physical

conditions as the regions measured in the hot star winds. This allows for the same equation,

Equation 4.13, in Chapter 4, concerning the gas present in the wind, to be used to measure

the mass-loss rates for all of the stellar classes observed, despite the different underlying

driving conditions.

The equations provided describing the dust-driven winds have been reliant on a num-

ber of simplifying assumptions. This includes assuming a spherically symmetric time-

independent stellar wind, and only considering the supersonic part of the wind, ignoring

the lower regions below the condensation region, where the pulsations are believed to occur

that help to provide the density necessary to drive the wind. In order to determine bet-
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ter models, a full consideration needs to be given to the interactions between the various

physical mechanisms of pulsations, shocks, and the radiation pressure on dust.

1.3 Structures in Stellar Winds

The previous discussion of both radiative line-driven and dust-driven winds assume a

smooth stellar wind. However, observational evidence has routinely been found for the

presence of structures in stellar winds, begining with a two-component structure of ‘ra-

diative blobs’ in an ambient medium investigated as an explaination for the excess X-ray

luminosity seen for the hot O star ζ Puppis (Lucy & White, 1980). Other observational

evidence for structure includes weak electron scattering wings in WR stars (Hillier, 1991),

as well as line profile variability (LPV) seen for He and Hα lines in O stars (Markova et al.,

2005; Henrichs, 1991; Grady et al., 1983), discrete absorption components (DACs) in UV

resonance lines (Kaper et al., 1999), and spectropolarimetric variations of OB stars, where

variability has been linked directly to the presence of inhomogeneous structure (Lupie &

Nordsieck, 1987).

The structures in stellar winds can be separated into two primary components: small-

scale and large-scale structure. Large-scale structure is believed to be due to the presence

of co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs), as has previously been seen for the solar wind

(Mullan, 1984). Large-scale structure is required to explain the presence of DACs within

UV line profiles in massive stars (Massa et al., 1995). Small-scale structure, also known as

‘clumping’, is linked to the instabilities that arise in the line-driving mechanism of hot stellar

winds. Direct evidence of small-scale structure has been found from moving structures in

the line profiles of HeII in ζ Puppis (Eversberg et al., 1998) as well as in the emission lines

of WR stars (Robert, 1994). Correlated variability from Hα and UV observations, as well

as for Hα and X-ray observations, have led to evidence that structure is present throughout

the wind (Kaper et al., 1997; Berghoefer et al., 1996).

The structures present in stellar winds have a direct influence on the interpretation

of observations, and the resulting mass-loss rates calculated. In the case of small-scale

structure, this leads to differences between the mass-loss rates derived from density-squared

dependent diagnostics (Hα , free-free emission) and density-dependent diagnostics (UV line

profiles), as shown in Section 1.3.2 (Fullerton et al., 2006; Bouret et al., 2005).

Reliable observational constraints are required in order to gain a concrete understand-

ing of the expected mass-loss rates for massive stars at all stages of stellar evolution. A
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Figure 1.8: A set of spectra from the O7II(f) star HD 34656, collected in February 1991, as pub-
lished in Kaper et al. (1999). The middle panel demonstrates the clear presence of DACs
for the SiIV line, with timescales of about 1 day. The maximum velocity reached by the
DACs is ∼ -1900kms−1, though the total wind variability reaches -2600kms−1.

full understanding of the structures present in stellar winds, and the degree to which they

may affect the derivation of mass-loss rates can help to better constrain the parameters then

implemented within stellar evolution models. Both large-scale and small-scale structure

should be considered when determining the influence on stellar winds and the resulting

mass-loss rates.

1.3.1 Large-scale Structure - Co-rotating Interaction Regions

Evidence for large-scale structure arises from the presence of DACs. DACs are spectral

components where the optical depth has been enhanced, and were first seen in the absorption

troughs of UV P Cygni profiles for O and B stars, gradually evolving across to the blue

winds of the profiles and becoming narrower as the velocity of the component increases

(Bates & Gilheany, 1990). An example of DACs can be seen in Figure 1.8.

The rate of recurrence for DACs in the profiles were found to be linked to the rotational

velocity of the star, vsin(i) (Prinja, 1988; Kaper et al., 1997), as were the acceleration rates.

This meant the acceleration rates of the DACs were far slower than the wind acceleration

profiles, and so could be linked to a slow perturbation through which the wind material

propagates (Prinja et al., 1992; Prinja, 1994), with either high density or low velocity com-

ponents (Fullerton & Owocki, 1992). The strong absorption features require a structure

of significant extent, covering a large fraction of the stellar disk, with a requirement for
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large-scale structure as small-scale structure would become averaged out.

One proposed explanation for DACs, with the requirement of large coherent structures

occuring over timescales of stellar rotation, was CIRs. They were first known to occur in the

solar wind, and hence used as an explanation for variability in stellar winds (Mullan, 1984),

but were first investigated in detail in Cranmer & Owocki (1996), with the use of 2-D time-

dependent hydrodynamic models. The models derived an origin for the wind structure from

photospheric disturbances, due to radatively bright regions over the stellar surface, from

which increased radiative acceleration could occur. These are thought to originate from

sub-surface convection within the generally radiative outer envelopes of the star (Cantiello

et al., 2009). The wind structure was found to be insensitive to the specific location of the

radiatively bright regions, though both non-radial pulsations and localised magnetic fields

were proposed as possible sources.

The current model of CIRs, containing streams of slow dense material in the stellar

winds is discussed in Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4, with Figure 4.2 demonstrating the model

of fast and slow streams arising from radiatively bright and dark regions over the stellar

surface. The streams then allow for the shock regions to be created, where CIRs originate.

Within the shock regions, the unperturbed wind is able to collide with the density-enhanced

material, leading to a non-linear sharp discontinuity, known as an ‘Abbott kink’ (Feldmeier

& Shlosman, 2000, 2002), which then propagates slowly radially outward in the wind. It is

the discontinuity that is the origin of the DACs, rather than the DACs directly originating

from the CIRs (Cranmer & Owocki, 1996).

1.3.2 Small-scale Structure - Clumping

Within stellar winds, small density and velocity perturbations can quickly grow to form

shocks, that can lead to the generation of small-scale structure, or ‘clumping’. Clumping

is linked to the intrinsic line-instabilities that arise in the acceleration of radiative line-

driven winds (Lucy & Solomon, 1970). This is known as the line de-shadowing instabilities

(LDIs), where line de-saturation can be linked to the effect of the Doppler shift on the lines,

caused by the wind acceleration. The Doppler shift has already been discussed in Section

1.2.1 for enhanced acceleration of line-driven winds, but also leads to instabilities within the

wind. The velocity perturbations then lead to density perturbations that build up to generate

sections of matter gathered in enhanced density, given the colloquial term ‘clumps’.

Models have been developed to investigate the effect of small-scale structure on the
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observations of hot star winds (MacGregor et al., 1979; Owocki & Rybicki, 1984; Owocki

et al., 1988; Owocki & Rybicki, 1985). The models found that the growth of the insta-

bilities in the wind could be directly linked to how the line-driven acceleration is affected

by velocity perturbations in the winds. Models have also been developed to explain the

effects of the structure on long wavelength regimes, for the free-free emission at IR and

radio wavelengths, emitted in the outer wind regions, where clumps can lead to excess ob-

served flux densities (Abbott et al., 1981). The clumps are known to persist out to large

distances in the wind due to a balance between compressive forces caused by clump-clump

collisions and the expansion of the clumps into the surrounding rarified material (Runacres

& Owocki, 2002, 2005). A further discussion on the observational signatures of clumping

and the impact of small-scale structure on the mass-loss rates of stellar winds is given in

Chapter 4.

Two different classes of clumps can be considered; micro-clumping and macro-

clumping. Micro-clumping describes a wind containing a large number of small-scale inho-

mogeneities, or clumps, which remain optically thin, so the clump is smaller than the mean

free path of the photons undergoing interactions with the wind matter. This allows for radia-

tive transfer equations to be calculated, assuming a smooth flow, with the main impact from

the clumps characterised by a volume filling factor, fv. The inter-clump medium is assumed

to be a void. Any enhancement in the source flux relative to a smooth wind (such as the flux

excess observed at longer wavelengths) is taken as unrelated to the shape or structure of the

clumps (Hamann & Koesterke, 1998).

The average density of the wind can be quantified as < ρ >= Ṁ/4πr2v. This can be

expressed in terms of the density of material within the clumps, ρc, and the volume filling

factor, fv,

< ρ >= fvρc (1.39)

< ρ
2 >= fvρ

2
c (1.40)

where < ρ > is the mean density, and < ρ2 > is the mean squared density, averaged over the

local volume from which the emission is formed. This can be related to the clumping factor,

fcl , as shown in Equation 1.41, discussed further in Chapter 4. The clumping factor, fcl can

be expressed as a ratio of these two factors, < ρ2 > / < ρ >, and is a direct measurement
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of the overdensity of the clumps in comparison to the inter-clump medium (Owocki et al.,

1988).

As the micro-clumping approximation assumes a void in the inter-clump medium, the

opacity of the wind is related to only the opacity of the clumps themselves,

κ = κc( fcl < ρ >) (1.41)

which leads to an optical depth of,

τ =
∫

κc( fcl < ρ >) fvdr (1.42)

=
∫

κc( fcl < ρ >)

fcl
dr (1.43)

where the factor fvdr accounts for a reduction in the opacity path length. This implies that

linearly density-dependent processes are not affected by small-scale structures in stellar

winds, and so observations of these processes are consistent with predictions for a smooth

wind. For density-squared dependent processes, the clumping factor provides an additional

parameter, with the mass-loss rates adjusted by a factor f 1/2
cl . The use of a high clumping

factor may provide a way to explain and remove the discrepancies found between observa-

tional diagnostics at different wavebands (Fullerton et al., 2006).

In the case of macro-clumping, clumps are assumed to be optically thick, and the

photons interact with the matter several times before being destroyed, or scattered, escaping

through the intra-clump matter. This definition of clumping is especially of importance in

the inner-most wind regions, where the assumption of a void inter-clump medium is brought

into question by changes in the velocity field and gradients determined within clumps (Puls

et al., 2008). In the optically thick case, the interaction of the wind material with photons is

affected by the geometry of the clumps (Šurlan et al., 2013).

The clumps are assumed to be well described by a uniform clump size, l(r), with

average separation between the clumps of length L. These can then be related to the volume

filling factor, fv,

fv =
l(r)
L3 = f−1

cl (1.44)
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resulting in an optical depth, τc of,

τc = κc( fclρ) fvl = κc( fclρ)
l2

L3 (1.45)

where κc( fclρ) is the mean opacity as before. The effective cross section, σc, and effective

opacity, κe f f , can then be considered, as the cross section of the clumps is reduced due to

the geometry of the clump causing a degree of reduction in the radiation absorbed,

σc = l2(1− e−τC) (1.46)

and so the effective opacity becomes,

κe f f = ncσc =
l2

L3 (1− eτc) (1.47)

=
κc(1− e−τc)

τc
(1.48)

where nc is the number density of the clumps. In the micro-clumping approximation in-

volving an optically thin case (τc � 1), κe f f becomes κc, but the optically thick case leads

to a reduction in the effective opacity by a factor of 1/τc. The use of macro-clumping over

micro-clumping removes the need for a high clumping factor to explain the discrepancies

between observed mass-loss rates at different wavelengths, as the reduction in opacity can

lead to an alternative explanation for the reduction in the mass-loss rates calculated with

optically thick lines, such as the PV resonance lines (Šurlan et al., 2013; Oskinova et al.,

2007).

1.4 Binaries and Colliding Stellar Winds

Stars are affected significantly by several of their individual parameters; their mass loss

through stellar winds, their rotation and their magnetic fields. As well as this, stars can be

affected by their presence within a binary system. As 70% of massive stars are expected

to be in interacting binary systems (Sana et al., 2012), it is important to understand how

binarity can affect stellar evolution, leading to the production of extreme phenomena such

as X-ray binaries and mergers, that may be responsible for the most massive stars in the

Galaxy, or even the production of gravitational waves (Tauris & van den Heuvel, 2006; de

Mink et al., 2014; Abbott et al., 2016).
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1.4.1 Impact of Binarity

Binarity is one of the major factors that can influence the stellar evolution of a star alongside

mass loss from a stellar wind. Stars that are within a close enough orbit with one another are

able to exchange material through mass transfer. The degree to which binarity can effect the

stellar system is mainly dependent on the initial orbital period, and mass ratio, q = M1/M2,

directly influencing the evolution of the stellar components within a binary with orbital

periods of < 1500 days (Sana et al., 2012). The outflows from interactions between binary

companions can reach values of up to 10−4 M� yr−1, rivalling the effect of peak mass-loss

rates in massive stars (Petrovic et al., 2005).

This can lead to more massive stars in a binary becoming stripped of the mass from

their outer envelopes (Podsiadlowski et al., 1992), which may influence the resultant SN

(Claeys et al., 2011). This can lead to NSs observed with suggested massive star progen-

itors that should have had large enough initial masses to result in the formation of BHs

(Clark et al., 2014b). The companion star can also then gain mass as well as momentum

from binary interactions. This can then lead to chemical mixing with matter from the other

star which may influence the companion’s evolution (Brott et al., 2011). The influence of

binarity on the stellar evolution of the individual stars can also affect stellar population mod-

els, altering the fraction of each type of core collapse SN that occur. The transfer of angular

momentum may lead to gradually infalling closer orbits, resulting in a merger. Binaries can

also influence their surrounding environments, as has been found from modelling. This can

include the late-stage survival of a cluster, where binaries are able to inject energy into the

stellar clusters from their mechanical feedback to their surroundings resulting from their

interactions (McMillan et al., 1990), as discussed in Section 1.5.2.2.

1.4.2 Colliding Wind Binaries

For two massive stars in an interacting binary, their stellar winds may be strong enough to

interact at a collision region. This scenario is known as a colliding wind binary (CWB). The

collision between two stellar winds can lead to the wind material becoming heated within

the colliding wind region (CWR), located within two shock fronts (Stevens et al., 1992).

The production of these shock fronts require both stars to be large enough to form dense

stellar winds, so both stellar components of the binary must be massive stars, either OB stars

on the MS, or massive stars in an evolved post-MS phase. CWBs can lead to the production

of emission from shocked material, such as X-ray or radio emission.
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X-ray emission from CWBs can form through thermal X-ray emission, or from the

acceleration of particles to generate non-thermal X-ray emission. The production of X-ray

emission from CWBs mainly results from the heating of the material within the collision

region to higher temperatures than are seen for single star winds, leading to the production

of excess X-ray emission from binary stars (De Becker, 2007). Non-thermal X-ray emission

may also be seen from CWBs, through inverse Compton scattering (del Palacio et al., 2016).

The CWBs can also lead to the production of non-thermal radio emission in stellar

winds. These form as the result of the acceleration of charged particles back and forth

across the shock front, accelerating the particles to relativistic speeds, through the mecha-

nism of diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) (Pittard & Dougherty, 2006). This process then

generates synchrotron emission. The presence of this emission can affect the radio observa-

tions of massive stars located within binaries. CWBs and their impact on radio observations

are discussed further in Chapter 3, in Section 3.1.3.

1.5 Stellar Clusters

Massive stars are known to predominantly form within stellar clusters and associations

(Lada & Lada, 2003). It has been found that for the Galactic population of O stars, 70% are

observed in clustered environments (Gies, 1987), with 50% of the observed field stars found

to be runaways (de Wit et al., 2005). By investigating stellar clusters, a stellar population

containing a large range of stellar evolutionary stages, across a variety of spectral types,

all with the same local environment, can be investigated. This is of particular importance

when considering the co-eval populations that are located in stellar clusters, as is seen in

the massive cluster investigated in this thesis, Wd1. All of the stars within the cluster which

represent a wide range of evolutionary phases from MS stars to the most evolved post-MS

stages, can be investigated within a single snapshot. This allows for a controlled population

with the same age and metallicity. This can then allow for links to be inferred between the

local environments stars are located in, and the range of chemistry and dynamics that can

result from this.

From studying stellar clusters, additional information can be inferred about the forma-

tion mechanisms behind massive stellar populations. The feedback into the clusters from

the stellar winds of massive stars (alongside the resultant SN from the end stages of the mas-

sive stellar lifetimes) can generate feedback mechanisms that occur on a Galactic scale. This

includes chemical enrichment and mechanical feedback that can influence the evolution of
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the host galaxy by affecting surrounding star formation regions, as well as the generation of

Galactic-scale winds.

1.5.1 Fundamental Properties of Massive Stellar Clusters

Stellar clusters can be split into two main classes; open clusters (OCs), and globular clusters

(GCs). OCs are clusters located throughout the Galactic plane, containing a few thousand

stars, and are loosely bound. Many OCs eventually become un-bound and gradually dis-

solve or evolve to form loose stellar associations, due to disruption from interactions with

other clusters and clouds of gas. GCs are evolved clusters, typically located in the Galactic

halo, that contain several thousand to several million stars, and are very tightly bound. As

they are evolved, there is no on-going star formation occuring in GCs. Young massive clus-

ters (YMCs) contain similar properties to both of these cluster types, as they have ongoing

star formation, but they are also gravitationally bound. The largest YMCs are also defined

as super star clusters (SSCs), thought to be potential pre-cursors to GCs, due to their masses

and projected lifetimes (Gallagher & Grebel, 2002).

The properties of OCs, YMCs, and GCs can be compared. OCs and YMCs are both

younger than GCs, with a typical age for YMCs of' 100Myr, and OCs of up to' 300Myr.

GCs are far older with ages upwards of 10Gyrs. The masses of YMCs are larger than OCs,

with total masses greater than 104 M�, compared to OCs with masses of ≥ 103 M�. The

most massive YMCs, SSCs, have masses greater than 105 M�, consistent with the masses

determined for GCs (Portegies Zwart et al., 2010). The core densities, ρc, of YMCs are also

more in line with GCs, with ρc values of ≥ 103 M� pc−3, compared to lower values of ≤

103 M� pc−3 for OCs.

Typical parameters for YMCs in the Milky Way are given in Table 1.2, taken from

Table 2 of Portegies Zwart et al. (2010).

Massive star clusters are often approximated to a spherical geometry. Several different

distingushing measurements of cluster radii can be made. This includes the half-mass ra-

dius, rhm, defined as the distance from the cluster core containing half the cluster mass, or

the effective radius, re f f , also known as the half-light radius, which is distance within which

half of the total light of the cluster is contained, and can be determined observationally. The

virial radius of a cluster, rvir, requires the assumption that a cluster is in virial equlibrium,

and can be defined by,
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Table 1.2: YMCs located in the Milky Way and their properties.

Cluster Age
(Myr)

log(Mphot) log(Mdyn) re f f

(pc)
rvir

(pc)
tdyn
(Myr)

Arches 2.00 4.30 - 0.40 0.68 0.06
DSB2003 3.50 3.80 - 1.20 2.04 0.55
NGC 3603 2.00 4.10 - 0.70 1.19 0.17
Quintuplet 4.00 4.00 - 2.00 3.40 0.93
RSGC01 12.00 4.50 4.70 1.50 2.55 0.34
RSGC02 17.00 4.60 4.80 2.70 4.58 0.73
RSGC03 18.00 4.50 - 5.00 8.49 2.07
Trumpler 14 2.00 4.00 - 0.50 0.85 0.12
Wd 1 3.50 4.50 4.80 1.00 1.74 0.19
Wd 2 2.00 4.00 - 0.80 1.36 0.24
hPer 12.80 4.20 - 2.10 3.57 0.80
χ Per 12.80 4.10 - 2.50 4.24 1.16

rvir =
GM2

2U
(1.49)

where M is the total cluster mass, U is the potential energy of the cluster and G is the grav-

itational constant. As M and U cannot be determined directly via observations, the virial

radius is often determined with the use of numerical simulations. The virial radius, rvir, is

commonly found to be of similar size for OCs and YMCs, of order 1pc, but much larger

for GCs, up to 10pc. It can be combined with the effective radius, re f f , to determine the

dynamical mass, Mdyn. Other important cluster size scales include the cluster core radius,

rc, defined as the distance where the surface brightness has fallen by half for the cluster, and

the tidal radius, rt , where the gravitational acceleration of the cluster becomes equal to the

degree of tidal forces from the host galaxy.

For stellar clusters, two fundamental timescales can be considered; dynamical

timescales, tdyn, and relaxation timescales, tr, with the cluster considered as comprised

of a ‘gas’ of stars, with their motions governed by gravitational forces within the cluster.

The dynamical timescale, tdyn, is the typical time it would take for a star to cross over the

entire cluster. This has been found to be typically less than 1Myr for a YMC, but much

longer for GCs. It is considered as the timescale over which the cluster reaches dynamical,

or virial, equilibrium, and can be written as,

tdyn =
GM5/2

(−4(U +T ))3/2 (1.50)
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where T is the total kinetic energy of the system. The relaxation timescale, tr, is defined as

the timescale over which the cluster will reach thermal equilibrium, where energy is trans-

ferred through encounters between stars within the cluster. The encounters between stars

within the cluster are similar to the behaviour of molecules within a gas, where interactions

between individual bodies, either molecules or stars, lead to changes in velocity and mo-

mentum. For molecules in a gas, the interactions are governed by electromagnetic forces,

but in the case of stars, the interactions are governed by gravitational forces between the

stars.

Thermal equilbrium of the cluster is reached when a typical star experiences changes

in velocity due to each encounter approximately equal to its initial velocity before the en-

counter, with the range of velocities of the stars following a Maxwellian distribution. The

relaxation timescale is much longer than tdyn, with typical values for both YMCs and OCs

of ≤ 100Myr, and ≥ 1Gyr for GCs. The relaxation timescale is found to be dependent on

the local mean stellar mass, m, the mean stellar velocity squared, < v2 >, the local density,

ρ , and the distribution of the stars, described with the parameter Λ,

tr =
< v2 >3/2

15.4G2mρ ln(Λ)
(1.51)

As well as within the Milky Way, several YMCs have been observed throughout the

Local Group. The YMCs present in other galaxies have been linked to the presence of large

HII regions found in those galaxies (Kennicutt & Chu, 1988). Understanding the properties

of YMCs can also help to determine the properties of clusters based within starburst galax-

ies, which are located at too large a distance for the individual stellar clusters to be resolved.

Starburst galaxies are galaxies undergoing extreme bursts of star formation, resulting in the

production of large numbers of young stars and SN. At least 20% of the UV radiation from

starburst galaxies has been found to originate from YMCs within the galaxies (Meurer et al.,

1995).

YMCs can also be distingushed from the looser and less dense sub-type of OCs, stellar

associations. The main difference between stellar clusters and stellar associations is the

scale size of the regions, with stellar clusters evolving from an initial radius of ∼ 0.05pc,

and associations thought to evolve from initial scales of ∼ 5pc. A quantitative distinction

between these regions can be drawn from the ratio between the age and the dynamical

timescale, where if the age of the group exceeds the dynamical timescale, it indicates a
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bound system. The boundary between stellar cluster and association from this ratio is set

at greater than an order of unity (Gieles & Portegies Zwart, 2011), with Pfalzner (2009)

suggesting a value of ∼ 3.

1.5.2 Formation and Evolution of Stellar Clusters

The formation and evolution of stellar populations directly affect their parent clusters. As

well as this, it is believed that the formation and evolution of their surrounding environment

can impact the stellar members themselves. It is important to understand how the interaction

between the cluster as a whole and the stellar population within can influence one another.

The discussion on the formation and evolution of stellar clusters follows from recent reviews

of massive stellar clusters (Longmore et al., 2014; Portegies Zwart et al., 2010).

1.5.2.1 Formation of Massive Stellar Clusters

The formation and evolution of YMCs can be considered to occur over three stages. The

first stage takes place over 3Myr, with the stellar population of the cluster still undergo-

ing formation. At this stage, the majority of the cluster mass is made up of a gaseous

intra-cluster medium, and so the cluster is dominated by processes involving gas dynamics,

including gas exhaustion and explusion.

Stellar clusters are believed to form as their stellar population does, within a GMC. In

order for a YMC, of typical mass ≥ 104 M�, to form, the original reservoir of gas and dust

that the stellar cluster will be located in must have a mass at least equal, if not greater, than

this (Longmore et al., 2014).

Clusters are believed to form in the most massive and dense cores within GMCs, in

regions containing masses up to 107 M� (Murray, 2011). There are currently two competing

formation scenarios, ‘in-situ’ and ‘conveyor-belt’ formation. In-situ formation requires all

the gas to be contained within a region the size of the resulting cluster, R?, before star

formation initialises, so that the radius of the gas reservoir is Rinit
gas = R?. This would then

lead to a single star formation event. Evidence for this method of formation would require

the observation of gas clouds with masses Mgas and expected sizes of a stellar cluster, R?, but

with no active star formation, though this is limited by the short time this gas cloud would

be expected to exist for. The gas would be expected to have a short free-fall timescale, and

so this would also require the gas accumulation to take place over a very short time-scale, or

for quenching processes to stop star formation from initialising too early (Longmore et al.,

2014).
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The second scenario, ‘conveyor-belt’ formation, would require much more gas to be

present in the initial GMC core region than ends up inside the resultant cluster. Star for-

mation in this scenario is allowed to initialise over a much larger region than the resultant

cluster, Rinit
gas > R?. The proto-cluster is then expected to converge to the size of the stellar

cluster, either from the collapse of an extended single cloud, or from multiple independent

regions undergoing merging events. For this scenario, it would not be expected that gas

clouds with masses Mgas and sizes, R?, with no active star formation, would occur. This

scenario is constrained by the requirement for gas dispersal to occur in order for long-term

survival of the cluster to be feasible, and so an upper limit of Rinit
gas = R? + Vconvtdisp is deter-

mined, where Vconv is the convergence velocity of the cluster gas and stellar members, and

tdisp is the gas dispersal timescale (Longmore et al., 2014).

As the two scenarios could lead to different age spreads of the stellar population due

to different initial star formation conditions, it is important to consider how these can have

an on-going effect on the resultant YMC. The surrounding environment of the YMCs could

also play a role in impacting their formation, development and evolution.

In Longmore et al. (2014), the disc and centre of the Milky Way were compared,

and evidence was found for different formation mechanisms to dominate in the production

of stellar clusters in the two different regions. This may be linked to the differences in the

underlying gas distributions over the centre and disk. The Galactic centre was found to have

much higher density gas, as well as a larger gas temperature and a higher velocity dispersion

(Longmore et al., 2013a; Shetty et al., 2012; Mills & Morris, 2013). The Galactic centre

was also found to have gas clouds of higher than 105 M� with minimal evidence of star

formation (Lis et al., 1994; Bally et al., 2010; Longmore et al., 2012), in support of ‘in-situ’

formation. It is believed that the gas formation is triggered by tidal forces or cloud-cloud

collisions (Longmore et al., 2013b).

No such clouds have been seen throughout the Galactic disk. The initial conditions

of the YMCs can be linked to the GMCs present throughout the disk, where gas clouds

with masses of as high as 105 M� are found to be tens to hundreds of parsecs across, with

the resultant YMCs that must occur making up a small volume of these regions. Evidence

has been found for several subregions within these larger regions of sizes of 10pc across

with active star formation that are likely YMC progenitor clouds (Ginsburg et al., 2012).

Filamentary structure has also been found in these regions that indicate ongoing collapse
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onto the YMC progenitor clouds (Galván-Madrid et al., 2013; Nguyen Luong et al., 2011).

This suggests that the mechanism responsible for YMCs in the disk follows the ‘conveyor-

belt’ scenario.

There are still many uncertainties surrounding the formation of clusters, leading to

uncertainties in understanding the further evolution of YMCs. Several factors, including

the star-formation process, the stellar mass function (MF), and the process of gas removal

from the cluster, may impact the long-term survival of the YMC (Elmegreen, 2007; Price &

Bate, 2009).

1.5.2.2 Evolution of Massive Stellar Clusters

Once the cluster has formed, its early evolution will be dominated by the depletion of the

gas within the cluster, either through the exhaustion of the gas from the formation of the

stellar population, or the expulsion of the gas through stellar feedback mechanisms. This is

dependent on the star formation efficiency (SFE) of the proto-YMC, where a high SFE will

lead to gas exhaustion dominating, and a low SFE will lead to fewer stars and gas expulsion

processes dominating. The degree of gas expulsion from the cluster governs the number of

stars that will have formed in the cluster by the end of the first stage of evolution (Kruijssen

et al., 2012).

If the gas expulsion dominates, then the gravitational potential of the gas plays a higher

role than the gravitational influence of the stars that have formed, and so the resulting group

of stars will be loosely bound after the gas has been fully removed from the cluster. This

may indicate that if gas expulsion dominates, it leads to the formation of loose associations,

whereas gas exhaustion may be expected to dominate for the formation of bound YMCs

(Clark et al., 2005b). If the gas expulsion removes enough material from the cluster, this

may lead to the complete dissolution of the cluster, known as ‘infant mortality’ (Longmore

et al., 2014).

The second stage is dominated dynamically by stellar mass loss, with the majority of

the gas either swept up into the stellar systems within the cluster, or dispersed and removed

through the kinematic feedback of stellar mass loss and the first SN occuring within the

cluster. This second stage takes place over the first few Myr of the cluster lifetime, typically

beginning at around ∼3Myr, when the first SN in the cluster occurs (Portegies Zwart et al.,

2010). The final stage concerns the process of the YMC transitioning into a GC, taking

place over the cluster lifetime at 100Myr - 1Gyr, where the stellar dynamical processes
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dominate the long-term evolution.

These stages have been well modelled by N-body simulations. Due to the uncertain-

ties surrounding the cluster formation stages, the initial conditions are often assumed to

follow a spherically-symmetric gas free cluster in virial equilbrium (Portegies Zwart et al.,

2010). The accuracy of simulating the first stage of evolution involving the formation of

the YMC is limited, due to the large dynamic range of the masses and timescales involved.

Stage 3 can be well simulated with the use of N-body dynamical simulations, but stage 2

has an added complexity, due to the stellar interactions and dynamics within the cluster,

and the impact of stellar evolution, including the feedback mechanisms from mass loss and

SN. The assumptions made about the earlier stages of formation and evolution lead to ap-

proximations made for the initial conditions for the second stage of evolution, including the

stellar MF, mass segregation, density profiles, the influence of the Galactic tidal field, and

the binary fraction of the cluster members.

The ongoing evolution is then dominated by the dynamical evolution of the cluster, and

the processes of dynamical evaporation, relaxation of the cluster and tidal perturbations.

Over time as the cluster relaxes, it will form a Maxwellian velocity distribution, due to

the two-body encounters of the stellar population. A fraction of stars, εs, will then have

velocities higher than the escape velocity of the cluster, vesc, and so will be able to escape.

This leads to the total dissolution timescale of the cluster, tdis = tr/εs, ending with the

eventual evaporation of the cluster. The fraction, εs, is dependent on the ratio between the

half-mass radius, rhm, of the cluster, and the tidal radius, rt (Portegies Zwart et al., 2010).

As stars escape from the cluster, the core will contract due to the loss of energy from the

total system. This then leads to mass segregation, where the most massive cluster members,

of mass m, sink towards the centre over a timescale, ts =< m > /mtr, where < m > is

the average mass of a cluster member (Spitzer, 1969). The long-term survival of a cluster

is therefore dependent on the feedback processes from its cluster members, that can act

as heating mechanisms, injecting energy into the core to work against contraction. This

includes binary interactions, as supported by numerical simulations (McMillan et al., 1990,

1991; Heggie & Aarseth, 1992). This is of particular importance when considering the high

binary fraction known to occur amongst massive stars within YMCs (Sana et al., 2012). As

well as this, stellar collisions and heating from BHs may also play a part (Chatterjee et al.,

2008; Lee, 1998; Merritt et al., 2004; Mackey et al., 2007).
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1.5.3 Stellar Cluster Feedback Processes

The process of feedback from the stellar population to their surrounding parent cluster can

be seen to strongly influence the resulting cluster evolution. Additionally, the cluster dy-

namics and internal processes also have an impact on the resulting stellar evolution occuring

within the cluster. This cyclical relationship between the cluster and the stellar population

is known as ‘star-cluster ecology’ (Heggie & Aarseth, 1992).

YMCs, including the most massive YMCs, SSCs, also provide feedback on a larger

scale to their surrounding environments as the result of the combination of the mechanical

feedback from their total stellar population (Figer et al., 1999). This includes the feedback

of stellar clusters into the surrounding ISM through cluster winds, found to occur for several

massive stellar clusters (Stevens & Hartwell, 2003).

One feedback process is that of a massive ionising force from the hundreds of O and

B stars typically present within clusters, that often are able to ionize HII regions in the

surrounding inter-galactic medium. This leads to the generation of ultra-dense HII regions

that can be observed as compact radio sources (Kobulnicky & Johnson, 1999). Furthermore,

feedback also occurs onto the surrounding galaxy from the generation of SN, which also

contributes to the cluster winds. The contributions from SN and the stellar winds can build

up to generate Galactic superwinds as has been seen for starburst galaxies (Chevalier &

Clegg, 1985).

1.6 Westerlund 1
Wd1, as presented in Figure 1.9, is a YMC that is the focus of this thesis. Wd1 is lo-

cated in the constellation of Ara within the Milky Way at RA, Dec (J2000) = 16:47:04.0,

-45:51:04.09, and is primarily observed from the southern hemisphere. It has an estimated

age of 5Myr (Negueruela, I. et al., 2010) and current distance estimates range between 3.5

- 5kpc (Clark et al., 2005a), as discussed in Section 1.6.2. This thesis assumes a distance of

5kpc, taken from Clark et al. (2005a), which would place the location of Wd1 somewhere

between the Scutum-Crux and Norma spiral arms in the Milky Way, on the outer edge of

the Galactic bar. Its total mass is inferred to be on the order of 105 M�, making it one of the

most massive YMCs in the Galaxy.

Wd1 was first detected by Bengt Westerlund as a clearly reddened cluster in 1961

(Westerlund, 1961). By comparing photographic plates taken in the IR, at visual wave-

lengths, and with a blue filter, the cluster was found to be most clearly detected in the IR.
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Figure 1.9: An image of the young massive cluster Wd1 is taken from ESO/NAOJ/NRAO (2018),
showcasing observations from ALMA, combined with data from the NASA/ESA Hub-
ble Space Telescope.

The cluster was undetected in blue light, down to a limiting magntiude of B = 19. This

demonstrated the obscured nature of the cluster due to significant reddening. Price (1968)

carried out a southern IR survey which detected a diffuse IR source coincident with the

location of this cluster. This diffuse source was found to have an extent of 2′ × 4′, oriented

in the NNW-SSE direction.

Initial estimates of the cluster’s size, distance and age were made from the first ob-

servations (Westerlund, 1961). It was estimated to have a diameter of ∼ 2′, located in the

Sagittarius arm, and given a minimum distance estimate of 1.4kpc, which was justified with

the consideration of the colour and magntiudes of identified cluster members. 80 stars were

initially assumed to be cluster members. The pattern of their MS and the turn-off mass was

used to estimate an age for the cluster of 3Myr. An estimate of the total mass of the cluster

was also derived, using the brightest 40 stars present in the cluster (with a Mv brighter than

-2), leading to a total mass for the brightest stars of 1000M�. This led to a measurement
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of the total stellar mass of the cluster measured of 6000M�. By assuming the cluster was

embedded in a globule of dust, a rough mass estimate of the dust in the cluster was found

to be 2.5M�.

For these initial observations, spectral classification of the cluster members was not

possible, although there was a tentative classification of the reddest star seen in the region

as an M-type star. The narrow range of V - I values for stars indicated that many cluster

members were of a common type, believed to be early O and B stars. From these, a com-

parison to their intrinsic V - I value was drawn, allowing for the colour excess to be derived.

This gave a measurement of the mean visual absorption (Av = 11.2 mag). By combining

this mean absorption with a value drawn from the possible M-type star, this led to a mean

visual absorption estimate for the cluster of Av = 12 mag.

Due to the high extinction of the cluster, it remained unstudied for a number of years.

In more recent years, observations have been carried out over a wide range of the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum. These have been categorised and labelled in Table 1.3. General

properties are taken from a number of these observations, and highlighted in Table 1.4.

1.6.1 Extinction to Westerlund 1

Most of the primary observations of this cluster have involved visual and near-IR photom-

etry and spectroscopy taking place, due to the obscuration of the cluster, implying a high

extinction value. Much of the initial analysis carried out on Wd1 attempted to determine

the mean extinction of the cluster. Initial estimates suggested a mean extinction of about

AV ∼ 12.0 mag, making Wd1 the most obscured cluster in the Milky Way at the time of

discovery. There was a clear need to measure the correct value of reddening to the cluster,

not only to properly determine the correct classifications of spectral and photometric char-

acteristics of cluster members, but also to infer an accurate distance. If the extinction of the

cluster was found to be variable, this would mean the use of spectroscopic and photometric

observations to derive a distance may not be valid.

Many of the early papers, once individiual cluster members could be detected, split

the cluster members into two groups of M-type stars and OB stars, determining the mean

extinction for each group. Lockwood (1974) carried this out using narrow-band photometry

in the near-IR segmented into eight colours. This was shortly followed up by Koornneef

(1977), where IR photometric measurements were made over the range of 2.2 - 20 µm.

Extinction was seen to vary across the M-type stars, whereas this variance was not replicated
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Table 1.3: All previous observations and published papers involving the data analysis of the YMC
Wd1 since its discovery in 1961 in the constellation of Ara.

Observation Type Reference
BVRI Photometry Westerlund (1961)
IR Survey (2.2 µm) Price (1968)
K-band Photometry (2.2 µm) Borgman et al. (1969)
Narrow-band and V Photometry Lockwood (1974)
2-20 µm IR Photometry Koornneef (1976)
VRI Photometry, N-IR Spectroscopy,
Photometry

Westerlund (1987)

Parkes-MIT-NRAO Radio Survey Wright et al (1994)
VI Photometry, Spectroscopy Piatti et al. (1998)
Mid-IR Spectroscopy, ATCA Radio
Observations

Clark et al. (1998)

N-IR Spectroscopy Clark et al (2002, 2004, 2005)
Negueruela and Clark (2005)

JHK Photometry Brandner (2005)
Brandner et al (2007)
Gennaro et al (2011, 2017)

R-Band Spectroscopy Hopewell et al (2005)
Chandra X-ray Observations Skinner et al (2006)

Muno et al (2006)
K,Y-band Imaging and N-IR Spec-
troscopy

Crowther et al (2006)

K band Spectroscopy, Y-band imag-
ing

Groh et al (2006, 2007)

2.3 µm Spectroscopy Mengel and Tacconi-Garman (2007)
BVRI Photometry Bonanos (2007)
ATCA Radio Observations Dougherty and Clark (2007, 2008)
VLT/FLAMES Survey (IR Spec-
troscopy)

Ritchie et al (2009, 2010)

N-IR Spectra Mengel and Tacconi-Garman (2009)
RI Band Spectroscopy Clark et al (2010, 2013)

Mackey et al (2015)
FORS VLT IR Spectroscopy Negueruela et al (2010)
XMM-Newton X Ray Observations Kavanagh et al (2011)
HST Wide-Field Camera Observa-
tions

Kudryavtseva et al (2012)

BVIKJ Photometry Lim et al (2013)
Hα images Wright et al (2014)
N-IR HST/WFC3 Observations Anderson et al (2017)
ALMA 3mm Survey Fenech et al (2018)
GAIA DR2 Parallaxes Aghakhanloo et al (2019)
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Table 1.4: Fundamental physical parameters that describe Wd1.

Property Value Reference
RA (J2000) 16:47:04.0 1
DEC (J2000) -45:51:04.09 1
Total Mass (M�) 105 6
Age ≥ 5Myr 6
Age Spread < 0.4Myr 3
Distance ≤ 5kpc 6
Massive Evolved Stars ≥ 166 4
Visual Extinction 11.4mag 5
Half-Mass Radius (pc) 1.0 1
Observational Diameter (pc) 2.0 2

References: 1 - Brandner et al. (2008), 2 - Clark et al. (2005a), 3 - Kudryavt-
seva et al. (2012), 4 - Clark et al. (2019c), 5 - Damineli et al. (2016), 6 -
Negueruela, I. et al. (2010)

in the OB supergiants observed, although this was attributed to possible selection effects.

This variance was initially attributed to chance positioning of the supergiants with respect

to dust present along the line-of-sight. This is not considered a concrete assumption, as no

strong correlation between stars located in the central region of the cluster and additional

reddening seen can be found.

Westerlund (1987) used the intrinsic colours calculated for stars with well-determined

spectral types to then consider the ratio between the extinction and the colour excess. From

assumed ratios between V-K and B-V bands for each spectral type, then the mean colour

excess could be determined, and a value for the visual extinction could be found of ∼

10mag. This was then revised downwards to AV = 9.67 ± 0.79 mag, from the average total

absorption over individual measurements made of cluster members. This extinction was

then revised upwards again in Piatti et al. (1998) to AV = 12.9 mag, determined by fitting

isochrones to a V, V - I diagram of the cluster members.

Clark et al. (2005a) re-addressed the reddening present in Wd1. As in Piatti et al.

(1998), differential extinction was found across the cluster. Spectroscopy from early to mid

OB supergiants was used to study the reddening, with a major difference between the two

studies, in that Clark et al. (2005a) was unable to measure any photometric detections of

MS cluster members. Instead, Clark et al. (2005a) used properties of the YHG population

to derive a lower limit to the reddening extinction of AV = 11.6 mag. This comes with

the caveat that there is a discrepancy between the standard reddening law used, and the

reddening that can be derived from the photometry of the OB supergiant population (AV =
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13.6).

A revised extinction estimate was found with the use of fitting theoretical isochrones to

low-mass MS members, from JHK broadband images of Wd1 (Brandner et al., 2008). This

gave an extinction estimate much lower than previously determined, of ∼ 9.5±1.0mag.

The extinction of an individual star, Wd1-26, is calculated in Wright et al. (2014), with

a predicted Hα flux compared to the observations, leading to a visual extinction value of

AV = 10.5 mag, assuming RV = 3.1 (Howarth, 1983). If a non-standard extinction law

is used, this leads to a higher measured visual extinction of AV = 12.5 mag. The most

recent derivation of extinction within the cluster arises from Damineli et al. (2016), where

a reddening law along the relevant line-of-sight within the Galactic plane was derived from

other nearby sources, leading to a power-law with an exponent of 2.13. This then allowed

for a calculation of the total visual extinction of the cluster, AV = 11.40±2.40 mags.

1.6.2 Distance Estimates

Distance estimates of Wd1 were initially set at 1.4kpc, although due to the heavy obscu-

ration of the cluster, distance determination for this cluster has always been a complex

process. A revised distance estimate was found in Westerlund (1987) to be 5.2kpc, taken

from distance modulus measurements derived from nine of the stars in Wd1. These mea-

surements were found from the mean absolute magnitude derived for these stars, which was

taken either directly from the spectral type found for the star, or by using equations that

relate specific spectral lines, such as OI or Paschen lines, to the expected visual magnitude

for the star.

Despite this, results derived for the cluster from the use of CCD spectroscopy and

imaging in the V and I bands led to a revised distance estimate presented by Piatti et al.

(1998) of just 1.1±0.4kpc. This distance estimate was reliant on three different methods

applied. The first involves the fitting of an isochrone (at solar metallicity) to a colour-

magnitude diagram (CMD) of stars, with consideration of the core cluster members, which

actually gave a higher estimate of 1.5±0.4kpc. This distance estimate was made more con-

sistent by comparison to the Westerlund (1987) value, with a consideration of the average

V and V - I magnitudes used in each survey. A systematic difference was found, which was

then mitigated by converting between the relevant colour systems used in each paper. This

reduced the Westerlund (1987) distance estimate down to 2.0kpc, bringing all estimates into

agreement.
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Another two techniques were also considered, from which an average was drawn. One

method involved the use of the magnitudes from the Westerlund (1987) paper but the CCD V

magnitudes from the Piatti et al. (1998) observations, for only the nine brightest stars in the

cluster. This gave a shorter distance of 1.2 +0.3
−0.2 kpc. An even shorter distance of ∼0.7kpc

was derived by considering the similarities between Wd1 and cluster characteristics for

OCs studied by Mermilliod (1981). However, these distance estimates were all reliant on

the spectral types assigned to the supergiants, where several of the spectral types have been

updated and revised in more recent studies.

Another distance estimate was then made in Clark et al. (2005a), where a survey made

of the cluster using low and intermediate-resolution optical spectroscopy along with pho-

tometric images investigated the massive stellar population. This paper suggested that the

reddening estimates and absolute visual magntiudes derived from Piatti et al. (1998) were

underestimated, due to their assumption of a large proportion of cluster members as MS ob-

jects rather than SGs. The Piatti et al. (1998) estimate of distance was also dependent on the

magnitudes for the brightest stars in the cluster, but these were provided as underestimates

of absolute visual magnitudes. They also stated that the earlier Piatti et al. (1998) distance

estimate may be negatively affected by the use of older calibration methods for the colour

excess ratio.

In Clark et al. (2005a), they used visual magnitude relations derived using YHGs, due

to their independent method of determining luminosity (from the OI 7774 Å line). This was

then used to derive the reddening of the cluster, and therefore the distance to the cluster.

A upper limit of 5.5kpc was determined, with the caveat that there could be some over-

estimates in the luminosities of some YHGs, such as the isolated YHG Wd1-265. This

distance was also derived assuming a standard reddening law, and so any possible under-

estimate in the reddening of the cluster from the standard reddening law could have led to

an over-estimate in the distance calculated. The lower limit was set at 2kpc, due to the lack

of WR detections in the radio (Do10).

Distance estimates were also made using the results of a photometric study carried out

with the VLT (Brandner et al., 2005), which found an estimate of 4.0±0.3kpc from fitting

isochrones to the population of low-mass stars detected in the cluster. A follow up to this

estimate was found by considering the population of WN stars in the cluster, in Crowther

et al. (2006a). Although Crowther et al. (2006a) were unable to determine a measure for
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the visual extinction, AV , to Wd1, due to an assumed anomalous extinction law, they were

able to derive the AKs extinction value by comparing the population of WN and non-dusty

WC WR stars in the cluster to theoretical near-IR colours. This led to an average AKs of

0.96 mag, from which a distance modulus could be derived. The distance modulus gave a

distance estimate of ∼5.0kpc.

The investigation into the lower mass stellar population of the cluster in Brandner et al.

(2008) led to a reduced distance estimate, from the pre-MS population, of 3.55±0.17kpc,

whilst the MS population gave a distance estimate within the range 3 - 5kpc.

Since the release of the Gaia data release 2 (DR2) dataset, several attempts have been

recently made to determine the cluster distance. This includes work carried out by Clark

et al. (2019a), Aghakhanloo et al. (2019) and Davies & Beasor (2019). The latter two rou-

tinely place the cluster distance at shorter estimates ranging from 3.2 - 3.95kpc. However,

several limitations can be found for the two approaches carried out. For Aghakhanloo et al.

(2019), this paper can be seen to not have fully considered the separation of the foreground

objects and true cluster members when calculating the parallax of the stars. Their assump-

tion for the zero-point value is not fully discussed. This is of particular importance when

considering the result found by Davies & Beasor (2019), of 3.87+0.95
−0.64 kpc, where the bulk

of this error is due to the error found for the zero-point value assumed. Another issue in the

Aghakhanloo et al. (2019) determination is the use of a length-scale estimate that is found to

be less than half the length-scale typically applied by the traditional reduction and analysis

of Gaia DR2 parallaxes as seen in Bailer-Jones et al. (2018).

Due to the limiting factors in the more recent distance calculations, throughout this

thesis, the adopted distance for Wd1 is taken to be 5kpc, with consideration of the methods

employed in Crowther et al. (2006a) and Clark et al. (2005a).

1.6.3 Cluster Members

Wd1 is home to a rich population of massive stars, with hundreds of O and B stars present

in the cluster. Moreover, it hosts several post-MS stars, with many RSGs and WRs, as well

as the largest co-eval population of YHGs in the Milky Way.

Originally, cluster members were first classified in Borgman et al. (1970), where 12

stellar sources were detected, and ascribed letter labels. All the detected sources were found

to have magnitudes brighter than K = 5.0 mag. 80 stars were detected within an arbitary

2′ boundary of the assumed cluster core in the initial observations (Westerlund, 1961). Al-
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though no spectral classification had been carried out, the cluster was believed to contain

many O and B early type stars and at least one candidate M-type star. From the original

detections, a link was drawn between the most luminous star and the most heavy reddening.

A possible suggestion from this was made that an observational bias towards detected stars

could be linked to the distribution of parent interstellar material inside the young cluster.

Follow up studies were made of the stars by Lockwood (1974); Koornneef (1977),

where the stars that could be detected at mid-IR wavelengths were separated into two

groups, of a set of bluer stars which were believed to be OB supergiants, and a set of 5 lumi-

nous red stars that were classifed as M-type supergiants. This classification was supported

by the presence of emission seen at wavelengths longer than 5 µm, especially at 9.6 µm,

indicating the presence of silicate signatures in a surrounding ‘thermosphere’ around the M

supergiants, as expected for that spectral type.

Many stars were classified in detail in a combined photometric and spectroscopic study

of the cluster carried out by Westerlund (1987), where photometric data were presented on

258 stars present in the cluster, with additional spectrophotometric measurements for four-

teen of the brighter cluster members. This paper introduced the current modern labelling

system for the cluster members, with numbers, as opposed to the previous letter system seen

in Lockwood (1974) and Koornneef (1977). The new spectral information allowed for clas-

sifications to be made for many of the stars, attributing spectral types from O - M, with the

brightest cluster members found to have spectral types from early-B to early-M type. The

evolved status of the brighter stars was evident from the development of a HR diagram for

the detected stars, using bolometric corrections on the absolute visual magnitudes derived,

along with relations that allowed for the determination of stellar luminosity and effective

temperature (Schmidt-Kaler, 1982). Wd1-9 was first classifed as a Be star with surrounding

extended emission, in contrast to the earlier M supergiant spectral type it had been ascribed

from its IR colours. Also of note from Westerlund (1987) is that Wd1-237, now given the

spectral type M3Ia, was found to be the most reddened object in the cluster. Wd1-9 was also

investigated in more detail in follow up 3-10µm IR observations and radio interferometric

observations carried out with ATCA, in Clark et al. (1998).

In Clark et al. (1998), in-depth discussions were made for the first time about individual

cluster members. The radio emission detected around both Wd1-9 and Wd1-26 (referred

to in the paper as Ara C and Ara A, respectively) and the morphology of the emission as
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extended or resolved was dicussed. This was then compared to the 3-10µm observations,

which aligned spatially with the radio. Wd1-9 had its spectral type confirmed as sgB[e],

revised from the classical Be subtype, due to the broad equivalent width of the Hα emission

seen for this star in comparison to classical Be examples. It was pointed out that Wd1-9 is

the only known Galactic B[e] star in a cluster, making it a unique object for study.

As a follow up to the radio observations made in Clark et al. (1998), low resolution

optical spectroscopy was carried out on Wd1 with the use of the ESO 1.52m telescope on

La Silla, observing over the range 6000 - 11000 Å. This led to the publication of several

papers, starting with Clark & Negueruela (2002), in which the discovery of eleven WR

stars in the cluster was presented, with the new detections assigned labels WR A-K. Use

of ratios between different ionisations of C lines (CIII/CIV and CII/CIII) were used for

the preliminary classification of WC candidates. There were issues in the classification due

to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the emission found as the much brighter sources present

in the cluster appeared in the same slits as these fainter objects. CIV couldn’t be used to

constrain WR H or WR K due to weak or undetected CIII emission. Upper limits on the

CIV emission led to a limit on the spectral types for WR F, WR E and WR C, where WR F

and WR E were given spectral types of WC9 and a spectral type of WC8 was given to WR C

from the ratio of CII/CIII. WR A was classified as a WN4 star due to large line widths and a

lack of strong HeI emission, as opposed to WR G, I and D which were labelled WN6-8 due

to small line widths and strong HeI emission. WR B and J were given initial classifications

of WNL, but with a caveat that there was extremely a low signal-to-noise ratio in the blue

part of their spectra.

The paper (Clark & Negueruela, 2002) also discussed the possible classification of

several YHG candidates. The uncertainty on the bolometric luminosities for these objects

provided a clear limitation, as luminosity is a main classification characteristic used for

YHGs. Calibrations to luminosities were applied from the literature, which then supported

the fact that the objects are of very high luminosity (L� 105 L�), and so could be confirmed

as YHGs. This was found to be the case for Wd1-4a, -12a, -16a and -265. This was carried

out with the use of the highly luminous WR stars in the cluster, WR A, F and G, which

allowed for additional constraints to be applied to the absolute visual magnitudes of cluster

members. Some cluster members were then discussed in detail in follow up papers, with

the LBV-candidate Wd1-243 discussed in Clark & Negueruela (2004), revising the classifi-
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cation of the star from B2I (as given in Westerlund, 1987) to the later spectral type A2. This

evolution in spectral type indicates that the star is crossing the Humphreys-Davidson limit

and passing into the ‘Yellow Void’, where the atmospheres of stars evolving bluewards on

the HR diagram are believed to be particularly unstable. The change in apparent spectral

type, alongside the presence of a rich emission spectra, led to the classification of Wd1-243

as a candidate LBV.

In Clark et al. (2005a), spectroscopic and photometric observations were presented

that described and classified the vast population of massive post-MS stars in Wd1. The

paper also indicated the presence of a large number of fainter MS objects present, with the

detection of ∼ 200 cluster members in total. The paper reported on follow-up observations

to the previous low resolution N-IR spectroscopy with intermediate resolution spectroscopy

and photometry. In general, the spectroscopic classifications provided were found to be in

good agreement with Westerlund (1987), although some of the later type stars (late B - early

G) were revised to earlier spectral types, including several of the YHGs, revised from G to

F-type stars.

Clark et al. (2005a) reported a further two WR candidates, one with a classification

of WC9 (WR M) and one with an ascribed spectral type WN9 (WR L). Another potential

candidate was detected, Wd1-5, which was constrained to possible spectral types of either

a late WN star, or an early B supergiant. Twenty-five late O and early B type supergiants

were spectrally classified, through the use of Paschen line strengths, as well as the use of

various NI, OI, HeI, and HI photospheric absorption lines to determine subtypes. Exact

spectral subtypes were only determined for three of the stellar sources (W57a, W70, W71),

with other objects either placed within a range of spectral subtypes, or given a general OB

SG classification. Some stars were seen with essentially featureless spectra, due to low

signal-to-noise ratios and low resolution, believed to be either blended spectra of two or

more close OB supergiants, or potential binaries.

Accurate spectral classifications were determined for the cool supergiants using clas-

sification criteria from the literature, with comparisons made to the Paschen series lines

and several CaII lines to determine broad classifications. Consideration of NI transitions,

as well as FeI and SiI lines, allowed for spectral sub-types to be roughly determined for

the A and F-type supergiants. Two A and four F supergiants were identified. In order to

identify the stars as hypergiants, the luminosities of the stars were derived, and found to
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be routinely extremely luminous. Additionally, the Keenan - Smolinski (KS) criteria for

YHGs was considered, which requires all absorption lines to be strongly broadened, and

the Hα profile should be complex, with strong emission lines amongst the absorption lines

(de Jager, 1998). A lack of Hα emission meant this criteria could not be applied to con-

cretely confirm the hypergiant status of the stars. The known radio counterparts to the stars

was considered as clear evidence for the extreme mass-loss that the KS criteria indicates as

characteristic of YHGs, and so all six stars were confirmed as YHGs. Alongside the YHGs,

in total fourteen transitional objects were determined, including the sgB[e] star Wd1-9, an

LBV Wd1-243, and several BSGs, as well as the previously detected RSGs. Additional low

and intermediate spectroscopy carried out with the 3.5m NTT telescope led to revised clas-

sifications for some of the WR candidates, as well as further detection of another five WRs,

four new WNLs and one WCL classification. It also led to a provisonal re-classification of

a previously classified BHG star to a potential WNVL classification. This led to a revised

number of WR stars present in the cluster of nineteen.

A study carried out with the VLT and NTT to observe JHK broadband images of

Wd1 revealed the presence of a significant number of low-mass pre-MS cluster members

(Brandner et al., 2005), down to a limiting mass of 0.15M�. This was then described

more fully in Brandner et al. (2008), with the use of CMDs of the cluster, compared to

evolutionary tracks of MS and pre-MS populations.

Further detections of new WR stars were made in Groh et al. (2006), with the use of

1 µm imaging, and follow-up K-band spectroscopy on candidates to confirm the WR status

of the objects. This provided three new WR detections, leading to an increased number of

twenty-two WR cluster members.

Observations at other wavelengths revealed the presence of other cluster members,

including the X-ray observations carried out in 2005 with the Chandra X-ray telescope, pre-

sented in Skinner et al. (2006); Muno et al. (2006a), and discussed in full in Clark et al.

(2008). Overall, 241 X-ray point sources were detected over the full field of view. The

completeness of this X-ray survey of Wd1 was likely affected by the high extinction of the

cluster. These revealed X-ray emission counterparts to twelve of the twenty-two detected

WR stars from earlier IR and millimetre observations, as well as an X-ray emission com-

ponent for the sgB[e] star Wd1-9. A nearby magnetar was also detected, believed to be a

cluster member (Muno et al., 2006b). This object was confirmed to be a magnetar from
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the behaviour exhibited when a gamma-ray burst was detected from the object, alongside

an associated increase in X-ray emission, in line with expected magnetar behaviour (Muno

et al., 2007). The X-ray detections of several of the WRs in the cluster led to an early con-

clusion that most of these stars must be binaries to account for the significant associated

X-ray luminosities, especially in the case of the WC detections, as no single WC stars had

been previously detected at this wavelength. This also meant to account for the discrepancy

between the detections and non-detections of WR stars of similar or identical spectral type

in the cluster. A total of 53 candidate cluster members were found to have associated X-ray

emission.

As already mentioned, in light of the X-ray properties of the cluster, alongside other

observational evidence, the binary status of several cluster members could be considered.

A binary fraction of ≥ 63% for the WN stars was measured. For the WC stars, seven

were found to be binary candidates, leading to a possible binary fraction of ≥ 88%. This

meant there was a lower limit of a 70% binary fraction for the WR population of Wd1.

Most OB SGs were found to have either weak or no X-ray emission. Other X-ray sources

were detected with no known counterpart, and the emission was attributed to originate from

members of the low-mass pre-MS population of Wd1. An inferred number for the low mass

pre-MS population was considered to be as high as 36,000 stars, with up to forty-five low

mass pre-MS stars believed to be detected in the X-ray (Clark et al., 2008).

An additional possible WR in Wd1 was determined from a Hα survey in Hopewell

et al. (2005), where R-band spectroscopy was carried out on WR candidates. This led to a

detection of a WC9 WR within 5′ of Wd1, with distance and extinction estimates consistent

with the cluster. The final member of the currently known WR population of Wd1 was then

detected in Crowther et al. (2006a), alongside the confirmation of the three WR detections

in Groh et al. (2006).

An optical variability study was carried out on the cluster (Bonanos, 2007). This re-

vealed the presence of five eclipsing binaries from either already confirmed cluster mem-

bers, or cluster candidates. The study also revealed that half of the WR population of the

cluster were found to present optical variability, with nine of those sources (nine of the

sources with stronger levels of variability, with the exception of WR S) found to be sources

with associated X-ray emission already detected, indicating possible binarity. Various other

stars were found to exhibit variability, including many periodic field stars, but also stars
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with non-periodic variability that had sufficiently red colours to be considered as possible

cluster members.

Further detections over multiple wavebands led to detections of various cluster mem-

bers at new wavelengths, including 21 detections of the post-MS population of the cluster

in the radio (Do10). Six of the WRs in the cluster were detected, as well as the RSGs and

all but one of the YHGs, as well as the sgB[e] star Wd1-9. From a VLT-FLAMES survey of

the cluster, several papers have been published, with a focus given to some of the individual

cluster members; WR F, Wd1-5, Wd1-27 and Wd1-30a (Clark et al., 2011, 2014b, 2019a),

and resulting in a revised cluster census of Wd1 (Clark et al., 2019c), with the massive

stellar population of Wd1 believed to contain over 166 stars.

1.6.4 Extended Emission

Extended structures around individual stars in Wd1 were first indicated in Koornneef

(1977), where some of the emission features detected in the IR bands could be attributed

to the presence of thermospheres around the M supergiants, five of which were classified

as cluster stars (A - E). One of these stars was later revised to a Be star, with a significant

extended shell. Extended structure was seen throughout the cluster, which was first hinted

at from the presence of weak H that could be detected both around and in between the

stellar population of Wd1 (Westerlund, 1987). This was found with the use of image-tube

spectrograms taken back in 1978, with a 3.6m telescope at ESO.

The Hα emission was detected around several of the evolved stars, including the RSGs,

Wd1-20, -26, the YHGs, Wd1-16 and -265, and the B[e] star Wd1-9, with some emission

also found around Wd1-245, and Wd1-5. As well as this, Hα emission was detected around

much of the central region of the cluster, alongside the presence of the forbidden [NII] line.

The Hα emission is believed to occur due to excitation of gas from stellar radiation fields

in the cluster. It is believed to be faint due to the presence of heavy absorption surrounding

the cluster; the [NII] line is believed to originate from excitation occuring between stellar

winds and the surrounding intra-cluster medium.

This Hα emission was detected again in Piatti et al. (1998), and was attributed to two

possible sources - either as the result of stellar outflows, or due to an extended HII region.

A clear peak was present in a small region in the central core of the cluster, with weak

emission also present but fading away with distance from the core of the cluster. The higher

peaked emission was attributed to Wd1-9 by the authors of the paper, with the weaker
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diffuse emission attributed to extended nebular gas present throughout the cluster. Diffuse

emission was also seen around the cluster in the X-ray (Muno et al., 2006a, Kavanagh

et al. 2011). It was then not until the radio observations detailed in Do10 that the extended

emission surrounding several of the cluster’s cooler members, the YHGs and RSGs, was

seen in detail. For the RSGs, there were hints at cometary morphology for the extended

structure seen around several of them. Extended structures around the cool evolved stellar

population of Wd1 and their properties are discussed fully in Chapter 5.

1.6.5 Total Mass of Cluster

The first attempt made to measure the total mass of the cluster was discussed in Wester-

lund (1987), where a derivation of the dust mass was made from a mean absorption value

determined of AV = 7.0mag. This gave a dust mass within the cluster of 20M�. By then as-

suming a gas to dust ratio of 100, a total measure of the gas mass was found to be 2000M�.

A total stellar mass was also given, taken from 82 cluster member candidates, and found to

be 1200M�.

The mass of the cluster was also considered in Clark & Negueruela (2002), where the

evolved star population was used to infer an overall stellar mass for the cluster and therefore

derive a lower limit to the mass of the cluster. By assuming an average progenitor mass

of 30M� and that the stars represented a complete survey of the cluster (comprising of six

BSGs, two RSGs, and eleven WRs), this gave a total stellar mass of∼ 750M�, which led to

a lower mass limit of∼104M� for the cluster mass. They then used this to generate a general

mass estimate of 105 M�. An updated census of the stellar cluster members was used in

Clark et al. (2005a) to derive an updated lower limit, with the use of 53 spectroscopically

classified cluster members, which gave a value of 1.5 × 103 M�.

By considering the completeness of the cluster and a Kroupa initial mass function

(IMF), a mass estimate was given of ∼105 M�, though this is still suggested as a lower

limit. It is believed then, that Wd1 could potentially be the most massive stellar cluster

in the Galaxy. Comparisons to other stellar clusters can also be made on the basis of the

number of stars within a given mass range, to mitigate the lack of completeness for stars

in Wd1. This suggests that Wd1 may be as massive as the cluster R136, at the core of 30

Doradus (Crowther et al., 2016).

The low mass content of the cluster was considered in Brandner et al. (2008), where

an extrapolation of the stellar MF led to a total initial stellar mass estimate of 5.2×104M�
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for the cluster, leading to a present day total stellar mass estimate of 2 - 4.5×104M�.

An estimate of the dynamical mass of the cluster was carried out in Mengel & Tacconi-

Garman (2007), where long-slit spectroscopy taken in the K-band (∼2.3 µm) gave a sin-

gle spectrum of the whole cluster, from which a velocity dispersion measurement could

be made. This velocity dispersion measurement of 5.8kms−1, alongside an estimate of

the cluster half-light radius of 0.86′′ ± 0.14′′, led to a dynamical mass for the cluster of

6.4+5.3
−3.7×104M�. This cluster mass has large associated uncertainties and so can be seen to

remain consistent with the previous estimates of 105M�. The estimate of 105M� was also

supported by the stellar number count of the relative number of RSGs to WN WRs, WC

WRs, and BSGs present in the cluster, when run through stellar evolutionary codes.

This estimate was improved upon in Mengel & Tacconi-Garman (2009), where further

narrow-band slit spectroscopy allowed for the spectral determination for a further six stars,

mostly other cool super and hypergiants in the cluster, as well as the sgB[e] star Wd1-9. This

led to a measurement for the velocity dispersion throughout the cluster of 9.2 ± 2.5kms−1,

which gave an improved dynamical mass estimate of 1.5 × 105 M�.

1.6.6 Age Estimates of the Cluster

Westerlund (1987) posited an age estimate of 7 - 9Myr for the cluster. In Piatti et al. (1998),

considering the integrated spectra for the entire cluster allowed for a determination of the

age. By correcting for the approximate reddening of the cluster, the cluster spectrum was

matched to templates from the literature to give an age estimate of 8 ± 3Myr. Evidence

in support of this included the CaII triplet detected in the cluster, as well as the TiO bands

seen due to the presence of the RSGs.

Issues were found in trying to determine the age of the cluster, especially when consid-

ering the fit of an isochrone, as is typically applied to find the age of a co-eval population.

This is due to the vertical, very reddened HR diagram that results from plotting a CMD

of the cluster members. Additional issues arose when trying to derive the age due to the

significant population of evolved stars present in the cluster, a lack of clear MS turnoff,

and difficulty in determining the exact evolutionary stage of the evolved stars. In Clark &

Negueruela (2002), the newly discovered population of WR stars was used to determine a

lower limit for the cluster age at 2.5Myr, and the presence of several RSGs was used to posit

a higher lower-limit of at least 4Myr. They concluded on a possible range of age for the

cluster of between 4 - 8Myr, suggesting the cluster may be slightly younger than previously
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thought.

This age was revised downwards even further by the addition of follow-up intermediate

spectroscopic and photometric observations (Clark et al., 2005a) to 3.5 - 5Myr. Considera-

tion of the various members of the stellar population were used, to derive upper and lower

limits for a sensible age range. The presence of the late-type WCL stars suggested the lower

limit of 3.5Myr, with the presence of the O supergiant population requiring an upper age

limit of 5Myr. The age was also revised using results from fits of a theoretical isochrone

to a H-R diagram of the low-mass cluster members, from JHK broadband images of Wd1

(Brandner et al., 2005). The use of the pre-MS population led to an isochrone fit of 3.2Myr,

whilst consideration of the MS led to an age of 3-5Myr, consistent with previous estimates.

The age of the cluster was also derived in Crowther et al. (2006a) from the ratio of cool

supergiants and hypergiants to WRs, which led to an age estimate of 4.5 - 5.0Myr, in line

with previous estimates. An age estimate was also derived in Mengel & Tacconi-Garman

(2007) from a fit to the equivalent width found for the CO line 2.29 µm, with the stellar

evolutionary code STARBURST99, suggesting an age of 6.3Myr. However, due to the un-

certainties of the models, this age could have an uncertainty as high as 1 - 2Myr, allowing

it to remain consistent with previous estimates.

1.7 ATCA

This thesis is primarily founded on observations secured at the Australia Telescope Com-

pact Array (ATCA). ATCA is a six-element radio interferometer based in Narrabri, New

South Wales, Australia, funded and maintained by the Australia Telescope National Fa-

cility (ATNF). ATNF is a division of the Astronomy and Space Science Division of the

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), Australia’s na-

tional science agency, and is also responsible for three other radio observatories based in

Australia; the Parkes telescope, the Mopra telescope and the Australian Square Kilometre

Array Pathfinder.

ATCA was built in the 1980s, with the array completed and opened for scientific use in

1988. It has a variable configuration, with one fixed and five movable radio dishes, that can

change between 44 locations, over a 3km east-west track. 17 standard configurations are

used, with the range of the maximum baselines ranging from 750m to 6km, and 30.6m as

the shortest possible baseline. With the use of all six antennas, this allows for 15 different

baselines within each configuration. It can observe a declination of up to δ = -24◦ with
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Table 1.5: The general observing capabilities of ATCA. Taken from ATNF (2019a).

Property L/S C/X K Q W
Freq. Range (GHz) 1.1-3.1 3.9-11.0 16-25 30-50 83-105
Field of View 42′ -15′ 12′ -4′ 2′ 70′′ 30′′

Sys. Temp. (K) 45 36 60 112 724
Sys. Sensitivity (Jy) 55 43 72 136 1051
Synthesised Beama 9′′ - 3′′ 3′′ - 1′′ 0.5′′ 0.2′′ 2′′

Resolutiona 0.20′′ -
0.07′′

0.06′′ -
0.020′′

0.014′′ -
0.009′′

0.007′′ -
0.004′′

0.07′′ -
0.06′′

Central freq. as-
sumed below (GHz)

2.1 7.0 17.0 40.0 95.0

Flux Sensitivity (µJy
beam−1)b

4 3 5 33 83

Surface brightness
Sensitivity (K)b

0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.002

a Assuming an array with a maximum baseline of 6km, except in the case of the W band
observations, where a maximum baseline of 214m is assumed.
b Assuming a full 12 hour integration time for the observation.

good u-v coverage, and can observe (to an extent) up to a limiting declination of +48◦

where the elevation limit is reached.

There are five feedhorns on each antenna, observing over five frequency bands; L/S-

band (16cm), C/X-band (4cm), K-band (15mm), Q-band (7mm) and W-band (3mm; which

can only be observed over four of the antennas). Observations are typically made in each

frequency band with a bandwidth of 2GHz. Details on the technical observing parameters

for each frequency band are given in Table 1.5, as taken from Table 1.1 of the ATCA online

users guide (ATNF, 2019a).

ATCA relies on earth-rotation aperture synthesis, with u-v visibilities sampled by the

telescope array, including tracks generated by the baseline vectors of the telescopes adjust-

ing as the Earth rotates with respect to the astronomical source. Full u-v coverage would

require 12-hour sampling over multiple configurations, but programs are often carried out

with less than complete coverage, typically involving one to four configurations, and using

image processing to minimise gaps in the u-v coverage.

The observations taken with the use of ATCA for this thesis involved the use of the

C/X frequency bands, with central frequencies at 5.5GHz and 9GHz. Details on the total

prescription followed for the data reduction and analysis process are laid out in Chapter 2.

More information can be found about ATCA at ATNF (2019a).
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1.8 ALMA
The ATCA observations are complemented by observations secured with the Atacama Large

Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) in 2015. ALMA is comprised of 66 antennas,

located on the Chajnantor plateau, in the Atacama Desert, Chile. It is made up of a main

array that contains 54 dishes with 12m diameters, and an additional compact array, made up

of 12 dishes with 7m diameters. It is run by a collaboration between the European Southern

Observatory (ESO), the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Institutes

of Natural Sciences (NINS) of Japan. Construction of ALMA began in 2004, with the first

scientific observations taken in 2011.

Similarly to ATCA, it has a variable configuration, with the use of ALMA transporter

vehicles to move the dishes, with baselines between antennas ranging from 150m to 16km.

Issues arise when observing with ALMA above a declination of ∼ +20◦ for the 12m ar-

ray, and +25◦ for the compact array. The absolute upper declination limit for ALMA is

+47◦ . ALMA can observe over a wide frequency range divided from 84 GHz to 950 GHz,

divided into eight frequency bands, each of which can only be observed separately. The

bandwidths of observations gathered with ALMA can reach up to 8GHz. The resolution is

dependent on the most compact baseline in the observations and the frequencies observed.

The limiting resolution of observations can range from 0.5′′ at 950GHz to 4.8′′ at 110GHz

using the most compact configuration of the main array, and 20 milliarcseconds at 230GHz

to 43 milliarcseconds at 110GHz, taken with the most extended configuration of the main

array. The field of view of ALMA is dependent on the size of the individual antennas and

the observing frequency, but larger regions can be imaged with the use of mosaicking by

combining individual pointings.

More information about observing with ALMA can be found at ESO/NAOJ/NRAO

(2019).

1.9 Aims and Structure of the Thesis
The key aim of the thesis is to complete the most sensitive and deepest radio survey of the

YMC Wd1. The research used multi-frequency observations collected with ATCA, secured

in 2015 and 2016, over a range of array configurations and spectral windows, complemented

by ALMA observations gathered in 2015.

The goal of the research was to advance on the current knowledge of stellar winds

and mass loss in massive stars, and to develop an updated radio census of the massive
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cluster, building on the discoveries from previous long-wavelength observations (Do10;

F18). A primary objective was to study the mass loss and binarity properties of massive

stars at every key post-MS evolutionary phase, including O and B SGs, RSGs, YHGs, LBVs

and WRs. The use of multiple array configurations allowed for different spatial scales of

emission to be considered, of importance when discussing the extended structures found to

exist around mulitple cluster members (see Chapters 3 and 5), and the use of both spectral

windows with complimentary prior observations from ALMA has allowed for the nature

of the radio emission to be constrained, which provides clues to the binary status of the

members (see Chapter 3). This then allowed for a consideration of the mass-loss rates across

a range of spectral types sampled by the cluster members, with a focus on the evolved stellar

population, including the large number of WRs detected within the cluster (see Chapter 4).

1.9.1 Thesis Structure

The Introduction to this thesis has outlined the principal foundations of the scientific ideas

and concepts explored through the scientific research described in detail over the rest of

the thesis. This includes the consideration of multiple astrophysical topics; massive stars

and their evolution, the stellar winds of massive stars; considering both radiative line-driven

winds and dust-driven winds, the structure of these winds, the impacts of binarity on stellar

winds, the clusters in which massive stars form and the evolution of these clusters, and the

various feedback processes at work. It has also introduced the reader to the massive cluster

Wd1 which was investigated as the sole work of this thesis, and the radio interferometric

array ATCA with which observations were taken.

The structure of this thesis is as follows; Chapter 2 outlines the full prescription of the

data reduction and analysis that has been carried out on the ATCA observations of Wd1.

This section begins with an introduction to the underlying theoretical framework of radio

interferometry and the mathematics used in this field of astronomical observation, before

describing all the necessary steps taken to reduce and make the data ‘science-ready’, in-

cluding the work done in flagging, alongside a discussion of the impacts of radio frequency

interference (RFI), calibration, cleaning, concatenating and self-calibration. The datasets

collected with the use of ATCA will be discussed, as different combinations of telescope

configurations and frequency measurements can satisify different scientific goals. An intro-

duction to the source extraction tool, SEAC, and its use in detecting radio sources, involving

the use of a new segmentation tool developed for this dataset, will also be discussed in great
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detail.

Chapter 3 provides a full description of the census of radio sources measured by the

ATCA observations. Flux densities and source sizes will be presented for all detected known

stellar sources, as well as flux densities of radio sources with no prior optical counterparts.

Some of these sources will be compared with co-located sources detected in previous mil-

limetre observations of the cluster (F18). Spectral indices and the corresponding nature of

the radio emission as thermal or non-thermal will be dicussed on a source-by source basis

with the use of both radio and millimetre datasets, using only the common observed u-v

ranges for a more accurate comparison. A comparison to the previous radio observations of

Wd1, also measured with ATCA (Do10), will be discussed in detail. New radio detections

and changes in flux densities for previously known sources will be investigated, with con-

sideration from the new radio detections of the spectral types and binary status of the newly

detected sources.

Chapter 4 outlines the consideration of the mass loss processes within the stellar winds,

and the ways in which structures in stellar winds at both large and small-scales can have an

impact on the observational diagnostics from which mass-loss rates are determined. This

includes a discussion of large-scale structure, such as CIRs, and small-scale stochastic struc-

ture, known as clumping. The mass-loss rates are determined for known stellar sources in

Wd1 which are known to have spectral indices consistent with thermal emission from a sin-

gle stellar wind. These mass-loss rates are compared to previous determinations for those

stellar sources, as well as against mass-loss rates found for other stars of similar spectral

type. Within this chapter, the population of WR stars are of particular focus, with a dis-

cussion of the mass-loss rates leading to a determination of the clumping gradient between

the wind regions observed at both millimetre and radio wavelengths. The consideration of

clumping factors and ratios will include a discussion on the previous literature published in

this field, as well as possible further avenues.

Chapter 5 focuses on the cool evolved stellar population of Wd1, investigating the

RSGs and YHGs, and the extended asymmetric nebulae observed around this group of

stars. The structure of extended emission around these objects will be discussed fully, tak-

ing consideration of other factors, such as the spectral indices and the binary status of these

objects. A comparison of ionised mass calculations will be made between this work and the

masses calculated in Do10, using the data collected at the comparable spectral window, cen-
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tred at 9GHz, as well as a calculation of the ionised masses using the full dataset, involving

all observations. This then leads to a discussion on the inferred intra-cluster wind within

Wd1, including the observational signatures of this cluster wind. The future observations

that could better constrain the properties of the intra-cluster wind will be discussed in full.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, summarising the overall aims of the thesis and the sci-

entific results that have stemmed from those, as well as describing future goals and possible

applications of the work presented here. The most interesting open questions left in this

field of study are outlined, with suggestions of how these could be answered with further

observational and theoretical work, based on understanding the stellar winds of other similar

massive stars in massive clusters with the use of radio astronomy.





Chapter 2

ATCA Data Reduction and Preliminary

Analysis

This chapter details the data reduction and analysis techniques carried out on the Australia

Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) observations made of the massive stellar cluster Wester-

lund 1 (Wd1). After providing a brief history and a description of the theoretical foundations

behind the use of radio interferometry in Section 2.1, the chapter then describes in detail the

observations taken with the use of ATCA in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 then details the issue

of radio frequency interference (RFI) and the removal of RFI from the observations with

the process of flagging, and Section 2.4 describes the calibration process that takes place.

Section 2.5 briefly discusses the different datasets generated by combining subsets of the

observations. Section 2.6 goes on to describe the imaging of the dataset with the use of the

‘clean’ algorithm, with Sections 2.7 - 2.9 detailing how the analysis was carried out on the

resultant images.

2.1 Basics of Radio Interferometry

Unlike the history of optical astronomy, which has been in progress for millennia, the de-

velopment of the field of radio astronomy occurred far more recently, taking place over the

last century. The advent of radio astronomy began in the 1930s, with the work of Karl Jan-

sky, who was the first person to discover astronomical sources emitting in the radio. These

sources were found to originate from the Galactic interstellar medium (ISM), at a frequency

of 20.5MHz, or a wavelength of 14.6m(Wilson et al., 2009). This work developed in tan-

dem with the pioneering work of radar in World War II, where the creation of radio-based

technologies and receivers allowed for the field of radio astronomy to flourish after the war

had concluded.
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The use of radio waves allows for the observation of astrophysical phenomena whilst

reducing the obscuration effect caused by the absorption of photons at other bands of the

electromagnetic spectrum by gas and dust, particularly at optical and ultra-violet (UV) light.

This can allow astrophysical regions such as galaxies and molecular clouds to be investi-

gated, and has revealed new objects such as pulsars and the cosmic microwave background,

as well as investigating the physics of other planetary atmospheres in the solar system.

The ability for radio waves to remain unabsorbed by molecules of dust and gas means

that emission at radio wavelengths can propagate more easily through the atmosphere, as

demonstrated in Figure 2.1. Radio waves are most commonly absorbed by O2 and H2O.

This limitation can be accounted for by using dry sites at high elevation or very cold sites as

locations for radio telescopes, where there are far lower levels of precipitable water vapour

down to the sub-millimetre wavelengths.

The major difference between radio astronomy and other observing wavebands of the

electromagnetic spectrum is due to the long wavelengths of the emission. The received

emission can be considered as a process involving classical electrodynamics, rather than

needing to account for the quantum behaviour of the photons. This is found to be valid

when observing planar astrophysical sources, located at a far enough distance to fall un-

der the Fraunhofer approximation (applicable for most radio astrophysical sources located

outside the solar system). The emission can be measured and then the signal can be manip-

ulated and amplified, as it will remain coherent. Radio waves can also be characterised by

their associated phase information, conserved throughout the manipulation process. This

property was crucial in the development of radio inteferometry, where the conservation of

this information allows for the process of generating a synthetic aperture from the combi-

nations of coherent signals from different telescopes.

Radio observations can be carried out with the use of parabolic dishes, similar to satel-

lite dishes, as demonstrated in Figure 2.2 with an image of the radio telescopes used by

ATCA. Another type of radio telescope is that of a simple dipole, typically a wire frame

shaped in a particular manner to capture a specific range of frequencies. One such example

of this is the type of radio antenna used in the low frequency array (LOFAR), as shown in

Figure 2.3. These types of radio telescopes tend to be used for longer wavelength observa-

tions, for emission with a wavelength of a metre or larger.

The radio signal is collected as an electric pulse combined coherently at the focal
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Figure 2.1: Plot showing how radio wavelengths can easily be observed at the Earth’s surface with
the emission succesfully transmitted through the atmosphere, as opposed to other wave-
length ranges where emission is absorbed. Taken from Condon & Ransom (2016).

Figure 2.2: Image shown of a typical set of radio dishes. These dishes are from ATCA, used for the
observations reduced and analysed in this thesis. ATCA is used to observe radio waves
over a frequency range of ∼1 - 100GHz. Taken from ATNF (2019e).
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Figure 2.3: Image of a typical set of low frequency radio dipole antennae used by LOFAR to capture
radio frequencies of 88 - 10 MHz (3.4m - 30m). Taken from NRAO (2019).

point, building up a brightness profile of the observed source. A single dish by itself can

provide a resolution that is proportional to the wavelength of the emission, λ , divided by

the diameter of the dish, D. Due to the large wavelengths involved with radio astronomy,

physical limitations are reached quickly when trying to gather high resolution observations

in this wavelength regime. As an example, in order to reach a resolution of 1arcsecond (or

∼4.8×10−6 radians), for the wavelength of the hydrogen spin-flip at 21cm, it would require

a diameter of a single dish to be ∼52.8km. The largest single radio dish is currently the

500m aperture spherical radio telescope (FAST) in China.

This can be vastly improved upon through the use of radio interferometry. In radio

inteferometry, the resolution becomes reliant on the projected baseline between two radio

antenna or dishes, b, rather than the diameter in a single dish, D, as demonstrated by Equa-

tion 2.1, known as the Rayleigh criterion. The baseline distance between two radio dishes

is as indicated in Figure 2.4. Emission captured by separate radio telescopes can be used

to synthesise a telescope with a larger aperture, through a technique known as aperture

synthesis.

θ ∼ 1.22×λ

D
∼ 1.22×λ

b
(2.1)

The signals captured by two radio dishes can be combined effectively because the

phase relation between the signals received by each dish allows for the direction of the

source to be constrained. The correlation between the signals will act constructively and

destructively in order to only include final signals from the desired field of view that con-
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tains the astronomical source. This has the clear caveat that other astronomical sources can

still be observed within the field of view covered by the primary beam of each antenna.

Each correlated electric field measured by a pair of antennas leads to a complex visibility,

which provides a Fourier component for the sky brightness distribution. By measuring over

multiple baselines, and over time as the Earth rotates, the visibilities measured can provide

a large range of samples across the u-v plane, which then can undergo a Fourier transform

to provide an image of the source.

2.1.1 Two-element Interferometer

The mathematics behind radio interferometry can be introduced, by first considering the

simplest example, that of a two-element interferometer, with two identical dishes, separated

by a baseline b, observing quasi-monochromatically (over a very narrow frequency range,

δν), so that the incoming radio emission can be assumed to be at one wavelength, ν =

ω/2π , with no distortions from the atmosphere. The radio emission is assumed to originate

from a distant point source in the direction of ŝ, so that the emission is effectively flat and

acts as a plane wave when it reaches the interferometer. Other assumptions are also made

for this scenario, including the idealised nature of the antennae for the radio dishes, such

that they have uniform sensitivity, and the use of a stationary reference frame fixed in space.

The signals received by each antenna are registered as voltages, V1 and V2. A schematic

diagram presenting the scenario described is displayed in Figure 2.4.

There is a geometric time delay between the time that the first antenna receives the

signal from the source and the time it is received by the second antenna, defined as τg,

τg =

−→
b · ŝ
c

=
bcosθ

c
(2.2)

where θ is the angle between the baseline vector for the two antenna,
−→
b and, ŝ, the unit

vector in the direction of the distant point source, and c is the speed of light. The output

voltages can be written simply as

V1 =V cos [ω(t− τg)] (2.3)

and

V2 =V cos(ωt) (2.4)
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Figure 2.4: Two-element radio interferometer diagram, taken from Condon & Ransom (2016). This
displays a two-element interferometer, observing over a narrow frequency band range,
comprised of two dishes separated by a baseline b, receiving emission from a distant
point source in the ŝ direction. There is a geometric time delay present between the
point at which the emission reaches the two antenna, of τg. The two antenna record the
signal as voltage V1 and V2 respectively, which can then be multiplied and averaged to
result in a correlator response, R.

The registered voltages are then multiplied together and averaged, in order to generate

the resulting correlator response, Rc,

Rc = 〈V1V2〉 (2.5)

= 〈V 2 cos[ω(t− τg)]cos(ωt)〉 (2.6)

= 〈
(

V 2

2

)
[cos(2ωt−ωτg)+ cos(ωτg)]〉 (2.7)

=

(
V 2

2

)
cos(ωτg) (2.8)

= Iν cos(ωτg) (2.9)

where Iν is the sky brightness distribution of the source, and where the function has been

simplified using the trigonometric identity cosxcosy = [cos(x+ y)+ cos(x− y)]/2. This
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output varies sinusoidially, with each point source response from a pair of antenna gener-

ating a single Fourier component of the overall sky brightness distribution. This can be

extended to take account of the full brightness distribution for the source that can be mea-

sured over the total field of view detected by the antenna, as equivalent to the summation of

point source measurements. This can be written this in terms of the frequency, ν = ω/2π ,

and integrated over the solid angle observed, Ω,

R =
∫

Iν cos(2πν
−→
b · ŝ/c)dΩ (2.10)

The correlator response function can also be described as the primary beam pattern

of the antenna, or the fringe pattern. The correlator response provides the sky brightness,

multipled by the coherence pattern of the antenna. The coherence pattern is governed by

the baseline geometry, which determines the orientation of the pattern with respect to the

observations, and the baseline length, as well as the wavelength observed. These factors de-

termine the separation between fringes within the pattern, with the spacing between fringes

given by λ/b. An example of a cosinusoidal fringe pattern is given in the simple schematic

presented in Figure 2.5. The sensitivity of the correlator response is most sensitive in the

centre of the beam (a position also known as the phase centre), with sensitivity gradually

falling off on all sides, as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. It is also of note that the correlator

response is not a function of the time of the observation, the location of the baseline, or the

actual phase of the incoming signal (assuming the signal is in the far-field).

However, the mathematics discussed thus far only takes account of the even compo-

nents of the correlator response. If the source brightness distribution is considered to be a

summation of both even and odd terms, I = IE + IO, the even term is described by the cosine

function in Equation 2.10, and the odd term can be described with a sinusoidal term, with a

phase delay of π/2 or 90◦ now applied to the voltages for one of the antenna, which results

in Equation 2.11.

R =
∫

Iν sin(2πν
−→
b · ŝ/c)dΩ (2.11)

The combination of these two correlator responses leads to a ‘complex correlator re-
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Figure 2.5: Diagram showing the apolar plot of a cosinusodial fringe pattern (cos(2π
−→
b ŝ/λ ), where

θ is measured with respect to the vertical axis, and the radial extent is equal to the
amplitude of the fringe pattern, |R|. Alternate lobes correspond to positive and negative
half-cycles of the quasi-sinusoidal fringe pattern, as indicated by the plus and minus
signs. This plot is taken from Thompson et al. (2017).

Figure 2.6: Image showing the typical structure of the main beam of an antenna as well as associated
side-lobes, in comparison to the observed celestial sphere. Taken from Kraus (1966).
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sponse’, which gives the expression for the complex visibility,

V = Rc− iRs = Ae−iφ (2.12)

=
∫

Iν exp(−i2π
−→
b · ŝ/λ )dΩ (2.13)

where A =
√

R2
c +R2

s , is the visibility amplitude, and φ = tan−1(Rs/Rc), is the visibility

phase. This expression can be seen to be equivalent to a Fourier transform between the

source brightness, Iν , and the visibility function, V . The visibility function contains in-

formation on the spatial frequency spectrum that describes the surface brightnesses of the

observed astrophysical object, and is made up of a series of Fourier components, or visibil-

ities that are formed by each individual baseline vector sampled. Each observation of the

source across a single baseline vector provides a single visibility. A visibility is complex

quantity, with the amplitude, A, describing the strength of the observed emission, and the

phase of the visibility, φ , describing the location of the emission within the observed field

of view.

The visibility function can be mapped in relation to a geometric system, by considering

the baseline
−→
b and the unit vector of the source direction, ŝ. These can be related to the

baseline co-ordinate axes, (u,v,w), as well as sky co-ordinate axes, (l,m,n). The (u,v,w) co-

ordinate system can be used to describe any baseline vector,
−→
b , in three dimensions, with

the w-axis typically aligned to the vertical direction towards the sky, and the u and v-axes

are often chosen to point along a plane normal to the w-axis. The baseline co-ordinate plane

can also be written in terms of the (l,m,n) axes, where they are components of the ŝ vector,

known as ‘direction cosines’. They can be related to the baseline co-ordinate axes, (u,v,w),

through l = cos(α), m = cos(β ) and n = cos(θ). A schematic displaying how these two

sets of co-ordinate axes can be related both to one another and to the source direction, ŝ, is

shown in Figure 2.7.

The field of view observed on the sky can be considered as a solid angle written in

terms of the direction cosines,

dΩ =
dldm

n
=

dldm√
1− l2−m2

(2.14)

As
−→
b · ŝ/λ = ul + vm+wn, the visibility function can be written in combined terms

from both co-ordinate systems,
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Figure 2.7: Image showing the co-ordinate axes with respect to the baseline (u,v,w), and how they
can be translated to the sky co-ordinate axes, (l,m,n), as well as the direction along
which the source lies, ŝ, and the direction along which the baseline lies,

−→
b . Adapted

from Perley (2016).

V (u,v,w) =
∫

l

∫
m

∫
n

Iν(l,m,n)ei2π(ul+vm+wn) dldm
n

(2.15)

This presents a 3-D Fourier transform between the source brightness and the visibility

function. This can be approximated to a 2-D Fourier transform if the third term, involving

the w and n components in the exponent of the equation, is sufficiently small. This shows

how the source brightness can be found by performing an inverse Fourier transform over

the measured visibility function.

2.1.2 A Realistic Interferometer

A more general scenario can now be considered, removing some of the assumptions in-

volved in Section 2.1.1. The previous assumptions included the use of idealised antennae

with uniform sensitivity, quasi-monochromatic radiation, and a stationary reference frame.

One of the important factors to consider is that the observed emission will not be truly

monochromatic, or even quasi-monochromatic as was assumed earlier. The fringe pattern

observed by the radio interferometer, as discussed earlier, is dependent on the wavelength

of the emission, with fringe spacing defined by ∼ λ/b. Often the emission is measured

over a bandwidth, or spectral window, δν , rather than a single frequency or wavelength.

To account for the bandwidth response, the correlator response has to be integrated over a
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frequency response, G(ν),

V (u,v,w) =
∫ 1

δν

∫
ν0+δν/2

ν0−δν/2
G1(ν)G?

2(ν)Iν(l,m,n)ei2π(ul+vm+wn) dldm
n

dν (2.16)

=
∫ ∫

ν0+δν/2

ν0−δν/2
sinc(τg∆ν)Iν(l,m,n)ei2π(ul+vm+wn) dldm

n
dν (2.17)

where ν0 is the central frequency. If the frequency responses can be assumed to be identical,

then this leads to the use of a sinc function to represent the fringe attenuation, where the

visibility amplitude, limiting the resolution. This means that there is no longer uniform

sensitivity over all the measured fringes on the sky. In order to observe objects further

away from the meridional plane, a factor of time delay, τ0, must then be added to ‘shift’

the fringe pattern towards where the target radio source is located in the sky, by an angle

sin(θ) = c·τ0/b. This leads to an adjusted correlator response function,

R =
∫

Iν exp(2π(τ0− τg))dΩ (2.18)

When relaxing assumptions, the effect of the antenna on the resulting observations has

to be taken into account. Antennas typically have a directional gain pattern, which can be

represented as the primary beam pattern, shown in Figure 2.6. This can be incorporated into

the visibility function as the antenna response, A(l,m), although the use of a single function

still assumes all the antennas across the interferometer array are identical.

V (u,v,w) =
∫

l

∫
m

∫
n

Aν(l,m,n)Iν(l,m,n)ei2π(ul+vm+wn) dldm
n

(2.19)

In order to then generate a true image of the sky, deconvolution has to be performed

over the u-v visibilities collected. This is described mathematically in Equation 2.20, where

ID is the deconvolved image of the sky, I is the true sky image, B is the beam pattern of the

antenna, V is the measured visibilities, and S is the sampling of those visibilities. Math-

ematically, the visibilities described by the visibility function, V (u,v), are directly related

to the sky brightness of the source, I (l,m), by a Fourier transform. Each of the visibility

components, V (u,v) provide information about the all of the sky brightness components.

A discrete number of Fourier components of the sky brightness distribution have been col-

lected through the observation process. In order to determine the sky brightness distribution

values that have been sampled through the visibilities, a Fourier transform is applied which
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Table 2.1: Observations taken by the Australian Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). Listed is the
beam size (with the position angle given in parentheses), observing dates, duration of
observation, and in parentheses, the maximum baseline for each configuration of the
array.

Array Observing Dates Obs. Duration Beam Size
Config. (hours)
6A 27th - 29th 31.77 1.71′′ × 0.99′′

(6km) October 2015 (0.790◦)

1.5A 25th - 27th 16.45 3.59′′ × 1.99′′

(1.5km) November 2015 (-7.23◦)

1.5B 3rd June 2016 15.76 4.40′′ × 2.41′′

(1.5km) (-2.73◦)

750C 14th - 15th 28.37 6.98′′ × 4.44′′

(750m) December 2015 (6.28◦)

leads to the dirty beam, ID.

Deconvolution aims to invoke the removal of effects including the lack of infinite base-

lines from the observations, which has led to a limit on the smallest scales sampled, but also

a limit on largest scales sampled, due to no information at very small distances on the

u-v plane. The long and small spatial scales measured on the baseline co-ordinate axes

correspond to effects on the inverse end of the scale in the sky brightness domain, due

to the Fourier transform nature of the relationship. Across the u-v plane, vectors are also

missing due to incomplete sampling, and deconvolution is a process which can reduce the

effect of this, by taking account of the impact of the sampling over the true sky bright-

ness, I (l,m)?B(l,m). Deconvolution is also the process by which the effect of the antenna

response, A, can be removed from the measured visibilities in order to determine a better

approximation to the true sky brightness, I(l,m).

ID (l,m) = I (l,m)?B(l,m) =V (u,v)×S(u,v) (2.20)

2.2 Observations

Wd1 was observed with ATCA over 4 different epochs, from October 2015 to June 2016.

ATCA is comprised of six antenna, with five movable radio antenna along an east-west 3km

track, with the western-most antenna fixed in position. Initial observations were gathered

over October - December 2015, in three different configurations. The configurations are
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defined by the maximum possible baselines between the movable antennae, with the max-

imum baselines to the fixed antenna only considered for the definition of the 6km array

configurations. Follow-up observations were carried out on the 3rd June 2016 for the max-

imum baseline of 1.5km, as there had been issues in gaining a full set of observations for

the original configuration with a 1.5km maximum baseline, due to poor weather during the

observing period. Details of the observations are listed in Table 2.1.

The different u-v visibilities sampled for each configuration can be seen in Figure 2.8.

The u-v plots demonstrate the characteristics of the distances between the antennae for each

configuration with which observations were taken, with the u-v plot filled in with circular

shapes due to the combination of the effect of the rotation of the Earth with the linear

configurations that lie across the track. The 6A configuration, observed over 27th - 29th

October, (maximum baseline 6km), as shown in 2.8a, contains the antenna most evenly

spaced in comparison to all the configurations used for observing. For this configuration,

the fourth and fifth radio antenna are most closely spaced to one another, with a distance

of only 337m, corresponding to the thick lines seen in the u-v plot where the u-v sampling

found from the baselines between either of these antennae and any of the other antennae

lead to similar regions of the u-v plot becoming filled.

The 1.5A and 1.5B configurations are defined by the maximum baseline of ∼1.5km

between the first and fifth antenna. The 1.5A configuration, observed over the 25th - 27th

November, and the 1.5B configuration, observed over the 3rd June 2016, have the same

maximum baseline, but different exact configurations and so map slightly different areas of

u-v space. This can be seen by comparing 2.8b and 2.8c, where the tracks mapped out by

the baselines are more evenly spaced over the u-v plot for the 1.5A configuration. This is

because in the 1.5B configuration, the first and second antennae are much closer together,

as are the fourth and fifth antennae.

The 750C configuration, with a baseline of 750m between the first and fifth antennae

that lie along the movable track, was observed over 14th - 15th December. A wide gap in

the u-v plot for this configuration is caused by the large distance between the fixed sixth

antenna and all the other five antennae. As the other five antennae are closely located to one

another along the movable track, this leads to the well-filled section of the u-v plot within

the centre of 2.8d, and the large gap of intermediate spacings that are not sampled.

The cluster was observed over two spectral windows simultaneously, centred at 5.5
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(a) 6A u-v plot. (b) 1.5A u-v plot.

(c) 1.5B u-v plot. (d) 750C u-v plot.

Figure 2.8: Visibility plots over the u-v plane for the different array configurations.

GHz and 9 GHz. Each spectral window had a bandwidth of 2GHz, made up of 2048 x

1MHz channels. Integration time on source was ∼16hours across each maximum baseline

(6km, 750m and 1.5km), with ∼16hours of integration time on source split between 1.5A

and 1.5B, with roughly ∼8 hours for each configuration. Each observation contained mea-

surements of the target field of the cluster, alongside observations of a bandpass calibrator,

1934-638, a phase calibrator (J1636-4101 for the 6A observations, and 1600-48 for all other

observations), and a secondary calibrator, 0823-500. The following paragraphs provide a

brief overview of the general steps taken to make sure the data was ‘science-ready’ for

analysis, with more detailed descriptions of each stage given in subsequent sections.

Data from the observations were provided as raw visibility datasets in RPFITS format,

which were then loaded into the software package MIRIAD as a ‘.uv’ format with the use

of the task ATLOD, using the options BIRDIE, RFIFLAG, NOAUTO, XYCORR. The raw RP-
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FITS files were each selected in turn, and the individual files were combined into datasets

containing the observations separated by the array configuration used. Several options were

selected in the task; the BIRDIE option removed some of the edge channels of the obser-

vations, where channels may have become corrupted due to self-interference from ATCA.

These are taken to be 100 edge channels on each side of the spectral windows measured with

the 2048×1MHz continuum format as was carried out for this set of observations (Sault,

2016). RFIFLAG flagged channels that are known a-priori to be bad frequencies for the ar-

ray, with a range pre-specified for each bad frequency section. The NOAUTO option made

sure that no autocorrelation data was discarded, and the XYCORR option applied known

measurements for the phase difference between the X and Y channels.

The datasets were then split into a larger number of data files containing only single

frequency bands, separating the spectral windows using the task UVSPLIT. This also split

the observations into the different sources observed (the calibrators and the target source).

Flagging was then carried out in MIRIAD with additional flagging of the data measured

with the spectral window centred at 9GHz, with the use of the Scripted E-MERLIN RFI-

mitigation PipelinE for iNterferometry (SERPent1) (Peck & Fenech, 2013). Calibration

was then carried out to take account of the bandpass and phase variations, any effects from

polarisation leakage, and to scale the flux density, following standard procedures as laid out

in the Miriad User Guide (Sault, 2016).

After calibration, the datasets containing the observations of Wd1 were concatenated

to create a new group of datasets, containing different combinations of array configurations

and spectral windows. Additional self-calibration was then carried out on the final datasets,

with the use of CASA (McMullin et al., 2007), and the tasks GAINCAL and APPLYCAL, as

well as the imaging and deconvolution task TCLEAN. This was run in the mode ‘multi-scale

multi-frequency synthesis’ with Briggs weighting applied (with the robust parameter set

to 0). More detail on these parameters and their meaning is given in Section 2.6.1, which

details the process performed in order for the final images to be generated. The resolution

was set to be equivalent to the smallest primary beam size present in each dataset. The

imaging led to a final set of fits files that could be used for data analysis, to derive the flux

densities, spatial extents, and spectral indices of sources.

1 https://github.com/daniellefenech/SERPent
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2.3 Flagging and RFI Removal

2.3.1 Radio Frequency Interference

RFI, or ‘Radio Frequency Interference’, occurs due to the presence of unwanted radio sig-

nals in datasets. There are many different types of RFI that can occur, including external

sources, such as mobile phones, satellites, internet signals, and also internal instrumental

effects.

RFI is a major limitation for the field of radio astronomy; significant amounts of RFI

in data can mean that radio observations of the sky then become unusable for scientific

analysis. It is therefore important to use techniques to mitigate for this effect. RFI can occur

along a wide bandwidth but over a narrow slice of time, or in a very narrow bandwidth of

the data, over a broad range of time, or across a broad temporal and frequency range. It is

this large variation in the way in which RFI can manifest across both frequency and time in

datasets that makes the mitigation of RFI so difficult.

Typically, RFI mitigation occurs either at a pre- or post-correlation phase. Techniques

have been developed for real-time pre-correlation RFI mitigation to be applied as observa-

tions are collected. This includes Adaptive Noise Cancellation (ANC), which involves the

use of an auxiliary reference antenna to try and determine a power spectrum estimate for

the RFI, or the use of digital processing to search through the initial data for clear signals

of the RFI (Briggs et al., 2000, Weber et al. 1997). For successful pre-correlation RFI re-

moval, this relies on systems created in a bespoke manner for specific sets of observations,

or for particular telescopes and arrays. Due to the different possible sources of RFI, and

variation in the hardware and software for various radio arrays, limitations quickly arise in

accounting for RFI in this manner in a generalised way.

2.3.2 Flagging the Datasets

Currently, the only pipeline available for reducing ATCA data can be found online at the

‘ATNF Astronomy Web Service’. A pipeline is provided to reduce data for ‘quick and

dirty’ images of archival data, and is only capable of reducing single pointing continnum

data. This would not have been adequate to carry out the data reduction required for the

observations of Wd1. In order to fully reduce the observations and to prepare the data for

scientific analysis, a bespoke data reduction process was used, involving flagging, calibra-

tion and imaging, carried out with awareness of the specific issues and requirements for the

multi-pointing multi-frequency observations that had been collected of the complex radio
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source Wd1.

Initial flagging and calibration for the ATCA observations was carried out with use of

the software package MIRIAD, aided by the online documentation which provided a rough

guide to the series of commands that should be applied to the dataset (Sault, 2016). The data

reduction and calibration process took in the raw RPFITS files provided by ATCA, which

were then passed through the software packages MIRIAD and CASA with a full reduction,

calibration and imaging of the data carried out, making the data ‘science-ready’.

An initial run-through of several automatic flagging commands were applied out in

MIRIAD. This included the tasks PGFLAG, UVAVER, TVCLIP, UVPFLAG and UVAFLAG.

These commands were run over all datasets for each source (phase calibrator, bandpass

calibrator, and secondary calibrator, as well as the target source field). The PGFLAG task was

run with the parameters STOKES = XX,YY which organised the datasets in terms of the linear

polarisations, separated into XX, XY, YX and YY. The option COMMAND =“≤ B” was

used, which set the option to remove visibilities which were highly abnormal in comparison

to their surrounding pixels, a common indication of noise in radio data. The UVAVER task

copied the data, averaging over the Stokes parameters I, Q, U and V. Three other commands

were also applied. This included the task TVCLIP, where the data were clipped to select

only the V Stokes parameter data, or circularly polarised data. This involved the use of the

option SELECT = POL(V). Averaging was applied over sections of 5 minutes with the use

of TAVER = 5, to average over a few scans together. The task UVPFLAG was then used,

which flagged all polarisations if any bad data was found for the V polarisation, and then

the task UVAFLAG was finally applied, which copied over all applied flags to other visibility

datasets within the same observing epoch. Flags were carried over to each of the different

radio sources, so that flags found for each of the calibrators were also applied to the target

source.

When carrying out manual flagging, it was advantageous to perform a visual inspec-

tion of the data. Specific regions containing RFI could be detected by inspecting the dif-

ferent parameters of the observations separately. This included separating out different

spectral ranges, time-ranges, and antenna baselines. By using a ‘PGPlot’, with the use of

the PGFLAG commands, the data could be visualised in 3-D, with time and frequency of the

observations along the x and y axes respectively, and the intensity of the data represented by

a greyscale waterfall plot. Sections of the data could then be manually selected for flagging.
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Data from different antenna baselines and frequencies were inspected separately. When

selecting the data to be flagged, this led to output collated within a flag information table

for the dataset. One slight limitation to this method of flagging was that the use of the task

PGFLAG would involve averaging along the time-range of the observations when displaying

the datasets. This could lead to inaccuracies in the representation of the RFI presented to

the user. Other flagging tasks were also applied to take account of this limitation, including

BLFLAG, which allowed for the datasets to be inspected for discrepant data, separated by

baseline. Different channels could be selected out and inspected separately.

For the data containing observations with a central frequency of 5.5GHz, there was

a minimal level of RFI present in the data. For the data containing observations with a

spectral window centred at 9GHz, far higher levels of RFI were determined, and so the use

of the automated flagging technique developed by Peck & Fenech (2013) was applied to the

datasets, with the use of the Astronomical Image Processing System software (AIPS).

2.3.3 SERPent

RFI was found to be present in the datasets centred at 9GHz, that could not be easily re-

moved with the use of the MIRIAD commands. These were found to be present in all the

array configurations, and across all the calibrator fields and the target source observations.

The RFI was widespread across the time-range of the observations and present in most of

the baselines, but limited to specific frequency ranges, as can be seen clearly in the subplots

shown in Figure 2.9.

RFI was found for the 6A configuration in the observations of the phase calibrator

J1636-4101 within the frequency range 9.30 - 9.98GHz, as shown in Figure 2.9a. It was

found also in the 750C observations of Wd1, across the frequency ranges 8.48 - 8.71GHz,

and 9.33 - 9.41GHz, as seen in Figure 2.9c. For the 1.5A configuration, RFI was detected

in the observations of Wd1 at 9.33 - 9.38, 9.56 - 9.66, and 9.74 -9.98GHz, shown in Figure

2.9e, and also in the observations of the primary calibrator 1934-638 over at 9.56 - 9.66 and

9.70 - 9.98GHz, as seen in Figure 2.9g. In the 1.5B observations, RFI was detected in the

observations of the phase calibrator, 1600-48, at 9.38 - 9.41GHz, and in the target source

observations, at the same frequency range, 9.33 - 9.41GHz.

Checks were made using online documentation to determine if the RFI frequency

ranges contained already known sources of RFI (ATNF, 2019d). Some terrestrial and satel-

lite emitters were found to emit at the required spectral windows, however the strength of
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(a) RFI seen for the 6A ATCA pointing for the
phase calibrator J1636-4101 over the spec-
tral window.

(b) RFI seen for the 6A ATCA pointing for the
phase calibrator J1636-4101 over the time
range.

(c) RFI seen for the 750C ATCA pointing for
the Wd1 observations over the spectral win-
dow.

(d) RFI seen for the 750C ATCA pointing for
the Wd1 observations over the time range.

(e) RFI seen for the 1.5A ATCA pointing for
the Wd1 observations over the spectral win-
dow.

(f) RFI seen for the 1.5A ATCA pointing for
the Wd1 observations over the time range.
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(g) RFI seen for the 1.5A ATCA pointing for
the primary calibrator 1934-638 over the
spectral window.

(h) RFI seen for the 1.5A ATCA pointing for
the primary calibrator 1934-638 over the
time range.

Figure 2.9: Plots demonstrating the RFI that can be seen for the calibrator and target sources at
9GHz with anomalously high amplitudes. The RFI can be seen when the data is plotted
over the time-series, as well as over the spectral window. It is found to be wide-spread
over all time channels, but can be seen to occur at specific ranges of the frequency band.

these emitters would likely not be enough to have fully explained the levels of RFI present.

The use of SERPent was required to allow for the effective removal of the RFI. SER-

Pent was developed for use on e-MERLIN data at UCL in order to prepare for the CoBRAS

legacy project (Peck & Fenech, 2013). The software could also be applied to the ATCA

dataset as a data processing tool, to mitigate for the RFI. SERPent was developed for use

within AIPS, applying thresholds to separate out the visibilities containing RFI, which can

be seen to have much higher amplitude values, than the visibilities concerning the actual

astronomical sources. If amplitudes are measured above a specified threshold, determined

in relation to the amplitudes of the surrounding background, then the data is classified as

RFI and flagged. This is dependent on the threshold specified by SERPent, and the size of

subset data from which a suitable background level is calculated. This method has been

adapted from SumThreshold methods discussed in Offringa et al. (2010).

Within SERPent, data are flagged, with the flags placed into a flagging (FG) table,

and the resulting flagged datasets can then be plotted with the use of SPPLOT. SPPLOT

(SPectrum Plot), is programme generated for use within the e-MERLIN pipeline (Argo,

2014). SSPLOT allows for data to be displayed in a similar manner to the AIPS task SPFLG,

where the data is presented as a 3-D intensity plot, with the axes (x, y and z), the frequency,

time and amplitude values of the dataset. In SPPLOT, the plot is generated with the use of

a python script, rather than with the use of an AIPS task.
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Figure 2.10: An SPPlot for the 6A array configuration before SERPent is applied, showing the
channels on the x-axis and time on the y-axis, with the colour scale demonstrating the
amplitude of the flux measured in Janskys. The data is separated into the two linear
polarisation combinations that are measured to determine the total intensity observed,
XX and YY.

Examples of the results from flagging the 9GHz data can be seen in the Figures 2.10 -

2.17, where Figures 2.10 - 2.11 demonstrate the impact of SERPent when flagging data from

the 6A array configuration, Figures 2.12 - 2.13 show data from the observations taken with

the 750C configuration before and after flagging, Figures 2.14 - 2.15 demonstrate the results

of applying SERPent to data taken from the 1.5A configuration, and Figures 2.16 - 2.17

demonstrate the effect of SERPent when flagging data from the 1.5B array configuration.

The use of the python plotting script SPPLOT rather than the use of the original AIPS

task SPFLG allows for an improved plot to be generated of the whole dataset. The AIPS task

SPFLG averages over spectral channels when a large bandwidth is used, which can make it

harder to accurately pinpoint regions containing RFI. The use of SERPent avoids this issue

completely as the flagging process is not dependent on plotting, and uses a non-interactive
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Figure 2.11: SPPlot displaying the results of applying SERPent to the phase calibrator J1636-4101
for the 6A array configuration, with the spectral windows across the x-axis and the
time of the observations along the y-axis. The colour scale shows the intensity of
the observations gathered in Janskys, after higher amplitude measurements that were
indicative of RFI have been removed. The data is separated into the two linear polar-
isation combinations that are measured to determine the total intensity observed, XX
and YY.

flagging technique.

The creation of SPPLOT was a developed from plotlib routines generated for use on

data from the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR), with the main improvement allowing for

user-determination of the plotting parameters, including the baselines, sources, polarisa-

tions, frequency band, and time range to be plotted. It can also specify whether ot not to

apply the flag table to the data before plotting, allowing for the accuracy of the flag table to

be determined.

SPPlot allows for the inspection of data with two different plotting formats. The first

generates a pdf document containing several pages, each with a single plot that shows a

single combination of a baseline, a polarisation correlation (in the case of the ATCA ob-
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Figure 2.12: An SPPlot for the 750C array configuration before SERPent is applied, with the x-
axis ranging across frequency, and the y-axis ranging in time, with the strength of the
emission shown with a colour scale, in Janskys.

servations, a linear polarisation combination from XX, XY, YX and YY is selected), and a

subsection of the full time range of the observations, shown in Figure 2.18. This presents the

RFI, or the flagged regions that contain RFI, in clear detail, so that RFI can be considered

in the context of the time-range and frequency band in which it occurs. A secondary format

for displaying the plots of the radio dataset can be seen in the examples of Figures 2.10 -

2.17, where each baseline is separated into the two different linear polarisations combina-

tions observed that make up the total intensity and plotted as a subplot within a single page,

which is a more concise way to display the RFI present over the total set of observations at

that configuration.

The split data files generated in MIRIAD were exported as fits files with the use of the

task FITS, and the fits files were then imported into AIPS with the use of the task FITLD.

The flagging with SERPent led to a final value of ∼11% of the data becoming flagged over
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Figure 2.13: SPPLot displaying the results of applying SERPent to the Wd1 observations at the
750C array configuration, with the frequency channels along the x-axis, and the time
of the observations along the y-axis, where higher amplitude measurements have been
removed through flagging of RFI. The intensity of the remaining data is represented
with a colour scale in Janskys.

each different baseline and polarisation combination, at each array configuration. Original

MIRIAD data files separated by field and spectral window were copied and appended with

the label ‘.preflag’ to be kept as a copy of the unflagged datasets. Flag tables were generated

in SERPent and stored with the appropriate datasets. An example of the final flagging

percentages are given in Table 2.2 for the 9GHz data before and after running SERPent.

The data files were then exported from AIPS as fits files with the use of the FITTP

task, and then imported back into MIRIAD with the task FITS. The new flag tables could

then be applied within MIRIAD with the use of the FGFLAG task, as a precursor to the

general flagging procedure carried out in MIRIAD, discussed in the previous section. After

all datasets had been flagged, they were then ready for calibration.
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Table 2.2: Table demonstrating the levels of flagging found for the observations of different sources
from each array configuration at 9GHz, before and after the use of SERPent.

Source Config. Total Flagged Difference
Pre-SERPent Post-SERPent

Wd1 6A 352202610 37128240
(10.54%)

39962418
(11.35%)

2834178
(0.8%)

15A 180516900 19029600
(10.54%)

19618090
(10.87%)

588490
(0.33%)

15B 172156980 18148320
(10.54%)

18845896
(10.95%)

697576
(0.41%)

750C 311538156 32841504
(10.54%)

39575574
(12.7%)

6734070
(2.16%)

J1636-41 6A 70903596 7474464
(10.54%)

7567854
(10.67%)

93390
(0.13%)

1600-48 15A 36570552 2855168
(10.54%)

3931460
(10.75%)

76292
(0.21%)

15B 35406720 3732480
(10.54%)

3890952
(10.99%)

158472
(0.45%)

750C 64178778 676552
(10.54%)

6880186
(10.72%)

114634
(0.18%)

The percentages are given in parentheses next to the absolute numbers of flagged datapoints.
Flagging percentages were only calculated for the XX and YY polarisations, which were in-
volved in the production of the Stokes I image used for analysis. The total number of datapoints
considered is equal to the visibilities in each observation multipled by the number of channels
within the spectral window observed.

Table 2.3: Table showing the different calibrators used for the ATCA observations and which as-
pects of calibration they were necessary for. For the phase calibration, a separate cali-
brator was used for the set of observations taken in the 6A array pointing, with another
calibrator used for all other array configurations, labelled with the superscripts 1 and 2

respectively.

Calibrator Type
J1636-4101 Phase1

1600-48 Phase2

1934-638 Bandpass
0823-500 Secondary
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Figure 2.14: An SPPlot for the 1.5A array configuration before SERPent is applied, with frequency
channels along the x-axis and the time of observations along the y-axis, with intensity
of the observations shown with the colour scale in Janskys.

2.4 Calibration

After data were flagged to remove any ‘bad’ or unusable data, the data were then passed

through a series of tasks in MIRIAD which calibrated the data for several factors. Calibra-

tion is required to account for several imperfections in the collection of astronomical data.

This includes accounting for instrumental errors (which can be from the hardware of the

electronics in the antenna, as well as software errors and uncertainties), effects from the

atmosphere and the weather conditions, or even scheduling and observation errors. The use

of calibration leads to a final dataset which only contains the true properties of the radio

source. Many of the calibration factors that need to be taken into account are due to the

effects of the antenna response on the visibility measurements, as shown in Equation 2.19,

in contrast to the original visibility equation, Equation 2.15, mentioned in Section 2.1. The

goal of calibration is to separate out the true properties of the target field from the unwanted
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Figure 2.15: Results of applying SERPent to the Wd1 observations for the 1.5A array configuration,
with the frequency of the observations varying across the x-axis and the time of the
observations ranging across the y-axis. The intensity of the observations is represented
by a colour scale in Janskys.

properties measured by the instrument, affected by the surrounding environment. This can

be summarised mathematically by a factor on a per baseline basis in Equation 2.21, with the

factors Ji and J j, which represent the errors impacting the observations measured by each

antenna i, j, within each baseline. Methods are applied that measure the expected errors in

the data, which then allows for the true visibilities to be recovered.

V obs
i, j (u,v) = JiJ?j V

true
i, j (u,v) (2.21)

Accounting for the instrumental and environmental properties of the observations can

involve multiple methods of calibration. Techniques may be applied at the engineering

stage, where the observing method may be altered in order to account for unwanted ef-

fects on the data. This includes switched-power monitoring for some radio arrays including
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Figure 2.16: An SPPlot for the 1.5B array configuration before SERPent is applied, with the fre-
quency of the observations varying across the x-axis and the time of the observations
ranging across the y-axis. The intensity of the observations is represented by a colour
scale in Janskys.

ALMA, EVLA and the VLBA. At a basic level, following the values of the variations in

the voltage patterns of the antennae, the positions of the antennae and the earth orientation

and rate of rotation helps to account for many effects. The goal of the calibration methods

included at the engineering stage try to ensure the instrumental stability of the telescope

arrays over accepted timescales, rather than accounting for the absolute calibration of the

observations.

Some aspects of engineering calibration may take additional measurements with the

use of other instruments, such as the photometer at ALMA that measures the Water Vapor

Radiometry to track the changes in the atmosphere (Emrich et al., 2009). These corrections

are then applied in the post-processing stage, alongside the method of cross-correlation.

Cross-correlation takes place at the data reduction stage, using observed calibrator sources.
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Figure 2.17: An SPPlot displaying the results of applying SERPent to the phase calibrator 1600-48
for the 1.5B array configuration, with the frequency of the observations varying across
the x-axis and the time of the observations ranging across the y-axis. The intensity of
the observations is represented by a colour scale in Janskys. RFI characterised by a
high amplitude has been removed from the data.

This requires the use of luminous astrophysical sources near to the target source, for which

the interferometric response is already well known. Calibration solutions can then be calcu-

lated from the observations of these sources, which can then be interpolated onto the target

observations.

The ideal calibrator is bright in the wavelength range that has been observed and un-

resolved. Often this is not the case for phase calibration due to the instabilities of the

emission from bright compact sources, and so resolved phase calibrator sources are often

used instead. Calibrator sources need to be as constant and stable as possible in order for

the calibration to be accurate, with amplitude calibration requiring a constant stable flux,

and phase calibration requiring an accurately known position on the sky.

The calibration process was carried out independently for each observation set at a
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Figure 2.18: Example of the SPPlot display of the radio observations, for the array configuration
750C, with the frequency channels along the x-axis, and the time range of the obser-
vations along the y-axis. The intensity of the observations is given with an associated
colour scale, in Jy.

specific array configuration over a single spectral window. It involved the use of data files

in MIRIAD, split into each of the calibrators and the target source. The calibrator sources

are listed in Table 2.3.

The strategy for applying the calibration to the dataset followed the methods suggested

by online documentation (Sault, 2016), as displayed in Figure 2.19. As each task in MIRIAD

was carried out on a source, it then generated a table of calibration solutions which was

written into the dataset, which meant that at the end of each calibration step, it was necessary

to copy over the calibration to all of the source fields observed at that configuration and

spectral window with the use of the task GPCOPY. Delay, bandpass and polarisation leakage

calibration solutions were first determined with the use of the bandpass calibrator, with

solutions then copied to the phase calibrator. A further calibration step was then followed

to calculate the gain calibration solutions with the use of the phase calibrator, and the flux

density scale, scaling the data to radio astronomy units of Janskys, was set with use of the

bandpass calibrator. The final set of calibration solutions were then applied to the target

field.
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Figure 2.19: A flowchart displaying the steps taken within MIRIAD in order to carry out the calibra-
tion process on the observations. Taken from (Sault, 2016).
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When carrying out the calibration, several tasks were employed within MIRIAD to

investigate the quality of the data and evaluate the calibration solutions. This included the

tasks UVPLT, which plots the u-v visibility data over user-specified axes, UVSPEC, which

averages the data over either time or frequency before plotting, UVFLUX, which averages

over the visibilities to determine a mean visibility value that can be used when investigating

point sources, and GPPLT which plots the gain calibration solutions for the source over either

phase or amplitude.

2.4.1 Bandpass Calibration

Bandpass calibration takes account of the effect of the interferometer receivers, which can

cause amplitude and phase variations across the spectral window observed. In contrast to

the gain calibration, which is a time-dependent effect caused by variation in the amplitude

and phases measured over time, the bandpass calibration instead takes account of the change

in the stability of the measurement over the spectral window. Bandpass effects can be time-

dependent but any time-dependent effects are often assumed not to be significant.

The bandpass calibrator used was the radio source 1934-638, a Type II Seyfert galaxy.

Type II Seyfert galaxies are a type active galactic nuclei (AGN), where the core of the galaxy

is very luminous due to non-stellar sources. 1934-638 is suited to bandpass calibration

due to the brightness of the source, as the strength of the calibrator allows for the antenna

response for the source to be dominated by the calibrator rather than by noise. It is also

well suited as it is known to be stable, and has a well known flux density value. All of these

factors also make 1934-638 a good source for the delay calibration and the later application

of flux density calibration.

In determining the bandpass calibration solutions, the MIRIAD task MFCAL was used

on the bandpass calibrator, which determined preliminary gains and bandpass calibration

solutions. This task also provides calibration solutions for delay calibration, taking account

of antenna delays which may cause phase variations over the frequency space observed.

2.4.2 Preliminary Gain Calibration

Gain calibration aims to calibrate for the impact of several factors that are introduced by

antenna electronics and other generic effects that can cause variations in the phases and

amplitudes of the sources over the time duration of the observation. This includes factors

such as atmospheric phase, opacity, forward gain, focus changes and aperture illumination.

The effect of gain is similar to the variations accounted for in the bandpass calibration, but
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focusses on time-dependent rather than frequency dependent effects.

Calibration typically involves the use of preliminary gain calibration solutions deter-

mined over phase and amplitude calculated with the use of the bandpass calibrator, in order

to help determine the bandpass calibration solutions. Gain calibration was applied to the

bandpass calibrator with the use of the MIRIAD task MFCAL, ignoring any effects from

instrumental polarisation. As all four linear polarisation correlations (XX, XY, YX and

YY) were measured with ATCA, antenna gains accounting for both phase and amplitude

variations were then re-determined taking account of the instrumental polarisation effects,

known as the polarisation leakages.

2.4.3 Polarisation Leakages

For the observations of the target source Wd1, the target field was not assumed to not contain

significant levels of inherent polarisation - hence, the main requirement of the polarisation

calibration was to account for any leakage gains.

Observations are measured with the antenna with the use of orthogonally polarised

feeds to measure the incident radiation, typically either linear (X, Y), or circular (R, L).

In an idealised case, each feed would only measure the desired polarisation, but in the

realistic case, each feed will also capture a fraction of the other polarisation. This leads to

an effect known as polarisation leakages, which can cause frequency-dependent variations

in the observations. For telescopes with circular polarisation feeds, this is only important

at high dynamic range, but for linear polarisation feeds, it is always important to consider

the non-zero signal that can occur between the two feeds, in the XY and YX correlations,

as the leakage effect will lead to an impact on the Stokes Parameter I, which represents the

total intensity measured.

Depending on the target field that has been observed, various methods may need to be

employed to carry out calibration for the polarisation state of the sources. Often, the same

source is used for polarisation calibration as has been used for bandpass and flux density

calibration. The ideal source for this type of calibration has a known linear polarisation po-

sition angle, and no associated circular polarisation. For the polarisation leakage calibration

solutions, the bandpass calibrator, 1934-638 was used, as it is known to have zero linear

polarisation, and weak circular polarisation of <0.01% (ATNF, 2019c).

To account for the effect of instrumental polarisation, the MIRIAD task GPCAL was

used. These solutions were then investigated, with the expectation of only 1-2% polari-
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Figure 2.20: The PGPLOT display for the MIRIAD task UVPLT, for the dataset containing the ob-
servations of the bandpass calibrator 1934-638 at the 6A array configuration, with a
central frequency of 9GHz. The data is separated into the Stokes parameters; I, Q,
U and V, with the colours indicated in the title corresponding to the colours used for
plotting each Stokes parameter.

sation from the leakage solutions. After MFCAL and GPCAL were applied to the bandpass

calibrator, the calibration was evaluated to check for reasonable solutions. The expectations

were of a normalised amplitude of around 1, and phase variation of only a few degrees.

These were checked with the use of the plotting tasks UVPLT and GPPLT.

The task UVPLT generates a scatter diagram of the source, as seen in Figure 2.20.

A reasonable set of calibration solutions should lead to a cluster of points centred on the

known flux density of the calibrator for the I Stokes parameter measurements, and the other

stokes parameters, Q, U, and V, to all be located near 0. If this is not the case, the calibration

may need to be re-started after additional flagging has been applied. The task GPPLT plots

the gains solutions over phase or amplitude, as seen in Figures 2.21 and 2.22. These plots

provide a quick way to manually inspect that the amplitude is close to 1 and that the phase

variations are roughly constant.
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Figure 2.21: The PGPLOT display for the MIRIAD task GPPLT, displaying the phase values for the
gains of the phase calibrator J1636-4101 observed with the 6A array configuration,
with a central frequency of 5.5GHz. The plots are separated by antenna.

2.4.4 Phase Calibration

The main gain calibration is typically carried out with the use of the phase calibrator. The

calibration is required to account for the time-varying gains from atmospheric effects and

the variation in response from the antenna, due to aperture illumination and structural defor-

mation. These cause variations over the phase of the observations, and affect the sensitivity

of the observations.

After the calibration solutions for the bandpass and polarisation leakages were deter-

mined from the bandpass calibrator, these solutions were copied over to the phase calibrator

with the use of the task GPCOPY. Alongside refining bandpass solutions for the phase

calibrator, the main calibration solutions determined by the phase calibrator aimed to ac-

count for time-dependent phase variations. The ideal phase calibrator source is a bright,

un-resolved point source. This means the object should have a constant phase in Fourier

space, and so any phase variations that occur can easily be labelled as errors, allowing
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Figure 2.22: The PGPLOT display for the MIRIAD task GPPLT, displaying the amplitude values for
the gains for the phase calibrator J1636-4101, for the dataset taken at the 6A array
configuration, with a central frequency of 5.5GHz. The plots are separated by antenna.

for calibration solutions to be easy to obtain. The object should also be located close to

the target source, so it can accurately account for phase errors that can occur in the target

observations due to sky-dependent factors, such as atmospheric-based opacity. The phase

calibrator is often chosen as a different calibrator to the source used for bandpass and flux

density calibration, as the requirement for a bright but compact source can lead to lower lev-

els of stability for the flux density of the source. The phase calibrator is typically observed

frequently throughout the observations, in order to effectively keep track of the phase vari-

ations over the full time duration of the observations.

Two phase calibrators were measured for the ATCA observations, with the source

J1636-410 used as the phase calibrator for the observations taken at the 6A array config-

uration, and 1600-48 used for all other array configurations. J1636-4101 is a PMN radio

source, from the Parkes-MIT-NRAO survey, and 1600-48 (PMN 1603-4904) is a quasar,

both of which are bright point sources. Different phase calibrators were required for the
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different array configurations used, as the observations taken at the array configuration with

the maximum baseline had the highest resolution, and so required a phase calibrator with

a smaller position uncertainty. The position uncertainty for the source J1636-4101 is σ <

0.003′′, compared to the higher position uncertainty for 1600-48 of 0.10′′ < σ < 0.25′′. The

ATCA calibrator database entry for J1636-4101 only shows a measure of suitability for the

source with use at 5.5GHz and 9GHz for the 6A configuration. This lack of knowledge

of the calibrator source for use at other configurations demonstrates the need for the more

established calibrator source, 1600-48, to be applied instead for all the other observations.

The task GPCAL was applied to generate calibration solutions for the antenna gains

over the phase and amplitudes for the phase calibrator. As the polarisation calibration so-

lutions were to be carried over from the bandpass calibrator, the parameter option ‘NOPOL’

was used. Once phase calibration was correctly applied to the source, the phases were

checked with the use of the tasks UVPLT and GPPLT as done for the bandpass calibrator.

Once the phases were found to remain constant, with variations of only a few degrees over

the full time-range of the observations, phase calibration was determined to be satisfactory.

2.4.5 Flux Density Calibration

The use of amplitude scaling allows for an absolute flux density scale to be set for the ob-

servations, converting to flux density values from the arbitrary measured visibilities. This is

typically applied with the use of a calibrator where the absolute flux density is well known

and the source is bright over the wavelength band observed, and ideally as constant as pos-

sible. The ideal flux density calibrator is also one that is located at a similar elevation to

the target source when the observations are made, so that any effects from the differences

in the atmosphere opacity through which the target and calibrator sources are observed

are reduced. At lower frequencies, including the centimetre wavelengths at which the ob-

servations on Wd1 were made, the atmospheric effects have a much lower impact on the

observation, and so the calibrator used for flux density only needed to observed once, at

the beginning of the observations, to achieve a low uncertainty on the flux density of a few

percent.

The calibrator source 1934-638 was used to correct for the flux density. The flux

density of 1934-638 could be found from the online ATCA calibrator database (ATNF,

2019b), with flux densities of 4.961±0.005Jy at 5.5GHz, and 2.703±0.005Jy at 9GHz.

The flux density of the phase calibrator was determined with the use of scaling derived from
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the calibration to 1934-638, with the task GPBOOT. This also allowed for the antenna gain

corrections to then be scaled accordingly in relation to the absolute flux density derived for

the source. Once the flux density had been corrected for, the calibration solutions found for

the phase calibrator could then be interpolated to the target source, Wd1, with the use of the

task GPCOPY.

2.4.6 Self-calibration

Once the main process of calibration has been carried out, an additional calibration step can

be applied, known as self-calibration. This allows for bright objects to be used to calibrate

themselves, to obtain more accurate images of the sources, and can be applied to both

calibrator sources and target fields. They can correct for any of the antenna-based errors,

typically resulting in better antenna gain corrections, especially the residual phase errors

that may still exist even after the general calibration has been applied.

Self-calibration was applied to the datasets containing the phase calibrator or the target

source, separated by spectral window and pointing, in MIRIAD. Further iterations of self-

calibration were then carried out in CASA. Self-calibration allows for additional corrections

to be applied to account for the structure in the calibrator sources and the impact of this

on the antenna gains. It considers a more complex model of the source, rather than the

assumption of a point source located at the phase centre, as is used in phase calibration. The

technique aims to minimise the difference, ε , between the measured visibilities, Vi j, and a

set of model visibilities, V̂i j, as produced by a model from an image generated of the source

itself, represented mathematically in Equation 2.22, where gi,g j are the antenna gains for

antenna i and j.

ε
2 = Σi j|Vi j−gig j ?V̂i j|2 (2.22)

In MIRIAD, the use of the task SELFCAL was applied to the phase calibrator and then

the resulting calibration solutions were appended to the target source. This involved the

requirement that images be created of the phase calibrator, to generate the model visibilities

necessary for the self-calibration solutions. In order to generate images, the tasks INVERT,

MFCLEAN and RESTOR were used.

The task INVERT generated an image cube from the visibility dataset by applying an

inverse Fourier transform. When an image is generated, different weighting schemes can

be applied to account for the relative levels of sampling in the u-v plane from the different
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baselines observed. There are three main types of weighting; natural, uniform, and robust.

Natural weighting uses a weighting function dependent only on the noise variance of the

samples measured in the u-v plane, and so gives more weight to the most sampled baselines,

typically the shorter baselines. This leads to a lower resulting resolution, but also lowers

the rms of the image and provides a higher point source sensitivity. The use of natural

weighting was applied to the phase calibrator, as it was a good point source.

Uniform weighting is the opposite of natural weighting, where each region of the sam-

pled u-v plane is given equal, or uniform, weighting. This leads to lower sidelobes, and also

allows for longer baselines to be given equal weighting, leading to higher angular resolution,

but loses some sensitivity as the more sampled areas of the u-v plane are down-weighted.

The self-calibration of the target source used robust (Briggs) weighting, a variant of uni-

form weighting which allows for the sparsely populated regions of the u-v plane that would

have a low natural weighting to be down-weighted. This is parameterised with the use of a

robust weighting parameter, with typical values between -2 and 2. The value of -2 leads to

minimal down-weighting, and +2 returns the weighting to the natural weighting scenario.

For the self-calibration of the target source, a parameter value of 0.5 was used to generate

the image with a moderate level of down-weighting applied.

This was then followed with the use of the MFCLEAN command, which uses the ‘dirty

image’ generated from the INVERT command and the knowledge of the sampled visibilities

to apply deconvolution, to generate an image that better represents the true sky brightness

distribution. This involves the use of the clean algorithm to iteratively select out ‘clean

components’, made up of emission attributed to the radio source observed and separating

out the source emission from residual signals in the dirty image. In this way, a model

image was generated, which could be compared to the observations in order to generate the

self-calibration solutions.

The task MFCLEAN was used in favour of the task CLEAN due to the large fractional

bandwidth of the observations at 2GHz, with regard to the central frequencies of the spectral

windows, centred at 5.5 and 9GHz. Cleaning was run over 1,000 - 5,000 iterations, with the

exact number varying. A manual inspection was carried out on an image-by-image basis for

each observation, to allow for the lowest residual value and highest peak flux density value

that could be generated for each dataset. Due to the complex structure of the target source,

when cleaning was carried out on the datasets containing the observations of Wd1, the use
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of the command CGCURS within MIRIAD was employed to allow for interactive cleaning.

The final task RESTOR was then used to generate a map from the clean solutions that could

be used as a model in the next iteration.

For self-calibration on the target source, the data was converted into a usable format

in CASA, with the use of the commands FITS, to convert the data file into a fits file. The

dataset was then imported into CASA using the command IMPORTUVFITS to import the file

as a measurement set, or ‘ms’. When the files were converted, an error was introduced

into the antenna positions listed in the datasets, which affected the initial run-through of the

calibration. This was rectified by manually inputting the correct antenna positions, by using

the known antenna positions that could be found from inspecting the original files directly

imported into CASA, from the RPFITS format.

Within CASA, the self-calibration was applied iteratively on the phases at first, with

a final stage applied to both the phase and the amplitudes. The ‘SOLINT’ parameter, or

solution interval, was gradually reduced with each iteration, as it was easier to carry out the

initial iterations of self-calibration with larger averaging intervals to avoid bad solutions.

As model solutions were developed, the averaging could then be gradually reduced. The

aim was to reduce this solution interval to the length of less than a single scan, or about 1

minute.

The task TCLEAN was used with only a few hundred iterations applied, so that only a

shallow clean was applied to the data. To develop solutions for self-calibration, this was first

applied to the phase calibrator, from which solutions were then applied to the target source.

After each round of cleaning, a set of gain calibrator solutions were developed using the

task GAINCAL. The previously cleaned image was then used as a model for this calibration.

Parameters specified for this task included CALTABLE, which was given the name of

the latest calibration solutions table to generate (usually labelled as a phase or amplitude

calibration solution table), GAINTYPE which was specified the type of gain solutions to

solve for, set to default setting of ‘G’, SOLINT which started at an interval of 2 minutes, the

time taken in total for each scan, and was then gradually reduced down to 30seconds. The

parameter SOLNORM was set to True to normalise the amplitude solutions if necessary, and

CALMODE was set to ‘p’ for the phase calibration. This was then changed to mode ‘ap’ for

the final iteration of self-calibration where the amplitude solutions were also determined.

The solutions were then applied to the datasets using APPLYCAL, and each iteration
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was investigated using the task PLOTCAL, where the phase solutions against time were

plotted from the calibration table, with several plots generated, separately displaying each

antenna. These plots were then checked to see if the phase calibration was constant to

within a few degrees. The plots in PLOTCAL were then later used after amplitude solutions

were determined to check if the amplitude solutions were within a few percent of the value

of 1. Another round of cleaning was then applied to generate a new model image, and

the process was repeated, with a decreasing SOLINT value. This was carried out over 4-5

iterations. Both phase and amplitude self-calibration were applied in the final iteration, to

try and remove as many artefacts as possible from the final dataset.

Once self-calibration was carried out on the phase calibrator, the calibration solutions

were applied to the target observations, and self-calibration was then additionally carried

out on the target field, with the initial value of the solution interval, SOLINT, set at the

length of a single scan, at 15 minutes. This was then gradually reduced over successive

iterations to a value of 1 minute.

To quantitatively assess the data reduction and calibration process carried out, the re-

sulting sensitivity of the data can be compared to the theoretical predictions of the potential

sensitivity. The rms of the observations is dependent on the spectral window of the dataset,

the duration of the observation and the maximum baseline of the observation. The use of

the online ATCA sensitivity calculator was employed to generate the expected rms noise

values (ATNF, 2018). Predicted rms values are listed in Table 2.4, alongside the rms values

determined from each dataset.

The discrepancy between the predicted and achieved rms values can be related to a

number of factors. The best way to investigate the sensitivity is to consider the most resolved

dataset, from the configuration with a maximum baseline of 6km, with a central frequency

of 9GHz. Based on the total on-source integration time of this subset of observations, the

expected sensitivity was 0.005mJy.

However, the 9GHz data had RFI present in the observations, removed with the use of

SERPent. Rather than using the initial on-source integration time, the final integration time

was considered by taking account of the percentage of data remaining after the flagging

process was completed. This could then be used to calculate an expected sensitivity. Typi-

cally, the percentage of data removed with the use of both SERPent and the overall flagging

process led to ∼ 11% of the data becoming flagged, as shown in Table 2.2. With 11% of
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Table 2.4: The different datasets that contained observations of the target source Wd1, separated
out by spectral window and array configuration. The rms values predicted from the full
on-source integration time are listed alongside the rms values achieved for each dataset.

Array Config. Freq. (GHz) Theoretical RMS (µJy) RMS Achieved (µJy)
6A 5.5 5 20

9 5 20
1.5A 5.5 6 30

9 6 30
1.5B 5.5 6 60

9 6 60
750C 5.5 4 60

9 4 60

the observations removed, the resulting expected sensitivity from the remaining 89% of the

data was found to be 6 µJy. The rms sensitivity determined for this dataset was found to be

20 µJy, a factor of >3 worse than the expected value. This is partly due to the issue of sig-

nificant levels of diffuse radio emission found throughout the cluster, which makes it harder

to separate out the true noise levels in the final images, such that a conservative estimate of

the sensitivity had to be made. Separating out the diffuse background from any resulting

noise was met with challenges, and so conservative estimates of the fluxes measured were

made throughout the analysis of the data, to deal with this issue.

2.5 Concatenation of Datasets

Some initial analysis was carried out on the individual datasets after the full calibration and

imaging had been applied to each configuration, separated by spectral window. The initial

inspection led to the discovery of extended nebulae surrounding the cool evolved stellar

population of the cluster, comprised of the red supergiants (RSGs) and yellow hypergiants

(YHGs) in Wd1, discussed further in Chapter 5. Data from two of the array configurations,

6A and 750C were used to analyse the radio emission associated with these objects - this

led to results that were published as a letter in MNRAS (Andrews et al., 2018). Once the

datasets from the array configurations 1.5A and 1.5B had also been flagged and calibrated,

the data could be concatenated together to develop datasets and images for full analysis. At

each stage of concatenation, the data underwent further iterations of self-calibration within

CASA.

This led to the generation of several datasets used in the conclusive analysis of the ob-

servations. This included a dataset containing the concatenation of all array configurations
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and all spectral windows, hence referred to as the FULLCONCAT dataset. Datasets were

also generated using all array configurations, but separated into the two spectral windows,

centred at 5.5GHz and 9 GHz, labelled as the FULL5 and FULL9 datasets respectively.

These could be used for consideration of mass-loss rates of stellar sources, as well as for

comparative use against previous radio observations taken of Wd1 by Do10 at 8.6GHz.

Additionally, tapered datasets were generated from the ATCA observations separated

by spectral window, labelled as TAPER5 and TAPER9. These were generated for compari-

son of the ATCA observations to previous ALMA observations of Wd1 at millimetre wave-

lengths (as published in F18). By tapering the datasets from both the ATCA and ALMA

observations to only include common ranges of u-v visibilities, the observations gathered

from different wavelength regimes could be compared more accurately. These datasets were

used for the calculation of spectral indices, as well as relative mass-loss rates and clumping

ratios, as will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. The tapered datasets from the ALMA ob-

servations were labelled TAPERALMA, to distinguish them from the results presented in

F18, which contained the full set of u-v visibilities from the ALMA observations.

2.6 Final Imaging of Datasets

After the observations had been flagged and calibrated to account for errors and offsets in

the measurements, the final measurement sets were still stored as a series of u-v visibilities.

In order to use the data for scientific analysis, and to understand the strengths and structures

of the radio emission from the sources in Wd1, a final process, generating images of the sky

brightness distribution, could be carried out. This required the data to be transformed from

the u-v plane to the image plane with the use of a Fourier transform and gridding process.

In order for an image to be generated that best represented the true sky brightness

distribution, deconvolution was also applied to the data, in order to account for artefacts

introduced due to the effect of the sampling function on the observations. The deconvolu-

tion allowed for the data collected from the sampled visibilities to be interpolated onto the

unsampled regions of the u-v plane. As was used for the generation of the model images in

the self-calibration, the use of the clean algorithm was employed to create the final images

from the datasets.
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2.6.1 Clean Algorithm

One of the most common methods with which to generate the true sky image is with the

‘clean’ algorithm. The clean algorithm deconvolves the dirty image, which is comprised

of the true sky brightness convolved with the point spread function (PSF) of the telescope.

This can also be described as the Fourier transform of the true u-v visibilities convolved

with the sampling function of the observations. Deconvolution uses the knowledge of the

PSF, or the antenna response, to recover the true sky brightness distribution.

The simplest variant of the algorithm is the first original strategy, as devised in Högbom

(1974). In this method of the clean algorithm, an assumption is made that all true areas of

radio emission in the data can be modelled as point sources. Lists are initialised to contain

information about clean components in the image, and an image known as a residual image,

is generated, which is initially equal to the dirty image. The highest peak in the residual

image that can represent a point source is found. The convolution of this source with the

PSF is then subtracted from the residual image, scaled by a loop gain factor (which controls

the convergence speed of the method), and information about the source’s amplitude and

position is added to the clean component list. This is an iterative procedure that then leads

to a production of a better approximation to the true sky image, with the generation of a

model image made up of the clean components, convolved with a clean beam, modelled

as a Gaussian with a size corresponding to the primary beam of the antenna. The residual

noise below a specified threshold is then added to generate a final image. This variant is best

suited to imaging point sources, as it can lead to errors when attempting to image extended

emission.

The use of the clean algorithm within CASA involves the use of major and minor cycles,

as developed for the Cotton-Schwab clean algorithm (Schwab, 1984). In the minor cycles,

the deconvolution takes place and the model image is generated from the clean components,

and then subtracted from the residual images. In the major cycles, there is a transformation

between the image and the u-v plane, with the model image subtracted from the visibilities,

and a new residual image formed from re-gridding and re-applying an inverse Fourier trans-

form. This application of the subtraction in the visibility rather than image plane allows

for a wider range of the total image to be effectively cleaned, in comparison to the origi-

nal Högbom strategy, where only the central quarter of the field of view can be effectively

cleaned.
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Another expansion to the Högbom variant of the clean algorithm is the Clark variant

(Clark, 1980). The minor cycles follow the same procedure as for the Högbom clean, but

over a sub-region of the PSF. This allows for a much faster implementation of clean when

considering complicated emission. This is still limited as it still only uses delta functions to

model the sources.

To generate images of Wd1, the task TCLEAN was used in CASA. The deconvolvers

used to generate the final images of Wd1 were the ‘multi-scale’ for images containing one

spectral window and the ‘mtmfs’, or the ‘multi-term (multi-scale) multi-frequency synthe-

sis’ variant for images containing both spectral windows. The basic clean algorithm is

scale-free, using a delta function sky model, with all pixels assumed to be independent of

one another, but in scale sensitive deconvolution methods, adjacent pixels are considered to

no longer be independent. This allows for fewer degrees of freedom to be applied, to model

plausible sky brightness distributions. The residual image is smoothed over multiple scale

sizes, defined by the user, typically ranging from a delta function to the synthesised beam

size, generating multiple residual images, from which the model clean components can be

subtracted. For the ‘mtmfs’ deconvolver, the different scale sizes were investigated with

models built of the sky brightness and the spectrum of the emission simultaneously, with

the coefficients of a Taylor polynomial used to represent the frequency specturum.

As Wd1 contained several complex structures and radio sources, the total number of

iterations used when cleaning each dataset varied. The iterations of clean were applied with

the use of the INTERACTIVE option set to ‘True’, so that at the outset of each major cycle

applied to the data, the current residual image could be investigated. Clean boxes could then

be applied to direct the cleaning to focus on the regions which had been selected as likely to

contain true sources. At the start of the cleaning process, the initial number of minor cycle

iterations was set to a small value of 100 iterations, in order to clean conservatively as new

sources were revealed. As the source field contained complex and extended structures over

multiple spatial scales, thousands of iterations were required for the total cleaning process.

It was important to conservatively select areas for clean boxes, in order to avoid including

the noise associated with sidelobes. As the clean procedure was stopped after a period of

manual inspection, the number of total iterations specified for the clean run was set to an

arbitrarily high level, usually 40,000.

As cleaning is carried out, several checks can be made to evaluate if the cleaning has
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reached an appropriate stopping point, so that over-cleaning doesn’t occur. This includes the

consideration of the overall peak value cleaned, which should increase as more cleaning is

applied. It also includes the calculation of the rms in the final residual image, which should

decrease. Over-cleaning can lead to the final image displaying artefacts that are similar to

the structure of the telescope array configuration.

Cleaning was applied until the residual image could be seen to only contain noise

structure. Once the residual could be found to contain a simple noise structure, and if

the cleaning procedure led to a negative level of emission being cleaned, the cleaning was

stopped before the next major cycle run-through, to avoid cleaning too deeply into the noise.

Parameters used in TCLEAN for the different generated images are listed in Table 2.5.

Several of the parameters varied depending on the source file used, including the options

VIS and IMAGENAME which relied on the names of the data files. As well as this, the CELL

and RESTORINGBEAM parameters were dependent on the specific sets of data that were

being imaged. The restoring beam was found automatically when imaging each separate

configuration and spectral window. When dealing with concatenated datasets, the beam

size of the most resolved observations contained in the dataset were used as the restoring

beam, in order to recover all the spatial scales in the image. For the FULLCONCAT dataset,

the highest resolution was found with the 9GHz observations taken with the 6A array con-

figuration. The beam was found to be 1.71′′ × 0.99′′. This was expected to be the highest

resolution dataset, as the highest possible resolution is found from observations with the

shortest wavelengths and largest maximum baselines.

The use of multi-scaling was applied when cleaning the concatenated data-files con-

taining observations taken at several telescope array configurations, which all focused on

disparate spatial scales. Scales were set with the use of the SCALES parameter to 0, 5, 10,

12, 15, 18, 25, and 47 pixels for the FULLCONCAT dataset to account for different spatial

scales of emission in the image. These were chosen to relate to the highest relative res-

olution achieved by each combination of array configrations and spectral windows in the

observations. For sub-sets of the data only involving one configuration, a smaller set of

scales were used of 0, 5 and 10 × the pixel size.

Briggs weighting was selected. The weighting that is applied to an image can have

a significant impact on the final image generated. There are three common options. This

includes NATURAL, UNIFORM and BRIGGS. The NATURAL weighting option takes each
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visibility as equal, and keeps weights constant. This provides the highest levels of sensitivity

and works best with point sources in an image, but can also lead to higher impacts from

sidelobes. The UNIFORM weighting leads to higher weighting on visibilities that are more

sparsely sampled, and is able to minimise the sidelobes, but can lead to a lower signal-to-

noise ratio for the final image. BRIGGS allows for the weighting to be altered depending on

the dataset, with the use of an additional parameter labelled ROBUST, which compromises

between the two methods. At higher values of +2, robustness focuses on minimising the

noise, with a lower value of -2 leading to minimizing the sidelobe levels. A robustness of 0

- 0.5, usually leads to similar sensitivity as natural weighting but with far lower sidelobes.

With the generation of the tapered datasets, TAPER5, TAPER9 and TAPERALMA,

an additional parameter UVRANGE within the SELECTDATA option was selected, and the

common ranges of the u-v visibilities were specified.

2.7 Source Extraction using SEAC

Following the generation of images of the concatenated sets of calibrated and flagged data,

analysis could be carried out. This involved the use of the source extraction algorithm for

COBRaS (SEAC) software. SEAC was developed as a source extraction code that could de-

termine flux densities and morphologies accurately for a wide range of sources. It was first

developed as code for use on wide-field images as seen in (Peck, 2014), but was since up-

dated and adapted for better functionality and adaptability, when the first COBRaS Legacy

L-band data was received (Morford, 2017).

It has been used previously for source detection on data of the massive stellar clus-

ter Wd1 at millimetre wavelengths (F18). For use on the ATCA Wd1 data it was further

adapted, due to the large levels of diffuse radio emission detected throughout the cluster,

within which fainter sources were embedded. This led to the development of an additional

segmentation tool.

SEAC has a number of user parameters that are defined at the beginning of the script;

1. AIPS.userno - This parameter determines the AIPS user number, in order to access the

correct AIPS account where the AIPS data files are held.

2. filename, fileclass, fileseq, filedisk - These parameters determine the dataset that will

be run through the SEAC algorithm. The default value for fileclass, fileseq and filedisk

are all typically set to 1.
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3. path2folder - This specifies the location of the text file containing the source list, as

well as the location the outputs will be placed in.

4. write2file - This is typically set to yes, and specifies that the SEAC outputs will be

written to a source list.

5. noise from local background - This is set to yes if fluxes from jmfit is set to no, and

takes the local noise from an annulus surrounding the source.

6. fluxes from jmfit - Typically set to no, if set to yes this will calculate the fluxes and

positions directly with the use of the AIPS task JMFIT.

7. faint detection - Typically set to no, if set to yes this allows for the search of faint

sources below the specified sigma S value.

8. create mask of detection - Typically set to no, if set to yes this utilises a copy of the

image with a maskclass.

9. maskclass, maskdisk, maskseq - If the parameter create mask of detection is used,

then these parameters determine the properties of the mask that will be used.

10. rms arcsecond radius - When determining the noise from a local annulus, this spec-

ifies the radius in arcseconds at which the annulus will be located around the source.

It can be altered to account for more compact or more extended sources.

11. use surrounding - This parameter was used to measure the innermost surrounding

pixels around a source out to half the value of the rms arcsecond radius parameter to

determine the local rms values, rather than the local noise map.

12. noisemapres - This parameter determines the size of the grid from which to calculate

the ‘noise map’, where local cells in an n× n grid determine the overall noise for that

region. This allows for the consideration of noise variation across an image.

13. plot radius arcs - This parameter is used for the SEAC output plot of radio sources,

and specifies how large a region surrounding the source is to be plotted, typically

taken to be at least 2-3 times the largest axis of the restoring beam. For extended

sources, this was increased to try to include all the surrounding radio emission.
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14. plotarray - This parameter, typically set to yes, led to the plotting of the detected

sources.

15. findweightedcoords - Typically set to yes, this parameter will determine the co-

ordinates for the weighted mean of the source.

16. beam factor - This specifies a size that takes into account the size of the restoring

beam for the image. If a detected source is smaller than the product of the beam factor

with the restoring beam, it is classified as an anomalous pixel rather than a true radio

source.

17. sigma S - This specifies the seed threshold above which pixels in the image are added

to an island list of detected sources. This was typically set to 5σ , where σ is the local

noise level.

18. sigma F = This specifies the flood threshold above which pixels adjacent to an ‘is-

land’ or detected source are then considered part of that source, and appended to the

final island size and structure. If pixels are below this threshold, they are considered

part of the background. This was typically set to 3σ , where σ is the local noise level.

SEAC takes in an image from AIPS, and converts it into a NUMPY array. The beam

size of the image is generated from the header information of the image. The rms is then

generated for each source using the creation of a noise map. The noise map relies on the

user-defined parameter noisemapres, which specifies the number of cells along each axis of

the map. A map is then generated by sub-dividing the full image into a grid. Each individual

cell within the grid is given a local noise level value of σ , which can then be used for the

radio sources that lie within that cell. This allows for changes in the background radio

emission across the field of view to be taken into account, and is advantageous when there

are particularly luminous and extended radio sources within a field of view, as was found

to be the case for the Wd1 cluster, which contains the particularly radio luminous objects

Wd1-9 and Wd1-26.

The noisemapres parameter could be adjusted to try and account for the various sources

of radio emission throughout the image. Due to the high levels of luminous radio sources

and diffuse emission within Wd1, a fairly high number of cells was determined as the op-

timal amount when running SEAC, of 15. After determining the local rms levels of each
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cell, then the pixels present in the image with values above σs were located, indicating the

potential presence of radio sources. The detection of radio sources then utilised a floodfill

algorithm.

2.7.1 Floodfill Algorithm

The key parameters for this algorithm are that of the seed threshold, σs, and the flood thresh-

old, σ f . These have typically been set to σs = 5.0σ and σ f = 3.0σ , where σ is the rms value

of the local spatial region, as determined from the generated noise map. Pixels within the

total image are iterated over by the algorithm. If an initial pixel has a value above the seed

threshold, σs, then the co-ordinates of that pixel is added to a list of ‘islands’. Adjacent

pixels to this location are then compared to the flood threshold, σ f , and if the pixels are

above this threshold, they are appended to an array for the island, initially comprising only

of the location of the ‘seed’ pixel with the flux density of the seed pixel listed as the ‘peak’

value. This continues until the adjacent pixels to the island edges no longer reach above the

value of the flood threshold. The size of the final source is limited to above a minimum size

specified by the user-defined beam factor, a factor to be multiplied by the determined beam

size, specifying an acceptable minimum size for a source. This, rather than the beam size,

is used as a threshold on the source size, in order to consider the presence of unresolved

sources that may be present in the image. For a full discussion of the floodfill algorithm,

see Morford et al. (2020).

In the use of the floodfill algorithm, σs = 5.0σ is considered general practice, though

there is some debate on the advantages of different flood threshold, σ f , values. A higher

flood threshold (∼ σ f = 4.0σ ) leads to better detection of Gaussian-like point sources, but a

lower flood threshold (∼ σ f = 2.6σ ), allows for a better detection rate of low level sources

present in the data. In the detections carried out, the use of the default value of σ f = 3.0σ

was applied.

2.7.2 SEAC Output

SEAC outputs a text file, detailing the properties of each detected island, and a pdf file,

containing plots of each island. The plots are generated with the use of MATPLOTLIB. The

pdf provides a plot of the full image (in this case, of the entire field of view containing

Wd1 observed by ATCA), then a plot of the noise map, displayed with a colour-scale of

the different local noise values determined for each cell over the total field of view. Two

plots are then provided for each individual island, with a plot of the detected area associated
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with the island by SEAC, and a general colour-scale image of the area containing the island,

with RA (right ascension) and DEC (declination) as the x and y axes, and a colour-scale to

represent the flux intensity across the plot.

The text file contains a list of the detected islands, along with the integrated flux density

of the sources, (calculated either using the total flux density of the source and subtracting

the local background, or the use of the AIPS task JMFIT), the maximum pixel value, the

weighted position in sky co-ordinates (RA, DEC) of the source, the local rms level, and

the associated uncertainties. This text file can then be used in a cross-correlation script to

compare the detected SEAC islands to the locations of previously detected sources within

Wd1.

2.7.3 Segmentation Tool

In addition to the original SEAC algorithm, a segmentation tool was developed to account

for significant levels of diffuse emission apparent upon initial inspection of the radio images

of the cluster Wd1. This allowed for the core components of sources to be more accurately

measured and separated out from the diffuse radio background that they were embedded

within. This relied on the use of the Watershed algorithm, (Digabel & Lantuejoul, 1978),

and utilised two different methods to segment the radio sources detected, with the different

segmentation tools leading to two different physical interpretations of the emission and the

surrounding noise.

The segmentation tool relied on the use of additional user-defined parameters;

1. segmentation - This can be set to either GAUSS or NOISE. If no segmentation was

required, this option was set to NONE.

2. gauss size - This parameter was only set if the GAUSS segmentation option was in

use. This parameter specified σ , which determined the smoothing of the Gaussian

used, with a higher σ leading to an increased smoothing effect.

3. top threshold - This parameter was only set if the NOISE segmentation option was in

use, and set the threshold above which island pixels were then considered part of the

core components of emission.

4. bottom threshold - This parameter was only set if the NOISE segmentation option

was in use, and set the threshold below which island pixels were considered part of

the background emission.
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5. do plot segments - This was set to yes if segmentation was taking place, and gener-

ated additional output plots from SEAC that displayed the structure of the segmented

islands detected.

6. plot seg labels - This was set to yes if segmentation was taking place, and allowed

for labels of the segmented islands to be overlaid on the plots, which could then be

compared to the quantitative values given in the final source list of the corresponding

island’s location and flux density. It could also be switched off if there were too many

segments detected, with a crowded output.

The Watershed algorithm can be applied using different methods to carry out image

segmentation. Two methods were utilised within SEAC, NOISE segmentation, and GAUSS

segmentation. Figure 2.23 demonstrates the different results that occur from the two seg-

mentation approaches, in the case of the Wolf-Rayet source WR B, one of the known clus-

ter members of Wd1. The original image, shown in Figure 2.23b, demonstrates the un-

segmented source from the ATCA observations using one of the tapered datasets, TAPER9.

The use of the NOISE segmentation, with the result shown in Figure 2.23c, leads to the

selection of core components of emission embedded within a surrounding level of extended

emission, with the core components indicated by the lighter colours. This segmentation tool

involved the use of a noise elevation map. It included two user-defined parameters which

specified thresholds to select the strength of the flux density that defines a core compo-

nent. The ‘bottom’ threshold defined the background noise level to dismiss, and the ‘top’

threshold defined the level of emission above which peaks would be detected.

Figure 2.23d demonstrates the results of using the GAUSS segmentation, which in-

cluded some surrounding extended emission around the core component, in contrast to the

NOISE segmentation. This method picks out local maxima peaks of emission, with a Gaus-

sian filter applied, the width of which is specified by a user-defined parameter. The larger

the parameter, a higher level of ‘smoothing’ will occur, resulting in more extended emission

attributed to each peak, which leads to a smaller number of final segments. This can be used

to segregate out sources which may be affected by crowding.

Segmentation was carried out when measuring the definitive source flux densities from

the FULLCONCAT dataset. It was also applied to measure source flux densities from the u-v

tapered datasets, TAPER5 and TAPER9, to then compare to the millimetre observations. The

use of the segmentation tool allowed for the core components of sources to be picked out,
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(a) Image of WR B from the TAPERALMA dataset.

(b) Image of WR B from the TAPER9 dataset.

(c) NOISE Segmentation.

(d) GAUSS Segmentation.

Figure 2.23: SEAC output for WR B from the u-v tapered images created from the TAPERALMA
dataset (a), and the TAPER9 dataset, with the non-segmented source detection from
SEAC (b), the result of the NOISE segmentation (c), and the result of the GAUSS seg-
mentation (d). Although the NOISE segmentation results in a better selection of the
core WR B component, the GAUSS segmentation allows for a more appropriate size of
emission from the source to be selected and compared to the ALMA resolved source.
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and led to detections of sources that were embedded in large regions of continuous diffuse

emission (found to surround several of the known stellar sources). Figure 2.23a demon-

strates that, in contrast to the ATCA observations, the use of segmentation was not required

for the sources detected in the TAPERALMA dataset, as the millimetre observations picked

up far more compact regions of emission for all known sources. This was previously seen

in the analysis of the full dataset (F18).

2.7.4 Cross Correlation

The output text file from SEAC contained information about the flux density characteristics

of the sources, the associated uncertainties, and positional information on the weighted

mean pixel of the sources, given in sky co-ordinates RA and DEC. These could then be

passed through another piece of code which compared each island and its properties to a list

of previously detected Wd1 sources compiled from the literature. The source positions used

were taken from Crowther et al. (2006a) for the WR stars, Clark et al. (2010) for the YHGs

and RSGs, Do10 for D09-R1 and D09-R2, and Clark et al. (2019c) for the OB stars. By

comparing the detected islands in SEAC to this known source list, radio identifications of

known members of Wd1 could be confirmed, along with associated offsets. The acceptable

offset was selected to be under 2′′, in line with the general offset of the radio image, as

discussed in the subsequent section.

2.8 Analysis of the Datasets

The datasets were converted from the measurement set format used in CASA with the use

of the command EXPORTFITS into fits files, for use in the AIPS software environment. The

files were then loaded into the AIPS environment with the use of the task FITLD, and the

fits files were converted into IMAP files so they could be manipulated and analysed within

AIPS.

The possible offset of the radio sources in comparison against previous observations

of the cluster was considered. This followed the procedure of previous radio and millimetre

wavelength measurements made of Wd1 (Do10; F18). The ATCA datasets were run through

the AIPS task HGEOM. This task aligned the images to the same geometry as previous FORS

and ALMA datasets (Do10; F18). The use of the JMFIT task within AIPS was then carried

out to check on the possible offset of one of the brightest radio sources in the cluster, Wd1-

9. A small offset of under 2′′ was found for the peak position of the source. The acceptable
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off-set of radio sources was then taken to be 2′′ for detected sources when carrying out the

cross-correlation within SEAC of the source lists.

2.8.1 Confirmation of ATCA Detected Sources

The FULLCONCAT dataset, which contained the observations from all telescope array con-

figurations and both spectral windows, was used to determine definitive radio flux density

measurements for detected sources. This was the dataset with the lowest resultant noise

level, and the largest integrated flux density surrounding each of the sources, so gave the

best chance to determine the most complete number of source detections. To detect the

sources present within the field of view, SEAC was run over the dataset three times, with

both versions of the segmentation tool (NOISE, GAUSS) and without any segmentation ap-

plied, in order to pick out accurate core and extended components for the sources. This led

to three output source lists for each dataset.

The decision of the final flux density value took into consideration the size of the emis-

sion area associated with the source picked out by SEAC - this required a thorough visual

inspection of the SEAC results, for all segmentation options, on each dataset. After source

identification was carried out and flux density values were confirmed, further analysis could

be applied to the results to calculate physical quantities associated with the sources, includ-

ing spatial sizes, spectral indices and mass-loss rates.

Errors on the flux densities are given from the combination of the errors found through

the calculation of the integrated flux densities in SEAC and the error given for the calibrator

1934-638 used for flux density scaling (ATNF, 2019c, online calibrator database). Calibra-

tor errors were listed as 0.1% at 5.5GHz, and 0.2% at 9GHz. These two values were then

combined in quadrature to give the error from amplitude calibration for the FULL CONCAT

dataset. The calibrator error was then combined in quadrature with the SEAC flux density

error to give final errors for the flux densities. Errors for the flux densities given from the

TAPERALMA measurements used a combination in quadrature of the errors found from the

flux density determination in SEAC and a 5% error for the absolute amplitude calibration

error, following the prescription in F18. However, due the presence of the diffuse emission,

it is unclear whether the boundary measured when detecting radio sources is the true bound-

ary between emission truly related to nearby stellar sources, and emission from the diffuse

background. Errors quoted are therefore potentially underestimates of the true uncertainty

on these values, and should be considered as conservative.
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2.8.2 Spatial Extents

Source sizes were measured with the use of the FULLCONCAT dataset, following the same

prescription as the method carried out in F18. The task JMFIT in AIPS was used to determine

a Gaussian fit for each source, from which measurements of the spatial sizes could be made.

This used the peak flux density values and central pixel locations from the SEAC output

as the central positions for the sources. Including the immediate surrounding regions of

these central positions allowed for a Gaussian model fit over the source structure, using a

threshold for the surrounding pixels of above 3σ , where σ was the local rms. Convolved and

deconvolved source sizes were then determined from this. For sources with large levels of

surrounding extended emission, the region containing the source was manually determined

using an initial user-specified estimate instead. For many of these sources, there were still

difficulties experienced in applying a Gaussian fit, due to the extended levels of diffuse radio

background throughout the cluster. For sources that were found to be clearly non-Gaussian,

a largest angular size (LAS) was determined instead, via visual inspection of the goodness

of fit.

2.8.3 Spectral Indices

The spectral indices of all previously known stellar sources were calculated by comparing

source fluxes across up to three frequency bands; centred at 5.5GHz, 9GHz and 100GHz.

For an accurate comparison of the observations, tapering was applied to the datasets con-

taining ATCA and ALMA observations, so that only equivalent u-v visibility ranges were

considered. However, this led to a reduction in the absolute fluxes found for the sources,

due to the removal of several short u-v spacings from the visibilities included to generate

the image. The reduction in absolute flux density values found from these images was not

considered critical to deriving the spectral indices, as the final value calculated was reliant

on the relative flux density values at each frequency, rather than the absolute values.

Using tapered visibilities allowed for similar source sizes to be considered across the

ALMA and ATCA observations, as seen in Figure 2.24. The Wd1-237 images from TA-

PER5 and TAPER9, as shown in Figures 2.24b and 2.24c show only compact bright emis-

sion detected for Wd1-237, with no inclusion of dimmer more extended emission from the

longer spatial scales that can be seen around Wd1-237 in the FULLCONCAT dataset, shown

in Figure 2.24d. However, an initial run-through of SEAC on these datasets still led to in-

consistencies in spectral variance when considering the spectral relationship found between
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(a) Image of Wd1-237 from the TAPERALMA dataset.

(b) Image of Wd1-237 from the TAPER5 dataset.

(c) Image of Wd1-237 from the TAPER9 dataset..

(d) Image of Wd1-237 from the FULLCONCAT dataset.

Figure 2.24: SEAC output for Wd1-237 from the u-v tapered dataset TAPERALMA (a), and the
TAPER5 (b) and TAPER9 (c) observations, alongside the FULLCONCAT dataset (d).
This shows that the source size measured by SEAC from the datasets including a ta-
pered range of u-v visibilities provides a more appropriate comparison between the
ATCA and ALMA observations, than the source detection from the FULLCONCAT
dataset, with an improved selection of the core emission.
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the two radio spectral windows, versus the overall spectral trend measured across the three

spectral windows for the radio-millimetre spectral index.

Upon further investigation on a source-by-source basis, the initial inconsistencies in

spectral variance were found to be due to differing source sizes determined for the core

component of the emission. To determine the most accurate comparison possible of the flux

densities when considering the spectral index, a variety of segmentation thresholds were

applied to the data, to measure redefined core components of the sources, with source areas

as equivalent as possible.

This involved editing the user-defined noise levels in the NOISE segmentation tool,

and adjusting the smoothing parameter in the GAUSS segmentation, until the source sizes

determined were as similar in size as possible across the different datasets (separated by

spectral window). Even though the u-v ranges selected were equivalent, the restoring

beams used for the generation of the tapered images were found to be different enough

to impact the relative pixel sizes of each image, due to the different wavelength ranges ob-

served. As the pixel sizes of the ALMA and ATCA datasets differed, this was taken into

consideration when finding equivalent source sizes representative of core emission, so that

NALMA
pix × (cellsizeALMA)2 ' NATCA

pix × (cellsizeATCA)2. The revision of comparative fluxes

and spectral indices was not found to significantly affect the overall spectral index deter-

mined for the sources across all 3 spectral windows at 5.5GHz, 9GHz, and 100GHz. How-

ever, it did reduce the level of conflict found when comparing the spectral variance across

the two radio wavelengths, 5.5GHz and 9GHz, to the spectral index measured across all

three frequency bands.

2.8.4 Comparison to Do10 Measurements

Initial inspection of the ATCA observations revealed significant amounts of diffuse emission

present throughout the cluster. The possible astrophysical origin of this and the impacts

on scientific conclusions reached for sources present in the cluster is discussed further in

Chapter 5. Motivated by this diffuse emission, and in order to inspect the effect of this

on the source flux density measurements, the flux densities of the detected sources in the

FULL9 dataset were compared to the previous 8.6GHz radio observations (Do10).

This involved adjusting the user-specified parameters applied in the segmentation tool

in SEAC to alter the final size (in pixels) of the emission measured for the core components

of each source. The aim was for the relative sizes between the ATCA and Do10 measure-
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Table 2.6: Flux densities for known stellar sources from the FULL9 dataset.

Source FluxFull9 FluxDo10 Notes
WR A 0.48 ± 0.04 0.5 ± 0.06

1.34 ± 0.09 -
WR D 0.34 ± 0.06 -
WR B 3.24 ± 0.06c - Crowded

9.50± 0.18t 4.3 ± 0.4r

WR I 0.45 ± 0.03 - Isolated
WR V - 0.4 ± 0.06 Crowded
WR L 0.40 ± 0.04 0.4 ± 0.06 Isolated
WR S 0.08 ± 0.03 0.3 ± 0.06
WR E 0.11 ± 0.02 - Isolated
WR F 0.34 ± 0.03 0.3 ± 0.06 Isolated
WR M 0.16 ± 0.04 -
Wd1-16a 1.79 ± 0.09 1.6 ± 0.3 Crowded
Wd1-12a 1.66 ± 0.04c -

3.28 ± 0.08 2.9 ± 0.3r

Wd1-4a 1.79 ± 0.04c 0.8 ± 0.08
4.19 ± 0.11t 2.2 ± 0.2r

Wd1-32 0.16 ± 0.04 0.4 ± 0.06 Crowded
Wd1-265 0.94 ± 0.06c - Isolated

2.72 ± 0.16t 2.3 ± 0.3r

Wd1-237 1.26 ± 0.04c 1.8 ± 0.2 Isolated
7.01 ± 0.22t 5.6± 2.2r

Wd1-75 0.26 ± 0.04 0.3 ± 0.06 Isolated
Wd1-20 2.39 ± 0.05c -

16.62 ± 0.27t 3.8 ± 0.4r

Wd1-26 152.15 ± 0.33 20.1 ± 2.0r

Wd1-17 0.98± 0.05 - Crowded
1.27 ± 0.07 1.7±0.2

Wd1-243 1.65 ± 0.05 1.5 ± 0.2 Isolated
Wd1-9 30.47±0.09c 24.9 ± 2.5 Crowded

80.8 ± 0.5t 30.5 ± 3.0r

D09-R1 1.20 ± 0.04c 0.7 ± 0.07 Crowded
4.66 ± 0.14t 6.5 ± 1.2r

D09-R2 0.88 ± 0.08 0.7 ± 0.06 Crowded
Wd1-15 0.84 ± 0.10 0.6 ± 0.06

Fluxes are taken from FULL9 dataset, measured with SEAC, as-
suming σ f = 3, σs = 5, with consideration of segmentation where
necessary. Flux densities are given in mJy. Core and total flux den-
sities are given for relevant sources, noted by c, t respectively. Flux
density values are compared to fluxes found in Do10, at 8.6GHz,
where the superscript r refers to objects that were found to be spa-
tially resolved.
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Figure 2.25: ATCA colour-scale of FULL9 dataset (using non-primary beam corrected image). Con-
tours are overlaid from the 8.6GHz Do10 observations. The colour-scale ranges from
0.12 - 2.0mJy beam−1, and contour levels are set at -3, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192 ×
σ , where σ is set at 0.6 mJy beam−1, as used in Do10.

ments to be as similar in the output as possible, using the Do10 images as a reference. The

radio observations of Wd1 reported in Do10 were converted from a fits image file into AIPS.

The image could then be run through the SEAC software to extract source flux density val-

ues that could be directly compared with the FULL9 dataset. This involved the consideration

of the relative pixel sizes of each image, and was carried out on a source by source basis.

In general, this comparison showed that conservative measurements of sources could

be made by selecting core components of the source from SEAC, with increased flux den-

sities still typically found for sources when compared to the previous radio observations

Do10. A small number of sources were found to be exceptions to this, due to their location

within the cluster, where they were in close proximity to much brighter radio sources and
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surrounded by large extended regions of emission. Other than a possible effect from ex-

tended components included in the measured emission regions, the increase in flux density

seen for sources from the FULL9 dataset is likely due to increased u-v coverage, resulting

from the use of a wider bandwidth in the more recent ATCA observations. The increased

bandwidth will allow for a larger number of u-v visibilities to be sampled, allowing for the

FULL9 dataset to be sensitive to a larger number of spatial scales within the same emission

region. It can therefore be concluded that the Do10 and FULL9 datasets provide source flux

densities that are broadly consistent with each other.

The comparative flux densities determined from this analysis are listed in Table 2.6,

with a comparative plot also presented in Figure 2.25. A note was also made of whether

sources were particularly isolated with respect to other sources and the diffuse emission, or

were located in more crowded regions within the cluster. Where possible, both flux densities

from core components and total source flux densities, including an extended component,

were measured.

The comparison between the Do10 and the FULL9 datasets can be inspected in more

detail for one of the most radio luminous sources in Wd1, Wd1-9. The flux density from the

FULL9 dataset was compared to the previous radio observations from Do10 and was found

to be much higher, with the flux density derived for the compact source region almost as

high as the total flux density of the source previously derived. This comparison was then in-

vestigated further to test the validity of this result, due to the caveat already discussed of the

difficulty in distinguishing the boundary between the stellar sources and the diffuse back-

ground. The input parameters in SEAC were adjusted to pull out source flux density values

from the Do10 AIPS image. that were in line with the source flux densities published in

Do10, so that the same parameters could be run over the FULL9 dataset to directly compare

the flux densities measured from each dataset.

Figures 2.26 and 2.27 show the Do10 detection of Wd1-9, with Figure 2.26 showing

the total emission resolved around Wd1-9. Flood and seed thresholds of 6σ and 4σ led to

a total flux density measured of 29.69 ± 0.22mJy, which was the closest measurement that

could be made to the flux density listed for Wd1-9 in the paper (Do10). Figure 2.27 shows

the results of NOISE segmentation applied, which was able to determine a core component

for Wd1-9 with a flux density value of 24.08 ± 0.09mJy.

Figures 2.28 and 2.29 show the results from running SEAC with the same parameters
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Figure 2.26: SEAC output found for the Do10 observations of Wd1-9 using ATCA. The seed thresh-
old was set at 6σ and the flood threshold at 4σ . A noise map of a 6 x 6 grid was used.
This gave the closest value found for the total resolved source to the value quoted in
Do10.

Figure 2.27: SEAC output found for the Do10 observations of Wd1-9 using ATCA. The seed thresh-
old was set at 6σ and the flood threshold at 4σ . A noise map of a 6 x 6 grid was used.
NOISE segmentation was applied with a top threshold of 6 and a bottom threshold of
4. This gave the closest value found for the core emission of the source to the value
quoted in Do10.

over the FULL9 dataset. The source detection, shown in Figure 2.28, also contained a large

portion of the extended emission surrounding Wd1-26, due to the low noise map resolution

of the 6 x 6 grid. The typical noise map used for the ATCA observations is 15 x 15. Even
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with the use of NOISE segmentation, designed to pick out core components within extended

emission, this was not a wholly useful comparison to consider. The parameters used for

NOISE segmentation were the same as those applied to the Do10 dataset. This led to an

extended region around Wd1-9 picked up via the segmentation, which still contained some

extended emission within it that can actually be attributed to Wd1-26, shown in Figure

2.29. These images demonstrate that one of the reasons there is a much larger radio flux

associated with Wd1-9 is that the noise levels in the data are lower, allowing for increased

sensitivity to diffuse radio emission surrounding the source.

Figure 2.28: SEAC output found when running over the FULL9 dataset, using the same parameters
as for the Do10 radio observations. The seed threshold was set at 6σ and the flood
threshold was set at 4σ , with a noise map grid of 6 x 6. This shows that the total
source measured can clearly be seen to contain some extended emission from Wd1-26
due to the low NOISEMAPRES applied.

Instead, the size of the region over which the flux density could be detected in Do10

was then considered. The flux density attributed to Wd1-9 in the FULL9 dataset picked

up radio emission from a much larger area around the source. The detection was therefore

constrained to equivalent source areas, NDo10
pix ×(cellsizeDo10)2'NFULL9

pix ×(cellsizeFULL9)2.

The source areas were compared by taking account of the different restoring beams for each

observation. The restoring beam was found to be 1.71′′ × 0.99′′ for the FULL9 dataset, and

1.707′′ × 1.196′′ for the 8.6GHz Do10 observations. The pixel sizes were∼ 1/21st the beam

size for the ATCA observations, and ∼ 1/285th beam size for the Do10 image. The size of

the restoring beams, and the number of pixels per beam could then be used to provide a ratio
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Figure 2.29: SEAC output found for the FULL9 dataset using the same parameters as for the Do10
radio observations. The seed threshold was set at 6σ and the flood threshold was set
at 4σ , with a noise map grid of 6 x 6. This shows the result of the NOISE segmenta-
tion, which still picks up a significant amount of extended emission, including radio
emission that can be attributed to other radio sources including the edge of Wd1-26.

that could convert the number of pixels in each image to an equivalent region in the other

image plane, as shown in Equation 2.23. Applying this conversion to the Wd1-9 source size

determined in the Do10 observations allowed for an equivalent source area to be estimated

for the FULL9 dataset.

X pixFULL9 = Y pixDo10×
1.71′′×0.99′′

21
285.7

1.707′′×1.196′′
(2.23)

Figures 2.30 and 2.31 show the results of SEAC run over the FULL9 dataset with more

stringent thresholds applied, in order to determine the a source area of comparable size to

the source area detected in Do10 in Figures 2.26 and 2.27.

Source sizes from the Do10 observations were extrapolated as ∼ 780 pixelsFull9 for

the extended component, and ∼ 140 pixelsFull9 for the core component. An exact number

of pixels was not possible to specify using SEAC as the segmentation was partially depen-

dent on the intrinsic flux distribution of the source. Due to this, a closest approximation,

taken with a conservative cut-off of a lesser number of pixels was measured instead. The

source sizes achieved in the FULL9 dataset were broadly comparable for the total extended

component and the core component, with the regions selected containing 733 pixelsFull9

and 127 pixelsFull9 respectively.

The SEAC parameters used to gain a comparable source size were a seed threshold of

7σ , and a flood threshold of 6.5σ . To find a core emission component of comparable size,
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noise segmentation was applied to Wd1-9, with a top threshold of 5 and a bottom threshold

of 2.

Figure 2.30: SEAC output found when constraining the ATCA measurements to radio flux density
detected from a comparable source size to the Do10 observations.

Figure 2.31: SEAC output found when constraining the ATCA measurements to radio flux density
detected from a comparable source size to the Do10 observations, using the NOISE
segmentation.

The results of this comparison show the estimate of the core component of Wd1-9

presented in the results is conservative. If an area size similar to the area containing the
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core flux density in Do10 was selected instead, the core flux density detection would be

61.7mJy rather than the value determined from the NOISE segmentation SEAC output of

30.47mJy at 9GHz.

Table 2.7: Table showing flux density values of Wd1-9 from the comparative datasets, all given in
mJy. The top row provides the flux density value found for the core emission component,
usually determined using the NOISE segmentation in SEAC. The bottom row lists the
total flux density detected.

Do10 (pub) Do10 (SEAC) ATCAFULL9 ATCAFULL9 (eqv. area)
Core 24.9 ± 2.5 24.08 ± 0.09 30.47 ± 0.07 61.7 ± 0.3
Total 30.5 ± 3.0 29.7 ± 0.2 80.8 ± 0.5 76.2 ± 0.7

Lastly, for completeness, Figures 2.32, 2.33 and 2.34 show the SEAC measurements

made of the ATCA observations that have been used for the measurement of the definitive

flux density values from the FULL9 dataset as reported in this thesis.

The ATCA flux density values attributed to Wd1-9 are significantly higher than the

Do10 results. For the measurement of the extended component, this is due to a larger

amount of surrounding radio emission detected in the area around Wd1-9. However, due

to the increased sensitivity to a range of spatial scales of emission, the core region mea-

sured in the FULL9 can be seen to contain a much larger level of flux density, despite the

core component picked out by SEAC being comparatively smaller than the core component

selected in Do10. This increase in sensitivity to a range of spatial scales is also indicated

by the higher maximum flux density detected by SEAC for the FULL9 dataset, with a peak

flux density of 41.48mJy detected, compared to a peak flux density picked out by SEAC of

16.28mJy in Do10.

2.9 Effect of Extended Emission
One of the main results to become immediately apparent when viewing the images gener-

ated by the ATCA Wd1 observations was the large level of diffuse radio emission present

throughout the cluster. The presence of this pervasive diffuse emission calls into question

the origin of the material (and therefore the resulting flux density measured) surrounding

the majority of sources, where the radio emission is found to be resolved and extended. It

is unclear whether this material can be truly attributed to these stellar sources due to their

stellar wind, or whether the material is actually part of the diffuse background that has be-

come captured by, or is simply interacting with, far more compact nebulae surrounding the

sources. If these extended nebulae are truly part of the diffuse background, it is unclear
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Figure 2.32: SEAC output found for the original run-through on ATCA observations, showing the
combined island detected of Wd1-9 and Wd1-26.

Figure 2.33: SEAC output found for the original run-through on ATCA observations, showing the
extended Wd1-9 emission selected with the use of the GAUSS segmentation.

why most of this emission is still seen to be directly surrounding the stellar objects, with the

most significantly extended structures found around cluster members that are expected to

have dense winds and prior periods of extreme mass-loss, such as the cool supergiants, hy-

pergiants and the WR stars. The possible origin of this diffuse emission is discussed further

in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.34: SEAC output found for the original run-through on ATCA observations, showing the
core emission of Wd1-9 picked out by the use of the NOISE segmentation.

Due to the high levels of diffuse radio emission observed, a clear possibility arose

that the analysis of the radio flux densities measured may include radio emission that has

been mis-attributed to stellar sources. This diffuse emission may have affected the flux

densities measured, the spatial extents found for sources, and all parameters derived from

these measurements, including the spectral indices and the mass-loss rates. The impact

of this could be mitigated with the use of conservative flux density measurements, and

by considering only the core components of emission from sources whenever carrying out

further analysis.

To try to quantify the impact of the extended emission on the results, a comparison

was carried out between the prior 8.6GHz Do10 observations and the 9GHz results from

the new radio census, with the outcome shown in Table 2.6 and Figure 2.25. This was

discussed previously in Section 2.8.4, which concluded that the flux densities were broadly

consistent between the observations, with slight increases generally found for the new radio

results due to the larger u-v coverage resulting in higher sensitivity to more spatial scales.

Any decrease in fluxes was found to be due to the location of a source embedded within a

diffuse region, and so only a core component could be selected from within the background,

resulting in conservative source flux densities measured.
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2.10 Summary
A summary of the data reduction process for the Wd1 ATCA observations is as follows;

1. The raw data was loaded into the MIRIAD software.

2. The MIRIAD tasks PGFLAG, TVCLIP UVPFLAG and UVAFLAG were applied along

with manual inspection in order to flag the data. Additional flagging was applied to

observations taken at the 9GHz spectral window with the use of SERPent.

3. Calibration was carried out in MIRIAD with the use of bandpass and phase calibrators

in order to generate calibration solutions for the bandpass, gains, and polarisation

leakages, as well as flux density scaling.

4. The data was converted for use in CASA via the MIRIAD task FITS to turn the data

into fits files, followed by the use of the CASA task IMPORTUVFITS to convert the

data into measurement sets.

5. Individual datasets separated by configuration and spectral frequency were self-

calibrated in CASA.

6. The observations were concatenated and combined into different datasets. Addi-

tional self-calibration was applied, and imaging was carried out with the use of the

TCLEAN task in CASA, generating a set of images that would allow for a full quali-

tative and quantitative analysis to be performed on all possible combinations of the

multi-configuration multi-frequency dataset.

After reduction, the data was analysed with the use of SEAC, a source extraction soft-

ware tool (Peck, 2014, Morford et al. 2020), developed for use in AIPS. The application of

this tool to the datasets led to the measurements of source flux densities and sizes. Both pre-

viously known stellar sources, and sources with no known counterparts, were detected. The

use of a newly developed segmentation tool in SEAC allowed for the consideration of both

core and extended components of radio emission associated with detected sources. Further

use of AIPS led to measurements of the spatial extents of the sources. With the use of ta-

pered datasets, comparisons between radio and millimetre spectral windows (using ATCA

and ALMA observations) led to the calculation of spectral indices for the stellar sources in

Wd1.
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Radio Survey of Westerlund 1

Massive stars experience strong stellar winds with high mass-loss rates, reaching rates of

up to 10−5 - 10−3 M� yr−1 as they pass through the transitional post-main sequence (MS)

evolutionary stages. The resultant outflows from these stars during these phases lead to a

number of chemical and radiative feedback processes that then influence the evolution of

the stars and their surroundings.

An important impact from the mass lost by massive stars is the effect on their resultant

stellar remnant. The endpoint of a star’s lifetime is primarily related to the mass of that star,

which is known to be governed by two parameters; the initial mass of the star, and the mass

lost over the stellar lifetime through outflows such as stellar winds, or mass transfer with

a binary companion. Massive stars may end their lives as a neutron star (NS) left behind

after a supernova (SN). The most massive stars experience a direct collapse to a black hole

(BH), with many of the stars that generate BHs also experiencing a SN. As BHs and NSs

are known to generate gravitational waves through their mergers, investigating massive stars

can help provide clues about the evolution of the most likely stellar progenitors that lead to

these merging events (Abbott et al., 2016).

The SNe that are generated by massive stars at the endpoints of their stellar lifetimes

are also influenced by the degree of mass loss experienced in the earlier phases of stellar

evolution. Outflows from the stars during their MS and transitional post-MS phases will

lead to material becoming deposited in the surrounding circumstellar environment. This

material will then play a role in interacting with the outgoing SN blastwave, affecting the

observable lightcurve of the SN, and leading to a direct effect on the resulting SN charac-

terisation (Smith, 2017; Andrews et al., 2017). As well as affecting the characterisations,

it may also influence the final geometries of the SN remnants, as the circumstellar nebulae
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formed around stars, seen for post-MS hypergiants and supergiants such as IRS 7, NML

Cyg, and VY CMa (Yusef -Zadeh & Morris, 1991; Smith et al., 2001; Schuster et al., 2009)

are asymmetric, which may then cause asymmetric signatures in the eventual SNe remnants

that will occur.

Despite the obvious importance in gaining a clear understanding of the lives of massive

stars and their stellar winds, there are still many uncertainties regarding the evolutionary

pathways of these stars; in particular, determining how the different post-MS evolutionary

stages, including yellow hypergiants (YHGs), red supergiants (RSGs), and Wolf-Rayets

(WRs) may be connected. An improved quantitative knowledge of the mass lost through

stellar winds can help determine the possible evolutionary scenarios for different initial

stellar masses, helping to constrain and determine possible progenitors for each type of

final stellar endpoint.

Massive stars are believed to predominantly form in clusters and associations (Lada &

Lada, 2003). The feedback from cluster members can build up to generate larger feedback

processes, such as Galactic superwinds and superbubbles, formed by collective outflows

from the whole population of the massive stellar clusters. Understanding the physics in-

volved in the formation and evolution of cluster environments can help generate a better

understanding of how massive clusters then go on to quench or trigger later epochs of star

formation in nearby HII regions.

Westerlund 1 (Wd1) is a massive stellar cluster that provides a unique opportunity to

investigate a large group of massive stars within a rich co-eval population. This cluster

provides a clear opportunity for an investigation of radio emission from a range of stellar

sources, providing stellar examples that span all post-MS evolutionary stages. Due to the

high extinction known for this cluster, AV ∼ 11.4 mag, (Damineli et al., 2016), there is a

clear advantage in observing using longer wavelengths, such as the radio regime.

The quantitative results presented in this chapter have previously been published in

Astronomy & Astrophysics (Andrews et al., 2019). This chapter includes a deeper, more

extended discussion when considering the detected sources; the discussion was truncated in

the paper for an increased level of simplicity and clarity.

This chapter details the main results gained from the observations, providing an

overview of the results of the radio survey of the cluster. An introduction to the emis-

sion mechanisms responsible for the radio emission detected from the stars is provided in
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Section 3.1. The different datasets, formed from different combinations of the observations,

over multiple configurations and spectral windows, are summarised in Section 3.2. The

source detections found are summarised in Sections 3.3 - 3.5, with Section 3.3 detailing the

detections of previously known stellar sources, and Section 3.4 and 3.5 detailing the detec-

tions made of sources with no optical stellar counterparts, discussing sources with known

millimetre counterparts from ALMA observations (F18) in Section 3.4, and radio sources

with no known counterparts in Section 3.5. More detailed discussion of fluxes and spec-

tral indices of known stars are then provided, separated into sections concerning groups

of similar spectral types. The WR population is discussed first, in Section 3.6. The de-

tections of RSGs and YHGs are summarised in Section 3.7 (with more detail given to the

radio detections of this population and surrounding nebulae in Chapter 5). The final dis-

cussion is focused on the detections of the OB supergiant population (including the sg B[e]

star Wd1-9 and the luminous blue variable (LBV) star Wd1-243) in Section 3.8, with the

implications of new radio detections of several OB supergiants and their possible link to

binarity discussed in Section 3.9. Section 3.10 provides a brief discussion on the magnetar

CXOU J164710.2-455216 located within Wd1. Finally, Section 3.11 discusses how future

observations could expand upon and improve the results shown here, and how modelling

would also benefit the study of this cluster, as well as listing open questions that still require

follow-up investigation.

3.1 Radio Emission Mechanisms in Stellar Winds

As discussed in the Introduction, the stellar winds of massive stars emit continuum radiation

at radio wavelengths. Radio emission can be separated into two forms of emission: thermal

emission and non-thermal emission. These two forms of emission can be characterised by

their impact on the resulting spectra of the star, and so the nature of the emission from a star

can be constrained by its spectral index. The spectral index quantifies the way in which the

flux density observed changes with the frequency (or wavelength) of the emission.

3.1.1 Thermal Emission

The main form of radio emission from stellar winds is in the form of free-free continuum

emission. This emission, also known as Bremsstrahlung, or ‘braking’ radiation, originates

from the interaction between two oppositely charged particles, typically electrons and pro-

tons, within an ionised plasma. This is also known as thermal emission, with the charged
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particles assumed to be in thermal equilbrium with their surroundings, so the emission is

dependent on the overall effective temperature of the wind.

Figure 3.1: This presents the radio spectrum of a source of free-free emission, a HII region. The
spectrum behaves as a blackbody at low frequencies. A peak is reached when the optical
depth τ reaches 1, as indicated on the plot, and then the flux falls with frequency as
ν−0.1, due to the material becoming optically thin. Taken from Condon & Ransom
(2016).

The typical spectrum of free-free emission is presented in Figure 3.1, demonstrating

that at high frequencies, the plasma becomes optically thin, and so the flux density will very

gradually decrease with an spectral exponent of α ∼ -0.1. At lower frequencies, includ-

ing the radio wavebands considered in this thesis, the plasma is expected to be optically

thick and so only the surface layer is responsible for emission. This leads to emission with

approximate black-body behaviour, increasing with an spectral index of α ∼ +2.

When considering the spectral indices of the stellar sources detected in Wd1, the ma-

terial within the stellar wind is expected to be a mixture of optically thick and thin material,

with a canonical spectral index value of +0.6 expected for thermal free-free emission at

radio wavelengths from a stellar wind (as discussed further in Chapter 4). In general, a

positive spectral index is taken to be an indication that thermal free-free emission is the

dominant process of emission from the stellar wind.
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3.1.2 Non-thermal Emission

As well as free-free emission, stellar winds are also capable of generating synchrotron radio

emission. Synchrotron emission is generated by charged particles spiralling around mag-

netic fields, with the charged particles assumed to be accelerated up to relativstic speeds.

This may occur for both the binary and the single star case. For single stars, it may occur

due to shock regions within the winds, or for binaries, at interacting regions between the

two stellar winds. Synchrotron emission is also known as non-thermal emission, as the en-

ergies of the particles involved are taken to be far from a thermal equilibrium distribution,

and so are unrelated to any physical temperature associated with the system. Instead, the

energies emitted are dependent on the kinetic energies of the charged particles at the time

of emission, and the magnetic field strength around which the particles are spiralling.

Figure 3.2: Typical spectrum of synchrotron emission from an idealised homogeneous source, with
the optically thin emission behaving as ν(1−δ )/2, and optically thick emission corre-
sponding to a spectral index of α ∼ +5/2. Taken from Condon & Ransom (2016).

Synchroton radiation leads to a power law spectrum, as displayed in Figure 3.2. This

is a result of the summation of the expected frequency spectrum for each electron contained

in the shocked region of the plasma, and so is dependent on the energy distribution of the

electrons, typically a power law, as shown in Equation 3.1.
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N(E)dE = N0E−δ dE (3.1)

The power law then leads to a flux density that changes with ν(1−δ )/2 for the opti-

cally thin emission, leading to a typical spectral index of α = -0.7 - 0.8. For optically

thick sources, only the surface layers of emission are seen. This cannot be approximated

to black-body radiation, as the synchroton radiation is non-thermal. Instead the optically

thick emission is found to have a typical spectral index of α ∼ +5/2. This index is not typ-

ically seen in the realistic case, as most sources are inhomogeneous, and so the synchroton

emission seen from a source contains multiple ‘turnover frequencies’.

Signatures of synchroton emission in stellar winds have previously been seen with

spectral indices of -0.5 to -1.0 (Pittard & Dougherty, 2006), or a flat value of∼ 0 (Dougherty

& Williams, 2000; del Palacio et al., 2016). For sources within Wd1, flat and negative

spectral indices are taken as evidence of the presence of non-thermal emission from the

stellar winds.

3.1.2.1 Colliding Wind Binaries

In the case of the Wd1 observations, the non-thermal emission is assumed to be a strong

signature of a colliding wind binary (CWB). Synchroton emission has also been posited to

arise from line-deshadowing instabilities (LDIs) in the stellar winds of single stars (Owocki

& Rybicki, 1985; Castor et al., 1975), which led to the production of small-scale structure,

or clumping (as discussed in the Introduction and Chapter 4). The presence of the instabil-

ities has been assumed to provide a sufficient level of acceleration to charged particles in

the stellar wind, and so would only require a magnetic field in order to produce synchroton

emission (De Becker, 2007). This scenario is considered to be an unlikely origin for the

non-thermal emission from the stars discussed in this thesis, due to the large optical depths

of single stellar winds, resulting in the absorption of the non-thermal emission and allowing

the thermal emission to dominate (Pittard & Dougherty, 2006).

CWBs, previously introduced in Section 1.4.2 (in the Introduction), contain a region

where two stellar winds collide, forming two shock fronts (Stevens et al., 1992). The col-

liding wind region (CWR) is contained within these two shocks, as shown in Figure 3.3.

In this region, charged particles undergo acceleration due to the first-order Fermi mech-

anism (Bell, 1978), spiralling around the shocks due to the presence of a magnetic field.

Charged particles, typically electrons, travel back and forth across the shock front, gaining
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energy from the shock which is emitted with energies reliant on the kinetic energies gained

by the electrons. This mechanism, also defined as diffuse shock acceleration (DSA) (Pittard

& Dougherty, 2006), gives rise to associated observational signatures at both X-ray and

radio wavelengths. The particles are able to travel back and forth over the shock front due

to scattering forces caused by the presence of magnetic turbulence within the CWR (De

Becker, 2007), accelerating the particles to the relativistic speeds necessary to produce the

synchroton emission. This is supported by current models of CWBs (Pittard & Dougherty,

2006).

Figure 3.3: Schematic demonstrating the colliding wind region of a CWB, where electrons are ac-
celerated to higher energies at the shock front due to the first order Fermi mechanism.
Taken from Blomme (2011).

Non-thermal emission from radio observations of the stellar winds of stars can there-

fore be used as an indirect signature of the likely presence of a binary. The binary fraction of

a cluster is important and has implications for the understanding of the formation of the stel-

lar populations in which they reside. Many massive stars stay in the region that contained

their parent giant molecular cloud (GMC), where the eventual stellar cluster or association

is formed. Massive stars are known to preferentially form in clusters and associations (Lada
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& Lada, 2003), and the binary fraction of massive stars has been found to be high in recent

years, with some estimates as high as 70% (Sana et al., 2012). Knowing the binary fraction

for massive stars in clusters may help constrain the formation pathways by which massive

stars may form, from scenarios including natal formation within a GMC of intrinsically

high initial masses, or through mass transfer and mergers.

3.2 Datasets

The data reduction process, as discussed previously in Chapter 2, led to the generation of

several datasets. These were comprised of different combinations of the observations, in-

cluding datasets separated by different spectral windows, and the use of u-v tapering for

comparison to other wavelength regimes. Several final datasets were generated for use in

data analysis, including (a) the full dataset, FULL CONCAT, (b) sub-sets of the observa-

tions, separated into the two spectral windows, FULL5 and FULL9, and (c) tapered versions

of the observations, separated by spectral window (and then compared to an Atacama Large

Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) dataset containing a common u-v visibility range,

TAPERALMA), TAPER5 and TAPER9. More detail is given on this in Section 2.5 in Chap-

ter 2.

The overall distribution of the radio emission detected in the cluster can be considered

through separating the different array configurations and spectral windows. Figures 3.4 and

3.5 present the observations taken at 5.5GHz, and 9GHz, separated by the different array

configurations. Figure 3.6 presents the emission detected at each array configuration, with

both spectral windows. The figures show clearly the relationship between the maximum

baseline of the array, ranging from 6km (the ‘6A’ configuration) to 750m (the ‘750C’ con-

figuration), and the spatial scales of the emission detected. For array configurations with

a larger maximum baseline, this will lead to a larger range of u-v visibilities sampled over

the u-v plane, which then translates to a range of sky brightness spatial scales sampled that

include much more compact values, and so the resolution of the resultant image will be

smaller than for the array configuration with a shorter maximum baseline. The contrast

between Figures 3.4 and 3.5 also shows how the resolution of the image is impacted by the

spectral window of the observed emission, with the observations centred at 9GHz signifi-

cantly more resolved than the emission detected in the observations centred at 5.5GHz. This

is most clearly represented in Figure 3.7, which combines the different array configurations,

with the data separated into the two spectral windows observed.
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Figure 3.4: Contour subplots (from non-primary beam corrected images) separated into each of the
four telescope array configurations, 6A(top left), 1.5A(top right), 1.5B(bottom left),
and 750C(bottom right). This displays the data observed at each configuration for the
spectral window with the central frequency 5.5GHz. The contour levels are set at -3, 3,
6, 9, 12, 24, 28 and 192× σ , where σ , the global rms signal over the image, is 0.02mJy
for 6A, 0.03mJy for 1.5A, 0.06mJy for 1.5B and 0.06mJy for 750C.

Table 3.1: Summary of the radio detections of different types of cluster members from the FULL-
CONCAT dataset.

Category Source Number
ATCA+optical 30
ATCA+ALMA 30
ATCA-only 53
Total 113
Wolf Rayets 10
YHGs 5
RSGs 4
BSGs 2
LBV 1
sgB[e] 1
OB supergiants 7
Total 30
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Figure 3.5: Contour subplots (from non-primary beam corrected images) separated into each of
the four telescope configurations, 6A(top left), 1.5A(top right), 1.5B(bottom left), and
750C(bottom right). This displays the data found at each configuration with the fre-
quency centred at 9GHz. The contour levels are set at -3, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24, 28 and 192
× σ , where σ , the global rms of each image, is 0.02mJy for 6A, 0.03mJy for 1.5A,
0.06mJy for 1.5B and 0.06mJy for 750C.

3.3 Detections of Known Sources

3.3.1 Definitive Radio Source Detections

Overall, thirty known stellar sources were detected, with the definitive list of detections

from the FULLCONCAT dataset listed in Table 3.1. Definite source detections were taken

from the FULLCONCAT dataset, which included all observations from the different array

configurations and spectral windows concatenated together. This combination of all the data

allowed for the best possible chance of detecting fainter sources, due to the high signal-to-

noise ratio achieved by the full dataset. Figure 3.9 shows a colour-scale image indicating

the relative position of the detected sources, and a qualitative indication of the relative radio

intensities seen over the full field of view.
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Figure 3.6: Four contour subplots (from non-primary beam corrected images), of ATCA observa-
tions separated by configuration, with 6A(top left), 1.5A(top right), 1.5B(bottom left),
and 750C(bottom right). The contour levels are set at -3, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24, 48 and 192
× σ , with σ , the global rms of the image, set at 0.02, 0.03, 0.06 and 0.06mJy for 6A,
1.5A, 1.5B and 750C respectively.

Of the thirty radio detections made of cluster members, ten of these were new radio

detections for known stellar sources. Five new detections were found for WRs, as well

as five new detections of OB supergiants in Wd1. New radio detections were made of

WR D, G, and I, all late type WN stars, characterised by their broad emission lines of

nitrogen (N) and helium (He). WR D and WR G both have the spectral types WN7o,

and WR I has the spectral type WN8o. WR E and M, both WC9 stars, characterised by

broad emission lines of carbon (C), were also newly detected. New radio detections of OB

supergiants were found for three early-type B supergiants, Wd1-10, Wd1-18 and Wd1-19,

and two late-type O giants, Wd1-1031 and Wd1-1056. Definitive radio flux densities for all

known stellar sources observed are given in Table3.2, alongside one marginal detection of a
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Figure 3.7: Two contour subplots from the FULL5 dataset (left), and the FULL9 dataset (right),
using non-primary beam corrected images. The contour levels are set at -3, 3, 6, 9, 12,
24, 28 and 192 × σ ,where σ is the average global rms of the image. This value, σ , is
set at 0.03mJy for the FULL5 image and 0.04mJy for the FULL9 image.

known stellar source (with a signal-to-noise ratio of ∼ 2.8, below the threshold of 3.0 for a

confirmed detection), included for completeness. The flux densities are measured from the

FULLCONCAT dataset, with the value given from the integrated flux densities calculated

by SEAC. Sources with both core and total flux density components measured in SEAC

are listed with both flux density values, specified by the superscripts c and t respectively.

Source images are presented as subplots in Figure 3.10.

3.3.2 Do10 Comparison

A direct comparison could be made to the previous 8.6GHz radio observations of

Wd1(Do10). Twenty sources were detected in the FULL9 dataset with a corresponding

previous radio detection, as listed in Table 2.5, presented in Chapter 2. Only one source

previously detected at 8.6GHz, WR V, was not detected in the FULL9 dataset. The lack of

detection for this source can be linked to its location, embedded within an area of diffuse

emission in the cluster, close in proximity to one of the most radio luminous sources in

the cluster, Wd1-9, discussed further in Section 3.5. The source images found for FULL9

detections are presented as subplots in Figure 3.11.

3.3.3 Spectral Indices and Limits

The spectral indices and mass-loss rates calculated from the observations used radio and

ALMA measurements in comparison. When calculating the spectral indices, the effect from

the extended emission could lead to over-estimates for the radio measurements. As this
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Figure 3.8: Plot of contours (in red) from the FULLCONCAT dataset (using a non-primary beam
corrected image) overlaid on a FORS R-band image of the cluster (Do10). The R-band
image has a limiting magnitude of 17.5. Contour levels are set at -3, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24, 48,
96 and 192 σ , with σ = 0.015mJy. Contour levels are adjusted in value with comparison
to the contour levels in Figure 3.6 in order to better show identification of radio emission
with the relevant optical sources.

background radio emission is believed to be optically-thin in nature, it would be expected

to have a flat spectrum, and so have a greater impact on the ATCA flux density values

than on the higher frequency ALMA values. It would also preferentially affect the ATCA

radio observations of the sources, due to the lower relative flux densities of the assumed

thermally-emitting stellar sources, and the lower resolution of the radio observations. This

flattening of the spectral indices could then make the thermal sources appear ‘less thermal’.

Accounting for this potential impact involved the use of tapered datasets, TA-

PERALMA, TAPER5 and TAPER9, to determine spectral indices and limits for all sources.

Spectral index limits were measured for sources where a flux density measurement could
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Figure 3.9: Colour-scale image (from the non-primary beam corrected image) of the FULLCON-
CAT dataset. The colour-scale is set from 0.6 - 2.0 mJy beam−1. The subplot is a
zoomed-in image of the central region, with a slightly adjusted colourscale of 0.15 -
5.0 mJy beam−1, and overlaid contours at levels of -3, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 24, 48, 96,
192 × 45 µJy beam−1. Stellar sources have been identified by comparing the list of
known sources from previous observations (Do10, F18, Clark et al., 2005a, 2019c), to
the SEAC detections from the FULLCONCAT dataset.

be made with the TAPERALMA dataset, with spectral indices found when at least one cor-

responding flux density value could be found from one of the tapered radio datasets. A

singular exception to this was Wd1-265, which was located outside of the field of view of

the ALMA observations, and so a spectral index was derived for this source from a compar-

ison of the two spectral windows within the ATCA observations.

The datasets were tapered to include a common range of u-v visibilities, in order to

allow for a more accurate comparison of the fluxes found for the sources when constraining

the spectral indices and index limits. The spectral indices and limits are presented in the top

panel of Table 3.4. Images of the sources detected in the tapered datasets are shown in sub-

plots in Figures 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 for the datasets TAPER5, TAPER9 and TAPERALMA

respectively.

In the bottom panel of Table 3.4, spectral index limits are presented that have been

measured for the newly detected OB supergiants. Flux densities for these sources were too

faint to be detected in datasets separated into the two spectral windows centred at 5.5GHz
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(a) WR A. (b) WR D. (c) WR B.

(d) WR G. (e) WR I. (f) WR L.

(g) WR S. (h) WR E. (i) WR F.

(j) WR M. (k) Wd1-16a. (l) Wd1-12a.
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(m) Wd1-4a. (n) Wd1-32. (o) Wd1-265.

(p) Wd1-237. (q) Wd1-75. (r) Wd1-20.

(s) Wd1-26 (t) Wd1-17 (u) Wd1-243.

(v) Wd1-9 (w) D09-R1. (x) D09-R2.
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(y) Wd1-15. (z) Wd1-10. (aa) Wd1-18.

(ab) Wd1-19. (ac) Wd1-1031. (ad) Wd1-1056.

Figure 3.10: Colour-scale plots of the thirty known stellar sources detected, from the non-primary
beam corrected image of the FULLCONCAT dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2,
2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ , where σ is the rms of the local
spatial region. The beam-size is shown in each picture in the bottom-right hand section
of the plot.

and 9GHz. Spectral indices cannot be derived as no corresponding detections were found

in the 100GHz ALMA observations(F18). Due to the faintness of the sources, the spectral

index limit was found for each source with the use of a single radio flux density from the

FULLCONCAT dataset. The flux density limit in the millimetre was taken from the full u-v

range of the ALMA observations as published in (F18). The set of spectral index limits

measured for the OB supergiants clearly constrain possible spectral indices to negative val-

ues, implying the presence of non-thermal emission. This leads to the inference of binarity

for these stars, discussed in more detail in Section 3.8.

3.3.4 Spatial Extents

The spatial extents of all known stellar sources were also measured, given in Table 3.3.

Both the convolved and deconvolved sizes are provided when applicable. As discussed in

Chapter 2, the sizes were mostly determined from a Gaussian fit applied. In cases where

Gaussian fits could not be applied, a measure of the largest angular scale (LAS) was found

instead, and only the convolved size is given. Errors are taken directly from the Gaussian

fit results for the convolved sizes, with errors from the resulting minimum and maximum
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(a) WR A. (b) WR D. (c) WR B.

(d) WR I. (e) WR L. (f) WR S.

(g) WR E. (h) WR F. (i) WR M.

(j) Wd1-16a. (k) Wd1-12a. (l) Wd1-4a.
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(m) Wd1-32. (n) Wd1-265. (o) Wd1-237.

(p) Wd1-75. (q) Wd1-20. (r) Wd1-26

(s) Wd1-17 (t) Wd1-243. (u) Wd1-9

(v) D09-R1. (w) D09-R2.

Figure 3.11: Colour-scale images of the stellar sources detected, from the non-primary beam cor-
rected image of the FULL9 dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8,
11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50× σ , where σ is the rms of the local spatial region.
The beam-size is shown in each picture in the bottom-right hand section of the plot.
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ranges of the deconvolved size used to determine the final deconvolved spatial dimension

errors. Offsets were calculated between the inferred radio positions and the known optical

positions of the sources, as given in Clark et al. (2019c).

Most of the sources were found to have resolved, extended emission. The large de-

convolved sizes that were measured can also be compared against the sizes found for the

sources in F18, where many of the cluster members were unexpectedly found to be resolved,

especially the WR population. The diffuse radio emission detected throughout the cluster

may have impacted the measurements. Any effect from this was mitigated against by taking

conservative measurements when attributing emission surrounding the sources to the stars,

as discussed in Chapter 2. This was done in order to reduce the likelihood of overestimates

for the spatial extents measured. Core emission components and flux densities associated

with the core regions of emission were used if possible when determining scientific values

for the sources, such as the spectral indices, or the mass-loss rates, as calculated in this

chapter and Chapter 4 respectively. The larger regions of emission were only considered

for the analysis of the extended nebulae regions, carried out for the cool evolved population

investigated in Chapter 5.
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Table 3.2: Table showing flux densities for known sources from the FULLCONCAT dataset.

Source Spectral Type RA DEC FluxFULLCONCAT

(mJy)
WR A WN7b+OB? 16 47 8.36 -45 50 45.59 0.89 ± 0.06c

1.38 ± 0.09t

WR D WN7o 16 47 6.30 -45 51 26.70 0.71 ± 0.05
WR B WN7o+OB? 16 47 5.35 -45 51 05.40 3.38 ± 0.03c

16.5 ± 0.2t

WR G WN7o 16 47 4.06 -45 51 23.70 0.34 ± 0.04
WR P WN7o 16 47 1.62 -45 51 45.60 0.05 ± 0.02m

WR I WN8o 16 47 0.90 -45 51 20.70 0.42 ± 0.02
WR L WN9h+OB? 16 47 4.20 -45 51 07.50 0.55 ± 0.04
WR S WN10-

11h/BHG
16 47 2.97 -45 50 19.80 0.16 ± 0.04

WR E WC9 16 47 6.07 -45 52 08.70 0.13 ± 0.02
WR F WC9d+OB? 16 47 5.21 -45 52 25.20 0.29 ± 0.02
WR M WC9d 16 47 3.94 -45 51 38.10 0.24 ± 0.04
Wd1-16a A5Ia+ 16 47 6.70 -45 50 41.10 2.70 ± 0.11
Wd1-12a F1Ia+ 16 47 2.19 -45 50 59.40 1.76 ± 0.03c

3.77 ± 0.07t

Wd1-4a F3Ia+ 16 47 1.44 -45 50 37.50 3.18 ± 0.04c

4.72 ± 0.07t

Wd1-32 F5Ia+ 16 47 3.71 -45 50 43.80 0.18 ± 0.04
Wd1-265 F5Ia+ 16 47 6.30 -45 49 24.30 1.02 ± 0.04c

3.34 ± 0.11t

Wd1-237 M3Ia 16 47 3.11 -45 52 19.20 1.31 ± 0.02c

9.57 ± 0.19t

Wd1-75 M4Ia 16 47 8.94 -45 49 58.79 0.34 ± 0.03
Wd1-20 M5Ia 16 47 4.69 -45 51 24.30 2.54 ± 0.03c

20.7 ± 0.2t

Wd1-26 M5-6Ia 16 47 5.41 -45 50 36.60 153.1 ± 0.2
Wd1-17 O9Iab 16 47 6.18 -45 50 49.50 0.98 ± 0.04c

2.04 ± 0.08t

Wd1-243 A2Ia (LBV) 16 47 7.50 -45 52 29.40 1.38 ± 0.04
Wd1-9 sgB[e] 16 47 4.14 -45 50 31.50 27.38 ± 0.06c

83.1 ± 0.4t

D09-R1 BSG 16 47 9.08 -45 51 10.19 1.29 ± 0.03c

5.44 ± 0.10 t

D09-R2 BSG 16 47 6.90 -45 50 37.20 0.96 ± 0.06
Wd1-15 O9Ib 16 47 6.73 -45 50 28.80 1.65 ± 0.09
Wd1-10 B0.5I + OB 16 47 3.43 -45 50 35.40 0.16 ± 0.05
Wd1-18 B0.5Ia 16 47 5.61 -45 50 50.40 0.36 ± 0.06
Wd1-19 B1Ia 16 47 4.86 -45 50 57.90 0.08 ± 0.03
Wd1-1031 O9III 16 47 1.96 -45 50 57.90 0.90 ± 0.05
Wd1-1056 O9.5II 16 47 8.71 -45 51 02.09 0.09 ± 0.02

For extended sources, core and total flux densities are denoted by the superscripts, c, and t

respectively. Marginal radio detections are indicated with the superscript m. Spectral type
identifications are from Crowther et al. (2006a) for the WRs, Clark et al. (2010) for the YHGs
and RSGs, Do10 for D09-R1 and D09-R2, and Clark et al. (2019c) for OB stars.
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Table 3.3: Table showing spatial extents in terms of convolved and deconvolved sizes.

Source RA (16 47) DEC (-45) Offset (′′) Major axis (′′) Minor axis (′′)
WR A 16 47 8.36 -45 50 45.59 0.47 2.49 ± 0.07 1.34 ± 0.04

1.82 ± 0.11 0.89 ± 0.08
WR D 16 47 6.30 -45 51 26.70 0.65 4.96 LAS
WR B 16 47 5.35 -45 51 05.40 0.40 3.23 ± 0.03c 2.32 ± 0.02c

2.77 ± 0.04c 2.06 ± 0.03c

6.98t LAS
WR G 16 47 4.06 -45 51 23.70 1.57 3.05 ± 0.19 1.19 ± 0.08

2.53 ± 0.24 0.63 ± 0.18
WR I 16 47 0.90 -45 51 20.70 0.22 1.86 ± 0.07 1.05 ± 0.04

0.80 ± 0.21 -
WR L 16 47 4.20 -45 51 07.50 0.14 1.76 ± 0.05 1.13 ± 0.03

0.55 ± 0.34 0.39 ± 0.17
WR S 16 47 2.97 -45 50 19.80 0.25 2.25 ± 0.26 1.96 ± 0.22

1.74 ± 0.51 1.42 ± 0.65
WR E 16 47 6.07 -45 52 08.70 0.54 1.78 ± 0.19 1.10 ± 0.12

0.51 ± 0.53 0.47 ± 0.41
WR F 16 47 5.21 -45 52 25.20 0.25 1.89 ± 0.10 1.06 ± 0.06

0.81 ± 0.30 0.37 ± 0.28
WR M 16 47 3.94 -45 51 38.10 0.36 2.18 ± 0.17 1.61 ± 0.12

1.49 ± 0.33 1.10 ± 0.40
Wd1-16a 16 47 6.70 -45 50 41.10 1.37 3.66 ± 0.09 2.41 ± 0.06

3.25 ± 0.10 2.18 ± 0.07
Wd1-12a 16 47 2.19 -45 50 59.40 0.61 2.39 ± 0.03c 2.05 ± 0.03c

1.80 ± 0.05c 1.67 ± 0.06c

4.81t LAS
Wd1-4a 16 47 1.44 -45 50 37.50 0.47 2.35 ± 0.02c 1.55 ± 0.01c

1.62 ± 0.03c 1.19 ± 0.02c

6.91t LAS
Wd1-32 16 47 3.71 -45 50 43.80 0.50 1.78 ± 0.09 1.04 ± 0.05

0.50 ± 0.40 0.31 ± 0.28
Wd1-265 16 47 6.30 -45 49 24.30 0.72 2.46 ± 0.05c 1.92 ± 0.04c

1.94 ± 0.09c 1.44 ± 0.10c

12.59t LAS
Wd1-237 16 47 3.11 -45 52 19.20 0.43 2.60 ± 0.04c 1.94 ± 0.03c

1.97 ± 0.06c 1.64 ± 0.04c

15.36t LAS
Wd1-75 16 47 8.94 -45 49 58.79 0.22 2.74 ± 0.15 1.46 ± 0.08

2.16 ± 0.19 1.05 ± 0.13
Wd1-20 16 47 4.70 -45 51 24.30 0.50 2.89 ± 0.03c 2.21 ± 0.02c

2.35 ± 0.04c 1.96 ± 0.03c

21.05t LAS
Wd1-26 16 47 5.41 -45 50 36.60 0.18 17.04 LAS

Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – continued from previous page
Source RA DEC Offset (′′) Major axis (′′) Minor axis (′′)
Wd1-17 16 47 6.18 -45 50 49.50 0.76 2.52 ± 0.05 2.04 ± 0.04

2.18 ± 0.13 1.38 ± 0.11
Wd1-243 16 47 7.50 -45 52 29.40 0.17 1.75 ± 0.02 1.00 ± 0.01

0.40 ± 0.11 -
Wd1-9 16 47 4.14 -45 50 31.50 0.58 2.212 ± 0.001c 1.235 ± 0.001c

1.405 ± 0.002c 0.735 ± 0.001c

9.39t LAS
D09-R1 16 47 9.08 -45 51 10.19 0.07 2.37 ± 0.03c 1.88 ± 0.02c

1.92 ± 0.05c 1.24 ± 0.07c

12.85t LAS
D09-R2 16 47 6.90 -45 50 37.20 0.07 2.13 ± 0.05 1.49 ± 0.04

1.45 ± 0.10 0.86 ± 0.13
Wd1-15 16 47 6.73 -45 50 28.80 1.40 3.95 ± 0.10 1.61 ± 0.04

3.55 ± 0.12 1.27 ± 0.06
Wd1-10 16 47 3.43 -45 50 35.40 1.15 2.55 ± 0.22 1.41± 0.12

1.90 ± 0.23 0.98 ± 0.22
Wd1-18 16 47 5.61 -45 50 50.40 1.08 3.86 ± 0.67 1.79 ± 0.31

3.47 ± 0.80 1.49 ± 0.40
Wd1-19 16 47 4.86 -45 50 57.90 1.19 3.75 ± 0.16 2.39 ± 0.10

3.35 ± 0.19 2.15 ± 0.13
Wd1-1031 16 47 1.96 -45 50 57.90 1.55 2.90 ± 0.13 2.53 ± 0.11

2.73 ± 0.15 1.87 ± 0.17
Wd1-1056 16 47 8.71 -45 51 02.09 1.01 2.90 ± 0.28 1.28 ± 0.12

2.36 ± 0.36 0.74 ± 0.29

Gaussian fits were applied to the stellar sources using the task JMFIT in the software package AIPS.

When Gaussian fits could not be applied, a largest angular scale (LAS) was found instead. For

sources where convolved fits could be found, the first row provides the convolved major and minor

axes, and the second row provides the deconvolved major and minor axes. The offsets are deter-

mined from known optical positions given in the literature, taken from Clark et al. (2019c). For

extended sources, a fit to the core component is indicated with superscript c, and a measure of the

total extent of the source is indicated with superscript t .
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Table 3.4: Table showing values of spectral indices and spectral index limits.

Source FluxTAPER5
(mJy)

FluxTAPER9
(mJy)

FluxTAPERALMA
(mJy)

Spectral Index (α)

WR O < 0.10 < 0.10 0.28 ± 0.04 > 0.37
WR U < 0.19 < 0.15 0.17 ± 0.05 > -0.01
WR Q < 0.12 < 0.10 0.18 ± 0.05 > 0.17
WR A 0.62 ± 0.08 0.94 ± 0.05 3.89 ± 0.22 0.61 ± 0.04
WR D <0.17 0.17 ± 0.05 0.58 ± 0.07 0.50 ± 0.16
WR B 3.51 ± 0.12 2.96 ± 0.09 2.62 ± 0.23 -0.10 ± 0.03
WR G <0.16 0.13 ± 0.04 0.72 ± 0.08 0.71 ± 0.14
WR P < 0.12 < 0.12 0.50 ± 0.06 > 0.52
WR I 0.16 ± 0.04 0.47 ± 0.04 2.02 ± 0.11 0.79 ± 0.08
WR V < 0.24 < 0.28 0.90 ± 0.09 > 0.47
WR L 0.24 ± 0.06 0.48 ± 0.04 3.37 ± 0.18 0.88 ± 0.07
WR S < 0.13 < 0.09 0.36 ± 0.07 > 0.42
Wd1-13 < 0.20 < 0.21 0.18 ± 0.05 > -0.05
WR K < 0.16 < 0.14 0.16 ± 0.05 > 0.02
WR E < 0.16 < 0.10 0.81 ± 0.06 > 0.66
WR F <0.12 0.37 ± 0.04 1.26 ± 0.09 0.51 ± 0.07
WR C < 0.17 < 0.11 0.22 ± 0.04 > 0.15
WR H < 0.12 < 0.09 0.28 ± 0.06 > 0.35
WR M < 0.16 0.11 ± 0.03 0.39 ± 0.05 0.53 ± 0.12
Wd1-16a 1.59 ± 0.11 1.67 ± 0.11 1.23 ± 0.15 -0.10 ± 0.05
Wd1-12a 1.77 ± 0.05 1.70 ± 0.08 0.78 ± 0.13 -0.30 ± 0.07
Wd1-4a 1.85 ± 0.04 1.84 ± 0.04 1.78 ± 0.16 -0.01 ± 0.04
Wd1-265 1.00 ± 0.04 0.94 ± 0.08 - -0.13 ± 0.23
Wd1-237 1.07 ± 0.06 1.03 ± 0.05 1.05 ± 0.08 0.00 ± 0.04
Wd1-75 <0.13 0.23 ± 0.05 0.22 ± 0.05 -0.01 ± 0.12
Wd1-20 2.23 ± 0.07 2.10 ± 0.06 1.99 ± 0.16 -0.03 ± 0.03
Wd1-26 106.3 ± 0.2 117.7 ± 0.4 103 ± 5 -0.02 ± 0.02
Wd1-17 0.81 ± 0.09 0.86 ± 0.09 0.76 ± 0.12 -0.03 ± 0.07
Wd1-46a < 0.11 < 0.09 0.18 ± 0.04 > 0.21
Wd1-243 0.82 ± 0.05 1.54 ± 0.07 9.69 ± 0.49 0.82 ± 0.03
Wd1-7 < 0.09 < 0.11 0.20 ± 0.04 > 0.27
Wd1-9 22.10 ± 0.07 30.34 ± 0.11 159 ± 8 0.68 ± 0.02
D09-R1 0.82 ± 0.07 0.96 ± 0.07 0.85 ± 0.14 -0.01 ± 0.07
D09-R2 0.54 ± 0.06 0.59 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.07 -0.03 ± 0.07
Source FluxFULLCONCAT

(mJy)
FluxALMA
(mJy)

Spectral Index (α)

Wd1-15 1.65 ± 0.09 < 0.10 < -1.15
Wd1-10 0.16 ± 0.05 < 0.15 < -0.04
Wd1-18 0.36 ± 0.06 < 0.127 < -0.43
Wd1-19 0.08 ± 0.03 < 0.104 < 0.10
Wd1-1031 0.90 ± 0.05 < 0.09 < -0.95
Wd1-1056 0.09 ± 0.02 < 0.100 < 0.02

Spectral indices determined from TAPERALMA,TAPER5 and TAPER9 for stellar sources (top
panel). For extended sources, core flux densities are used for a better comparison between the
radio and millimetre observations. The (bottom) panel shows spectral index limits, using flux
densities from the FULLCONCAT dataset. The millimetre flux density limits are taken from
Table A.2 of F18.
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(a) WR A. (b) WR B. (c) WR I.

(d) WR L. (e) Wd1-16a. (f) Wd1-12a.

(g) Wd1-4a. (h) Wd1-265. (i) Wd1-237.

(j) Wd1-20. (k) Wd1-26 (l) Wd1-17
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(m) Wd1-243. (n) Wd1-9 (o) D09-R1.

(p) D09-R2.

Figure 3.12: Colour-scale images of the stellar sources detected, from the non-primary beam cor-
rected image of the TAPER5 dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8,
11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50× σ , where σ is the rms of the local spatial region.
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(a) WR A. (b) WR D. (c) WR B.

(d) WR G. (e) WR I. (f) WR L.

(g) WR F. (h) WR M. (i) Wd1-16a.

(j) Wd1-12a. (k) Wd1-4a. (l) Wd1-265.
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(m) Wd1-237. (n) Wd1-75. (o) Wd1-20.

(p) Wd1-26 (q) Wd1-17 (r) Wd1-243.

(s) Wd1-9 (t) D09-R1. (u) D09-R2.

Figure 3.13: Colour-scale images of the stellar sources detected, from the non-primary beam cor-
rected image of the TAPER9 dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8,
11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50× σ , where σ is the rms of the local spatial region.
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(a) WR O. (b) WR U. (c) WR Q.

(d) WR A. (e) WR D. (f) WR B.

(g) WR G. (h) WR P. (i) WR I.

(j) WR V. (k) WR L. (l) WR S.
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(m) Wd1-13. (n) WR K. (o) WR E.

(p) WR F. (q) WR C. (r) WR H.

(s) WR M. (t) Wd1-16a. (u) Wd1-12a.

(v) Wd1-4a. (w) Wd1-237. (x) Wd1-75.
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(y) Wd1-20. (z) Wd1-26 (aa) Wd1-17

(ab) Wd1-46a. (ac) Wd1-243. (ad) Wd1-7.

(ae) Wd1-9. (af) D09-R1. (ag) D09-R2.

Figure 3.14: Colour-scale images of the stellar sources detected, from the non-primary beam cor-
rected image of the TAPERALMA dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4,
5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ , where σ is the rms of the local spatial
region.
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3.4 ALMA Discovered Sources

Figure 3.15: Colour-scale image (from the non-primary beam corrected image) of the FULLCON-
CAT dataset. The colour-scale is set from 0.1 - 2.0 mJy beam−1. Unknown sources
identified in the ALMA observations (F18) were compared to SEAC detections from
the FULLCONCAT dataset; sources that were detected in both are indicated with circles
and labelled with the source number as given in F18. Positions and flux densities are
listed in Table 3.5.

A previous millimetre survey of Wd1 using ALMA detected 51 sources with no prior

detections in the literature (F18). Thirty of these were also detected in the new radio ob-

servations of Wd1, as presented in Figure 3.15. The full list of radio detections for the

millimetre sources is given in Table 3.5, with the positions and radio flux densities listed.

The source names are taken from the FCP18 source number, as given in F18.

The relative locations of these sources can be considered to try and place constraints

on the origins of the emission. One of the sources, FCP18-12, can clearly be attributed to

a knot of emission within the extended tail of the nebula surrounding the YHG Wd1-4a.

Four sources, FCP18-2, -3, -6, and -8, were found to be located within a larger patch of

extended emission, located to the west of Wd1, as can be seen in Figure 3.15. Many of the
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Table 3.5: Flux values of source detections from FULLCONCAT, for ALMA-only detected sources
(F18).

FCP18 Source RA DEC FluxFULLCONCAT (mJy)
2 16 46 58.60 -45 50 31.49 1.09 ± 0.02
3 16 46 58.89 -45 50 28.79 1.88 ± 0.02c

3.92 ± 0.03t

6 16 46 59.41 -45 50 37.19 2.11± 0.02c

4.88 ± 0.04t

8 16 46 59.58 -45 50 26.69 0.31 ± 0.04
12 16 47 01.01 -45 50 36.30 0.75 ± 0.04
16 16 47 01.82 -45 51 23.10 2.11 ± 0.04
22 16 47 02.33 -45 51 21.60 0.27 ± 0.02c

0.66 ± 0.04t

27 16 47 02.85 -45 51 19.20 1.12 ± 0.05
35 16 47 03.68 -45 51 16.50 0.31 ± 0.04
37 16 47 03.74 -45 50 24.00 0.38 ± 0.06
39 16 47 03.88 -45 51 06.30 1.80 ± 0.03c

4.63 ± 0.09t

49 16 47 04.23 -45 51 16.20 0.35 ± 0.05
60 16 47 05.06 -45 51 02.40 1.59 ± 0.02
64 16 47 05.75 -45 51 07.20 2.81 ± 0.03
72 16 47 06.30 -45 50 45.00 0.60 ± 0.03
73 16 47 06.38 -45 51 13.80 1.56 ± 0.02
77 16 47 06.47 -45 51 24.00 0.33 ± 0.03
80 16 47 06.81 -45 51 10.50 1.24 ± 0.05
82 16 47 07.30 -45 51 11.10 0.45 ± 0.04
85 16 47 07.88 -45 51 15.30 0.09 ± 0.02
86 16 47 08.31 -45 50 43.49 0.32 ± 0.03
87 16 47 08.34 -45 51 19.79 0.40 ± 0.03
90 16 47 08.51 -45 51 11.09 2.13 ± 0.05
91 16 47 08.54 -45 50 38.69 0.30 ± 0.05
93 16 47 08.71 -45 51 14.69 2.28 ± 0.04
95 16 47 08.88 -45 50 06.29 0.48 ± 0.02
97 16 47 08.94 -45 50 30.29 0.28 ± 0.03
99 16 47 09.19 -45 51 03.29 0.28 ± 0.03
100 16 47 09.37 -45 51 12.29 0.76 ± 0.04
101 16 47 10.78 -45 50 30.29 0.35 ± 0.04

The source determinations are gathered from SEAC, with the use of the segmentation tools
when necessary. Thresholds were set at σ f = 3, σs = 5. For any significantly extended
sources, core and total regions are specified with the use of superscripts c and t respectively.
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rest of the sources were found to be located in areas containing large amounts of diffuse

radio emission, or near emission that was coincident with known radio luminous stellar

sources, such as Wd1-9, WR B and D09-R1. However, some of the sources were found to

be discrete and isolated in nature, located at a significant distance from any of the known

stellar sources in the cluster.

Table 3.6: Spectral index values found for ALMA detected sources (F18).

FCP18
Source

FluxTAPER5
(mJy)

FluxTAPER9
(mJy)

FluxTAPERALMA
(mJy)

Spectral Index (α)

3 2.69 ± 0.04c 1.91 ± 0.06c 1.18 ± 0.14 -0.26 ± 0.05
6 3.98 ± 0.05c 3.75 ± 0.08c 1.04 ± 0.12 -0.49 ± 0.05
16 1.66 ± 0.07 1.91 ± 0.07 0.96 ± 0.06 -0.23 ± 0.03
22 - 0.30 ± 0.05c 0.10 ± 0.03 -0.81 ± 0.12
27 0.54 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.06 0.34 ± 0.05 -0.27 ± 0.07
39 2.04 ± 0.08c 2.28 ± 0.07c 1.57 ± 0.15 -0.10 ± 0.04
60 1.42 ± 0.07 1.05 ± 0.06 0.68 ± 0.12 -0.23 ± 0.07
64 2.33 ± 0.08 1.89 ± 0.07 1.67 ± 0.17 -0.09 ± 0.04
72 0.40 ± 0.08 0.49 ± 0.09 0.26 ± 0.07 -0.19 ± 0.13
73 1.20 ± 0.05 1.26 ± 0.06 0.72 ± 0.12 -0.19 ± 0.07
82 - 0.34 ± 0.05 0.16 ± 0.05 -0.82 ± 0.13
90 2.00 ± 0.15 1.81 ± 0.09 0.74 ± 0.12 -0.35 ± 0.07
93 2.00 ± 0.14 2.28 ± 0.10 0.82 ± 0.13 -0.34 ± 0.07
95 0.57 ± 0.06 0.62 ± 0.06 0.33 ± 0.06 -0.21 ± 0.08
99 - 0.25 ± 0.07 0.11 ± 0.04 -0.50 ± 0.16

Flux values were measured from TAPER5, TAPER9 and TAPERALMA. All data are tapered
to contain the same range of u-v visibilities. When possible, core components of the sources
are used in order for better source comparison between the differently resolved radio and
millimetre observations, indicated with the superscript c.

From the more luminous radio sources with millimetre counterparts, fifteen were

strong enough to be detected in the u-v tapered datasets, TAPER5, TAPER9, and TA-

PERALMA. These detections, as for the known stellar sources, could be used to calculate

the spectral indices. These values are listed in Table 3.6.

All of the sources were found to have negative spectral indices. Some of the sources

that are seen to have a negative spectral index are clearly embedded within a larger diffuse

radio background. This indicates that shocks within the cluster wind may be responsible

for these knots of emission. Within shocks, charged particles can experience the first-order

Fermi acceleration mechanism, via confinement in the region of the shock front due to

restoring forces along magnetic field lines within a charged plasma. This results in the

generation of non-thermal radio emission (Bell, 1978). This was discussed in more detail
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in Section 3.1.2 as an emission mechanism for stellar winds, but can be applied to any

astrophysical shock front. Some uncategorised sources are in the near vicinity of stellar

sources and the impact of extended emission from these nearby stars may influence the

spectral behaviour observed (Yusef-Zadeh et al., 2003).

However, even relatively isolated sources were found to have negative spectral indices,

which cannot due be to external influences. Examples of this include the sources FCP18-

16, -22, -27 and -95. This suggests that the implied non-thermal emission, at least in these

cases, must be linked to another origin. There is a range of possible explanations, including

the presence of synchroton emission from an undetected binary stellar system (where an

interacting shock between two stellar winds could cause the emission to arise). Another

possible explanation is that the knots of radio and millimetre emission could be of extra-

galactic origin rather than from Wd1 itself, though this likelihood was discussed and largely

dismissed previously in F18.

3.5 ATCA-only Sources

Table 3.7: Flux densities of sources from the FULLCONCAT dataset with no prior counterparts.

HA19 Source ID RA DEC FluxATCA (mJy)
3 16 46 55.96 -45 50 46.18 0.12 ± 0.03
4 16 46 56.10 -45 50 47.68 0.05 ± 0.01
5 16 46 56.22 -45 50 02.38 0.27 ± 0.04
6 16 46 56.48 -45 50 51.58 0.31 ± 0.03
8 16 46 56.88 -45 50 18.29 0.08 ± 0.02
10 16 46 57.17 -45 50 58.79 0.06 ± 0.02
11 16 46 57.60 -45 50 25.79 0.25 ± 0.04
12 16 46 59.21 -45 49 50.99 0.21 ± 0.03
14 16 46 59.52 -45 50 19.19 0.09 ± 0.03
16 16 47 00.38 -45 51 02.40 0.25 ± 0.04
17 16 47 00.67 -45 51 05.40 0.06 ± 0.02
23 16 47 01.62 -45 51 00.60 0.10 ± 0.03
31 16 47 03.11 -45 51 17.40 0.12 ± 0.03
32 16 47 03.25 -45 49 60.00 1.21 ± 0.07
33 16 47 03.43 -45 51 36.60 0.13 ± 0.02
43 16 47 05.52 -45 51 37.80 0.38 ± 0.04
44 16 47 05.69 -45 51 47.10 0.07 ± 0.02
48 16 47 06.64 -45 49 08.70 0.11 ± 0.03
50 16 47 07.04 -45 51 04.80 0.32 ± 0.04
51 16 47 07.27 -45 50 17.70 0.12 ± 0.02
54 16 47 07.68 -45 51 25.80 0.32 ± 0.03

Continued on next page
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Table 3.7 – continued from previous page
HA19 Source ID RA DEC FluxATCA (mJy)
55 16 47 07.76 -45 50 58.50 0.10 ± 0.03
56 16 47 07.88 -45 50 06.00 0.49 ± 0.04
57 16 47 07.91 -45 51 19.80 0.67 ± 0.05
58 16 47 07.93 -45 51 08.40 0.29 ± 0.04
59 16 47 07.99 -45 50 56.10 0.35 ± 0.04
60 16 47 08.08 -45 49 42.90 0.10 ± 0.02
61 16 47 08.08 -45 51 03.00 0.55 ± 0.04
62 16 47 08.34 -45 50 27.29 0.61 ± 0.08
65 16 47 08.71 -45 49 44.39 0.09 ± 0.02
67 16 47 08.91 -45 50 16.19 0.07 ± 0.02
69 16 47 09.05 -45 50 59.39 0.07 ± 0.02
70 16 47 09.08 -45 49 46.79 0.19 ± 0.03
72 16 47 09.34 -45 50 35.99 0.94 ± 0.05
73 16 47 09.57 -45 50 28.79 0.63 ± 0.04
74 16 47 09.68 -45 50 49.79 0.39 ± 0.03
76 16 47 10.17 -45 50 59.09 0.21 ± 0.03
77 16 47 10.29 -45 50 26.09 0.47 ± 0.04
78 16 47 10.43 -45 50 55.49 1.63 ± 0.06
79 16 47 10.46 -45 51 20.39 0.19 ± 0.03
81 16 47 10.83 -45 51 11.39 0.08 ± 0.02
82 16 47 10.95 -45 51 33.89 1.20 ± 0.06
83 16 47 11.18 -45 50 30.59 0.55 ± 0.05
85 16 47 11.35 -45 50 41.38 0.05 ± 0.01
86 16 47 11.52 -45 50 23.98 0.32 ± 0.04
87 16 47 11.55 -45 51 02.98 0.14 ± 0.03
88 16 47 11.75 -45 51 17.38 0.14 ± 0.02
89 16 47 11.78 -45 51 35.98 0.14 ± 0.02
90 16 47 11.87 -45 50 32.68 0.11 ± 0.02
91 16 47 12.04 -45 50 18.88 0.36 ± 0.04
92 16 47 12.10 -45 50 12.28 0.84 ± 0.07
93 16 47 12.38 -45 51 14.08 0.14 ± 0.03
94 16 47 14.34 -45 51 24.87 0.24 ± 0.04

These flux densities have been found from a run-through of the SEAC algorithm, without

the use of the segmentation tool, with thresholds of σ f = 3 and σs = 5. Source numbers

are assigned from the definitive radio catalogue output of 94 radio sources detected in

FULLCONCAT, ordered by increasing RA.

Fifty-three radio sources were detected in the SEAC list of sources from the FULLCONCAT

dataset, with no known stellar or millimetre-emission counterparts. These are listed in Table

3.7. The source number has been assigned from the SEAC output list for the FULLCONCAT
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Figure 3.16: Colour-scale image (from the non-primary beam corrected image) of the FULLCON-
CAT dataset. The colour-scale is set from 0.1 - 2.0 mJy beam−1. Radio sources with
no counterparts in the optical or the millimetre are indicated with circles, and labelled
with numbers taken from the SEAC output list, ordered by RA. Positions and flux
densities are listed in Table 3.7.

dataset, ordered by right ascension (RA). Radio-only sources were determined from the

FULLCONCAT dataset with no segmentation applied, in order to ensure a conservative limit

on the number of sources detected.

Some of the sources may be linked to extended radio emission from nearby radio lu-

minous sources, including HA19-23, in the nearby vicnity of Wd1-12a, and HA19-43 in

close vicinity to the large extended tail of Wd1-20. A large number can also be seen, as

displayed in Figure 3.16, to be located in isolated regions at significant distances from any

previously catalogued radio sources in Wd1. Additionally, many of these isolated sources

display a geometry that indicate the emission cannot be considered an extension to other

known sources, due to the compact and point-source like morphology of the emission, in-

cluding examples such as HA19-65 to the north of the cluster, HA19-3, and HA19-4 to the
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west of the cluster, and HA19-85, -88 and -89 to the east.

3.6 Wolf-Rayet Stars

The WR population of Wd1 allows for the unique opportunity to study a co-eval population

of WRs located within a massive cluster. Most WR stars that have been discovered in the

Milky Way are isolated field stars, with less than a third of known WR stars located in a

stellar cluster. Wd1 contains 24 WR stars, almost 4% of the Galactic population (online

catalogue, Crowther, 2019).

3.6.1 Detections of Wolf-Rayets

Ten WR stars were detected, with five of the WRs not previously observed in the radio.

A variety of WR types were detected, with many late-type WN stars detected (of spectral

types WN7, WN8, and WN9), as well as half of the WC-type WRs in the cluster. Five

of the eight WN stars detected, and all of the detected WC stars, have prior evidence of

binarity. Of the 24 WR cluster members of Wd1, three were outside of the field of view

of these radio observations (WR N, T and X), meaning that almost half of the total known

cluster population of WRs were detected (ten detections and one marginal detection from

21 possible WR detections).

A marginal detection was found for the WN7o star, WR P, with a flux density of

0.05±0.02mJy. Due to a low signal-to-noise ratio of ∼ 2.8, it cannot be classified as a

confirmed detection. However, using a slightly different defined background noise level

(e.g. by considering a sub-image created of this source from the full field of view, which

leads to a slight difference in the exact pixels included in the region measured for generating

the background noise level), the flux density reaches above the signal-to-noise threshold of

∼ 3.

Of the 21 WRs located within the central field of view, ten were not detected. Many of

these stars were located in nearby proximity to luminous radio sources, surrounded by sig-

nificant levels of extended emission. The extended emission from the bright radio sources

could have impacted the viability of detection for nearby fainter sources, leading to obscu-

ration of any flux from the WRs. This impact is exacerbated by the way in which the local

noise levels are calculated in SEAC when sources are detected. The effect of the extended

emission from these luminous sources could lead to higher values of local noise measured

in these regions. In fact, the surrounding emission of the nearby luminous stars could be so
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extended that it overlaps with the source position of the undetected WRs, completely ob-

scuring them. Any radio flux emitted by the fainter stars in this scenario becomes no longer

separable from the extended emission.

One clear example of this is WR V, a WN8o star, previously detected in the radio

(Do10). WR V was the only previously detected radio source with no corresponding de-

tection in the more recent ATCA observations. This is likely due to its close proximity to

the extremely radio luminous sgB[e] star Wd1-9. Although a concrete detection of WR V

could not be made, the peak flux at the location of WR V was measured. At the known

optical source position of WR V, the peak flux was found to be 0.3mJy, with a mean in-

tegrated flux density value (containing the immediate surrounding area of the source) of

∼0.1mJy. This was found to be on the same order as the 3σ level determined within the

local region, where σ is taken to be the rms value of the local spatial region. The source

was also non-detectable in the individual datasets containing single array configurations

and spectral windows, which may have reduced the effect of the extended emission present,

showing that the source itself is relatively faint. For this source, a higher sensitivity, or more

resolved observations, may be able to separate out a radio detection for this source from the

diffuse background.

As well as WR V, other undetected WRs were located in close proxmity to luminous

brighter radio sources. This included three mid/late-type WN stars; WR U (WN6o), located

near Wd1-16a, WR R (WN5o), located near Wd1-26, and WR J (WN5h), located close to

Wd1-12a. Six other WRs located within Wd1 were also found to be too faint to be detected

above the noise level of the observations in the radio; WR W, O, Q, K, C and H. This is not

wholly unexpected if the spectral index for these sources follows the canonical value of 0.6,

as would be assumed for a spherically symmetric thermally emitting stellar wind. For some

of these sources with corresponding millimetre detections, this could be investigated from

the determination of the spectral index limits.

The fluxes for the WR detections could be compared against the previous radio de-

tections made of these sources in Do10. The FULL9 dataset was used for a more accurate

comparison given the similar spectral windows of the two observations. For the WRs that

were detected in both datasets, consistent flux densities could be found for the sources that

were not located in a crowded region of the cluster containing too much extended emission,

or located particularly near other luminous radio sources. For sources surrounded by ex-
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tended emission, the use of the conservative estimate of flux density values (as discussed in

Chapter 2), led to lower flux density values, as can be seen for the source WR S in Table 2.6

in Chapter 2. For more isolated sources, the flux densities were found to be slightly higher,

due to an increased sensitivity in the more recent observations, from increased sampling in

the u-v plane.

Spectral indices could be determined for the detected WR population with the use of

the u-v tapered datasets, TAPER5, TAPER9 and TAPERALMA. Spectral indices were de-

termined for eight WRs, and limits found for eleven WRs. The majority of the WRs were

found to have spectral indices in line with the canonical value for a thermal stellar wind.

Spectral index limits found for eleven WRs also indicated flat or positive spectral indices,

consistent with expectations of spherically symmetric thermal wind emission. As the mea-

surements made for the majority of these objects indicated the presence of thermal emission,

then it is believed that any impact from the extended emission present in the cluster being

falsely attributed to these sources would only have flattened the spectra observed. If this ex-

tended emission is assumed to affect the values calculated, then the values would represent

lower limits that would still allow for spectral indices that could be considered to be in line

with the canonical value for a thermally-emitting stellar wind.

A majority of the WRs are known to be in binary systems, or are binary candidates due

to other observational diagnostics (Clark et al., 2019c). Despite this, thermal emission is

still found to be the dominant mechanism in the outer wind regions - this indicates that the

binaries must be at close orbital separation, in order for any CWR to be compact enough

that the region is located inside the radio photospheres of the stars, and so any resulting non-

thermal emission from this region is obscured in the radio by the absorption of the emission

from the surrounding stellar winds.

Previous observations have been carried out on the WR population of the Galaxy, start-

ing with the survey of the southern hemisphere by Abbott et al. (1986), with the detection

of 28 WRs from a survey of 43 sources. The percentage of non-thermal emission sources

for this survey was determined to be 21%. Several other surveys of WRs have been carried

out, both in the northern and southern hemisphere, leading to more measurements of the

percentage of non-thermal emitters for WRs, found to be 40% from Chapman et al. (1999),

and 30% from Cappa et al. (2004). Due to the dependence of these surveys on the meth-

ods of observation employed, a final fraction of non-thermal vs thermal emitters for WRs
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remains unclear.

Only one WR star in Wd1 was found to have a negative spectral index, indicating the

clear presence of dominating non-thermal emission. WR B is a known single-lined eclipsing

binary with a period of 3.52 days, and an expected OB supergiant companion (Bonanos,

2007). It was found to have a spectral index of -0.10±0.03, as shown in Table 3.4. WR B is

also surrounded by the most complex nebula morphology for the WR population, embedded

within a large region of extended emission, as seen in Figure 3.10c. A core component

could be determined for the source. The core component was used to determine the spectral

index, α = -0.10, in line with that found from previous millimetre and radio comparisons

(F18). The negative value for the spectral index is attributed to the presence of non-thermal

emission caused by a CWR within the binary system.

WR A is presented in Figure 3.10a. WR A, a late-type WN7b star, was found to

have a positive spectral index of 0.61±0.04. This is consistent with dominating thermal

emission from the stellar wind, despite being a known binary from its strong X-ray signature

Clark et al. (2019b). Previous indications of binarity from the periodic variability of the

source, with a period of 7.63 days (Clark et al., 2019c), suggest that the binary system is

expected to be at a close enough separation to be located inside the radio photosphere. The

revised spectral index for this source is flatter than the previous value of ∼0.85 measured in

(F18), and is now more in line with the canonical value for partially optically thick free-free

emission.

WR D, a WN7o star, is shown in Figure 3.10b. WR D is a strong binary candidate, due

to its hard but faint X-ray signature (Clark et al., 2019b). It was found to have a positive

spectral index of∼0.50±0.16, slightly flatter than the canonical value, indicating a mixture

of partially optically thick and thin thermal emission components.

WR G, another WN7o star was found to have a slightly steepened, definitely thermal,

spectral index of α ∼ 0.71. The WN8 and WN9+OB? spectral types WR I and WR L were

found to have spectral indices ∼ 0.79 and ∼ 0.88 respectively. All three of these spectral

indices are suggestive of partially optically thick, thermal stellar winds.

The spectral indices are found to be steepened with respect to the canonical stellar

wind value, implying an increased optically thick component for the emission. This can

be related to the presence of CWRs. For binaries of short orbital separation, the material

accelerated and heated by the wind collision zone (WCZ) can become cooled over time as
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it then travels into the outer regions of the wind. This can led to the generation of additional

optically thick thermal emission in the outer wind regions, causing a steepening effect on

the spectrum over the millimetre-radio regime (Pittard, 2010; Stevens et al., 1992). The

relation of a CWR to steepened spectral indices is supported in the case of these stars by the

previous evidence of binarity for both WR G and L, although WR I has no prior evidence

that is currently supportive of binarity.

WR G is believed to be a binary candidate due to associated X-ray emission with the

source (Clark et al., 2019b). In the case of WR L, its line profile variability (LPV), along

with hard and bright X-ray emission associated with this star, and recent measurements of

radial velocity (RV) variability, all reveal that WR L is a binary (Clark et al., 2010, 2019b).

However, this binary is believed to be that of a relatively long period (Porb ∼ 54 days),

rather than the expected short period binary that should lead to the spectral steepening. This

indicates the steepening in the spectral index may be due to high levels of structure in the

wind, rather than the effect of cooled material from CWR due to a binary companion.

WR S, with the spectral classification WN10-11h/BHG, was detected in the FULL-

CONCAT dataset, but as one of the faintest WR detections, it was too faint to detect in the

u-v tapered ATCA datasets, TAPER9 and TAPER5. A spectral index limit was derived for

this source of α > 0.42. This is consistent with the canonical stellar wind value and sug-

gestive of partially optically thick emission. This index limit is higher than the previous

radio-millimetre spectral index value determined in F18. The flux density value for WR S,

much fainter than in the Do10 observations, was likely affected by its proximity to the radio

luminous object Wd1-9.

WR E, a WC9 star, is a known binary candidate. Indications of its binarity can be

found from observations of LPV in its spectra for He and C lines, as well as the presence of

forbidden lines of [NII], which could be attributed to an early OB companion (Clark et al.,

2010). However, this binary status is uncertain, due to the faintness and softness of the

X-ray emission associated with this star, which is far more in line with the X-ray emission

typically associated with the O and B supergiant cluster members (Clark et al., 2019b). This

could indicate that, if a binary, any CWR present for within this system doesn’t generate a

sufficient level of shocks that would be required to produce additional levels of both radio

and X-ray emission. The binary system may be at a close separation, so that the stellar

winds, rather than a CWR, dominate the emission spectrum of this system at radio and X-
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ray wavelengths. This is in line with the radio spectral index limit, that indicates the spectra

is consistent with the canonical value for a single stellar wind, >0.66.

WR F, a WC9d+OB binary and WR M, a WC9d star both have spectral indices slightly

flattened with comparison to the canonical stellar wind value, of ∼ 0.51 and ∼ 0.53 respec-

tively. This could be due to a higher presence of optically thin or non-thermal components,

and is likely related to the binarity of these sources. WR F is known to be a binary from the

observations of secondary binary characteristics including hard X-ray emission and a near-

IR excess associated with the source (Ritchie et al. 2009a; Clark et al. 2008; Crowther et al.,

2006a). This is further supported by RV variations (Clark et al., 2011), with a calculated

orbital period of 5.05 days. WR F may even be a tertiary system, indicated by near-mid IR

photometry observations that reveal variability for this source (Clark et al., 2011).

For nine of the WRs with definitive detections in the radio, only excepting WR B,

the spectral indices and spectral index limits are in line with the value expected for stellar

wind emission, making it a reasonable approximation to use their radio flux densities to

determine mass-loss rates. The results of the investigation into the mass-loss rates of the

WR population are presented in Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 4.

3.6.2 The Undetected Wolf-Rayet Population

Of the sources not detected in the radio, WR O and Q, both WN6o stars, have bright X-ray

signatures indicative of binarity. They were found to have spectral index limits of > 0.37

and >0.17 respectively. If the binary system is in a close enough orbit, non-thermal radio

emission from a CWR could be obscured and thermal emission could still dominate, with

both of the spectral index limits found allowing for a combination of optically thick and

thin thermal emission components to be present. WR U, also a WN6o star, has an X-ray

signature indicative of binarity, with an associated spectral index limit of >-0.01, which

allows for components of both thermal and non-thermal emission to be present.

As well as these stars, WR C and WR H are also believed to be binaries due to IR

excesses indicative of hot dust around these WC9 stars, though an optically thick compo-

nent could again explain the inferred thermal emission if the orbits of these binaries are at

close separation. The spectral index limits found for both of these stars, >0.15, and >0.35

respectively, allow for components of both optically thick and thin thermal emission to be

present.

Although WR V (WN8o) was not detected by the ATCA observations, a revised spec-
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tral index limit could be found, of α > 0.47. This is in rough agreement with the radio-

millimetre spectral index found in (F18), and is consistent with the canonical value for a

thermally emitting stellar wind, comprised of partially optically thick and thin emission.

Spectral index limits were also derived for the WN7o WR P, and the WC8 star WR K, and

were found to be α > 0.52 and >0.02. The spectral index limit of WR P is consistent

with optically thick and thin emission components, and slightly flatter than the constraint

found from previous radio and millimetre measurements (F18). The spectral index limit of

WR K implies a fairly flat spectrum, made up of mostly optically thin and optically thick

components, with possibly a component of nonthermal emission.

Wd1-13, of spectral type WNVL/BIa+, is also not detected in the radio observations,

despite a detection in the ALMA millimetre observations (F18). This is of note considering

the status of Wd1-13 as a known eclipsing binary with a period of 9.2 days. The spectral

index limit found for this object, > -0.05, indicates that the nature of the emission can be

consistent with components of optically thick and thin thermal emission, but also compo-

nents of non-thermal emission. It is likely that non-thermal emission that may arise as a

result of the CWR that may be present for this object, may be obscured by the full extent of

the surrounding nebulae of material, which leads to the presence of optically thin thermal

emission and a spectral index limit that indicates either a flat or positive spectral index. This

is supported by the short period of the binary, implying a very close separation between the

binary components. In any case, this spectral index limit can be concluded to not rule out

the presence of non-thermal emission components or the presence of a CWR.

3.7 Red Supergiants and Yellow Hypergiants

Wd1 contains four RSGs and six YHGs, the largest population of co-eval YHGs present in

the Milky Way. Of these ten cool evolved supergiants and hypergiants present in the cluster,

nine were detected in the radio. The only undetected cool evolved star was Wd1-8a. Cool

supergiants and hypergiants have typical photospheric temperatures of∼ 4000 K for RSGs,

and 4000− 8000K for YHGs, which fall below the required temperature that would allow

for the ionisation necessary for thermal radio emission to be detectable. This is a clear

indication that the radio detections of stellar nebulae around these sources must result from

an external source of ionisation. This is believed to be a result of a diffuse radiation field

generated by the collective radiative feedback from the hundreds of O and B stars present

in the cluster.
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Eight of the sources were found to be resolved, with extended nebulae around all

of the sources, characterised by complex and asymmetric morphologies. This included a

bow-shock structure as seen around Wd1-237, in Figure 3.10p, and cometary morphology,

as seen around Wd1-265 in Figure 3.10o, Wd1-4a, and Wd1-12a in Figures 3.10m and

3.10l respectively. The cometary morphology detected is the first time it has been observed

around YHGs. Discussion and further analysis of the extended nebulae of the cool evolved

stellar population are investigated further in Chapter 5.

Spectral indices were determined for all detected RSGs and YHGs from the core com-

ponents of the source emission. A singular exception to this was the YHG Wd1-32, which

was too faint for detection in the tapered datasets. A marginal detection of Wd1-32 could

be found from the TAPER9 dataset at ∼ 0.13mJy, (with a signal-to-noise ratio of only ∼

2.69), alongside a marginal detection of ∼0.08mJy in the TAPER5 dataset (at a signal-to-

noise ratio of ∼ 1.26). The ALMA flux density of Wd1-32 from F18, 0.38±0.07mJy, in

combination with marginal detections, suggest that the emission is definitely of a thermal

nature, but cannot be constrained further.

For most of the cool supergiants and hypergiants, spectral indices were found to be ex-

tremely flat. The calculated values were found to be 0.00±0.04 for Wd1-237, -0.01±0.12

for Wd1-75, and -0.01±0.04 for Wd1-4a, consistent with composite emission of both op-

tically thin and thick thermal and non-thermal emission components, as seen previously in

the millimetre (F18). Amongst the YHGs, some sources were found to have more negative

spectral indices, including Wd1-265 and Wd1-12a, with spectral indices of -0.13±0.23

and -0.30±0.07 respectively. Due to the relatively high uncertainity on these values, this is

consistent with the presence of non-thermal emission, but also consistent with optically thin

emission surrounding these sources. Wd1-16a, shown in Figure 3.10k, was found to have a

spectral index -0.10±0.05, which would suggest the presence of non-thermal or optically

thin thermal emission components. This object may actually have a flatter spectral index,

as there is possible source confusion due to nearby star, WR U, which is close enough that

emission from this source may not be readily distingushed from the emission associated

with Wd1-16a.

The impact of external ionisation on the resultant spectral indices seen for these sources

can also be considered. Previous observations of externally ionised winds of hot stars,

including the winds of the RSG IRS 7, and the YHG HR 8752, have shown spectral indices
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that are consistent with values found for internally ionised stellar winds. This indicates that

although the stellar winds of these cool evolved stars are ionised by surrounding hot stars,

with hot stars from a nearby nuclear cluster for the RSG, and an early B companion for the

YHG (Stickland & Harmer, 1978), the external ionisation doesn’t have a significant effect

on the spectral indices (Higgs et al., 1978, Yusef -Zadeh & Morris (1991)).

It is also of importance to determine whether the extended emission throughout the

cluster, discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, would have an impact on the resulting stellar

winds, due to the asymmetry of the extended emission with the strongest illumination ori-

entated towards the cluster centre. It could have led to flattened spectral indices for several

of the cool hypergiants and supergiants. These stars have spectral indices that are already

significantly deviated from the canonical wind value, in line with expectations of composite

emission, containing optically thick and thin components. The Pistol star, an LBV located

in the Quintuplet cluster, has one hemisphere ionised by the host cluster, though it is sur-

rounded by a shell of cold dust, as has been seen in the IR (Lau et al., 2014). The spectral

index of this star has been found to be consistent with free-free emission from an opti-

cally thin ionised plasma, which is evidence that even with only part of the shell externally

ionised, the end result can be seen to fall in line with thermal emission (Yusef-Zadeh et al.,

1989).

3.8 The OB Supergiant and Hypergiant Population

Eleven of the radio detections found for known stellar sources within Wd1 were OBA stars.

This includes the LBV A2Ia star Wd1-243, the sgB[e] star Wd1-9, seven confirmed OB

supergiants, and two radio sources previously discovered in Do10, D09-R1 and D09-R2,

with the assigned spectral type BSG. The detections of the OB supergiants covered a small

range of spectral classes from late type O supergiants (O9III) to early type B supergiants

(B1Ia). No OB supergiants from a later spectral type were detected. This indicated that the

majority of stars within the cluster can be considered to exhibit behaviour that is consistent

with expectations of thermal emission, where radio flux densities would be expected to fall

well below the noise level for the observations (as was indicated by the lack of detections

for most OB stars in the cluster from previous millimetre observations in F18).
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3.8.1 Non-detections of OB Supergiants and Hypergiants

Sixteen OB supergiants were not detected at radio wavelengths despite detections at mil-

limetre wavelengths (F18). Due to the relative faintness of these sources in the millimetre,

when tapering to a common u-v range was applied, the flux densities associated with almost

all of these sources were no longer bright enough to be detectable. A quantitative compari-

son of their spectral index limits cannot be accurately be made between radio and millimetre

wavelengths, due to the lack of detections. Two of the sources, Wd1-7 and Wd1-46a, no-

tably two of the brighter millimetre sources of the cohort, were detected, and so concrete

spectral index limits could be found.

Wd1-7, a B5 Ia+ hypergiant, was found to have a spectral index limit of ≥ 0.27,

constraining the emission to optically thick and thin thermal components, consistent with

expectations of a thermally emitting stellar wind. It is of note that this source is known

to exhibit spectral signatures that are indicative of heavy mass loss, including LPV in its

Hα emission and variability in CII (Bonanos, 2007; Clark et al., 2010). This is attributed

to pulsational activity within the stellar wind, as there is no associated evidence of any

signatures of binarity from X-ray or RV observations (Clark et al., 2019b; Ritchie et al.,

2009a).

Wd1-46a, a B1 Ia giant, has a spectral index limit ≥ 0.21, constraining the emission

to optically thick and thin thermal emission. This is consistent with the lack of any ob-

served binarity signatures for this source, and allows for this source to be consistent with

the expected spectral index from a canonical stellar wind (∼ 0.6).

For the rest of the undetected OB supergiant population, that were detected at millime-

tre wavelengths, it is illustrative to consider these sources and other possible factors that

could explain their lack of corresponding detection at radio wavelengths. This included

several stars which are known variables. If the variability was implicative of binarity,

rather than resulting from photospheric pulsations, it would be expected that spectral in-

dices would be negative, resulting from non-thermal emission. This should lead to stronger

radio emission than millimetre emission, and so may have led to radio detections. However,

if the emission from these stars followed a fairly flat spectra, including non-thermal, opti-

cally thin and thick thermal emission components, then the millimetre emission was often

faint enough that expected radio emission from these sources could have been too faint to

be detected.
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This is especially likely in the cases of binaries such as Wd1-43a, with a B0Ia primary,

which has an orbital period of 16.27 days, or Wd1-52, with a B1.5Ia primary star and

an orbital period of 6.7 days. These binaries both have fairly short orbital separations,

which could mean that any non-thermal emission from a potential CWR present could easily

be obscured by the surrounding stellar winds, leading to thermal emission dominating the

spectrum. If the emission from these sources followed a positive spectral index containing

optically thin and thick emission components, the emission would have been too faint to

detect in the radio, consistent with the non-detections here.

Four other stars, believed to be binaries or binary candidates, were detected in prior

millimetre observations with no corresponding radio detection. Wd1-2a, a candidate bi-

nary with detected RV variations (Ritchie et al., 2009a), had a faint enough millimetre flux

density of 0.12±0.05mJy, that the spectral index can only be constrained to likely be a

positive value, allowing for components of optically thin and thick thermal emission. Wd1-

23a, another RV binary, has a high enough millimetre flux density of 0.23±0.05mJy, that

a non-detection of radio emission would rule out a dominating non-thermal emission com-

ponent for this system. This is also the case for the candidate binary Wd1-71, found to

have RV variations and known to exhibit pulsational variability (Bonanos, 2007; Ritchie

et al., 2009a; Clark et al., 2010). In this instance, the variability of the stellar spectra could

also have affected the detectability of the radio emission from the source. Wd1-30a is a

known binary due to its extremely bright X-ray emission, as well as Hα variability, but it

has no detected RV variations (Clark et al., 2008; Ritchie et al., 2009a). The X-ray emission

is believed to originate from a CWB, but a lack of previous radio detections have led to

prior constraints supporting a positive spectral index (F18). From the flux density found for

this source, of 0.17±0.06mJy (F18), it is possible that a non-thermal emission component

could be present in the spectra from a CWR, but unlikely. This source can be compared to

other binary systems found in Wd1 to exhibit X-ray emission from a CWR without a clear

non-thermal radio emission counterpart, as has been found for several of the WR binaries.

Ten stars, primarily early B supergiants and hypergiants, with no known corresponding

binarity, have been detected in the millimetre with no corresponding radio detections. Two

of these stars, Wd1-7 and Wd1-46a, could be detected in the millimetre u-v tapered dataset

TAPERALMA, from which concrete spectral index limits could be measured. Of the fainter

undetected stars, four are known to be variable, either from Hα variability, or from aperi-
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odic variability (Bonanos, 2007; Clark et al., 2010). This includes the B2Ia star Wd1-28

and the B0.5Ia star Wd1-61a, known Hα variables. The flux density values found for these

stars were low enough in the millimetre that radio emission following the canonical wind

spectral index value of ∼ 0.6 would be too faint for detection in the ATCA observations.

For Wd1-61a, the millimetre flux density was found to be low enough at 0.10±0.05mJy

(F18), that a non-thermal emission component could even be present in any corresponding

radio emission. W8b, a B1.5Ia star, is a known pulsator, and was found to have a millimetre

flux density value of 0.15 ± 0.05 mJy (F18) - this source could emit optically thick and

thin emission at radio wavelengths but remain too faint for detection, as is also the case for

Wd1-11.

An additional four stars were detected in the millimetre with no known variability or

binarity; Wd1-25, Wd1-33, Wd1-42a, Wd1-56a. The assumption was made that these stars

would follow the expected spectrum for a thermal stellar wind, with a spectral index of ∼

0.6. From this, the detected millimetre emission found in F18 could be used to determine

a rough expected radio flux density for these sources. This was found to be typically on

the order of ∼ 0.02 - 0.05mJy, well below the detectable levels for radio emission from the

ATCA observations.

3.8.2 The Luminous Blue Variable Wd1-243

Wd1-243, an LBV with an assigned spectral type A2 Ia, is detected in the ATCA observa-

tions. Previous observations revealed an original spectral type of an early-B type supergiant,

from photometry measured in the 1970s and 1980s (Westerlund, 1987). By the start of the

21st century, more recent observations of the star revealed a change in spectral type to A2

Ia, with a change in the spectrum to start including a large number of emission lines in-

cluding H, HeII and CaII (Ritchie et al., 2009b). Wd1-243 has previously been found to

be a weak X-ray source, consistent with observations of other LBVs, and is an aperiodic

variable (Clark et al., 2008; Bonanos, 2007). A spectral index for the LBV was found to be

∼ 0.82, consistent with previous measurements. This is indicative of a thermal spectrum,

with a slight steepening in comparison to the canonical stellar wind value.

Wd1-243 is believed to be a possible binary, despite a lack of non-thermal radio emis-

sion or strong X-ray emission, and no RV variations observed (Ritchie et al., 2009a; Clark

et al., 2008). Despite this, there are clear discrepancies in the emission and absorption

line spectra of Wd1-243 that indicate the likely presence of a hot OB or WR companion,
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including Lyman-pumping of FeII and OI lines (Ritchie et al., 2009b). As other binarity

characteristics have not been detected, this would require a long period, high inclination

binary system. This is at odds with the steepened spectral index found for the source, which

would suggest that if a binary companion was present, that it should be at close orbital sep-

aration, leading to an increased optically thick thermal emission component from cooled

material that was originally accelerated in a CWR.

3.8.3 The sgB[e] star Wd1-9

Wd1-9 is known to be a sgB[e] star from the rich optical emission-line spectra that has been

seen in previous observations of Wd1 (Clark et al., 2013). SgB[e] stars are massive blue

supergiants that are typically characterised by their circumstellar environment, comprised

of an extended dusty torus and a high velocity polar wind. The observational diagnostics

of this stellar class are characterised by a rich emission spectrum, containing strong Balmer

emission lines, low-ionisation and forbidden metal lines. This class of stars is extremely

rare, with only two confirmed examples known within Galactic open clusters (OCs) and

associations. They are co-located on the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram near LBVs,

and any possible constraints on the outflow driving mechanisms may help to determine

whether there is an evolutionary link between these two observed stellar types. Wd1-9 is

also a known binary from its bright X-ray spectra (Clark et al., 2019b), although it has no

associated RV variations (Clark et al., 2013).

Wd1-9 can be seen in Figure 3.10v, with two filaments of emission to the south-

east and south-west of the source, as observed previously in millimetre observations (F18),

which can be seen at much lower resolution in the radio. An additional third filament was

also observed at radio wavelengths to the north-west. The large extent of the surrounding

nebulae and its clearly complex morphology may hint at a possible evolutionary link be-

tween this star and the population of cool hypergiants and supergiants in Wd1, particularly

the RSG population, for which similarly extended and complex ejecta structures are seen.

This could indicate a common evolutionary path for both types of objects. The origin of

the ejecta structures around the cooler supergiants is discussed further in Chapter 5, with

the impact of sculpting forces on the cool super and hypergiant population also indicated

by models made of the near-IR spectra of Wd1-9, leading to a more compact and hotter

circumstellar disk than expected in comparison to other sgB[e] stars, such as R126 (Clark

et al., 2013).
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The flux density of the core compact source region of Wd1-9 was found to be

27.38±0.06mJy, and a measurement of the extended region around it gave a total flux

density value of 83.14±0.41mJy. The spectral index of Wd1-9 indicates thermal emission,

in line with the canonical value for a stellar wind, with a value of α = 0.68±0.02. This

value is consistent with previous measurements (F18). As the spectral index is in line with

the expectation of a thermally emitting stellar wind, this can allow for a constraint to be

made on the mass loss rate of the star, as discussed in Chapter 4.

The filamentary structure of Wd1-9 can be compared to the B[e] star MWC349A

(Gvaramadze & Menten, 2012). The two sources have similarities across multiple wave-

bands, with similar observations made for both sources in the optical, IR and the millimetre

regime (Clark et al., 2013; Fenech et al., 2017). Unlike MWC349, Wd1-9 is firmly con-

strained to an evolved state due to its central location within Wd1, which has an age esti-

mate of ∼ 5Myr (Clark et al., 2005a), clearly host to an evolved population from the other

co-eval cluster members that present a range of evolved states. This would then strongly

support the suggestion put forward that MWC349A is also an evolved star (Gvaramadze &

Menten, 2012).

3.9 New Detections of OB Binary Candidates

In total, nine OB stars were detected in Wd1. Five of these detections were new radio

detections of OB cluster members. Wd1-10, a B0.5I + OB binary, is a known double-lined

spectroscopic binary (SB2) in the cluster. This source was found to have an associated flux

density of 0.16±0.05mJy. Wd1-18, a B0.5Ia star and Wd1-19, a B1Ia star, are both early

B supergiants and were found to have flux densities of 0.36±0.06mJy and 0.08±0.03mJy

respectively. Additionally, two late-type O supergiants were newly detected. Wd1-1031,

an O9III star, was measured to have a flux density of 0.90±0.05mJy, and Wd1-1056, an

O9.5II star, was detected with a flux density of 0.09±0.02mJy.

Cluster members D09-R1 and D09-R2, which have the current spectral type desig-

nation of BSG, were previously discovered in the radio (Do10). These sources currently

lack an accurate spectral classification. Flux densities were found for D09-R1 with a

core component and total flux density value of 1.29±0.03mJy and 5.44±0.10mJy re-

spectively. D09-R1 is embedded in an area of diffuse radio emission, as was previously

indicated in Do10. A flux density was also determined for the source D09-R2, found to be

0.96±0.06mJy.
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As these sources were also detected in the millimetre, spectral indices could be deter-

mined. They were found to have fairly flat, slightly negative spectral indices of ∼ -0.01

and -0.03 for D09-R1 and D09-R2 respectively. This suggests that these objects experi-

ence a composite behaviour, which could include a combination of partially optically thick

and optically thin thermal, and non-thermal emission components. The spectral indices

are roughly consistent with previous radio-millimetre spectral indices determined with the

spectral index determined for D09-R1 slightly flatter in comparison to a previous radio-

millimetre measurement of ∼ 0.17(F18).

Wd1-17 and Wd1-15 are both OB stellar sources with previous radio detections

(Do10). Wd1-15 is currently assigned the spectral classification O9Ib, and was found to

have a flux density of 1.65±0.09mJy. W17, a late O supergiant, was found to have a ra-

dio flux density of 0.98±0.04mJy for the core component of the source, surrounded by

an extended component which led to a total flux density of 2.04±0.08mJy. Wd1-17 was

also detected in the millimetre, and so a spectral index was derived for this source of ∼

-0.03, suggesting a composite spectrum which may be made up of optically thin and thick,

as well as non-thermal components. This revised spectral index was found to be signifi-

cantly flattened in comparison to the previous radio-millimetre spectral index found of ∼

0.33(F18).

Six of the OB supergiants over a range of spectral types, B1Ia - O9Ib, did not have

counterpart millimetre detections. Wd1-15 was the only one of these sources previously

detected in the radio (Do10).

By using the flux density limits from the ALMA dataset presented in F18, spectral in-

dex limits could be determined. These limits involved the use of the FULLCONCAT dataset,

rather than the u-v tapered datasets, due to the intrinsic faintness of the sources. Strikingly,

for all the sources, the spectral index limits constrained the spectra to values much lower

than the canonical value for thermally emitting stellar winds. For many of the sources, the

index limit constrained the spectral index to a negative value, strongly implying the pres-

ence of non-thermal emission components, a strong signature of a CWB. Due to the spectral

index limits constraining spectral indices to flat or negative values, implying the presence

of non-thermal emission for these sources, it is worth considering the binary status of all of

the O and B supergiants detected in the radio.

Wd1-15 was first indicated as a potential binary in Clark et al. (2005a), due to its
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essentially featureless spectra, found from low resolution near-IR spectroscopy. Despite

this, no concrete evidence for its binary nature has been found from X-ray observations, or

from a RV variability survey of the cluster (Clark et al., 2019c). The spectral index limit

determined for this object, constraining it to < -1.15, gives a very strong constraint implying

that non-thermal emission is the dominating component. It was found previously to have

associated variability, classifed as an aperiodic variable (Bonanos, 2007).

If Wd1-15 is a binary system, then this system must be either in an eccentric or a very

wide orbit in order to be consistent with other observational results for this star. A wide

system would allow for the CWR to occur outside of the radio photosphere, so non-thermal

emission would not be obscured by surrounding thermal emission from a stellar wind, and

the proximity between the CWR and the star would be insufficient for shocks to produce

hard X-rays, as would typically be expected for binaries (Pittard & Dawson, 2018). This is

also supported by recent observational evidence that binary stars are able to present X-ray

signatures that are consistent with single stars of a similar spectral type (Clark et al., 2019b,

and references within).

This system can be compared to that of the WR star WR 140, considered to be the

archetypal CWB, consisting of a WC7 WR primary and an O5 companion. WR 140

has been found to have variable emission due to the high eccentricity of the orbit (e ∼

0.90, Fahed et al., 2011), with different variability measured at various radio wavelengths

(Dougherty et al., 2011). WR 140 has also been shown to have X-ray variability, including

in the hardness of its X-ray spectra over the orbital phase (Corcoran et al., 2011). If Wd1-15

is a similar system, then this scenario could explain the lack of a hard X-ray detection for

Wd1-15. The X-ray observations of Wd1 were gathered over a single month, as opposed to

the years-long observations of WR 140 (Corcoran et al., 2011), and may have been acquired

when X-ray emission from Wd1-15 is at a minimum (Clark et al., 2019b).

Another piece of evidence supporting this hypothesis is the variability seen in the radio

flux density between the Do10 8.6GHz and the new ATCA 9GHz observations - where the

increase in flux for the more recent observations reaches almost a factor of 2. This variance

could be due to a change in orbital phase between the two measurements. Wd1-15 is an

object that would benefit from a future time-domain study, to map out possible changes

over orbital phase, in order to provide constraints on the properties of the system.

Wd1-10 is the only confirmed binary of the radio detected OB supergiants, first con-
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firmed as an SB2 in Clark et al. (2008). Wd1-10 has also been previously found to be RV

variable (Ritchie et al., 2009a). Wd1-10 was recently found to experience softer and dim-

mer X-ray emission than other SB2s in Wd1, suggesting an eccentric binary system, where

the emission from a CWR may have been weaker in observations taken in 2005 (discussed

in Clark et al., 2019b). This may be supported by the weak constraint on the nature of emis-

sion for Wd1-10, with a spectral index limit of <-0.04, consistent with a composite spectra

of both thermal and non-thermal components.

Wd1-18 was found to have a negative spectral index limit, < -0.43, strongly indicative

of non-thermal emission dominating for the source. This stellar source has no current as-

sociated evidence for binarity from X-ray observations and no RV detections Ritchie et al.

(2009a); Clark et al. (2019b). This doesn’t rule out binarity for this source, as if the binary

system has a long-period and a high inclination, this could explain the lack of other observ-

able binarity characteristics. The surrounding dense cluster wind and material from other

stars in the cluster could also obscure X-ray emission, as there is diffuse X-ray emission

known to be present throughout the cluster (Muno et al., 2006a).

Wd1-19 is also a cluster member with detected radio emission but no prior evidence

of binarity from RV or X-ray measurements, although it has previously been found to be

Hα variable, and, like Wd1-10 and Wd1-15, is classified as an aperiodic variable. It has

the weakest constraint on its spectral index limit, allowing for a flat composite spectrum of

emission. It is also of note that Wd1-18 and Wd1-19, alongside Wd1-10 and Wd1-15, have

previously been found to be associated with long period or aperiodic variability, supportive

of the conclusion of binarity for all the detected OB stellar sources (Bonanos, 2007).

The other two stellar cluster members detected, Wd1-1031 and Wd1-1056, are both

confirmed RV variables. The period for Wd1-1031 is not currently determined, whilst Wd1-

1056 has a candidate period of less than 10 days. It is of note that Wd1-1056 has a much

looser constraint on the spectral index, < 0.02, in comparison to the detected O SGs. This

may be consistent with a flat composite spectra, which would be expected if stellar winds

are obscuring some of the radio emission from a CWR.

Radio emission from purely thermal single stellar winds for OB stars would not be

expected to be detectable. This is supported by the lack of millimetre detections in F18 for

the majority of O and B supergiants in Wd1. With this in mind, along with the previously

observed binary characteristics for many of these objects in the UV and X-ray, it can be in-
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ferred that all of the OB supergiants detected are either binaries or binary candidates. From

the results presented here, the conclusion can be made that most of these objects are highly

likely to be long period binaries, where the separation between the stellar components is

sufficiently high for non-thermal emission from CWRs to occur outside the region of the

stellar wind radio photospheres. Therefore, three new binary candidates have been detected,

that are likely long period binaries, where RV variations could not be detected.

Developing a full understanding of the binary fraction of the cluster members in Wd1,

particularly of the OB supergiant population that makes up the majority of the massive star

population of the cluster, can shed a light on the impact of binarity. Constraining the binary

fraction of the cluster may provide further understanding for possible evolutionary pathways

of massive stars, as well as providing constraints on possible formation mechanisms for

massive stars via stellar mergers, as discussed in the Introduction and Section 3.1.3.

3.10 The Magnetar CXOU J164710.2-455216

The magnetar, CXOU J164710.2-455216 (CXOU), is located 1.6′ from the centre of Wd1,

with a consistent age that implies its membership of the cluster. CXOU was first discovered

due to its bright X-ray luminosity, LX ' 3 ×1033 erg s−1 (Muno et al., 2006b). Dynamical

mass estimates of other cluster members led to the derivation of mass limits for the magne-

tar’s progenitor, with an initial mass limit of ≥ 40M�, making it one of the most massive

magnetars present in the Galaxy. Due to this proposed initial mass, the progenitor system

of CXOU is believed to have been a binary system. Such a high initial mass would have

been expected to result in a BH as the stellar endpoint, rather than the magnetar observed.

In order for the magnetar to have been generated as the stellar remnant, this would have

required significant levels of mass-loss, most likely through mass transfer with a binary

companion (Ritchie et al., 2010). Evidence of this progenitor binary system is seen from

the inferred pre-SN companion for CXOU of Wd1-5, which has spectral signatures such as

He-enrichment and O-depletion that can only be explained from a previous stage as a binary

companion (Clark et al., 2014b).

As previously discussed in F18, the magnetar present in Wd1 was found not to exhibit

detectable millimetre emission at 100GHz, resulting in a continuum flux density millimetre

flux density upper limit of 65µJy. The magnetar was predicted to be undetectable at both

millimetre and radio wavelengths, with a ratio between its known quiescent X-ray luminos-

ity and its spin down power greater than unity (Rea et al., 2012; Szary et al., 2015). This
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can be connected to the lack of any flaring seen for the magnetar, which is typically seen

for other magnetars that have associated transient or pulsed radio detections (Halpern et al.,

2005).

In the FULLCONCAT dataset, the region at which the magnetar CXOU should be lo-

cated contained a lack of any associated radio emission, with a continuum flux density upper

limit found for this source of 56 µJy. This is lower than the flux density limit that can be

found from earlier radio observations, of ≤ 64 µJy (Do10).

3.11 Future Outlook

This chapter has summarised the main observational results of the radio survey by ATCA of

the massive stellar cluster Wd1. Thirty previously known stellar sources were detected, as

well as several additional radio sources, of which 30 had previous millimetre counterparts

detected with ALMA, and 53 sources with no known counterparts.

From these observations, definitive source flux densities and spectral indices and index

limits could be found for these sources. The detections were found for a range of spec-

tral types, including examples of all major post-MS evolutionary phases. Spectral indices

allowed for inferences to be made about the nature of the long-wavelength emission that

could be detected from the various stars. This included the unexpected detection of five

new OB supergiants. As their spectral index limits could be constrained to a negative value,

this indicated the dominating presence of non-thermal emission in their spectra. As non-

thermal emission is associated with CWBs for stars, this indicates that all OB supergiants

that were detectable in the radio are likely binary candidates, giving rise to three new binary

candidate identifications.

Chapter 4 will follow on from the presentation of these results in order to discuss the

mass-loss rates that could be determined for a select number of these sources, where their

spectral indices indicated that the emission could be approximated to a thermally-emitting

stellar wind. Chapter 5 also goes into more detail on the cool evolved stellar population

of Wd1, where large extended nebulae of complex and asymmetrical morphology were

detected.

This radio census of Wd1 shows the clear level of detail that can be gained from such a

set of observations for a massive stellar cluster. As the majority of massive stars are believed

to form in such clusters, future observations of other comparable stellar clusters would allow

for a better understanding of the variety of cluster environments, and how cluster properties
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such as age and mass can impact their stellar populations.

This includes the Arches and Quintuplet clusters, both massive stellar clusters located

towards the Galactic centre region (GCR). Due to this location in the Galaxy, both these

clusters suffer from reddening, meaning that they are best observed at longer wavelengths,

such as in the radio. As these clusters are younger and more massive, observations of radio

and millimetre emission from the use of telescope arrays such as ATCA and ALMA for

these clusters could observe even more massive stars than have been observed in Wd1, with

a potential upper mass limit as high as 150M�. Understanding the Galactic stellar clusters

and their massive stellar populations can also help in inferring properties of extra-galactic

starburst clusters, which are located at too large a distance for resolved observations to be

made of their stellar populations.

As new binary candidates were detected from these observations, future observations

of these cluster members, in order to better constrain their binarity, would be of use. The

binary fraction for cluster members is of particular interest in Wd1, given the extensive re-

sults found from the RV survey carried out on the cluster in recent years, where some results

indicate a possible bifurcation in the post-MS evolution of stars in the cluster, dependent on

their status as a binary or a single star (Ritchie et al., 2009a,b; Clark et al., 2011).





Chapter 4

Stellar Winds and Their Mass Loss

Characteristics

Massive stars, with initial masses of over 8M�, are known to have strong stellar winds,

with mass-loss rates of up to 10−5 M� yr−1, or even 10−4 M� yr−1 during eruptive epochs.

Massive stars lose a significant amount of their mass through their stellar winds over their

stellar lifetime, which has a direct impact on the evolutionary phases experienced by the star

during the post-main sequence (MS) stages of the stellar lifetime, as well as the final stellar

endpoints of stars. The mass lost from the star can also affect its immediate surroundings,

altering the characterisation of the resultant supernova (SN) remnant. Many massive stars

are known to form in clusters and associations (Lada & Lada, 2003). Feedback from the

stellar winds can also greatly influence the surrounding cluster environment and possibly

lead to the generation of large-scale winds across entire clusters, even aggregating to form

winds on the scale of entire galaxies, known as Galactic superwinds (Heckman et al., 1990).

The structures of these stellar winds play an important role. The presence of struc-

ture in stellar winds can directly impact the observational signatures of the winds, causing

possible under and over-estimates in the observational determinations of mass-loss rates,

with the degree of error caused dependent on the scale and strength of the structure present

(Massa et al., 2003; Šurlan et al., 2012). The potential impact is particularly important

for density and density-squared dependent observational diagnostics of the winds, both at

short and long wavelengths. This includes the effect of narrow and discrete absorption com-

ponents (NACs, DACs), indicative of different scales of structure seen through ultraviolet

(UV) line spectroscopy, as well as excess flux densities observed at longer wavelengths, in

the infra-red (IR) and radio regime (Owocki et al., 1988).
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This chapter focuses on the mass-loss rates that can be determined from the detected

radio sources of Westerlund 1 (Wd1). The first section of the chapter, Section 4.1, provides

a foundational background of the history of mass loss determinations from stellar winds,

including an overview of motivations for studying. Section 4.2 provides a discussion of the

different scales of structure present within the winds, focusing on small-scale structure such

as ‘clumping’. For sources detected where the spectral index was found to be consistent

with thermally emitting stellar winds, including many of the Wolf-Rayet (WR) population,

the mass loss could be calculated. The mass-loss rates of the cluster members of Wd1

are presented and discussed in Section 4.3, with a focus on the WR population in Section

4.3.1. Section 4.3.2 discusses a consideration made of the radial stratification of the mass-

loss rates over the different regions of the wind for the WRs. A comparative measurement

is made of the millimetre and radio mass-loss rates determined, in order to calculate stel-

lar wind clumping gradients. The mass-loss rates determined for the other spectral types

present in Wd1 are then presented over Sections 4.3.3 - 4.3.6. In Section 4.4, the future pos-

sibilities of this field of study and the importance of modelling and further multi-wavelength

observations are discussed.

4.1 Mass Loss in Stellar Winds

Hot early-type stars, such as OB and WR stars, are known to exhibit strong stellar winds.

These winds are generated by a radiative line-driving force, in which momentum is trans-

ferred from the photons generated by the star to metal ions present in the upper layers of the

photosphere. This transfer occurs due to absorption in UV resonance lines and scattering

processes. This momentum is then also transferred to the hydrogen (H) and helium (He)

ions, that make up the majority of particles present in the stellar atmosphere, via collisional

excitation. This allows for the bulk wind material to propagate radially outwards as a stellar

wind, carrying particles into the surrounding interstellar medium (ISM) (Lucy & Solomon,

1970; Castor et al., 1975).

From these stellar winds, it was first determined that mass-loss rates could be derived

with the use of theoretical models based on the understanding of the line-driving mechanism

(Abbott, 1980). Current mass-loss rates used as prescriptions for stellar evolution models

are derived from the mass-loss rates of Vink et al. (2001) for OB stars (Ekström et al.,

2012), or based on the work of Nugis & Lamers (2000) for WRs (Tramper et al., 2016).

Mass-loss rates for cooler post-MS evolutionary stages, such as red supergiants (RSGs),
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yellow hypergiants (YHGs), or luminous blue variables (LBVs), lack stringent theoretical

constraints due to the different driving forces involved in their stellar winds, as discussed in

the Introduction.

The mass-loss rates from massive stars can be determined observationally from diag-

nostics at a range of wavelengths. This includes observations of UV line profiles (Howarth

& Prinja, 1989) and Hα line profile studies (Puls et al., 1996), as well as at longer wave-

lengths, such as IR and radio (Lamers & Leitherer, 1993), where the continuum emission

can be used to derive the mass-loss rates from the outer regions of the stellar winds, and

with X-ray emission, where modelling can again be used to find a fit for a mass-loss rate

(Oskinova, 2016).

The use of longer wavelength IR and radio continuum emission to derive the mass-loss

rates of stars presents a clear advantage. At this distance, the stellar wind can be assumed

to have reached the terminal velocity and so many of the parameters associated with the

wind acceleration can be ascribed generalised values from the spectral class of the star that

is being investigated. This includes the metal ionisation conditions that lead to the wind

driving and govern the velocity law. The derivation of mass-loss rates from radio and IR

flux densities was first determined in Wright & Barlow (1975) and Panagia & Felli (1975)

for hot early-type stars, linking the observed emission at these wavelengths to thermal free-

free emission from gas within the wind. This free-free emission results from a negatively

charged electron experiencing a deceleration due to a nearby positively charged nucleus of

an ion or atom (often just a positively charged proton, due to the dominating abundance of

H ions within the stellar winds). This interaction is known as ‘Bremsstrahlung’, or ‘braking

radiation’, as is discussed in both the Introduction and Chapter 3.

The Wright & Barlow (1975) paper provides a theoretical framework for assigning the

spectral index α ∼ 0.6 as the canonical value for expected radio emission from a stellar

wind, linking the postive spectral index to the thermal origin of the emission, where the

emission is dependent on the thermal energy of the charged particles involved, E = 3kT/2,

where T is the brightness temperature of the emitting region.

A method to derive mass-loss rates has previously been outlaid in Wright & Barlow

(1975). The stellar wind was assumed to be steady-state, with no time-dependence, and

spherically symmetric, containing ionised gas in an outflow travelling at a constant velocity

assumed to be equal to the terminal velocity of the wind, v∞. The ionisation conditions of
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the wind were assumed to contain fully ionised H and He. The base of the wind was taken

to originate at Rc from the star’s centre, as is demonstrated in Figure 4.1. The emission

was assumed to arise from only free-free processes, with scattering taken to be negligible,

and the wind is assumed to be at a constant temperature throughout, set at the electron

temperature, Te.

Figure 4.1: Diagram taken from Wright & Barlow (1975), demonstrating the schematic set-up of
the approximation for an outflow from a stellar wind, and the associated geometry of
the stellar wind considered when deriving the radio spectrum from the star.

The intensity of a thin cylindrical shell present in the wind is represented by Iν along

the line of sight towards the observer, which can be written in terms of the Planck function,

B(ν ,Te), for the frequency of emission, ν , in Hz, and the temperature, Te, in Kelvin (K), as

I(ν ,Te) =
∫

τmax(q)

0
B(ν ,Te)eτdτ (4.1)

= B(ν ,Te)[1− e−τ

max(q) ] (4.2)

The flux density of the emission can then be considered, taking into account the dis-

tance of the object, D, in kpc,

dSν =
B(ν ,Te)

D2 [1− e−τ

max(q) ]2πqdq (4.3)

From this, Wright & Barlow (1975) then substitute in for the optical depth, τ , using an

expression for the linear absorption coefficient from Allen (1973),
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K(ν ,Te) = 3.7×108[1− e−hν/kTe ]Z2g f f (ν ,Te)T
−1/2

e ν
−3 (4.4)

where Z is the ratio of electron to ion density, and g f f is the Gaunt factor for the free-free

process, defined in Equation 4.5 (Leitherer & Robert, 1991).

g f f = 9.77
(

1+0.13log
(

T
3
2

e /ν

√
(Z̄2)

))
(4.5)

This can then be used to evaluate the optical depth, τ , above the base of the wind.

τ(q) = K(ν ,Te)
∫

∞

−∞

n2dl (4.6)

=
K(ν ,Te)γA2

q3 × π

2
(4.7)

where n is the number density of the gas, integrated along a small length of the cylindrical

shell, dl, at a projected radius q from the star, as demonstrated in 4.1. The mean number of

electrons per ion is represented by γ , and A = Ṁ/4π µ mH v∞, where Ṁ is the mass-loss rate

in M� yr−1, µ is the mean molecular weight per ion, mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom, and

v∞ is the terminal velocity of the wind in kms−1. This leads to the integrated expression of

the flux density, for which a simplified version can be found under large enough mass-loss

rates, as expected for the hot early type stars.

Sν = 1.33×2π

(
π

2

)2/3
γ

2/3 A4/3

D2 B(ν ,Te)K2/3(ν ,Te) (4.8)

This can then be simplified further by assuming the emission falls under the Rayleigh

Jeans limit as is expected at radio and IR wavelengths, hν � kBT , where h is the Planck

constant, 6.62×10−34 Js−1, ν is the frequency of the emission, in Hz, k is the Boltzmann

constant, 1.38×10−23 m2 kg s−2 K−1 , and T is the temperature, in K. The mass loss from

a uniform source can be written as,

Ṁ = 4πr2nµmHv∞ (4.9)

leading to a final equation for the flux density,
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Sν = 23.2
(

Ṁ
µv∞

) 4
3 ν2/3

D2 γ
2/3g2/3

f f Z4/3 Jy (4.10)

where the mass-loss rate, Ṁ is in units of M� yr−1, the distance, D, is in kpc, v∞ is the

terminal velocity in km s−1 and ν is the frequency of the emission, in Hz. This can then be

re-written in terms of the mass-loss rate,

Ṁ = 0.095× µv∞S
3
4
ν D

3
2

Zγ
1
2 g

1
2
f f ν

1
2

M� yr−1 (4.11)

Assumptions made for this calculation affect the validity of this result differently as can

be considered from the dependencies within the final equation. Assuming the temperature

of the wind, Te, is constant and equal to the electron temperature will not impact the final

result to a high degree, due to the weak dependence on this factor, contained in the free-fre

Gaunt factor, g f f (Leitherer & Robert, 1991).

Unfortunately, discrepancies have been seen between observational and theoretical

predictions of mass-loss rates for massive stars, with rates calculated from Hα and UV

resonance line observations up to a factor of ten lower than predicted by theory (Muijres

et al., 2012; Fullerton et al., 2006; Prinja et al., 2005; Drew, 1990). Uncertainty on the

exact degree of mass loss experienced by massive stars by only a factor of 2-3 can impact

whether the final endpoint of the star becomes a BH or a NS (Meynet et al., 1994). If mass-

loss rates indicate weaker winds, the origin of H stripping for evolved WR stars that form

from OB stars will require the influence of binary mass transfer, or episodic ejection phases

with enhanced mass-loss rates taking place during post-MS evolutionary phases such as

RSGs and LBVs, rather than through the steady state outflows occuring from the radiative

acceleration of the wind during the stellar MS lifetime (Smith, 2014).

The calculation of accurate mass-loss rates from stars involves the consideration of

many factors, such as binarity, rotation, magnetism and metallicity dependence. Two major

uncertainties still remain in determining a full understanding of mass loss; the issues of

weak winds, and of clumping in winds (Puls et al., 2006).

Weak winds have been found to occur for late-type O stars and early B type stars,

where their winds are found to be far weaker than predicted by theory by up to an order

of magnitude (Chlebowski & Garmany, 1991). This was confirmed observationally with

the analysis of B giants and O dwarfs (Drew et al., 1994; Kudritzki et al., 1991). This is
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believed to be related to inefficiencies in the line driving process in hot dwarfs at the base

of the wind (Muijres et al., 2012). It is believed that mass-loss rates may be affected by

up to a factor 6 - 7 (Gvaramadze et al., 2012). Future accurate determinations of mass-

loss rates for this population of stars will be reliant on the study of individual stars, using

diagnostics such as the NIR Brα line that allow for a mass-loss rate determination, which

ignores effects from X-ray emission, advection, and adiabatic cooling that can impact UV

lines from these weak winds (Martins et al., 2005; Najarro et al., 1998). This is because

the NIR Brα line orginates from photospheric emission, with increased emission strength

as the recombination line formation region is able to move outwards with the increase of

material in the stellar winds.

4.2 Structure in Stellar Winds

One method with which to find a solution to the discrepancy between measurements of

stellar winds from different observational wavebands is to invoke the presence of structure.

Evidence of structure present in stellar winds has been seen in observations at several wave-

length regimes, including the UV, IR, radio and X-ray. This includes a flux density excess

measured in the IR, (Abbott et al., 1984), as well as for soft X-ray sources, where the excess

may indicate the presence of internal shocks in the stellar winds (Seward et al., 1979).

Both large and small-scale structure can affect the observations made of stellar winds.

Small-scale structure, believed to be generated via line-deshadowing instabilities (LDIs)

over a region close to the base of the wind, and persisting and surviving out to large distances

(Runacres & Owocki, 2002), has been found to potentially impact the mass-loss rates by

factors up to ten (Massa et al., 2003; Šurlan et al., 2012). Large-scale structure has been

known to significantly affect time-series observations of the stellar winds of massive stars

(Prinja et al., 2010).

4.2.1 Large-scale Structure: Co-rotating Interaction Regions

Co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) were first observed in the solar wind, and eventually

proposed as a possibility in stellar winds (Mullan, 1984). CIRs are described by the pres-

ence of slow and fast streams in stellar winds, leading to the generation of spiral structures

propagating from the base of the wind, as can be seen in the model presented in Figure 4.2.

Observational evidence was found for CIRs in the form of discrete absorption compo-

nents (DACs) in the stellar winds of hot stars (Prinja et al., 2002; Massa & Prinja, 2015).
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Figure 4.2: Model taken from Cranmer & Owocki (1996), with (I) the location at the base of the
wind where the radiatively bright spot that generates the line variability is located, (II)
the ‘prograde precusor’ demonstrating another local maxima amongst the normalised
density of the wind, where the pertubations have already lead to a non-linear shock,
(III) the location of compression from the CIR, (IV) a location of rarefraction caused by
the CIR and (V) the location of the acoustic Abbott kink discontinuity that leads to the
observational signatures of the DACs.

DACs form in the absorption components of unsaturated P Cygni profiles, and evolve over

time, moving bluewards across the profile and gradually becoming narrower as their veloc-

ity increases. They can be seen to recur over a timescale correlated with the stellar rotation

period (Prinja, 1988; Kaper et al., 1997). DACs were linked to the presence of significant

coherent structures, with 2-D hydrodynamic modelling first being carried out in Cranmer &

Owocki (1996).

The interaction regions between fast, low density, and slow, higher density streams,

created by changes in local line acceleration conditions, lead to the generation of both re-

verse and forward shocks. The higher density streams interact with an unperturbed wind,

generating a propagating discontinuity which travels slowly outwards, and is spun outwards

due to the effect of stellar rotation. CIRs predict the presence of spiral structures containing

density enhancements a factor of two higher than the assumed density of a uniform stellar

wind. The creation of the spiral arms can then lead to the production of the UV line vari-
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ability that produces the DACs. With the development of various models for CIRs, the wind

variability has been found to be linked to radiatively bright spots present at the equatorial

base of the stellar winds (Cranmer & Owocki, 1996; Lobel & Blomme, 2008).

However, the effect of CIRs on determining the mass-loss rates of massive stars is

currently assumed to be small (Lobel & Blomme, 2008). The main observational impact

constrained to CIRs currently is the known effects on the wind lines, affecting the mass-

loss rates calculated with the use of UV observations (Prinja et al., 2010). These effects

are also most clearly seen in time-series observations, where the variability in emission

can be attributed to CIRs. The investigation into the structure of stellar winds from the

radio observations of Wd1 is therefore only concerned with the small scale structure, or

‘clumping’, that may be present in the stellar winds of the cluster members.

4.2.2 Small-scale Structure: Clumping

Small-scale structures in stellar winds are linked to the origin of LDIs in stellar winds,

thought to cause dense clumps and shocks that could have generated many of the observa-

tional signatures seen. Original observational evidence for clumping was seen in Osterbrock

& Flather (1959), where ‘density fluctuations’ were invoked to explain the differences be-

tween predicted and observed flux densities within a HII region in the Orion nebulae. The

first models of clumping were developed by Lucy & White (1980) to explain the X-ray

luminosity of ζ Pup with a stellar wind populated by ‘radiatively driven blobs’, where

additional heating of the wind from structure led to excess X-ray emission, although the

dominant source of X-ray emission for massive stars is typically attributed to the effect of

binarity (see Sections 1.4.2, and 3.1.2).

Evidence for small-scale structure has been found from the presence of linear polari-

sation in WR stars (St.-Louis et al., 1987), as well as other evolved massive stars, includ-

ing LBVs (Davies et al., 2005), where stochastic variability of the polarisation, occuring

over short timescales, rather than periodic variation, led to the conclusion of the presence

of asymmetric structures, or inhomogeneities, in winds. Observations of narrow emission

features that undergo line profile variability (LPV) are known as a clear signature of small-

scale structure in winds, and have been confirmed as a universal feature, indicating that wind

clumping is present in line-driving winds of all massive stars (Lépine & Moffat, 1999). Evi-

dence for structure has since been seen from discrepancies between density-dependent (op-

tical and UV lines) and density-squared dependent (recombination and free-free processes)
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observational diagnostics of stellar winds (Fullerton et al., 2006; Bouret et al., 2005).

Initial numerical models were developed to try and explain the instabilities causing

structure, with the use of 1-D isothermal spherically symmetric winds and a fixed ensemble

of spectral lines as drivers (Owocki et al., 1988). Current evidence suggests that these

LDIs can persist out to extended regions of the winds, possibly as far out as 100R?, with

the clumping structure then dominated by the classical forces involved in gas dynamics

(Runacres & Owocki, 2002). At this distance, the clumps are able to survive due to a balance

between pressure from the wind causing an expansion of the clumps into the surrounding

rarefied gas and a compressive force caused by supersonic collisons between clumps.

It is important to consider how succesfully the small-scale structure survives over in-

creasing radial distance from the star. The evolution of the degree of clumping present in

the wind at different distances is known as the radial stratification of the clumping. The

effective surface of the star is known to change with wavelength, (as discussed in the Intro-

duction), and so observations gathered for stars covering the full electromagnetic spectrum

can help to investigate the different radial regions of the wind. Investigations have been

made for several O stars by modelling their Hα , IR and radio emission, with evidence

found for dense winds that clumping was significant at close distances to the stellar surface,

∼ 3 R?, then remaining consistent until ∼ 100 R?, before starting to reduce (Puls et al.,

2006).

This process of investigation has also been carried out in detail for a few individual

sources, including the B1 Ia star ε Ori (Blomme, 2011), as presented in Figure 4.3. A

clear excess for the flux density can be seen, at IR and particularly millimetre wavelengths,

and also at radio wavelengths (though beginning to decrease again), due to the inclusion

of clumping in the wind. By investigating stars over the total electromagnetic spectrum,

this allows for plots to be generated, displaying the radial dependence of the clumping

factor. By carrying this out over the full range of stellar spectral types, this could lead to

a clear understanding of the radial dependence of the clumping factor in relation to stellar

parameters, improving the constraints on the mass loss determinations, with structure taken

into consideration.

Modelling has also previously been attempted to derive the different levels of clumping

present in stellar winds at different radii, as shown here in Figure 4.4, taken from Blomme

et al. (2002).
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Figure 4.3: Plot taken from Blomme (2011) of flux densities measured for the B supergiant star
ε Ori, demonstrating the flux excess in relation to the prediction for a smooth wind.
This can be attributed to the presence of clumping, with the change over wavelengths
demonstrating a change in structure over the radial geometry of the wind. The dashed-
line shows the value expected for a smooth wind model, with any values >> 1 indicating
the presence of wind clumping.

Clumping has a direct impact on measured mass-loss rates for density-squared depen-

dent diagnostics, in the Hα , radio and millimetre regimes. In order to take account of this

impact, the clumping factor, fcl , is typically introduced, which is a quantitative measure

to describe the ratio between the concentration of dense clumps, and the overall density of

matter distributed within the wind. This is best considered as a direct ratio between the

density-squared and density dependent emission processes, < ρ2 > / < ρ >2, where ρ is

the density measurement, amd <> represents the average over the volume within which

monochromatic emission with a wavelength, λ , is formed. The higher the clumping fac-

tor, the more clumps are present. Other statistical quantities also help describe the small-

scale structure present, including the velocity dispersion, vdisp, and the correlation coeffi-

cient, Cv log(p), which describes the correlation between the density and velocity dispersion

throughout the wind (Runacres & Owocki, 2002).

The clumping factor can also be written in terms of the volume filling factor, fv, which

describes the fractional volume of the wind that is made up of the clumps (assuming the

wind can be modelled as a two component model of rarefied gas and dense clumps),

fcl =
fv +(1− fv)x2

[ fv + x(1− fv)]2
(4.12)
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Figure 4.4: Plots taken from Blomme et al. (2002) of models generated to investigate the clumping
at different radii within the stellar wind of ε Ori. The lines present within the insets
of each panel correspond to three different piecewise models of possible behaviour of
clumping in the stellar wind. The different line formats (dotted, dashed and continuous)
then correspond directly to the line with the same format on the main plot of each panel,
where the line shows the predicted behaviour of the flux that results from the relevant
model of the clumping behaviour across the wind.
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where x is the ratio of the density of the inter-clump medium to the density of the clumps

themselves. In the discussion of clumping within this thesis, the idealised micro-clumping

case of x = 0 is assumed, with all the wind matter concentrated within optically thin clumps,

located within an inter-clump void. The clumping factor has a direct impact on the mass-

loss rates determined from density-squared dependent processes, including radio emission

from the stellar winds. The mass-loss rate is affected by a factor, f 1/2
cl ,

Ṁ f
1
2

cl = 0.095× µv∞S
3
4
ν D

3
2

Zγ
1
2 g

1
2
f f ν

1
2

M� yr−1 (4.13)

where, as before for Equation 4.11, the distance, D, is in kpc, v∞ is the terminal velocity in

km s−1, ν is the frequency of the emission, in Hz, and the flux, Sν is in Janskys (Jy), µ is

the mean molecular weight per ion, Z is the ratio of electron to ion density, γ is the mean

number of electrons per ion, and g f f is the Gaunt free-free factor, defined in Equation 4.5.

This demonstrates the underlying relationship between the mass-loss rate derived from

the wind and the intrinsic density. If fcl is taken to be 1, it represents a smooth wind, with

larger values indicating the presence of structure. This leads to a degeneracy in the wind

conditions that can be inferred from the flux densities observed, Sν . A value of Sν can imply

a certain mass-loss rate, Ṁ1 assuming a smooth wind ( fcl = 1), or another mass-loss rate Ṁ2,

assuming a clumped wind ( fcl > 1). Different possible values have been explored for the

clumping factor, fcl , with the use of model atmospheres to replicate spectra for a variety of

spectral types, including WNL and O stars. This has led to fcl values as high as 10 (Figer

et al., 2002; Crowther et al., 2002), and with various studies resulting in a wide range of fcl

from 2 to 100.

Clumping can clearly be seen to lead to excesses in the flux densities observed for

stellar winds, and therefore lead to over-estimates in the derived mass-loss rates. In this

chapter, the mass-loss rates are calculated for a series of stars, with the assumption that

there is a degree of influence from the clumping factor, and so mass-loss rates are quoted as

the product Ṁ f
1
2

cl .

4.3 Mass Loss of Stars in Westerlund 1

The mass-loss rates of massive stars detected in the radio in Wd1 could be calculated from

their flux densities. Thirty known stellar sources were detected in the radio, as discussed in

Chapter 3. The spectral index or index limit could be found for the majority of these sources,
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from comparison of the common u-v visibility ranges captured by ATCA and ALMA ob-

servations. This helped to constrain the nature of the radio emission, and determine whether

the emission from these cluster members could reasonably be approximated to a thermally

emitting stellar wind.

For sources where such an approximation was valid, mass-loss rates were determined

using Equation 4.13 taken from the equation for mass loss in Wright & Barlow (1975),

with the inclusion of effect from the clumping factor, fcl . For the different spectral types

considered, assumptions are made about the various parameters, Te, Z, µ and γ . For OB

stars, µ was taken to be 1.4, and Z and γ were both taken to be 1.0. This relates to a

chemistry where H is fully ionised, the dominant form of He is singly ionised, and the He

abundance is nHe / nH = 0.1 (Drew, 1989). Z and γ were also taken to be 1.0 for WRs, and µ

was taken as 4 for WN6 and earlier spectral types, with 2.0 used for spectral types later than

WN6 and 4.7 used for WC8 and WC9 stars (Leitherer et al., 1997). For RSGs, LBVs and

YHGs, µ was assumed to be 1.5, Z was taken to be 0.9, and γ was taken as 0.8 (Leitherer

et al., 1995a). For all early-type hot stars, Te was taken to be 0.5×Te f f , where Te f f is the

effective temperature of the star (Drew, 1989). For the cool evolved stars, including the

YHGs and RSGs, Te was taken to be 10,000 K, following the assumption made in Do10.

The distance, D, was assumed to be 5kpc (Clark et al., 2005a).

When calculating the mass-loss rates, the inclusion of any falsely attributed flux from

the diffuse emission seen throughout the cluster to stellar sources could have led to over-

estimates. To counteract this, the mass-loss rates are calculated using only core components

of flux density from the stellar sources as a conservative estimate. The resulting mass-loss

rates are compared throughout the discussion to rates calculated for analogous sources of

each spectral type.

4.3.1 Wolf-Rayets

Mass-loss rates, including the effect of the clumping factor, Ṁf
1
2
cl , were calculated for the

WR population, where the majority of the WRs detected were found to exhibit a spectral

index in line with expectations for thermally emitting stellar winds. Absolute mass-loss

rates could be determined from the FULLCONCAT dataset, as well as from the full set

of observations separated by spectral window, FULL5 and FULL9, as presented in Table

4.1. The majority of these values show consistency with expectations for the mass-loss

rates of WRs, at ∼ 10−5 M� yr−1. The errors on the mass-loss rates are found from direct
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Table 4.1: Mass-loss rate determinations of WRs.

Source Spectral Type ATCA Ṁ f
1
2

cl (M� yr−1)
FULLCONCAT FULL5 FULL9

WR A WN7b + OB? 7.02 ± 0.35e-05 - 4.01 ± 2.50e-05
WR D WN7o 5.92 ± 0.31e-05 2.97 ± 0.74e-05 3.09 ± 0.41e-05
WR G WN7o 3.41 ± 0.30e-05 - -
WR I WN8o 3.10 ± 0.11e-05 1.62 ± 0.32e-05 2.96 ± 0.15e-05
WR L WN9h+OB? 2.72 ± 0.15e-05 1.55 ± 0.32e-05 2.35 ± 0.16e-05
WR S WN10-

11h/BHG
0.63 ± 0.12e-05 - 0.34 ± 0.10e-05

WR E WC9 3.62 ± 0.42e-05 - 2.90 ± 0.40e-05
WR F WC9d+OB? 6.62 ± 0.34e-05 3.62 ± 0.74e-05 6.76 ± 0.44e-05
WR M WC9d 5.74 ± 0.71e-05 - 3.84 ± 0.72e-05

Mass-loss rates are calculated from flux densities given by the FULLCONCAT, FULL5 and
FULL9 datasets. These mass-loss rates are calculated for objects where an approxima-
tion of a thermally emitting stellar wind is considered valid, using the Wright and Barlow
equation(Wright & Barlow, 1975).

propagation of the uncertainties measured for the flux densities of the stars, and, as with the

flux densities and spectral indices, are potentially underestimates of the true uncertainties.

The mass-loss rates found from the FULLCONCAT dataset for the WRs in Wd1 are

presented in Figure 4.5, alongside measurements made of other WRs in the Galaxy (van der

Hucht & Hidayat, 1991; Leitherer et al., 1997; Cappa et al., 2004), and other measurements

of the WR population of Wd1 (F18). As with the WR population of Wd1, many of these

stars are known to be confirmed binaries, but have spectral indices consistent with thermal

emission. Any potential contamination from non-thermal emission associated with a collid-

ing wind region (CWR) would mean that these mass-loss rates inferred should be treated as

potential overestimates.

The lowest mass-loss rate calculated is determined for WR S, though this could be

due to the possibility that WR S is believed to be a post-interaction product of a previously

close binary (Clark et al., 2014b), and so has already experienced extensive stripping of its

outer layers during that phase. The value of Ṁ f
1
2

cl for WR S, 6.3±1.2×10−6 M� yr−1, is

larger than determined by previous modelling of this object, where Ṁ f
1
2

cl was found to be

2.16×10−6 M� yr−1 (Clark et al., 2014b), but is roughly consistent with the measurement

from millimetre observations of 5.18×10−6 M� yr−1 (F18).

As WR B was found to have a negative spectral index of -0.10 ± 0.03, this indicates

significant non-thermal emission associated with the source, and so the approximation for
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Figure 4.5: Mass-loss rates from radio observations of Galactic WRs. Definitive mass-loss rates,
calculated using measurements made from the FULLCONCAT dataset of the WR pop-
ulation in Wd1 have been included with the relevant errors (red). Mass-loss rates for
the WR members of Wd1 undetected in the radio, but with relevant millimetre detec-
tions have been included from F18 (blue), as well as mass-loss rates derived from radio
observations of field WRs, taken from the literature (van der Hucht & Hidayat, 1991;
Leitherer et al., 1997; Cappa et al., 2004) (black).

a thermally emitting stellar wind is not valid for this star. An estimate of Ṁ f
1
2

cl for WR

B was still made, using the core flux density from the FULLCONCAT dataset, and found

to be ∼ 1.90×10−4 M� yr−1. This is much higher than the rest of the cohort, supporting

the conclusion that the emission from this source cannot be realistically approximated to

thermal emission from a stellar wind.

The radio flux density of WR A leads to a Ṁ f
1
2

cl value of 7.02 ± 0.35 ×10−5 M� yr−1,

consistent within uncertainties to the value found in the millimetre (F18) of 7.19×10−5

M� yr−1. As an extended emission component was measured for WR A, only the flux den-

sity from its core component was used to calculate the mass-loss rate. As a core component

could not be resolved for this source at 5.5GHz, Ṁ f
1
2

cl values were only determined for the

FULLCONCAT and FULL9 datasets.

WR D was found to have a Ṁ f
1
2

cl value of 5.92±0.31×10−5 M� yr−1, larger than the

millimetre value of 2.07×10−5 M� yr−1 (F18). WR G was also found to have an increased

mass-loss rate calculated from the radio flux densities, with a value of 3.41±0.30×10−5

M� yr−1, in contrast to the millimetre value of 2.22×10−5 M� yr−1 (F18). This was also the

case for WR M, where the radio mass-loss rate was found to be 5.74±0.71×10−5 M� yr−1,
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with a lower millimetre mass-loss rate previously measured as 3.57×10−5 M� yr−1 (F18).

WR I had a lower mass-loss rate calculated in the radio than for the previously pub-

lished millimetre value. The mass-loss rate determined in the radio was 3.10 ± 0.11×10−5

M� yr−1, in comparison to the Ṁ f
1
2

cl value calculated from the millimetre of 3.55×10−5

M� yr−1 (F18). However due to the uncertainties on the radio Ṁ fcl , the two values could

still potentially be consistent. Higher mass-loss rates were are also found at millimetre

wavelengths for WR E. The Ṁ f
1
2

cl value from the radio observations was calculated to be

3.62±0.42×10−5 M� yr−1 for WR E, which can be compared to the mass-loss rate from

the millimetre, of 5.24×10−5 (F18).

Mass-loss rates can also be compared to the previous radio results (Do10). They re-

ported on mass-loss rates for two of the WR stars they detect - WR L and WR F. For WR

L, a mass-loss rate of 2×10−5(v∞/1000kms−1)M� yr−1 was found. By taking the terminal

velocity of this source to be v∞ ∼ 700kms−1 (Crowther, 2007), this leads to a value of

1.4×10−5M� yr−1. From the FULLCONCAT dataset, a higher mass-loss rate of 2.72± 0.15

×10−5 M� yr−1 is determined.

Do10 found a mass-loss rate of 3.3×10−5(v∞/1000kms−1) M� yr−1 for WR F. With

an expected v∞ value of 1200kms−1 (Crowther, 2007), and an adjustment in the Z and γ

parameters used, this leads to a derived mass-loss rate of 4.56×10−5 M� yr−1. The FULL-

CONCAT dataset mass loss calculation of WR F results in a higher value, 6.62±0.34×10−5

M� yr−1. The predicted mass-loss rate derived for WR F of ∼ 3.16× 10−5 M� yr−1 from

(Clark et al., 2011) can also be considered. These values can be reconciled if there are

higher levels of clumping in the inner parts of the winds, as the (Clark et al., 2011) value is

derived from optical and near-IR data.

Mean mass-loss rates were determined for the different classes sampled by the detected

WR population, with a mean mass-loss rate over the total ensemble calculated to be 4.61

× 10−5 M� yr−1. The average mass-loss rate for the WN stars was determined as 4.26 ×

10−5 M� yr−1, and for the WC stars, it was found to be 5.33 × 10−5 M� yr−1. In general,

the WC subtype can be seen to have higher values of mass-loss rates on average, but this

is concluded with the caveat acknowledged that there were only measurements from three

WC stars, and one of these is a likely binary (WR F).

Several previous radio observations have led to determinations of mass-loss rates for

WRs, which span from 0.3 - 8.0×10−5 M�yr−1, over several WR spectral classes. A mean
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value of 5.3×10−5 M�yr−1 was calculated for thermally emitting WRs from the Abbott

et al. (1986) survey of WRs in the southern hemisphere (van der Hucht & Hidayat, 1991).

Other surveys of WRs have led to mean mass-loss rates of Ṁ ∼ 4× 10−5 M�yr−1 (Leitherer

et al., 1997), and Ṁ ∼ 4 × 10−5 M�yr−1 for WNs, and ∼ 2 × 10−5 M�yr−1 for late-type

WC WRs (Cappa et al., 2004).

A more recent investigation into the Galactic WN stars found a wide range of Ṁ values

from 3.98 × 10−6 - 1.58 × 10−4 M�yr−1, with the range for the WNL population found

to be 1.0 - 6.3 × 10−5 M�yr−1 (Hamann et al., 2019). The WNL stars investigated in this

thesis are found to have mass-loss rates within a similar range, with the exception of WR S,

which has a later type of WN10-11, with no corresponding observations at the same spectral

type in Hamann et al. (2019).

Recent studies have also been made into Galactic WC stars (Sander et al., 2012, 2019).

They led to a mean mass-loss rate for WC9 stars of 2.18 × 10−5 M� yr−1, slightly smaller

than the mean mass-loss rates determined with the FULLCONCAT dataset for the Wd1 WC

population. The range of mass-loss rates of the Galactic WR stars was found to be over 7.41

× 10−6 - 4.17 × 10−5 M� yr−1, with only WR E found to be consistent with this range.

This indicates that the mass-loss rates determined for the WC stars in Wd1 could be affected

by other factors, such as binarity. This is supported by the highest mass-loss rates seen for

WC9 stars with indications of binarity (Sander et al., 2019).

The values found for the Wd1 population of WRs are fairly consistent with the liter-

ature measurements, as can be seen in Figure 4.5. A direct comparison between the mean

mass-loss rates of the overall cohort and the WN population to the ranges found in literature

also show consistency, but a higher average value is found for the WC population in Wd1

than the previous literature values. The overall spread of the mass-loss rates is found to

be similar to that seen in F18, from 1.52 - 9.75 ×10−5 M� yr−1 (ignoring the WN10-11h

star/BHG, WR S).

4.3.2 Clumping Gradients of Wolf-Rayets

As both ATCA and ALMA observations were available, a consideration of the different

mass-loss rates from the tapered datasets could also be measured. The mass-loss rates

determined from observations at different wavelengths probe different radial areas of the

stellar wind, so comparisons of the mass-loss rates can help constrain the clumping ratio

over different regions of the stellar wind, assuming the mass-loss rate is constant throughout
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Table 4.2: Mass-loss rates from u-v tapered datasets of WRs for calculating the clumping ratios.

Source Spectral Type ATCAṀ f
1
2

cl (M� yr−1) ALMA Ṁ f
1
2

cl
5.5GHz 9 GHz (M� yr−1)

WR A WN7b + OB? 6.06 ± 0.59e-05 6.63 ± 0.26e-05 6.63 ± 0.14e-05
WR D WN7o - 1.84 ± 0.41e-05 1.59 ± 0.12e-05
WR G WN7o - 1.50 ± 0.35e-05 1.87 ± 0.14e-05
WR I WN8o 1.70 ± 0.32e-05 3.06 ± 0.20e-05 3.15 ± 0.05e-05
WR L WN9h+OB? 1.66 ± 0.31e-05 2.67 ± 0.16e-05 3.36 ± 0.05e-05
WR F WC9d+OB? - 3.07 ± 0.25e-05 6.24 ± 0.22e-05
WRM WC9d - 1.23 ± 0.25e-05 2.59 ± 0.25e-05

The mass-loss rates are derived from calculated values of Ṁ f
1
2

cl from flux densities measured

with the TAPER5 and TAPER9 datasets, with values also found for Ṁ f
1
2

cl from flux densities
given by TAPERALMA.

Table 4.3: Clumping ratios of WRs.

Source Spectral Type fcl,5.5
fcl,ALMA

fcl,9
fcl,ALMA

WR A WN7b + OB? 0.84 ±0.21 1.00± 0.09
WR D WN7o - 1.34± 0.63
WR G WN7o 5 - 0.64± 0.31
WR I WN8o 0.29 ±0.11 1.47± 0.19
WR L WN9h+OB? 0.24± 0.09 0.63± 0.08
WR F WC9d+OB? - 0.24± 0.04
WRM WC9d - 0.23± 0.10

In order to calculate clumping ratios from different fre-
quencies of emission, a constant mass-loss rate is assumed

throughout the wind (normalised to the Ṁ f
1
2

cl values given
byTAPERALMA), as shown in Table 4.2.

the wind.

Investigations on the radial stratification of the clumping factor have been previously

attempted, with the use of Hα , IR and radio flux densities of O supergiants and giants,

observing over a wide region of the winds from the inner-most to the outer-most region. The

results are dependent on the normalisation of the clumping factors, which often assumed the

region of the wind sampled by radio emission was approximately smooth (e.g. Puls et al.

(2006)). These previous studies have been unable to sample the intermediate regions of the

stellar winds, between 3 - 20R?.

Here, the attempt to constrain the clumping gradient is presented for the first time from

radio observations of a population of co-evolved late-stage WR stars, which have much

stronger and denser stellar winds than the O and B supergiants typically investigated in the

literature (Blomme, 2011). Unfortunately, the intrinsic mass-loss rate for the winds of the
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Wd1 WRs are unknown, so only the relative degrees of clumping can be considered across

the different wavebands. These values can still give an indication of the different levels of

clumping present at varying radial geometries across the stellar winds.

The calculation of the relative clumping ratios over two spectral windows involved the

use of the u-v tapered datasets, TAPER5, TAPER9 and TAPERALMA. This allowed for an

accurate comparison between the same range of u-v visibilities, as had been used for calcu-

lating the spectral indices and index limits. Using the mass-loss rates calculated from those

datasets, presented in Table 4.2, clumping ratios were derived for seven WRs, as shown

in Table 4.3. These ratios were calculated assuming a normalised mass-loss rate taken to

be equivalent to the Ṁ f
1
2

cl value measured with the TAPERALMA dataset. Clumping ratios

were derived separately for the TAPER5 and the TAPER9 mass-loss rates of each star against

the normalised value.

A large spread of clumping ratios were found for the WR population. The majority of

the WRs for which clumping ratios were measured (WR A, G, L, F and M) were found to

have behaviour consistent with the expectations that the clumping ratio should be ≤ unity,

with small-scale structure decreasing with greater radial distances from the base of the wind.

This is not seen for WR D, which has a clumping ratio of 1.34, significantly above

unity. This indicates the presence of structure persisting to the outermost region of the

stellar wind. The adverse clumping ratio could be related to the fact that WR D is a bi-

nary candidate. As the calculated mass-loss rate is reliant on assuming flux densities are

dominated by thermal emission from stellar winds of a single star, the mass-loss rate calcu-

lated for this source may in fact be an overestimate at longer wavelengths, due to possible

additional radio emission components caused by interacting forces between stellar winds.

However, many of the other WRs that are known binaries, such as WR A, F and L, do

produce the expected clumping gradient between millimetre and radio wavelengths. This

demonstrates how the observable signatures of these massive stars are dependent not only

on their binary status, but also the particular properties of the binary system and its impact

on the stellar winds.

A consideration of the observational impact from different clumping factors in the

longer wavelength regime was carried out, as can be seen in Figure 4.6 for the WN stars, and

Figure 4.7 for the WC9 stars. A simulated array of data points, based on piece-wise linear

modelling of clumping factors carried out in Blomme et al. (2002), was used to generate
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Figure 4.6: Models of clumping factors developed using the piecewise linear models of clumping
factors as in Blomme et al. (2002), shown in the lower panel of Figure 4.4. The three
different models of clumping behaviour in the inset panel have consistent line formats
(dotted, dashed and continuous) that directly correspond to the resulting predicted flux
behaviour on the main plot. The ratios of observed to predicted flux densities for the
WN WR population in Wd1 are overlaid on the plot.

clumping tracks based on the three clumping factor models presented in the earlier paper,

with the inclusion of clumping out to extended regions of the stellar wind (as can be seen

in panel b of Figure 4.4). The model used Equation 4.11, to determine the predicted fluxes,

with the inclusion of the clumping factor as the main difference between a smoothed and

structured wind.

This was plotted against the ratios of observed to predicted flux densities found for the

WR population, separated between the WN and WC classifications, based on the flux den-

sities measured with use of the u-v tapered datasets, TAPERALMA, TAPER5 and TAPER9.

For the WN stars, an assumed predicted value of Ṁ = 3.16× 10−5 M� yr−1 was taken from

the typical Ṁ values found for WNL stars in Hamann et al. (2019). For the WC stars, all of

which had spectral type WC9, the predicted fluxes were calculated assuming Ṁ = 2.18 ×

10−5 M� yr−1 (Sander et al., 2012, 2019).
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Figure 4.7: Models of clumping factors developed using the same piecewise linear models of clump-
ing factors as described in Blomme et al. (2002), and shown in the lower panel of Fig
4.4. The three different models of clumping behaviour in the insert panel have consis-
tent line formats (dotted, dashed and continuous) that directly correspond to the result-
ing predicted flux behaviour on the main plot. The ratios of observed to predicted flux
densities for the WC WR population in Wd1 are overlaid on the plot.

The clumping ratio in general showed a clear indication of structure as present in the

outer regions of the stellar winds of the WR population. Figure 4.6 shows the overlay of

the WN7 - WN9 stars in Wd1 over the piecewise code for determining the predicted fluxes

with clumping. WR I is found to have the best fit to the piecewise code, and is also the only

one of the WN stars investigated with no known evidence for binarity. Figure 4.7 shows

the overlay of the clumping ratios for WR F and WR M, both WC9 stars. WR M is found

to be consistent with the piecewise model, but WR F was found to exhibit flux densities

far higher than both the scenario of a smooth wind and when allowing for clumping to be

present. The significant flux excess seen for WR F and WR A in the clumping ratio plots

are likely connected to the known binary status of these sources. This highlights the need

for better constraints on flux densities and the expected associated clumping in the outer

regions of stellar winds, in order to better derive models for constraining the mass-loss rates
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of the stellar sources accurately.

These sources don’t give a clear indication of a uniform trend for clumping ratios

between the millimetre and the radio-photosphere. It can only be stated in general, that

from the clumping factors calculated as presented in Table 4.3, the ratios measured are

found to support the belief that in stellar winds, clumping should decrease within the wind

as a function of radial distance from the star.

4.3.3 Cool Supergiants and Hypergiants

For the cool evolved stellar population, mass-loss rates were calculated where the radio

emission from the stellar winds of the stars could be attributed to optically thick and thin

components, with the exclusion sources with strong evidence for non-thermal emission.

The flux density measured for the core components of the extended stellar sources were

used in the mass-loss calculation, with the exception of Wd1-75, which was found to be far

fainter than the rest of the sources, and had a far less extended nebulae morphology.

As the spectral indices couldn’t fully constrain the emission to be purely attributed

to partially optically thick emission from thermally emitting stellar winds, the mass-loss

rates were only derived as estimates. The values were calculated from the FULLCONCAT

dataset, presented in Table 4.4. As core components could not be isolated for Wd1-16a,

and Wd1-26, mass loss estimates for these sources are not listed in the table. General

estimates could still be found for these sources from the FULLCONCAT dataset, using their

total measured flux densities, resulting in mass-loss rate estimates of 2.29±0.07×10−5 M�

yr−1 and 4.77±0.01×10−5 M� yr−1 respectively, higher than expected for dense RSG and

YHG winds. For Wd1-26, this may be connected to the known variability associated with

this source (Clark et al., 2010). This rough estimate of the mass-loss rate for Wd1-26 can

be compared with other estimates determined in the literature. A measurement from maser

emission around Wd1-26 led to a mass-loss rate of 2.2×10−5 M� yr−1, although this may

rely on an overestimate of the luminosity of the star (Fok et al., 2012).

For Wd1-237, a time-averaged mass-loss rate was previously calculated in F18 and

found to be ∼ 10−5 M� yr−1, which is significantly higher than the value determined here.

However, the millimetre mass-loss rate includes the emission from the extended nebula sur-

rounding the source. Mass-loss rates have been previously calculated for the RSG popula-

tion in Wd1 from the use of a radiative transfer modelling code, used to determine physical

parameters of the surrounding dusty envelopes; this leads to mass-loss rates for the RSGs of
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Table 4.4: Mass-loss rate estimates for the YHGs and RSGs.

Source Spectral Type ATCA Ṁ f
1
2

cl (M� yr−1)
Wd1-12a F1Ia+ 1.66 ± 0.02×10−5

Wd1-4a F3Ia+ 2.59 ± 0.02×10−5

Wd1-32 F5Ia+ 3.01 ± 0.50× 10−6

Wd1-265 F5Ia+ 1.10 ± 0.03× 10−5

Wd1-237 M3Ia 2.00 ± 0.02 ×10−6

Wd1-75 M4Ia 7.27 ± 0.48×10−7

Wd1-20 M5Ia 3.28 ± 0.03 ×10−6

Flux densities from the core components of the emission attributed
to the YHGs and RSGs were used, given by the FULLCONCAT
dataset. These mass-loss rates are calculated for objects where an
approximation of a thermally emitting stellar wind is considered
sufficently valid, using the Wright and Barlow equation (Wright &
Barlow, 1975).

1×10−5 M� yr−1, 2.24×10−5 M� yr−1, 8.51×10−6 M� yr−1, and 2.04×10−6 M� yr−1

for Wd1-237, Wd1-26, Wd1-20, and Wd1-75 respectively (Fok et al., 2012).

The range of mass-loss rates found for the core emission of the RSGs fell over the

range ∼ 10−7 - 10−6 M� yr−1. This can be compared to typical values found for field

RSGs, which vary from 10−6 - 10−4 M� yr−1 (Sylvester et al., 1998; Jura & Kleinmann,

1990). An RSG with similar complex morphology to several of the cluster members, VY

CMa, has been found to exhibit mass-loss rates as high as Ṁ f
1
2

cl ∼ 10−3 M� yr−1 (Shenoy

et al., 2016).

The mass-loss rates for the YHGs vary over 10−6 - 10−5 M� yr−1. Some direct com-

parisons can be made to previous observations, including those of Wd1-4a, for which a

mass-loss rate estimate ∼ 10−5M� yr−1 was inferred from millimetre observations (F18).

Although this was calculated using the extended emission detected in the millimetre, the

new radio estimate, 2.59 ± 0.02×10−5 M� yr−1 is consistent with the previous value.

Do10 suggest an estimate of ∼ 10−5 M� yr−1 for Wd1-265. The calculated mass-loss

rate for this source from the FULLCONCAT dataset, 1.10±0.03× 10−5 M� yr−1, is therefore

also consistent with this earlier estimate, even though the Do10 mass-loss rate was derived

with inclusion of the extended emission surrounding the source.

Although YHGs are amongst some of the rarest stars in the Galaxy, mass-loss rates

have been derived for some isolated YHGs. Amongst those include the mass-loss rate

determined for HR 8752 of 6.7 × 10−6 M� yr−1 (Israelian et al., 1999), and a normal

mass-loss rate of 9.2 × 10−5 M� yr−1 for ρ Cas, with a higher mass-loss rate found of
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5.4 × 10−2 M� yr−1 during the observed outbursts (Lobel et al., 1998, 2003). The YHGs

present in Wd1 have mass-loss rates that are roughly consistent with these field YHGs,

implying that the core components of the YHGs in Wd1 are currently undergoing quiescent

mass-loss. The origin of the surrounding nebulae masses remains unconstrained, between

the scenario of outflows from earlier continual quiescent mass loss, or resulting from much

earlier epochs where eruptive outbursts were taking place. This is discussed further in

Chapter 5.

There is a clear caveat to address when comparing the mass loss estimates determined

here to those calculated in the literature, as the methods used to determine the mass-loss

rates in this thesis are derived from the free-free emission in the wind and determine the gas

mass loss from the stellar winds directly, whereas mass-loss rates values in the literature

are typically calculated with the fitting of models to the metal lines of stars. This has been

seen for YHGs such as ρ Cas, (Lobel et al., 1998, 2003). Another method involves the

modelling of low excitation CO lines and using models to extrapolate the mass-loss rates,

as has been carried out for the YHG IRC+10420 (Oudmaijer et al., 1996; Castro-Carrizo, A.

et al., 2007), and the RSG VY CMa (Decin et al., 2006). These models often require many

assumptions to be made about the velocity and temperature structure of the stellar wind,

as well as the heating and cooling processes occurring within. The measurement directly

determines the dust mass-loss rate in the stellar winds. It then relies on assumptions made

about the relative gas and dust densities to infer the gas mass-loss rate. These methods ap-

plied in the literature also use observations of emission from different wavelength regimes,

and so the effect of clumping and structure within the wind could potentially lead to incon-

sistent results between new calculated estimates and the literature. All the results presented

here are found to be fairly consistent between literature and measured values.

4.3.4 OB Supergiants

Of the nine OB supergiants detected in Wd1, the spectral index could only be determined

for one star, Wd1-17. All other OB supergiants did not have an associated millimetre de-

tection (F18). Wd1-17, a late O supergiant, was found to have a spectral index ∼ -0.03±

0.07, suggestive of a mixture of optically thin and thick emission components. The ap-

proximation of a thermally emitting stellar wind could be assumed in order to determine a

mass-loss rate for this star, calculated to be 1.38 ± 0.03 × 10−4 M� yr−1. This is consider-

ably higher than would be expected for a star of spectral type O9Iab. This strongly suggests
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that the approximation of a thermally emitting stellar wind is likely not suitable, potentially

indicating the presence of binarity. This is supported by the fact that Wd1-17 has already

been found to exhibit variability (Bonanos, 2007), although there is no current evidence of

binarity from RV variations or X-ray observations of the source (Ritchie et al., 2009a).

For the eight other OB supergiants detected, the spectral index limits, as calculated in

Chapter 3, were found to constrain the stellar emission to contain a dominant non-thermal

emission component. This clearly indicates that any approximation of these stars to thermal

emission from stellar winds would be inaccurate, but it can still be illustrative to determine

general mass-loss rate estimates from the flux densities measured.

Wd1-15 was the star with the strongest constraint for a negative spectral in-

dex,implying a clear presence of non-thermal emission. A mass loss estimate was de-

termined for Wd1-15, and found to be 1.31 × 10−4 M� yr−1, using the flux density

measured from the FULLCONCAT dataset. This is significantly higher than the previous

mass-loss rate derived for this object in the radio (Do10), of 3 × 10−5 M� yr−1. Even the

earlier radio estimate was already at least an order of magnitude higher than the mass-loss

rate expected for an OB supergiant, in the range of 10−6 - 10−7 M� yr−1 (Mokiem et al.,

2007), further demonstrating that the star is unlikely to be well described by a single star

with a thermally emitting stellar wind.

As D09-R1, and D09-R2, only have rough spectral classifications of BSGs, no calcu-

lations can be made to estimate their mass-loss rates. For the other five OB SGs with new

radio detections, mass-loss rate estimates were made using flux densities from the FULL-

CONCAT dataset. Calculated mass-loss rates ranged from 4.8×10−6 - 1.31×10−4 M� yr−1.

Although the lower end of this range is in line with expectations, in general these values are

much higher than would be expected for late O/early B type supergiants. The expected

range falls over∼ 10−6 - 10−7 M� yr−1, with only Wd1-19, the star with the latest assigned

spectral type of the cohort, B1Ia, found to have a mass-loss rate in line with expectations.

The high mass-loss rates determined for the four other OB SGs, all above 10−5 M� yr−1,

provide further evidence that these stars (Wd1-10, -18, -1031 and -1056), as well as Wd1-

15, can be considered as likely binary candidates. Even with the inclusion of the clumping

factor, fcl , the mass-loss rates cannot be reconciled with the expectations of the mass-loss

rate for single OB stars, as they would require arbitarily high values for fcl , of ≥ 20.

The fainter OB supergiants had no associated detection at millimetre wavelengths, so
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no estimate of the clumping factors could be carried out. For the brighter OB supergiants,

Wd1-17 and Wd1-15, the mass-loss rates determined for these stars were much higher than

expectations of OB supergiants. This led to the conclusion that the approximation to a

thermally emitting stellar wind was deemed invalid, and no constraints could reasonably be

placed on the clumping ratios for these sources.

4.3.5 The Luminous Blue Variable Wd1-243

The spectral index of the LBV, Wd1-243, was found to be in line with that of optically thick

thermal emission, α ∼ 0.82, despite the possible presence of a hot binary companion. The

mass-loss rate determination for this star from the FULLCONCAT dataset was found to be

3.12×10−5M�yr−1.

Prior estimates of the mass-loss rate from Do10 determined a value of 1.1×10−5

(v∞/200 km s−1) M� yr−1. From an assumed v∞ ∼ 165kms−1 for Wd1-243 (Crowther

et al., 2006b), this led to a mass-loss rate of 3.02×10−5M�yr−1 from the earlier radio ob-

servations, consistent with the newly calculated value.

The new radio measurement can also be compared to the mass-loss rate found from

the millimetre observations of the star, which gave a Ṁ f
1
2

cl value of ∼ 2.5 ×10−5 M� yr−1

(F18), slightly lower than the radio measurements. The radio and millimetre values are

both higher than the expected mass-loss rate, Ṁ ∼ 8× 10−7 M� yr−1 from modelling fits to

UV and optical spectra of Wd1-243, using the non-LTE radiative transfer code CMFGEN

(Ritchie et al., 2009b). An issue arose in this modelling when attempting to fit all the H and

He emission features prominent in the spectra, suggesting that the spectral type ascribed to

Wd1-243 was not accurate enough for a correct fit to be applied. This is thought to be related

to a potential binary companion present for Wd1-243 (Ritchie et al., 2009b; Dougherty et al.,

2010).

The mass-loss rate found from the radio observations of Wd1-243 is larger than a mass-

loss rate of ∼ 1.35×10−5 M� yr−1 found from radio observations of the post-RSG LBV

HD 160529 (Leitherer et al., 1995b). Other measurements of mass-loss rates from other

LBV sources including AFGL2338, AG Car, FMM362 and the Pistol Star (Clark et al.,

2009; Najarro et al., 2009; Groh et al., 2009) can also be considered, which have mass-loss

rates over the range 3 - 6×10−5M� yr−1, all larger than the mass-loss rate calculated for

Wd1-243, though not significantly.

Mass-loss rates are expected to be variable for LBVs, due to known eruptive and qui-
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escent stages (Groh et al., 2009). This aspect provides an explanation for the difference

between the radio and millimetre values derived from Do10 (taken over 1998-2002) and

F18 (taken in 2015), but does not provide a solution for the difference between the millime-

tre values and the radio ATCA observations, collected only a few months apart.

In order to investigate the difference in mass-loss rates over the different wavelengths

further, an estimate of the clumping ratios can be found for this source, following the same

method as applied to the WR population. There is a clear caveat in using this method, as the

investigation into clumping gradients stems from studies on the outer-evolution of radiative

line-driven winds from OB and WR stars (Runacres & Owocki, 2002), whereas LBV stars

are host to different physical conditions, including their wind drivers. Despite this, it is still

illustrative to determine the clumping ratio within the stellar wind. The clumping ratios are

found to be ∼ 0.027 and ∼ 0.07, when comparing 5.5GHz and 9GHz respectively to the

millimetre 100GHz observations. If the survival of structure to the outer regions of a stellar

wind is assumed to occur for LBVs as well as stars with radiatively line-driven winds, this

implies a much higher level of structure and clumping within the inner regions of the wind

sampled by the millimetre observations, then decreasing with increasing distance from the

star.

If this extreme clumping ratio is taken as valid, the value could be linked to evidence

seen for extreme variability for Wd1-243 (Ritchie et al., 2009b), with evidence of RV vari-

ations seen from both Paschen lines and NI absorption lines that could indicate the pres-

ence of pulsational instabilities. There is also evidence indicating that these changes occur

rapidly, over a timescale of only a few days. Pulsations are a known behaviour in LBVs,

as seen in the archetypal LBV ρ Cas (Lobel et al., 2003). The rapid timescales of the pul-

sations could lead to significant variation over short time periods in the outflows from this

star, and so explain the large clumping ratios inferred from adjacent radial sections of the

stellar wind.

4.3.6 The sgB[e] Star Wd1-9

As Wd1-9 was found to have a spectral index, α ∼ 0.68, in line with the canonical value of

a thermally emitting stellar wind, an estimate of the mass-loss rate for this source could be

made, despite the evidence that this source is known to be a binary from its X-ray emission

(Clark et al., 2013). The mass-loss rate was calculated to be 1.30±0.01×10−4 M� yr−1.

This is found to be higher than the mass-loss rate derived from the millimetre observations
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of Wd1-9 of 6.4×10−5 M�yr−1, likely due to a larger defined core region from which the

flux density was measured. The new radio mass-loss rate is also higher than the previous

radio mass-loss rate derived from measurements of the point source component in Do10,

9.2×10−5(v∞/200kms−1) M�yr−1. This increased measurement of the mass-loss rate is

due to a much larger flux density detected in the most recent radio observations, due to

the improved senstivity when observing. The mass-loss rate calculated in this thesis is also

found to be much higher than that of the comparable source MWC349A, which has a mass-

loss rate of 1.8×10−5(d/1.4kpc)1.5 M� yr−1 (Tafoya et al., 2004). The new mass-loss rate

lies close to the limit expected from a radiatively line-driven wind of 1.4×10−4(L/106L�)

M� yr−1.

There is previous evidence for an enhanced mass loss history around this star (Do10).

A similar mass-loss rate to the one calculated for the most recent observations was found

for Model 2 of Wd1-9 in Do10, of∼ 10−4 M� yr−1. However, this is related to the extended

nebula, rather than the core component. The nebula is believed to be linked to an earlier

epoch of mass loss, which can be linked to the presence of material deposited and measured

in the extended region around the star with an inner bound of ∼4000 AU. Assuming a

typical outflow velocity of 200kms−1, this would suggest the earlier epoch of increased

mass loss ended∼200 years ago, with Wd1-9 currently undergoing a more quiescent phase.

A previous epoch of enhanced mass loss has been supported by the millimetre observations

of Wd1-9 (Fenech et al., 2017)

The mass loss of sgB[e] stars are of particular interest due to the uncertainty regarding

their evolutionary state. The mass-loss rates for Wd1-9 are typically attributed to a case

of non-conservative mass transfer resulting from binary interactions. As the extreme mass-

loss rates of sgB[e] stars are clearly linked to binarity, it is then thought that the putative

associations often suggested between sgB[e] stars and LBVs could imply that the extreme

mass-loss rates of LBVs are also driven by binarity. This is supported by the high mass-loss

rates derived for Wd1-9, which are in line with extreme rates experienced by LBVs, such as

η Carinae , known to experience mass-loss rates of up logṀ/(M�yr−1)∼ -3.8 (Stahl et al.,

2001; Corcoran et al., 2001).

However, within Wd1 the mass-loss rates derived for the sgB[e] Wd1-9 and the LBV

Wd1-243 (discussed previously) are found to differ by almost an order of magnitude. This

could be related to whether the LBV Wd1-243 is in an active or quiescent phase, but could
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also be an impact of the known binarity experienced by Wd1-9, causing an increased mass-

loss rate to be observed. Wd1-9 can be compared to other massive binaries, including RY

Scuti and SS433, which are known to exhibit similar rich emission line spectrum and have

comparable mass-loss rates of ∼10−4 M�yr−1 (Do10, and refs therein).

4.4 Future Outlook

Analysis of the radio observations of the massive stellar cluster Wd1 has allowed for the

determination of mass-loss rates for several stellar cluster members, through approximating

the flux densities measured to thermal emission from a spherically symmetric stellar wind.

In Chapter 3, the spectral indices found for the population of WRs in Wd1 system-

atically showed that the radio emission from this spectral class was be found to be in line

with the expected value for a thermally emitting stellar wind. Therefore, in this chapter,

the WR population has been focused on, in order to investigate the mass-loss rates for this

specific evolutionary phase. As the radio emission is density-squared dependent, the mass-

loss rates calculated from flux density values at different wavelengths can be related to the

level of clumping occuring in different radial regions of the stellar wind. This relies on the

assumption of a constant mass-loss rate value throughout the stellar wind. From this, clump-

ing ratios between the two radial regions probed for the WR population can be calculated,

which are then discussed in depth.

It was also illustrative to determine mass-loss rate estimates for several other cluster

members, including the LBV Wd1-243 and the sgB[e] star Wd1-9. Both of these stars

were found in Chapter 3 to have a spectral index consistent with thermal free-free emis-

sion. Mass-loss rates were also calculated for the cool supergiant/hypergiant population,

for which spectral indices indicated a mixture of optically thick, thin and possibly non-

thermal emission components. Mass-loss rates were also calculated under the assumption

of thermally emitting stellar winds for the OB supergiant population detected, though the

validity of these values were called into question. The mass-loss rates were found to be sys-

tematically higher than expected, by at least an order of magnitude, for five of the six OB

SGs. This provided an additional indication, following on from the discussion in Chapter 3,

that the approximation for these stars to thermally emitting stellar winds from single stars

is an invalid assumption, with even the inclusion of clumping factors not able to reconcile

the mass-loss values with expectations.

A better understanding of mass-loss rates is required to fully understand the evolution
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of massive stars, including the pathways taken by stars in order to reach their final endpoints,

the type of SNe they will generate, and what possible remnants they will form. This is an

issue important for understanding both the most massive stars, that eventually lead to the

formation of BHs, but also the generation of NS from all massive stars. NS progenitors are

not well known, and by understanding the mass-loss rates across the full range of spectral

types that can occur, this can help to constrain the different spectral classes that can lead to

NS formation. Evolutionary tracks may also be affected by other factors, including binarity,

as well as the impact from the magnetism and rotation of the stars.

By studying other massive clusters present in the Galaxy in the radio and millimetre

regimes, such as the Arches and Quintuplet massive clusters, this could lead to a systematic

set of data constraining the mass-loss rates determined for the stellar winds of stars over a

wide range of post-MS spectral classes and initial masses, up to ∼150M�. This could help

reduce the current uncertainty on mass-loss values determined for their stellar populations,

that have been derived from IR spectroscopy and photometry. These values could then be

used empirically to help improve current stellar evolution codes that are concerned with the

post-MS evolution of massive stars.

The use of further radio observations for stars over a full range of spectral classes,

down to late-type O and potentially early-type B MS stars can lead to a better understanding

of the mass-loss rates in the outer wind regions of these stars, with the generation of new

constraints on the stellar wind clumping factor and its gradients. By finding new constraints

on the radial stratification of the clumping factor, this can help lead to a better understanding

of the true mass-loss rates of massive stars. These observations could then be combined with

modelling for a full understanding of structure throughout the stellar wind.

Clumping factors have previously been considered over the full wind, but with the

assumption of smooth winds in the outer-most radio region. A need for better observational

constraints on the intermediate to outer regions of the wind is required. This will be carried

out in a future ATCA proposal sampling the winds of a group of nine OB stars, with the

observations gained compared to models to fully constrain clumping factors over the full

range of the stellar winds.

As well as this, future observations on individual targets can better constrain the struc-

ture of stellar winds at all scales with the use of radio and millimetre observations. One

such target is the known variable WN4 WR star WR 6, for which the variability could ei-
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ther be attributed to binarity or due to rotational modulation in the emission from the star

(Cranmer & Owocki, 1996; Schmutz & Koenigsberger, 2019). Models on the expected

structure of the CIR at the radio and millimetre stellar photosphere can help calculate the

expected modulation of a CIR, which can then be complemented through a temporal study

of the star at these wavelengths. Understanding CIRs and searching for direct observational

evidence of such structure in an evolved star would provide crucial clues on the structures

of the dense winds of evolved stars, and help constrain the impact of structure on derived

mass-loss rates.



Chapter 5

Asymmetric Ejecta of Cool Evolved Stars in

Westerlund 1

The stellar evolutionary pathways of massive stars are still not well constrained during the

transitional phases between the hydrogen-burning (H-burning) stage on the main sequence

(MS), or concerning the final stellar endpoint. This region of the stellar lifecycle contains

various possible stages that a massive star can experience, including luminous blue variables

(LBVs), yellow hypergiants (YHGs), and, more commonly, red supergiants (RSGs). The

possible evolutionary pathways that can be taken by massive stars, including the variance

of possible post-MS stages, are decribed in full detail in the Introduction.

YHGs and RSGs are evolved stars with initial masses in the range of ∼10 - 40M�.

As a star reaches this phase, the core H-burning has stopped. The star will then contain a

helium (He) core undergoing nuclear fusion, surrounded by a shell where further burning

may occur for H, as well as an extended envelope. YHGs and RSGs have MS progenitors of

spectral types B and late-type O, although the more massive O stars with initial masses of

above 40M� never become cool enough to pass through the RSG phase (Levesque, 2017).

RSGs can reach temperatures of up to 4,000K, and luminosities in the range 104 -

105 L�. They are therefore typically assigned the spectral type K or M. YHGs have a hotter

spectral type of A - F, with typical temperatures of 4,000 - 8,000K (de Jager, 1998). YHGs

are able to reach a higher luminosity limit than RSGs due to the higher temperature limit,

with luminosities of YHGs reaching up the order of∼6× 105 L�. The luminosities of these

cool evolved stars are usually limited by the Humphreys-Davidson limit (Humphreys &

Davidson, 1979), but YHGs can reach above this luminosity limit (to the Yellow Evolution-

ary Void) within the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, though at this luminosity the stars often
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become unstable and may experience pulsational periods of severe mass loss (Nieuwenhui-

jzen et al., 2012).

The usual distinction between hypergiants (HGs) and supergiants (SGs), is labelled the

‘Keenan-Smolinski criteria’, where HGs are distingushed from SGs due to the presence of a

more extended envelope, and larger scale photospheric motion fields (de Jager, 1998). The

distinction between the YHGs and RSGs discussed in this thesis is drawn from classifica-

tions based on the stellar spectra of these stars. This point is especially of interest when the

relative radio nebulae sizes are considered for the RSG and YHG population of Westerlund

1 (Wd1), in Section 5.4.

As cool evolved stars, RSGs and YHGs are typically associated with significant out-

flows, either from dense cool winds or from increased periods of mass-loss, due to variable

pulsations. Due to this, these evolutionary stages are key in forming a definite understand-

ing of the mass loss resulting from massive stars. The exact degree of mass loss from RSGs

and YHGs can also play a large role in the resulting endpoint for a star, including whether a

star experiences a Wolf-Rayet (WR) stage (Chiosi & Maeder, 1986). The properties of the

resulting supernova (SN) will also be impacted; RSGs are the major progenitors for Type

IIp SNe (Ekström et al., 2012).

However, a full theoretical understanding of these stellar types has not yet been de-

termined, with the evolutionary status of many of these objects and how they relate to one

another unclear. This is important when considering stellar evolutionary codes that rely on

this information, highlighting a clear limitation in the current prescriptions used (van Loon

et al., 2005).

In fact, even the driving force behind the winds of RSGs and YHGs is not fully con-

strained. The preferred theory is currently that of dust-driven winds, though it is believed

that this cannot lead to the high rates of mass-loss that have been observed for some of

these stars, so additional drivers of mass loss may be required (Levesque, 2017). Dust-

driven winds, as discussed in the Introduction, rely on the absorption of photons from the

stellar photosphere by molecules and dust grains, which then gain a significant amount of

momentum and then collide with the surrounding gas to provide the momentum that drives

the whole wind outwards. The main difference between dust-driven and radiative line-

driven winds, as previously discussed (in the Introduction and Chapter 3) for hot early-type

stars, is that the dust grains can absorb photons over a larger range of frequencies and are
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considered to be ‘continuum-driven’ winds (Lamers & Cassinelli, 1999).

One of the motivations in forming a better understanding of RSGs is the problem

known as the ‘missing RSG problem’. Although RSGs are considered to be the main pro-

genitors of Type IIp SNe, which require progenitor masses of up to 25 - 30M�, RSGs that

have been observed as direct SNe progenitors have typically only been found with associ-

ated initial masses of up to∼17M� (Smartt et al., 2009). A better understanding is required

for the outflows and mass-loss processes associated with this stage of stellar evolution, as

well as possible observational impacts of the surrounding environment (which may lead to

additional sources of extinction impacting the resultant SN light curves). Any evidence for

epochs of increased mass loss may indicate higher initial masses, and so lead to possible

detections of the currently missing SNe progenitors (Walmswell & Eldridge, 2012; Ekström

et al., 2012).

To develop this improved understanding of cool evolved stars, a key stepping stone in

the evolutionary lifetime of massive stars, requires updated observational constraints. The

current stellar evolutionary theory that informs models is not well matched to the empirical

results found from observations, including factors such as a proper treatment of the outflows

from their stellar winds. This is crucial for correcting modelling results, as it has been found

that changes in the mass-loss rates applied to RSGs can significantly impact the resulting

evolutionary track (Meynet et al., 2015).

The structures of the extended envelopes of massive evolved stars also provide clear

implications for many other fields of astrophysics. Observations have been carried out over

many wavelength regimes, which probe different radial regions of the stellar winds and sur-

rounding material, due to the density dependence of the thermal emission from the winds.

Near-infrared (N-IR) observations have typically observed the close circumstellar environ-

ments around the stars, from the photosphere out to the inner envelope, at about 5R?. A

large range of nebula geometries have been seen for several cool evolved stars, ranging from

quasi-spherical (VX Sgr), elongated (S Per), highly aspherical and clumpy (VY CMa), and

cometary (GC IRS 7) (Schuster et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2001; Yusef -Zadeh & Morris,

1991), due to interactions with the surrounding environments, or mass loss from the stars

(Noriega-Crespo et al., 1997; Shenoy et al., 2016).

Understanding the asymmetric structures formed in the circumstellar environments of

the evolved stars can shed light onto the potentially complex mass loss histories of stars.
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This has been seen in the studies carried out on the RSG VY CMa, where different structures

detected in the extended emission around the RSG indicates a series of multiple mass loss

events for the star, formed by large-scale convective activity and the influence of magnetic

fields (Smith et al., 2001; Humphreys et al., 2007; Shenoy et al., 2013), as well as studies

carried out on other RSGs such as IRC +10420 (Tiffany et al., 2010).

The most extended parts of the envelopes have often been observed through measure-

ments of dust excesses around these stars. Several theories have been posited to explain the

excess, including effects from binary companions, accretion discs, or the presence of ‘blobs’

of molecular structure. No consensus has yet been found, due to the limit in the resolution

of current imaging techniques. Future possibilities to solve this include the use of higher-

resolution continuum and spectroscopy measured in IR bands, or the use of time-series data

to map temporal variations and polarisation measurements of the extended ejecta.

Preliminary results that led to the development of this chapter have previously been

presented in a letter (Andrews et al., 2018). These preliminary results were carried out on

data subsets of the full set of the observations, separated by spectral window and resolution

(indicated by the maximum baseline of the observations). Further analysis has since been

carried out with the use of concatenated versions of the dataset, presented here in detail.

This has involved the use of the FULL9 and the FULLCONCAT datasets; the creation of

these datasets was previously discussed in Chapter 2. The latter discussion in the chapter

on the cluster wind and extended emission detected throughout the cluster is an expansion

on a discussion presented in (Andrews et al., 2019).

This chapter details the radio detections of the extended structures seen around the

cool evolved stellar population of Wd1, discussing the complex morphologies seen. An

introduction to the results is given in Section 5.1, with the YHG population discussed in

Section 5.2 and the RSG population discussed in detail in Section 5.3. The results pre-

sented in Andrews et al. (2018) of the ionised mass calculations are detailed in Section 5.4,

with updated results also presented from the use of the FULL9 and FULLCONCAT datasets.

A comparison is also outlaid against the previous radio results from Do10. Section 5.5 then

discusses these results as well as the large-scale structure that can be inferred to be present

in the cluster from the morphologies and relative locations of these extended nebulae; at-

tributed to an intra-cluster wind. A brief suggestion of future observations that could help

investigate these objects further is then discussed in Section 5.6.
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Table 5.1: Cool evolved stellar population of Westerlund 1.

Source Name Spectral Type Evolutionary
Phase

RA Dec

Wd1-16a A5Ia+ YHG 16 47 06.61 -45 50 42.1
Wd1-12a F1Ia+ YHG 16 47 02.21 -45 50 58.8
Wd1-4a F3Ia+ YHG 16 47 01.42 -45 50 37.1
Wd1-32 F5Ia+ YHG 16 47 03.67 -45 50 43.5
Wd1-265 F1/5Ia+ YHG 16 47 06.26 -45 49 23.7
Wd1-8a F8Ia+ YHG 16 47 04.79 -45 50 24.9
Wd1-237 M3Ia RSG 16 47 03.09 -45 52 18.8
Wd1-75 M4Ia RSG 16 47 08.93 -45 49 58.4
Wd1-20 M5Ia RSG 16 47 03.09 -45 52 18.8
Wd1-26 M2-5Ia RSG 16 47 05.40 -45 50 36.5

Spectral type classification is taken from Clark et al. (2019c).

5.1 Cool Evolved Stellar Population of Westerlund 1

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 3, Wd1 has already been shown to be home to a rich pop-

ulation of massive stars, with stellar objects that scan a vast range of evolutionary stages.

Previous observations of Wd1 have revealed detections of radio emission for the majority

of the RSG and YHGs present in the cluster. The number of YHGs present in Wd1 are the

largest currently known co-eval population of YHGs in the Galaxy, with six of the thirteen

YHGs in the Milky Way located in Wd1. As well as this, there are four RSGs present in

the cluster, leading to a total number of ten cool evolved stars. These stars and their source

names and locations are summarised in Table 5.1.

The previous radio observations of Wd1 (Do10), detected four of the YHGs and all of

the RSGs present in the cluster. In the more recent radio observations detailed in this thesis,

nine of the ten cool evolved stars were detected, with only the YHG Wd1-8a not found.

The detections showed evidence of significant extended and asymmetric nebulae around all

the members of the RSG and YHG population. Eight of the nine sources were found to be

spatially resolved.

The detection of radio emission around these stars is attributed to an external ionis-

ing component, as the surface temperature of the stars is too cool to provide a sufficient

radiative force to ionise the stellar winds. The source of ionisation from the surrounding en-

vironment can be related in the case of Wd1 to the large population of massive stars present

in the cluster, including hundreds of O and B stars. This stellar population allows for the

production of a diffuse cluster ultraviolet (UV) radiation field, which is believed to pro-
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vide the photons that are able to ionise the ejecta around the cool evolved stellar population

(Do10). Alternatively, the ionising force around these stars could be due to the presence of

a hot companion, as is seen in the case of the YHG HR 8752, believed to have a hot B1V

companion (Stickland & Harmer, 1978).

5.2 Yellow Hypergiants in Westerlund 1

Almost all of the YHGs in Wd1 were detected in the radio, with the exception of Wd1-8a.

Five YHGs were detected, with spectral types F1-5 and A5 Ia+. Although the complex

morphologies of the surrounding ejecta were not previously detected in prior radio observa-

tions, some level of extended emission was previously detected and inferred to be associated

with the YHGs Wd1-4a, -12a and -265. Extended emission at other wavelengths has also

been previously seen to be coincident with the radio emission detected around the YHG

population of Wd1 (Do10). ALMA millimetre observations at 100 GHz, published in F18,

revealed some evidence for more compact asymmetric structure, with a ‘bow-shock’ mor-

phology seen for the detected YHGs (with the exception of Wd1-265, which lay outside of

the field of view of the ALMA observations).

With the additional sensitivity of the more recent radio observations, more detailed

structures can be seen around these objects than was previously observed. The extended

emission is found to be asymmetric and complex in nature. The nebulae demonstrate the

first examples of cometary morphologies detected around this class of stars, most strikingly

seen for Wd1-265, as shown in Figure 5.5, and possibly detected for two other YHGs, Wd1-

4a and Wd1-12a, as seen in Figures 5.3a and 5.1b. Flux densities and spectral indices for

these sources are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.4 respectively in Chapter 3.

5.2.1 Wd1-16a

Wd1-16a is a YHG of spectral type A5Ia+, and was found to have a radio flux density

of 2.70±0.11mJy. The classification of this star as a YHG was determined with the use

of O line emission from N-IR spectroscopy (Clark & Negueruela, 2002), and the spectral

type was determined with the use of IR spectroscopy (Clark et al., 2010). This star was

previously given only a speculative detection at radio wavelengths (Do10). These updated

observations now reveal that it has associated resolved radio emission. The nature of the

emission was found to be mostly optically thin and thermal in nature, with a spectral index

calculated from these observations of -0.10±0.05. The slightly negative spectral index
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(a) ATCA colour-scale image of the A5Ia+

YHG Wd1-16a from the FULLCONCAT
dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2,
2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25,
64, 90.50 × σ , the local rms value.

(b) ATCA colour-scale image of the F1Ia+

YHG Wd1-12a from the FULLCONCAT
dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2,
2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25,
64, 90.50 × σ , the local rms value.

Figure 5.1

could also be an indication of the presence of non-thermal emission components, potentially

caused by internal shocks within the stellar wind or a colliding wind region (CWR) formed

by a binary, a scenario discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. As also mentioned in Chapter

3, the true spectral index may be flatter due to the nearby presence of the Wolf Rayet source,

WRU.

Observational evidence of variability evolving over time has been found for Wd1-16a,

with line profile variability (LPV) seen in broad emission wings for the source, as has been

seen for mid/late B hypergiants in Wd1 (Clark et al., 2010). This is believed to be due to

the presence of electron scattering of line photons, but this behaviour would be unexpected

for such a cool star. Similar asymmetric wind broadening has also been seen for the sgB[e]

star Wd1-9. There is a possibility that this could be attributed to a CWR for the star, though

there is no other evidence available to suggest that this star is in a binary system from either

RV variations or X-ray observations (Ritchie et al., 2009a; Clark et al., 2008).

5.2.2 Wd1-12a

Wd1-12a is an F1 Ia+ star. It was found to have a core and extended emission component,

with a radio flux density of 1.77±0.03mJy for the core component, and a radio flux density

of 3.77±0.07mJy when including the extended emission. The core component of emission
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Figure 5.2: Output of Wd1-12a detection from SEAC, showing the detection of Wd1-12a and the
succesful use of the NOISE segmentation tool, with the core component indicated high-
lighted in white in the 3rd plot (right).

was determined with the use of the segmentation tool within SEAC, as shown in Figure

5.2, and the total flux density was found without the use of the segmentation tool, with the

general process discussed in detail in Chapter 2. It was first classified as a YHG in Clark &

Negueruela (2002). The spectral index determined for this object was negative, -0.30±0.07;

found to be consistent with the presence of components of optically thin thermal or possibly

non-thermal emission. The nature of the overall emission as non-thermal in nature can only

be tentatively confirmed as the true uncertainty of the spectral index is believed to be higher

than the stated uncertainty, provided by the propogation of known errors. The negative

value of the spectral index could provide an indication for binarity through the presence of

non-thermal emission originating from a CWR.

Previously, extended emission has been detected around this source at both radio and

millimetre wavelengths (F18, Do10). The morphology of the nebula shows a elongated

structure with a clear tail orientated away from the cluster centre. The resolution of the

observations indicate a peak in the total emission of the tail, which could be potentially

associated with another source, especially given the location of Wd1-12a within the more

central region of the cluster. If the morphology of the source is considered at various wave-

lengths, such as at 5.5GHz, 9GHz and 100GHz (taken from the ALMA observations), this

can lead to an informed interpretation of the peak in the tail.

In the FULLCONCAT image in Figure 5.1b, and the FULL9 observation of Wd1-12a, as

presented in Figure 5.16b, the structure of Wd1-12a can be seen to have an offset emission
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to the north-west of the star that may be fragmented and occur separately to the emission

connected to the central nebula associated with Wd1-12a. The two emission components

can clearly be seen to be embedded within a larger diffuse region of radio emission, as can

be seen for the RSG Wd1-26, which has a southern component centred on the source and

an offset triangular region of radio emission still located within the larger structure. The

secondary knot of radio emission near Wd1-12a could be linked to a nearby companion, or

perhaps an interaction region between Wd1-12a and the nearby source Wd1-1031, rather

than originating as a tail of radio emission from Wd1-12a itself.

The secondary knot of emission is not resolved out in the lower spectral window emis-

sion as represented in the TAPER5 image, seen in Figure 3.12f in Chapter 3. In the millime-

tre regime, Wd1-12a was found to have a compact bow-shock structure, with the secondary

component clearly segregated from the main component of emission. This can be seen in

the TAPERALMA image in Figure 3.14u in Chapter 3. This image also indicates that the

secondary component of emission is clearly offset from the nearby radio source Wd1-1031,

which is less clear in the more extended structures shown in the radio.

The likelihood that this secondary knot could be an indication of a binary companion is

limited by the lack of prior evidence found of binarity for Wd1-12a. Wd1-12a has been seen

to be resolved with an associated optical source (Lim et al., 2013), but has no photometric

or RV variations, which would provide clearer evidence of binarity or a nearby companion

(Bonanos, 2007; Ritchie et al., 2009a). One supporting piece of evidence for binarity is

from the negative radio spectral index of the source, although this has a high associated un-

certainty. The negative spectral index could imply shocks from a CWR, which may require

a hot companion, or result from some structured material in the intra-cluster medium. The

distance from the secondary knot to the known optical position of Wd1-12a is 2.9′′, which

would correspond to a separation of 0.07pc at the assumed distance to the cluster of 5kpc,

which would be a larger separation than would be expected for a CWR to arise from the

interaction between two stars.

There is still a possibility that the second component of emission could be connected

to an unconnected optically undetected star, though as the majority of the known OB popu-

lation within Wd1 are undetectable in the radio unless affected by binarity, (discussed more

in Chapter 3), this seems like an unlikely scenario. As the emission is still located as a peak

within the tail of emission from Wd1-12a, it is most likely that this structure is associated
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directly with the YHG. It could be related to an outflow, as has been proposed for extended

segmented emission from the RSG Wd1-26 (Wright et al., 2014).

5.2.3 Wd1-4a

(a) ATCA colour-scale image of the F3Ia+

YHG Wd1-4a from the FULLCONCAT
dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2,
2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25,
64, 90.50 × σ , the local rms value.

(b) ATCA colour-scale image of the F5Ia+

YHG Wd1-32 from the FULL CONCAT
dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2,
2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25,
64, 90.50 × σ , the local rms value.

Figure 5.3

Figure 5.4: Output of Wd1-4a detection from SEAC, showing the detection of Wd1-4a and the
succesful use of the segmentation tool, with the core component indicated highlighted
in white in the 3rd plot (right).

Wd1-4a is a F3Ia+ star, with one of the more striking cometary morphologies seen

in its surrounding ejecta. The core component of the source has a radio flux density of

3.18±0.04mJy, and the total flux density for the source, including the extended component,
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was measured as 4.72±0.07mJy. The region determined as the core component with the

use of SEAC is indicated in Figure 5.4. The spectral index determined for this source was

found to be flat, -0.01±0.04, consistent with emission from both optically thick and thin

components.

Previously, extended emission has been seen around this source at both radio and mil-

limetre wavelengths (F18, Do10). The morphology of Wd1-4a shows a clear elongated

tail, with a separate radio peak found in the tail of the extended nebula. At millimetre-

wavelengths, a co-located peak of emission has been attributed to a separate knot of

millimetre-emission, FCP-12 (F18), though it is noted in the literature to be likely asso-

ciated with Wd1-4a nebular emission. The offset of this knot can be seen clearly in the

TAPERALMA plot of Wd1-4a in Figure 3.14v in Chapter 3. The fragmented peak in the

tail of Wd1-4a is seen clearly in both the FULLCONCAT and FULL9 images of the star,

shown in Figures 5.3a, and 5.16c, and even in the TAPER5 image in Chapter 3 (shown in

Figure 3.12g). Some support that the origin of the emission could originate from a separate

source is due to the source detection with the use of the segmentation tool of SEAC in pick-

ing out this knot of emission as a separate source in the radio, discussed more in Chapter

3. The separation between the central location of Wd1-4a and the secondary peak is 4.7′′,

equivalent to 0.11pc at the assumed distance of 5kpc.

If the peak of emission is not attributed to Wd1-4a, it may instead be due to a nearby

star, or possibly a binary companion. The possibility of this emission being related to a

binary companion to Wd1-4a is not supported by any prior binarity diagnostics, with no

evidence of RV variations or X-ray emission from the source (Ritchie et al., 2009b; Clark

et al., 2008), and no confirmed periodic variability (Bonanos, 2007).

One argument in favour of the tail as purely attributed to the YHG source Wd1-4a is

consideration of other observational behaviours of this source. Wd1-4a is known to experi-

ence some variability in its neutral metallic lines, which is similar behaviour to that of the

other YHG Wd1-265, the only YHG discussed where the extended nebulae was found to be

truly unambiguous in being classified as cometary (Clark et al., 2010). This could suggest

a similar mechanism for the formation of the extended nebulae of both of the YHGs, with a

possible origin of pulsationally driven mass loss. This could explain the similar morpholo-

gies seen for both stars. It is unclear whether the emission can truly be attributed to Wd1-4a,

but the secondary knot of emission is found to be located within a larger region of emission
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that is clearly influenced by the YHG.

5.2.4 Wd1-32

Wd1-32 is a F5Ia+ star. Previously, radio emission was detected around this source as a

point source (Do10), but in these new radio observations the emission is now resolved. This

source is only just resolved in the FULLCONCAT dataset, and has the least complex mor-

phology of the YHG population, though the source can still be clearly seen to be elongated,

as seen in Figure 5.3b.

This source is the faintest of the YHG cohort, with a radio flux density of only

0.18±0.04 mJy. Due to the faintness of this source, a spectral index could not be calculated

for this source from the u-v tapered datasets, though marginal detections of the source could

still be found. By comparing the marginal flux densities from the u-v tapered datasets of the

millimetre to the radio observations, they were found to indicate that the emission is thermal

in nature. This is consistent with expectations that thermal emission should originate from

this source, as there is no prior indication for any binarity, with a lack of detections in the

variability and X-ray studies of the cluster (Bonanos, 2007; Clark et al., 2019b).

5.2.5 Wd1-265

Wd1-265 is a F5Ia+ star. It was found to have both a core component and an extended

component, with a radio flux density of 1.02±0.04mJy for the core component, and a to-

tal radio flux density over the full structure of 3.34±0.11mJy. The region determined as

the core component is displayed in the SEAC output plot shown in Figure 5.6, indicated

in white. Its spectral index is determined only from ATCA observations as it was not lo-

cated within the field of view for the ALMA observations. The spectral index was found

to be negative, with a value -0.13±0.23. This constrains the nature of the emission to

pre-dominantly optically thin thermal components as expected from free-free emission, or

possibly a dominating non-thermal emission component, that could indicate the presence of

a CWR from a colliding wind binary (CWB). The high uncertainty on this spectral index is

such that a conclusive statement on the true nature of this emission cannot be made, but it

can be considered alongside other observations of this source.

There is no photometric or RV variability found for this source which would indicate

binarity (Bonanos, 2007). Wd1-265 is also known to have experienced significant spectral

variability, particularly in Hα , which has been attributed to pulsational activity (Ritchie

et al., 2009a). This has been compared to one of the archetypical YHGs, ρ Cas, where
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Figure 5.5: ATCA colour-scale image of the F5Ia+ YHG Wd1-265
from the FULLCONCAT dataset. Contours are plotted at
1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50
× σ , the local rms value.

similar comparable activity regarding RV variations indicates similar levels of pulsationally

driven mass-loss occuring for both these stars, which could have led to the extended nebula

seen for this source.

Previously, some extended emission has been seen around this source at radio wave-

lengths (Do10). In the updated, more sensitive observations presented here, the surrounding

nebula of Wd1-265 can be seen to have an asymmetric and extended morphology with a

long elongated tail stretched to the north of the field of view, directly away from the clus-

ter. For the other YHG sources Wd1-4a and Wd1-12a, for which preliminary results led

to the discovery of tails of emission for these sources, improved resolution of the final set

of combined results from the FULLCONCAT revealed disparate peaks in the tails of emis-

sion, which led to uncertainty for the origin of the tail emission. Unlike these previously

discussed sources, the improved radio image of the source Wd1-265 shows a much clearer,

unambiguous cometary morphology for the source. This makes Wd1-265 the only known

example of a YHG to conclusively demonstrate this nebular morphology. Future observa-

tions of this object using shorter millimetre wavelengths (such as with the use of ALMA),
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Figure 5.6: Output of Wd1-265 detection from SEAC, showing the detection of Wd1-265 and the
successful use of the segmentation tool, with the core component highlighted in white
in the 3rd plot (right).

could help to constrain whether compact peaks of emission may be present within the radio

nebula.

Wd1-8a, a F8 Ia+ star, is the only YHG lacking a radio detection. This object is

also the only YHG without a corresponding detection in the millimetre (F18). Wd1-8a

also differs from the rest of the YHG population in that it is the only YHG in Wd1 with

a detection of associated X-ray emission, although this detection is known to be tentative

(Clark et al., 2019b). The link between these three observational constraints could suggest

that this source lacks the cool dense wind assumed to be present around the rest of the

YHG cohort. The X-ray detection can be considered as an indication of binarity, as X-ray

emission is expected to be rare for this spectral type. The X-ray emission could be evidence

of an earlier companion that has stripped the stellar wind from the star, but could also be

due to an unconnected OB SG located along the same line-of-sight as the YHG (Clark et al.,

2008, 2019b).

Other explanations for the lack of radio detection for Wd1-8a could be due to environ-

mental factors, such as the distance of the star from the cluster core. As the distances of

stars from the centre of the cluster cannot be constrained along the axis of the line of sight,

Wd1-8a could be located at a significant distance from the core, and so experience a much
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weaker effect from the ionising UV field in the cluster, in comparison to the other cluster

YHGs.

Due to the rarity of YHGs in the Milky Way, there are few opportunities to investigate

the possible radio emission and extended structures of these objects. An additional barrier

to observing the gaseous nebulae around field YHGs is the lack of an ionising component

as the stars themselves are too cool to ionise their stellar winds, so observations are limited

to the study of thermal emission from dust in the winds.

Observations of dust indicating extended nebulae have been carried out on a few other

YHGs, including the star IRC+ 10-420, which is known to be surrounded by a complex

dusty ejection nebula discovered over two decades ago (Humphreys et al., 1997) with optical

observations from HST and IR observations from 1.25 - 18.5 µm. IRC+10 420 is believed to

be a post-RSG object, and has a much larger nebula detected around it than the ejecta nebula

detected around the YHG population of Wd1. This could be an indication of different

relative evolutionary stages for this object in comparison to the Wd1 cluster population,

but could also be due to the significantly different environments in which the comparative

nebula have formed. Another example of a similar post-RSG object surrounded by a nebula

is IRAS 17163-3907, also known as the ‘Fried Egg Nebula’, around which extended and

asymmetric structure has been observed in the millimetre, indicative of a bipolar outflow,

in contrast to a symmetric shell observed at mid-IR wavelengths. The observations of this

source show a much larger nebula for this post-RSG object than is seen for the ejecta around

the Wd1 YHG population (Lagadec et al., 2011; Wallström et al., 2015). Another point of

support for the YHG ejecta forming from a pre-RSG post-MS evolutionary state, is that they

can currently be seen to form part of a continuous morphological sequence within Wd1’s

stellar population with the late O and BHG/SG population in Wd1 (Clark et al., 2019c),

where the BHGs within Wd1 are currently believed to be in a pre-RSG stage (Clark et al.,

2010), and in comparison to the post-RSG YHG’s such as IRC+14020 and IRAS 18357-

0604, which contain rich emission spectra (Clark et al., 2014a, Oudmaijer (1998)), similar

spectra are not seen for the YHG population of Wd1.

By considering the relative sizes of the YHG field ejecta along with the sizes of the

ejecta of the YHGs and RSGs in Wd1 (discussed in section 5.3), along with other observa-

tional diagnostics, this may provide evidence as to how different environments and possible

evolutionary states directly impact the resulting nebulae immediately surrounding the stars.
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5.3 Red Supergiants in Westerlund 1

All the RSGs in Wd1 were detected in the radio. These RSGs are some of the earliest known

members of the cluster, with the RSG Wd1-26 detected as a possible M-type SG in the initial

spectroscopic survey of the cluster (Westerlund, 1987). The extended nebulae around this

object was seen in initial radio observations of the cluster (Clark et al., 1998), and all of

the RSGs were detected in the previous radio observations of Wd1 (Do10). As well as

this, extended emission in the IR, from the 8 µm GLIMPSE survey with Spitzer, has been

detected around all of the RSGs, coincident with radio emission (Do10). Radio observations

of SiO and H2O maser emission in Wd1, detected around two of the RSGs, Wd1-20 and

Wd1-26, provided evidence for extended emission, and the relative velocity ranges of the

two maser lines indicated the circumstellar nebulae were asymmetric in nature (Fok et al.,

2012). The new radio detections presented in this chapter (Figures 5.7 - 5.12) show an

improved level of detail of the extended structures around Wd1-20, Wd1-26 and especially

Wd1-237, and provide a resolved detection of the radio emission for the faintest RSG in

the cluster, Wd1-75. Flux densities and spectral indices for these sources are presented in

Tables 3.2 and 3.4 respectively, in Chapter 3.

5.3.1 Wd1-237

Figure 5.7: ATCA colour-scale image of the M3Ia RSG Wd1-237 from
the FULLCONCAT dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4,
2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ ,
the local rms value.

Wd1-237 is a RSG of spectral type M3Ia. Previous radio emission has been detected
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Figure 5.8: Output of Wd1-237 detection from SEAC, showing the detection of Wd1-237 and the
succesful use of the segmentation tool, with the core component indicated highlighted
in white in the 3rd plot (right).

around this source (Do10), but these new observations reveal that the emission is signifi-

cantly extended and complex in structure. The previous radio observations in Do10 revealed

that Wd1-237 consisted of a compact unresolved source, within a larger region of extended

emission. In the more recent observations presented in this thesis, the compact component

of Wd1-237 was found to be offset from the geometrical centre of the surrounding extended

emission, with a radio flux density of 1.31±0.03mJy, as shown in Figure 5.7, with the core

region indicated in white in the right panel of Figure 5.8.

The surrounding nebula shows an arc structure, which may be inferred to respresent the

process of a bow-shock structure expanding into a quasi-spherical nebula. This can be com-

pared to another RSG present in Wd1, Wd1-20, which appears to have a more collimated

but comparable morphology. The total radio flux density of the source was measured to be

9.57±0.19mJy. The RSG was found to have a spectral index of 0.00±0.04, indicative of

a mixture of optically thin and thick thermal emission. By approximating the surrounding

nebulae to a spherical structure, with radius of 15.8′′, and a central position of 16:47:02.993,

-45:52:21.274. This led to a calculated offset for the stellar position of 2.07′′, or ∼0.05pc

at an assumed distance of 5kpc to the cluster.

This structure can be compared to the nested structure seen for the extended emis-

sion captured in the mid-IR around the RSG µ Cep (Shenoy et al., 2016). The offset and

asymmetric structure of the nebula could be potentially attributed to variable mass-loss
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Figure 5.9: ATCA colour-scale image of the M4Ia RSG Wd1-75 from
the FULLCONCAT dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4,
2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ ,
the local rms value.

emanating from Wd1-237. This is supported by variability exhibited in the near-IR from

Wd1-237. Similar behaviour has been noted for another of the RSGs in Wd1, Wd1-26, and

it’s inferred that this behaviour for both objects can be linked to instability associated with

significant mass loss (Clark et al., 2010). Periods of enhanced mass loss is preferred over

binarity as the source of this variability, due to the lack of any observational characteristics

that would imply binarity, such as periodic photometric variability (Bonanos, 2007). How-

ever, this variability in the mass-loss rate of the star is not considered as the primary reason

for the structure of the nebulae. Instead, the most likely origin of the structure is determined

by considering the structures of the nebulae around each of the RSG and YHG population

members in the cluster in tandem, discussed in further detail in Section 5.4.

5.3.2 Wd1-75

Wd1-75, a RSG with spectral type M4 Ia, was previously detected as a faint radio source, but

was not resolved (Do10). Emission in the millimetre for this source has revealed a compact

but elongated source (F18). Figure 5.9 now reveals a resolved image of the source in the

radio, with surrounding emission that shows a possible tail as part of the structure. A radio

flux density of 0.34±0.03mJy was measured for this object. A spectral index calculated

for the source was found to be slightly negative, -0.01±0.12, but the high uncertainties

mean that the emission cannot be fully constrained, and may contain both optically thin and

non-thermal components.
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Figure 5.10: ATCA colour-scale image of the M5Ia RSG Wd1-20 from
the FULLCONCAT dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4,
2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ ,
the local rms value.

In recent observations of the cluster (Lim et al., 2013), the cluster membership of the

evolved RSGs has been refuted due to the faintness of the stars, and the presence of RSGs

seemingly at odds with the commonly accepted cluster age of 5Myr. However, part of this

conclusion was dependent on the lack of extended and asymmetry morphology seen around

Wd1-237 and Wd1-75 in relation to the cluster. The images presented here clearly indicate

that extended nebulae are also present around these stars, and sculpted by the influence of

the cluster. This provides further support to the reasoning that (Lim et al., 2013) observed

variable dimming of the RSGs due to extended material causing internal dimming, and so

the RSGs can continue to be considered confirmed cluster members.

5.3.3 Wd1-20

Wd1-20 is a M5Ia star. A clear cometary morphology can be seen in the radio for this

source in Figure 5.10, with nebulosity previously seen around this source in the radio, that

was also indicative of a cometary geometry (Do10). It has also been found to demonstrate

bow-shock morphology when more compact levels of emission have been observed in the

millimetre regime (F18), therefore showing evidence of both morphologies over different

spatial scales of measured emission. In prior millimetre observations, (F18), hot knots of
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Figure 5.11: Output of Wd1-20 detection from SEAC, showing the detection of Wd1-20 and the
successful use of the segmentation tool, with the core component indicated highlighted
in white in the 3rd plot (right).

emission have been detected in isolation, that can be seen across the larger spatial scales

sampled in the radio to be embedded within the long diffuse tail of emission connected with

Wd1-20.

A radio flux density was found both for the core component and for the total ejecta,

of 2.54±0.03mJy and 20.65±0.23mJy respectively. The core component is shown indi-

cated in white in the right plot displayed in Figure 5.11. A slightly negative spectral index

was determined for this source, of -0.03±0.03, but within the uncertainty it was consistent

with a flat spectra comprised of optically thin and thick thermal emission. A spectral index

with such high levels of uncertainty doesn’t rule out a the presence of non-thermal emis-

sion, which would indicate a potential binary system for this source, but as of present, no

other observational diagnostics have been found for Wd1-20. This includes a lack of peri-

odic photometric variability, any RV variations or X-ray emission associated with Wd1-20

(Bonanos, 2007; Ritchie et al., 2009a; Clark et al., 2019b),

5.3.4 Wd1-26

Wd1-26 is one of the most studied cluster members of Wd1, having first been detected in

Westerlund (1987). It’s a known variable star, with spectral type ranging between M2 - M5

(Clark et al., 2010). It has been observed at a multitude of wavelengths, from narrow-band

optical (Wright et al., 2014) to mid-IR, millimetre as well as in the radio (Clark et al. 1998;
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Figure 5.12: ATCA colour-scale image of the M5-6Ia RSG Wd1-26
from the FULL CONCAT dataset. Contours are plotted at
1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32, 45.25, 64, 90.50
× σ , the local rms value.

Do10; F18). It is also known as one of the largest RSGs in the Milky Way, with a radius

measured at ∼1530 - 1580 R� (Wright et al., 2014). This spectroscopic variability of the

star is an indication this source may be undergoing periods of instability, which could lead

to episodic occurences of high mass loss in the stellar wind.

Wd1-26 is one of the brightest RSGs known, with an estimated bolometric luminosity

of 3.2× 105 L�, from an observed K band magnitude of 1.9, with correction for reddening,

(Wright et al., 2014; Mengel & Tacconi-Garman, 2007), similar to the luminous RSG VY

CMa, L = 3.5 × 105 L� (Choi et al., 2008). However, unlike VY CMa, it is a far fainter

maser source (Fok et al., 2012). This could be related to the disturbance of the outer edges

of the nebula of Wd1-26 due to the active intra-cluster wind, whose influence is discussed

later in Section 5.4.

In the radio observations discussed throughout this thesis, Wd1-26 was detected as one

of the most radio luminous sources in the cluster, with a total flux density associated with

this source of 153.11±0.17mJy. A core component could not be extracted for this source,

so the spectral index was estimated using the radio flux density found for the total ejecta.

This led to a spectral index of -0.02±0.02, consistent with a flat index formed of optically

thin and thick thermal emission components. The nebula structure can be seen to follow
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a clear cometary morphology, with two embedded components, a southern circumstellar

region directly coincident with the star, connected to a triangular shaped structure to the

north-east of the star.

In comparison to measurements made within the millimetre regime (F18), coincident

hot spots located in the southern circumstellar knot of emission can be seen, with four sub-

components of emission within the millimetre-emission seen here as only three extended

knots of radio emission, likely due to the lower resolution. These are located within a

cometary structure that is connected to a triangular region of emission through a fainter

region of radio emission. This can be compared to the similar structures seen not only at

millimetre (F18), but also at Hα (6562 Å) wavelengths (Mackey et al., 2015; Wright et al.,

2014), as well as the general overall elongated geometry in both the IR (10µm) and radio

in Clark et al. (1998).

In the Wright et al. (2014) observations, the southern component of the Wd1-26 neb-

ula, directly located around the RSG, was inferred to have a ring or shell-like structure.

Some origins for the triangular nebula were suggested, including a polar outflow, as can

be compared to the BSG Sher 25 (Brandner et al., 1997). In these more recent radio ob-

servations, the southern component of the structure can be seen to have a more complex

morphology, with some potential sculpting of a tail in the eastern direction away from the

nearby sgB[e] star, Wd1-9. Its structure is found to reach an extent of ∼0.14pc, assuming a

distance of 5kpc. The extent of the nearby triangular nebulae was also measured and found

to be 0.45”, or ∼0.1pc at 5kpc.

The spectral index of the star does not rule out a possible status of binarity for Wd1-

26. Evidence that Wd1-26 may be home to a binary system can be found from the rich

emission line spectrum of the star, with the presence of forbidden [NII] and [SiIII] lines.

The presence of the [SiIII] lines acts as a tracer for a shocked region, implying either a shock

ionisation of a circumstellar nebula due to a surrounding radiation field, or an indication of

binarity. As there is a lack of the expected [OI] line in the spectra of this source that could

indicate binarity, the [SiIII] provides support to the proposed dense UV radiation field that

is believed to be the source of ionisation for all the cool evolved stars present in Wd1 (Clark

et al., 2010). The presence of the [NII] line implies enrichment in the dense circumstellar

material around Wd1-26, which could indicate the presence of a possible hot companion.

Despite this, no other evidence for binarity has been found for this source from X-
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ray observations, periodic variability, or RV observations of the cluster (Clark et al., 2008;

Bonanos, 2007; Clark et al., 2010). In fact, a measurement of the RV of Wd1-26 has been

found to demonstrate only small variations (Cottaar et al., 2012). An alternative explanation

for the [NII] emission could be due to enriched N caused by CNO-processed material out-

flowing from Wd1-26, which may be expected for RSG winds (Brott et al., 2011; Mackey

et al., 2015).

The origin of the nebula is discussed previously in the Hα study in Mackey et al.

(2015). Model fits were applied to Wd1-26 with issues in replicating the required line

brightnesses, requiring the nebula of Wd1-26 to experience a sculpting force that would lead

to highly ionised N in the nebula, confined by hotter surrounding material. Several scenarios

are discussed, including the presence of a bow shock, thermal pressure confinement, wind-

wind interaction from Wd1-9 or a photoionised wind, generated by radiation or energy and

momentum from other winds or previous supernovae that have occured in the cluster.

A simple bow shock was ruled out, due to the high required ISM density that would be

needed for the inferred mass-loss rates of the stellar wind. For the density to be low enough

to fit with expectations, this would require a relative wind velocity of the ISM to reach up

to ∼ 103 kms−1. This would require an extreme source of momentum nearby, such as a

massive stellar wind or a SN, rather than a cluster gas outflow. Thermal confinement would

be in line with the diffuse emission observed in the X-ray (Kavanagh et al., 2011), believed

to be produced by the hot winds of the WR and O star population, as well as any supernovae

that have already occured in the cluster. The thermal pressure of the surrounding medium

was calculated and balanced against the ram pressure expected from the stellar wind, leading

to a termination shock front at a much larger distance than the expected radial extent of the

nebulae, 0.037pc, vs 0.075 - 0.17pc. In order to reconcile the observational results with

this method, an extra source of pressure would be needed to create the observed asymmetry.

Wind-wind interaction from Wd1-9 was also discussed as a possible source, with the force

of the colliding winds considered, leading to a calculation of the expected radius of wind

collision. This was dependent on the relative wind momenta and a viable wind colliding

region was calculated that would imply a separation of 0.20 - 0.40 pc, in line with the

expected separation of 0.33pc at 5kpc distance.

The nebula of Wd1-26 can be compared to the similarly sized structure around Wd1-

20, where the radio emission from both sources is found to be significantly elongated in
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nature, and positioned along axes orientated away from the cluster centre. Both nebula

structures are also found to contain compact peaks of radio emission not co-incident with

the stellar source, although the brightest component of emission within the nebulae are

co-located with the known stellar position. Despite the similarities between the sources

of their nebulae, clear differences can still be seen. This may be due to underlying phys-

ical differences between the RSGs, but also could be a product of their different relative

locations within the cluster, and whether their nebulae are orientated differently along the

line-of-sight.

The RSG population of Wd1 can be compared to other cases of ejection nebulae de-

tected around field RSGs in the Milky Way. A bow-shock morphology has previously been

observed in the cases of Betelgeuse (Decin et al., 2012; Noriega-Crespo et al., 1997), µ Cep

(Cox et al., 2012), and IRC-10414 (Gvaramadze et al., 2014), as well as NML Cyg (Schus-

ter et al., 2009). A cometary morphology has only been detected around one other RSG, that

of IRS 7, in the Galactic Centre (GC) (Yusef -Zadeh & Morris, 1991; Dyson & Hartquist,

1994). This can be considered to form a similar structure as is seen for the cometary mor-

phology detected around Wd1-20 and Wd1-26, as well as for the cometary morphology

indicated around the YHGs Wd1-4a and Wd1-12a, and clearly seen around Wd1-265. An

asymmetric structure containing clumpy fragmented regions, as seen for Wd1-20 and Wd1-

26 has been seen around the RSG VY CMa (Smith et al., 2001). This structure is believed

to have formed due to episodic mass-loss from the star, although the clumps have been ob-

served from IR-emission, and near-IR emission of the over-all nebula indicates the presence

of a larger more symmetric structure.

The possible sculpting of the RSGs and YHGs by an intra-cluster wind, as discussed

in Section 5.4, can be directly compared to other examples found in the literature. This

includes the RSGs NML Cyg and µ Cep. For NML Cyg, clear evidence of one-sided

photoionisation was seen, resulting in a bow-shock structure that can be compared to the

structures seen around these sources, and also linked to the presence of many hundreds of O

and B stellar sources, in this case linked to the Cyg OB2 association (Morris & Jura, 1983),

and clearly affected by an anisotropic radiation field. This is of better comparison than the

symmetric nebulae detected around Betelgeuse (Mackey et al., 2014), believed to be caused

by an isothermal ionising radiation field, leading to the creation of a static shell.

General properties of the cool evolved stellar population of Wd1 can be inferred by
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comparing the YHG and RSG populations, and considering any differences in the mor-

phologies and properties of the nebulae, that may be correlated with evolutionary type. It

is already believed that the wind properties of RSGs and YHGs are intrinsically different.

The winds of RSGs are expected to be slower, denser and cooler, due to the fact that RSGs

are generally cooler and less luminous stars.

In general, (with the exception of the faint source Wd1-75), the nebulae of the RSGs

are systematically larger than the nebulae of the YHGs. This may be linked to different

evolutionary stages of the cluster members. With the additional consideration of the lack of

detected nebulae around Wd1-8a, this may indicate two possible evolutionary scenarios for

the star. One scenario is that Wd1-8a may have only just entered the YHG phase, if the YHG

phase occurs before the RSG phase, so that the increased epoch of mass-loss expected for

the star has not yet occurred, and so there cannot have been any build up of outflow material

around the star. A contrasting scenario is that if Wd1-8a is a YHG in a post-RSG phase,

then Wd1-8a may be significantly older than the other YHGs in Wd1, and so may have

had more time to experience almost complete levels of stripping of its hypothetical ejecta,

a process that may be occurring for all the YHGs and so leading to the smaller size of their

nebulae in comparison to the RSG population.

5.4 The Ionised Mass of the Stellar Nebulae

As well as the qualitative consideration of the various morphologies of the extended struc-

ture around the cool evolved stellar population of Wd1 discussed on a source-by-source

basis in the previous sections, a quantitative analysis could be carried out. Measurements of

the masses of the nebulae were calculated, with the caveat that the radio emission detected

only traced the ionised content of the surrounding ejecta. This calculation was carried out

for each of the cool evolved stars, following the prescription of determining the nebulae

size and ionised mass as published in Do10. An initial calculation of the ejecta masses from

analysis of preliminary datasets generated by the ATCA observations was carried out and

published in Andrews et al. (2018).

At the time of publication of Andrews et al. (2018), the observations were still in a

preliminary phase of data reduction, and so the datasets available contained observations

of the cluster taken over the 5.5GHz and 9GHz spectral windows separately. The datasets

were also separated by the array configurations of the observations, characterised by the

maximum baselines 6km and 750m. More detail on the creation of these data-subsets is
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given in Chapter 2.

The analysis was carried out on with the use of four datasets; (a) 6A-5.5 (maximum

baseline of 6km at 5.5GHz); (b) 6A-9 (maximum baseline of 6km at 9GHz); (c) 750C-5.5

(maximum baseline of 750m at 5.5GHz); and (d) 750C-9 (maximum baseline of 750m at

9GHz). Images generated from each dataset were analysed within CASA to determine the

flux densities and ejecta dimensions of each of the cool supergiants and hypergiants. For the

calculation of the ionised masses, only datasets (a) - (c) were needed for the final analysis

to be carried out. Images of the relevant nebulae around the cool evolved stellar population

detected in each data subset are shown in Figures 5.13 - 5.15.

After the full reduction and concatenation of datasets had been completed (as discussed

in detail in Chapter 2), an updated consideration of the ejecta masses surrounding the YHGs

and RSGs present in Wd1 was carried out. This involved the FULL9 and FULLCONCAT

datasets, with the images of the sources found from the FULLCONCAT dataset shown in

Figures 5.1a - 5.12, and the images of the sources found with the FULL9 dataset in Figure

5.16. Ionised masses were calculated from the FULL9 dataset in order to compare the

ionised masses calculated under as comparable circumstances as possible to the prior Do10

results, and the FULLCONCAT dataset was used in order to try and determine the most

independently accurate set of results, as this was the dataset with the best signal to noise

ratio.

5.4.1 Dimensions of the Stellar Ejecta

In determining the ejecta masses, two different methods to determine the spatial extents

were employed when considering the preliminary datasets and the final datasets. In the

calculation involving the preliminary datasets, 6A-5.5, 6A-9, and 750C-5.5, the analysis

involved an assumption that the emission contained in the extended regions of each source

could be attributed entirely to the stellar ejecta. In order to calculate the size of the emission

regions, the use of the Gaussian fitting procedure IMFIT in CASA was employed. The least

resolved image of the cluster was used, taken from the 750C-5.5 to include all possible flux

from the extended structures surrounding the stars. A core component was then measured

from the most resolved image, aiming to determine the radio flux associated with the stellar

wind, rather than the extended nebulae. This used the 6A-9 dataset. This method could not

be carried out on all the stellar sources, and so an exception was made for the source Wd1-

26, as a core component could not be determined, due to the significant level of extended
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(a) Wd1-16a. (b) Wd1-12a. (c) Wd1-4a.

(d) Wd1-32.

(e) Wd1-265.
(f) Wd1-237.

(g) Wd1-75.
(h) Wd1-20.

(i) Wd1-26.

Figure 5.13: Non-primary beam corrected images of the cool evolved stellar population from the
6A 9 GHZ dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32,
45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ , the local rms value.
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(a) Wd1-16a. (b) Wd1-12a. (c) Wd1-4a.

(d) Wd1-32.

(e) Wd1-265.
(f) W237.

(g) Wd1-75.
(h) Wd1-20. (i) Wd1-26.

Figure 5.14: Non-primary beam corrected images of the cool evolved stellar population from the
6A 5.5 GHZ dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32,
45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ , the local rms value.
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(a) Wd1-12a. (b) Wd1-4a. (c) Wd1-265.

(d) W237. (e) Wd1-20. (f) Wd1-26.

Figure 5.15: Non-primary beam corrected images of the cool evolved stellar population from the
750C 5.5 GHZ dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6,
32, 45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ , the local rms value.

emission present around the source (as can be seen in Figure 5.12, as well as Figure 5.13i).

For Wd1-26, an estimate of the ionised mass was carried out using the total flux density

determined from the 750C-5.5 image, without any subtraction of a core component. An

example of the models gathered from the IMFIT procedure for the core components is shown

in Figure 5.17.

As well as flux density measurements, the Gaussian fitting procedure IMFIT also cal-

culated dimensions for the spatial fits found, with both convolved and deconvolved sizes

listed. These were used as the measurements of the ejecta dimensions. A caveat to this

method was that due to the locations of sources in the cluster, the ejecta dimensions may

have been affected by the presence of surrounding diffuse cluster emission, as the boundary

is not concretely known between the stellar ejecta and the intra-cluster medium. This is

especially true when considering the emission detected around the sources from the lower

resolution image generated by the 750C-5.5 dataset. The dimensions for Wd1-26 and
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(a) Wd1-16a.
(b) Wd1-12a. (c) Wd1-4a.

(d) Wd1-32.

(e) Wd1-265.
(f) W237.

(g) Wd1-75.
(h) Wd1-20.

(i) Wd1-26.

Figure 5.16: Non-primary beam corrected images of the cool evolved stellar population from the
FULL9 dataset. Contours are plotted at 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.7, 8, 11.3, 16, 22.6, 32,
45.25, 64, 90.50 × σ , the local rms value.
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Figure 5.17: CASA viewer output displaying a colourscale plot of the cluster Wd1, with contour
plots overlaid demonstrating the core components found through the IMFIT command.

Wd1-237 may have been underestimated, and the dimensions for the cluster member Wd1-

20 possibly overestimated.

Due to the lower resolution of the image from the 750C-5.5 dataset, accurate fits could

not be determined for the smaller and fainter members of the cool evolved stellar population.

This included two of the YHGs, Wd1-16a, and Wd1-32, and one of the RSGs, Wd1-75. Due

to this, flux densities and nebula dimensions were directly derived from source fits on the

6A-5.5 image. As Wd1-32 was only partially resolved in this dataset, the convolving beam

size was used to derive the ejecta dimensions.

When considering the updated datasets, FULL9 and FULLCONCAT, an improvement

for the calculation of the spatial extents of the nebulae took into account the uncertainty

of whether the emission could be ascribed to the stellar sources, or was part of the diffuse

radio background detected throughout the cluster. As previously discussed in Chapters 2,

3 and 4, the boundary was not always clear. For the calculation of the ionised masses, the
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impact of the core components also had to be considered, as an inner boundary where the

emission could be separated out from the stellar winds directly around the stellar source and

the extended surrounding nebulae. Because of this, errors presented throughout are likely

to be underestimates, found purely by propagating errors from the fits and calculations.

To mitigate the effect of the core components, where possible, the flux density of the

core source as measured in SEAC was subtracted from the total flux density associated with

the source in order to give an approximate flux density value for only the nebula. For the

fainter sources, Wd1-32 and Wd1-75, and the sources with no core component measure-

ment, Wd1-16a and Wd1-26, this could not be applied, so the ionised masses found for

these sources may be treated as upper limits. Originally, the determination of the spatial

extents followed a similar procedure to the method carried out in chapter 3 with the FULL-

CONCAT dataset, with the use of AIPS task JMFIT to fit Gaussian components to the radio

emission from each of the YHGs and RSGs.

However, it quickly became apparent that this technique was not adequate for many of

the YHGs and RSGs, precisely because of the asymmetric non-Gaussian extended nebulae

of the extended nebulae. Only the core circular components were measured with the use of

JMFIT, as seen in Figure 5.18. For the fainter source Wd1-32, JMFIT was found to measure

the extent of the nebulae adequately, and so the JMFIT values were used. For the more

asymmetric nebulae, the major and minor axes were measured manually for the sources

with the use of the AIPS task TVDIST, the same task used for calculating the largest angular

scale (LAS) of the stellar sources presented in Chapter 3. This required an assumed ellipsoid

structure for the nebulae. An example of the plots used to measure the investigated structure

is shown in Figure 5.19. As the largest scales were used to define the major and minor axes,

the region defined often covered a larger region than the total emission was observed to

cover, due to the complex morphologies involved. These led to probable overestimates in

the volume of space containing the gas, which may have led to overestimates in the final

ejecta mass calculated. The errors given on the ejecta dimensions relate to a conservative

estimate of 5%, which is supported by the difference found between the Gaussian fit on the

source Wd1-32 and the measurements of the major and minor axes of Wd1-32 from the

AIPS task TVDIST, which was found to be less than 5%.

The same procedure was followed for the analysis of the FULLCONCAT dataset. For

the FULLCONCAT dataset, a core component for the stellar sources Wd1-16a, Wd1-32,
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Figure 5.18: AIPS viewer output demonstrating the JMFIT output from the FULL9 dataset when
measuring the YHG W4a. It can clearly be seen that the measurement only picks up
the core component (indicated by a dashed black line).

Wd1-75 and Wd1-26 could not be found to separate out the stellar contribution from the

extended nebulae, so these ionised masses can be treated as upper limits. As before, major

and minor axes were measured with the use of the AIPS task TVDIST. The measurements

of the spatial extents aimed to include as much of the surrounding nebulae as possible, so

typically led to larger sizes than the LAS reported in Chapter 3 for the YHG and RSGs,

where more conservative measurements of the emission associated with the source was

made.

5.4.2 Calculation of the Ejecta Masses

To calculate the ionised mass, the flux densities were used to calculate the emission measure,

EV , from an equation for an optically thin thermal plasma, taken from Do10,

Sν = 5.7×10−56 T
1
2 g f f D2 EV mJy (5.1)
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Figure 5.19: AIPS viewer output demonstrating the region investigated for one of the cool evolved
stars in Westerlund 1 from which to measure the spatial extents of the source from the
FULL9 dataset, using the TVDIST command. The kntr map has the lowest contour set
to 3σ , where σ is the rms of the local region in which the source is situated.

where D is the distance, set to 5kpc, T is the effective temperature, adopted to be 10kK,

as used in Do10, and g f f is the free-free Gaunt factor, calculated from the frequency, tem-

perature and the stellar metallicity (Leitherer & Robert, 1991). The emission measure, EV ,

is also equal to integrand of the electron number density, ne, over the ejecta volume. The

ejecta volume, V , was calculated using the spatial dimensions measured for the preliminary

and updated datasets with the use of the IMFIT and TVDIST commands respectively. As the

spatial extents of each nebula calculated from the observations only provided two dimen-

sions, assumed to correspond to the major and minor axes of the ejecta, an assumption had

to be made about the scale of the 3rd axis to calculate the final ejecta volumes.

As the inclinations of the envelopes are unknown, it was assumed that all cluster mem-

bers were observed face-on as the simplest approximation. Each ejecta was then approxi-

mated to a uniformly filled ellipsoid, with major and minor axes as given by the spatial fits.

The minor axis from these fits was used as a representative scale value for the third axis of

the ellipsoid. The calculated ejecta volumes are presented in the following three tables, with
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Table 5.2 showing the ejecta volume results of the preliminary calculation, alongside the rel-

evant flux densities and ejecta dimensions. Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show updated results for

the ejecta volume and source flux densities from analysis of the FULL9 and FULLCONCAT

datasets respectively.

With the use of the approximate ejecta volume V , the electron density, ne, could then

be calculated and used in tandem with the emission measure EV , to calculate the final value

for the ionised mass,

ME = µmH

(
EV

ne

)
(5.2)

where mH is the atomic mass of H, and µ is the mean atomic weight, taken to be 1.5

(Leitherer & Robert, 1991). Errors for the ionised mass were found by propagating errors

for the ejecta dimensions and flux densities as found from the Gaussian fitting procedure.

5.4.3 Results

The final results for the ionised masses are presented in Table 5.5, with the ionised ejecta

masses found previously in Do10 also provided, converting from the distance of 4kpc as-

sumed in Do10 to the distance value of 5kpc assumed in these results. The values for the

FULLCONCAT dataset are broadly comparable over the sources, with the source Wd1-32

found to have a consistent upper limit across both the FULL9 and FULLCONCAT dataset.

All datasets demonstrate that the RSGs are found to exhibit systematically larger

ionised ejecta masses than the YHGs, consistent with previous conclusions from Do10.

This may be due to different lengths of time for the mass loss process, especially if the

YHGs are in a pre-RSG stage and so have not yet undergone a period of extreme mass-loss,

or it could be due to a longer time over which nebulae have been created but then ablated

by the surrounding intra-cluster medium. With the exception of Wd1-75, the rest of the

RSG population of Wd1 are found to have broadly comparable sizes and masses with one

another. This was also found to be the case with the YHG population, with the singular

exception of the fainter YHG Wd1-32.

The masses calculated from a re-analysis of the dataset, considering (a) only the higher

resolution 9GHz spectral window in the FULL9 dataset, and (b) the entire set of observa-

tions, in the FULLCONCAT dataset, show an updated picture of the results concerning the

extended ejecta around the YHGs and RSGs in Wd1. The ejecta volumes and masses calcu-

lated from the FULLCONCAT and FULL9 datasets are broadly comparable, with the source
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Table 5.5: Ionised ejecta mass estimates from the previous radio observations in Do10, as well as

the preliminary datasets as published in Andrews et al. (2018), and mass estimates from
the FULL9 and FULLCONCAT datasets.

Star Ejecta Masses (×10−3M�)
Do10 Preliminary FULL9 FULLCONCAT

Wd1-16a - 15.5 ± 1.9 < 79.0 ± 5.5 < 60.2 ± 3.5
Wd1-12a 4.4 70.6 ± 20.7 54.3 ± 2.3 70.1 ± 3.1
Wd1-4a 3.2 97.7 ± 41.0 66.6 ± 3.0 103 ± 4
Wd1-32 - ∼ 2.63 < 2.78 ± 0.81 < 2.40 ± 0.60
Wd1-265 4.6 27.6 ± 12.7 71.2 ± 4.8 111 ± 8
Wd1-237 77.3 74.1 ± 14.3 420 ± 15 564 ± 26
Wd1-75 - 2.34 ± 0.49 < 6.65 ± 1.17 < 4.50± 0.60
Wd1-20 111.4 508 ± 100 836 ± 30 952 ± 38
Wd1-26 289.6 403 ± 94 < 1659 ± 62 < 1855 ± 65

Wd1-32 found to have a consistent upper limit across both the FULL9 and FULLCONCAT

dataset.

It is believed that the revised set of ejecta masses are more accurate, as they try to

account for the possible effects of the diffuse radio emission within the cluster, to avoid

emission becoming mis-attributed to some of the stellar sources in Wd1. This can be seen

to have possibly been the case in the previous analysis of the ATCA data, as a routine

downwards revision for the ejecta mass estimates has occurred for the stellar sources in more

crowded regions, including Wd1-4a and Wd1-12a. An upwards revision of mass estimates

can be seen for sources in more isolated regions, as seen for Wd1-265. This is as expected

due to the use of a dataset that includes observations from all four array configurations,

allowing for coverage of more spatial scales, with a higher level of sampling over the u-v

plane. The inclusion of more u-v visibilities in the final image allowed for an improved

signal-to-noise ratio than could be achieved in the preliminary individual datasets, which

are split into different spectral windows and array configurations. This can be seen best in

the example of Wd1-32, where the spatial region was revised downwards in the updated

calculation as the source was now resolved, but still was found to have a higher ionised

ejecta mass measured in the final datasets, due to the increased sensitivity of the combined

observations. In general, any decrease in ejecta mass for the final FULL9 and FULLCONCAT

datasets when compared to the preliminary dataset calculations is believed to be due to a

consideration of a more conservative area containing an ejecta mass, which should reduce

the likelihood of an over-estimate for the ejecta masses, as in the cases of Wd1-12a and

Wd1-4a.
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The updated results from the FULL9 dataset containing 9GHz observations show a

direct and clear increase in the masses attributed to the ejecta around the sources when

compared to Do10. The discrepancy between the updated calculation of ejecta masses and

the Do10 masses is believed to be caused partially by the general increase in flux densities

measured by the new set of observations, where a much larger range of spatial scales of

emission are sampled by the use of several array configurations in the more recent ATCA

observations, and the signal to noise ratio of the observations has improved, allowing for

fainter emission to be detected, as is clearly seen in the cases of the faint sources Wd1-16a,

Wd1-32 and Wd1-75. As well as this, because a larger range of spatial emission scales are

sampled, the sensitivity to extended emission around the sources is increased. This led to

larger ejecta volumes being measured, on the order of 10-100 times larger than calculated

in Do10, even with the conservative measurements made to take account that some of the

extended emission may not be attributed to the stellar source.

The masses determined can be compared to the sizes and scales of nebular masses

determined for other investigated RSG and YHGs. Typically, analyses of nebulae around

other RSG and YHGs in the Milky Way have only considered the detection of neutral cir-

cumstellar gas, as the stars are not hot enough to ionise their own nebulae. Wd1 is unique in

affording the opportunity to investigate ionised gas in the stellar nebulae, which has led to

the multi-wavelength range of investigations of some of the brightest RSG and YHGs in the

cluster, such as the extremely luminous RSG Wd1-26 (Mackey et al., 2015; Wright et al.,

2014).

The extent of the southern component of the nebula around the luminous RSG Wd1-26

was found to reach out to ∼0.18pc at its largest extent, in comparison to the circumstellar

nebula found around the isolated RSG VY CMa of∼0.04pc (Smith, 2014). The upper limit

derived for the total nebula has led to a value of < 1.85M�, from the FULLCONCAT dataset,

in comparison to the nebular mass of 0.2 - 0.4M� found for VY CMa. The nebula of Wd1-

26 has also been previously compared to the nebula surrounding the BSG 25 Sher (Wright

et al., 2014), which is surrounded by a ring nebula with a diameter 0.4pc for the ring,

with an outflow out to 0.5pc, which has directly comparable proportions to the southern

surrounding and northern triangular components of the nebula around Wd1-26 (Brandner

et al., 1997). The outflow around Sher 25 may be linked to mass loss during a previous RSG

phase for the star (Smartt et al., 2002).
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5.5 The Cluster Wind

The extended nebulae around the cool evolved stellar population of Wd1 are all seen to be

resolved and asymmetric. The relative location of the stars can be considered within the

cluster, in tandem with the orientation of their nebulae, as presented in Figure 5.20. These

asymmetries are all seen to be orientated away from the cluster, where the radio emission

forms shapes indicating a ‘pushback’ in the direction opposite to the cluster core. This

common orientation of the nebulae within the cluster are strongly indicative of a physical

agent that must be acting on the various nebulae, ‘sculpting’ the extended emission from

these sources.

The most likely explanation for this is the presence of an outflowing cluster wind.

Previous evidence of a cluster wind in Wd1 has also been found from prior observations,

including at other wavelengths, in the X-ray (Muno et al., 2006a, Kavanagh et al. 2011),

IR (Do10, via the Spitzer GLIMPSE project in Benjamin et al. 2003), radio (Do10) and

millimetre (F18). X-ray emission observed in Wd1, as mentioned previously in Chapter

1, was found with a luminosity of Lx = 3±1 × 1034 erg s−1. Diffuse X-ray emission

was observed within other massive clusters, including NGC 3503, and Arches, and was

quantified in Stevens & Hartwell (2003), and found to be in the ranges of 1 - 6×1034 erg

s−1. Within Wd1, a best-fit was found for the X-ray observations to a model of non-thermal

emission. A similar fit was found for other massive stellar clusters, where the non-thermal

emission has typically been attributed to synchrotron radiation from SN remnants, but there

is no conclusive evidence to suggest this is the case for Wd1 (Muno et al., 2006a). The

envelopes of the massive stellar cluster members are seen to be externally ionised, believed

to be caused by a diffuse radiation field generated by the population of hundreds of O and

B stars present in the cluster, and the cluster wind is likely also formed due to the massive

stellar population of the cluster.

The feedback through stellar winds from the massive stellar population in Wd1 leads

to interactions between the individual stellar winds of adjacent stellar cluster members. This

is believed to form a directed cluster wind, with the combination of the interactions between

stellar winds, as well as stellar winds and the ISM, leading to the production of a general

hot shocked region within the cluster, which eventually results in an outward flow. This is

supported by the model of cluster winds discussed in (Cantó et al., 2000), with the assump-

tions that the stars are uniformly distributed throughout the cluster, and that gravitational
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forces are negligible. This origin for a cluster wind is analogous to similar forces involved,

when considering the presence of strong winds generated in starburst galaxies through SNe

Chevalier & Clegg (1985). The models of a cluster wind naturally lead to the prediction of

bow shock structures around stars, as is seen here for the cool evolved stellar population of

Wd1. From the Cantó et al. (2000) model, it can be seen that for a population of massive

OB and WR stars with strong fast winds, as is known to be present in Wd1, with mean stel-

lar wind velocities, Vw, on the order of 1000kms−1, then this leads to a temperature of the

hot shocked gas throughout the cluster on the order of 1.5 × 107 K, with the assumptions

required that wind-wind interactions are adiabatic and that the gas is made up of ionised H

and singly ionised He.

Other possibilities can also be considered, including interactions with nearby SN rem-

nants, or interactions between the nebulae and nearby ionising stellar winds from nearby

stars, or binary companions. Evidence has previously been found that SN have already

taken place in Wd1, as inferred from the presence of a magnetar detected in the X-ray

with Chandra observations, CXOU J164710.2-455216 (Muno et al., 2006b). The stellar

wind interaction possibility is discussed in Mackey et al. (2015), in the specific case of

Wd1-26, but this is limited by the lack of modelling available for the effects of surrounding

cluster environments on massive stars. The possibility of the ionisation for the YHG Wd1-

265 may be supported by the presence of [NII] emission lines detected around this star in

VLT/FLAMES observations, as has been seen for the YHG HR 8572, which is believed to

have a B-type stellar companion (Stickland & Harmer, 1978), but this would only explain

the external force for ionising the stellar wind, and not the sculpting force. This is also of

note since it has not been seen for the rest of the YHG population (Ritchie et al., 2009a).

Another possibility could be that the stars are experiencing this sculpting due to su-

personic motion of the stars through an ambient intra-cluster medium, although this would

require all the stars to be in-falling at once towards the centre of the cluster. This all leads

to the likelihood that the most probable explanation is that of a cluster wind.

This is supported by the significant structure of diffuse radio emission to the NW of

Wd1, first reported in Do10. This area of diffuse radio emission is detected again with more

compact structure in the millimetre in F18, and has been detected in these observations with

both diffuse extended structure and containing sub-structured peaks as discussed in Section

3.4 of Chapter 3. This can be seen in all of the plots presented of the full cluster in Figures
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3.6 - 3.9, as well as Figures 3.15 and 3.16 in Chapter 3. This emission is coincident with

emission detected with cold dust from the Herschel survey (Damineli et al., 2016). The

emission seen from the cold dust demonstrates clearly evidence for more material towards

the cluster centre, with a broad tail sweeping out in NW direction awway from the cluster -

this could also be possible evidence of sculpting of material within the cluster region by an

intra-cluster wind.

To try to understand more about the cluster, the total diffuse radio emission emitted

from the cluster was measured in order to try and calculate a value for the total ionised

gas content throughout the intra-cluster medium. Diffuse emission is often attributed to

interactions between the remnants of the original parent giant molecular cloud (GMC) and

the stellar content of the cluster, but the age of Wd1 is believed to be too old at 5Myr for

this to be the case.

The total radio flux in the cluster was calculated following the procedure of Do10.

The radio emission observed from the central 1.5′ of the cluster was measured, with a total

flux density value found from the FULL9 dataset of 635mJy, and a flux density value of

640mJy from the FULL5 dataset. In comparison to the Do10 values of 422mJy at 9GHz,

and 461mJy at 4.8GHz, these updated values were much larger, and also indicated a flatter

spectrum for the overall radio emission within the cluster.

These values can also be compared to the single dish measurements made of the radio

flux from the cluster, found to be 450mJy and 499mJy at 4.8 and 8.6GHz respectively

(Kothes & Dougherty, 2007). Other observations have also found measurements of the

extended radio continuum flux of the cluster of 520mJy at 5GHz, and 474mJy at 4.85GHz

(Wright et al., 1994), as well as 680±80mJy at 0.84GHz, taken by the Mongolo Survey

(Green et al., 1999). The values found for the total flux density are much larger for the most

recent FULL5 dataset than the previous measurements made. They can be compared to the

Mongolo Survey and found to demonstrate a fairly flat spectrum as the total flux density

values are consistent across the frequency bands, showing consistency with earlier ideas

that the diffuse radio emission present throughout the cluster is likely from optically thin

thermal plasma (Kothes & Dougherty, 2007).

The total flux density was found to be 647mJy in the FULLCONCAT dataset, which

leads to a total flux density of the extended radio emission (subtracting flux that is believed

to be associated with core emission from stellar objects within the cluster) of 408mJy. This
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leads to a value of 29M�, assuming a general plasma temperature of 10kK (as was assumed

for the ionised masses of the nebulae surrounding the cool SGs and HGs). This is almost

twice the previous value determined through radio emission for the ionised mass associated

with the extended emission in the cluster (Do10), and over twice the value for the inferred

ionised mass of that region from the ionised mass given by Kothes & Dougherty (2007).

The cluster is believed to be too old for this material to originate as remnants of the

parent GMC, with no evidence of any on-going star formation in or nearby the cluster

(Clark et al., 2015). However, there is currently a lack of concrete observational evidence

to support that the material originates from the ejecta of the stellar population of the cluster

instead. The lack of observational diagnostics for star formation, suggesting that natal rem-

nants of the GMC are no longer present, is supported by observations of the cluster from

several mid/near-IR surveys, including Two-Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS), Galactic

Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordinaire (GLIMPSE), and the Multi-band Imag-

ing Photometer Galactic Plane Survey (MIPSGAL), as summarised in Clark et al. (2015).

There is also a lack of any other observational signatures that indicate star formation, such

as the presence of any young stellar objects (YSOs), or any methanol masers. Methanol

masers are one of the key signatures that can indicate star formation (Walsh et al., 1998),

with no observations that have so far been made detecting the presence of methanol maser

emission within Wd1.

The general geometry of the diffuse emission seen throughout the cluster can be com-

pared to areas where star formation is known to occur - one such example is the star forming

region G305 which contains the clusters Danks 1 and 2, where they are surrounded by sim-

ple classical wind-blown shells (Davies et al., 2012, Clark & Porter 2004).

Characteristics of the intra-cluster medium and the possible intra-cluster wind can be

used to understand more about the stellar ejecta over the timescale of the cluster age. Stellar

winds are impacted not only by the intrinsic properties of the outflows but also by external

influence, as was demonstrated clearly with Figure 5.20 where sculpting of the outflows

from the evolved stars is seen to occur. A fuller understanding is needed of how the probable

origin of the diffuse ionised radiation field has led to a cluster wind, and how the wind then

impacts the stellar populations present within the cluster. This could then be used to develop

an understanding of the interaction processes occurring within other large stellar clusters

and associations.
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By understanding these interactions, this could also help to constrain the boundaries

between the stellar ejecta and the surrounding diffuse cluster medium. These interactions

have impacts on wider areas of astrophysics, including moulding the environment into

which eventual SN from these evolved stars then explode. The presence of a dense back-

ground could impact the SN lightcurve that is then observed, and so can have an impact on

the ratios of each SN type that are observed. This is an area of astrophysics that is important

on both local and wider scales, including that of the early universe. An understanding of the

wind processes within clusters can be used to then extrapolate an understanding on larger-

scale processes of feedback from stars and clusters into their surrounding environment. This

includes the triggering and inhibition of future star formation in the local environment, the

disruption of nearby GMCs, and the contribution of cluster winds towards Galactic-scale

superwinds. It could also provide a clue to the generation processes behind cosmic rays

for which favoured production mechanisms require high levels of interstellar materials, or

strong radiation fields (Cesarsky & Montmerle, 1983), which are both indicated by the pres-

ence of this intra-cluster wind.

5.6 Future Outlook

Radio observations have revealed significant extended nebulae around the majority of the

cool evolved stellar population of Wd1. The complex morphologies in combination with

consideration of the relative location of these sources has allowed for the presence of an

intra-cluster wind to be inferred, responsible for the sculpting of the nebulae. To investigate

the ongoing interactions and the true nature of the nebulae, further observational constraints

are required. More observations of these objects at an improved level of resolution may

allow for a better determination of the exact boundaries between the cluster wind and the

radio photosphere created by the stellar outflows from these objects.

The comparison between the morphologies and sizes on the populations of the RSGs

and YHGs can allow the context of the two phases of the cool evolved stellar population

to be inferred. Additional abundance studies on these transitional states, with the use of

high-resolution IR spectroscopy, could allow for spectral line studies to help constrain the

relative evolutionary state of the YHG population with respect to the RSG population.

As well as this, measurements of the neutral masses of the envelopes, through molec-

ular IR observations of the RSGs and YHGs in Wd1 would allow for more stringent con-

straints to be made on the total mass of the envelopes, which may allow for a revised total
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mass estimate of the cluster. Good molecular tracers of the neutral molecular gas and dust

components of these envelopes would include looking at the rotational lines of CO (J = 1 -

0), and also SiO. Both of these are expected to lead to in IR emission for dusty envelopes

around cool luminous stars. SiO and H2O were previously detected in maser emission

around two of the RSGs present in Wd1, Wd1-26 and Wd1-237 (Fok et al., 2012).

No maser emission was previously detected around the YHG population of Wd1, but

the detection of the OH maser has been seen around IRC 10420, another YHG found to

have a complex morphology around the parent star, with no detection of SiO or H2O maser

emission (Lewis et al., 1986). Other cool luminous stars, the RSGs NML Cyg, and VY

CMa, which are also surrounded by significant nebulae have been found to be associated

with maser emission SiO and H2O (Zhang, B. et al., 2012, Richards et al. 1998, Deguchi

et al. 1983).

An additional future observation would be to investigate the complex morphologies

around other objects located with Wd1. As discussed in Chapter 3, the WR population of

Wd1 were also found to be resolved in the radio, with extended nebulae. The origin of

these nebulae are also believed to be linked to confinement of the stellar wind material in

nebulae due to the presence of a intra-cluster wind. This confinement of material could make

the WR population potential progenitors to superluminous supernovae (SLSNe). The use

of high resolution ALMA observations would allow for further constraints on the masses,

geometry and spatial extents of the nebula for these objects, which could determine the

ionised masses of the WR stars as has been carried out for the cool hypergiant population

already. Measurements of these ejecta properties have already been made from existing

spectra of interacting SNe, so a simple comparison between the observations would easily

be able to constrain the likelihood of this hypothesis (Gal-Yam et al., 2014, Mackey et al.

2014, Pastorello et al. 2007).

As well as additional observations of WRs, observations made of the YHG Wd1-265

at millimetre wavelengths with the use of ALMA could provide additional information on

the geometry, and compact structures involved for the YHG to confirm if the cometary

morphology structure is supported observationally at all scales. As this object is the only

known example of a YHG to have a surrounding nebulae with this geometry, it is definitely

an object worth some future study.

In Section 5.4, the discussion on the origin of the gas causing the diffuse emission
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was mentioned. There is a lack of detection for any evidence that the gas is part of the

remnants of the parent GMC, but future observations could be used to try and find direct

evidence either way, that the gas can be linked to the outflows from the massive stellar

population or is actually natal in origin. One way would be to search for spectral signatures,

as line emission that indicates maser emission from specific molecules could link the gas

to star formation. This would include methanol masers, which could be used to search

for at transition frequencies such as 12.2GHz for methanol, or 1.7GHz for OH masers.

Signatures that could provide direct evidence instead of emission from stellar outflows,

would be He and N emission lines from optical/near-IR spectroscopy of the cluster, as these

emission lines have been seen in the ejecta of other cool evolved stars where their ejecta are

affected by nearby stellar companions. One such example is the YHG HR 8752 (Stickland

& Harmer, 1978). Some indication for these signatures have been seen previously in Wd1,

with [NII] emission lines seen around the RSG population (Clark et al., 2010).



Chapter 6

Conclusion

This chapter provides a summary of the technical and scientific work showcased within this

thesis, which presented an updated radio census of the massive stellar cluster Westerlund 1

(Wd1). It then goes on to discuss possible future pathways of scientific work that follow on

from the results presented here. The potential avenues cover an improved understanding of

the cluster Wd1, as well as answering wider open scientific questions in the field of study of

massive stars and their winds. As well as this, the potential of discovery within the field of

massive stars and their stellar winds is discussed with a specific reference to the upcoming

scientific instrument, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).

6.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis has presented the full results of an extensive investigation into radio observations

made of the massive stellar cluster Wd1. The goal of the work presented in this thesis

was to further the scientific understanding of massive stars and their stellar winds over a

full range of evolutionary stages. This involved the study of a single stellar population

within a massive cluster, with the advantage that the population contained examples of every

post-main sequence (MS) evolutionary stage in a co-eval population. The thesis provides a

detailed technical discussion on the complex work carried out to fully reduce and process

the radio interferometric data gathered, demonstrating the intricacy of dealing with complex

source fields observed at radio wavelengths. The radio observations gathered in 2015 and

2016 led to the measurements of the fluxes of thirty known stellar sources within the cluster.

With the use of multiple spectral bands observed, the nature of the emission from each

stellar source could be consrtained through the calculation of the spectral indices, which

then allowed for an investigation into the mass loss rates of several cluster members, where

the nature of the radio emission could be assumed to originate from free-free emission from
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a single stellar wind. This could then be compared to previous mass-loss rates calculated for

the cluster members of Wd1, as well as analogous stars with the same spectral classifications

within the Milky Way, which allowed for a consideration of the relative degrees of clumping

in the stellar winds of a few cluster members at different radii, differentated by the effective

opacity surfaces sampled at different wavelengths.

The radio observations gathered in 2015 and 2016 provide a direct follow-up to the

observations made in Do10. This thesis has shown how the observations gathered of the

cluster with improved capabilities of the Australia telescope compact array (ATCA), in-

cluding the development of the compact array broadband backend (CABB), have led to a

deeper understanding of the cluster. An improved sensitivity has arisen from the increased

number of hours for which Wd1 was observed, as well as the increased bandwidth of obser-

vations from 128MHz to 2GHz, improving the continuum sensitivity by up to a factor of

four. This increased sensitivity led to new radio detections of ten cluster members. The use

of additional array configurations with maximum baselines of 1.5km, in contrast to the use

of just the configurations with maximum baselines at 750m and 6km that were collected in

Do10 meant the collective dataset formed from all observations included a wider range of

spatial scales of emission, which has led to a clearer picture of the morphologies of extended

emission seen around several of the cool evolved stars.

The Introduction outlined the theoretical foundation of the astrophysical fields of study.

An introduction to the theory of massive stars and their formation and evolution was pro-

vided, as well as a discussion on the stellar winds of massive stars. The different driving

forces behind hot and cool massive stars, radiative line-driven or dust-driven winds, were

discussed A brief introduction about the structures within these stellar winds was discussed,

with reference to further discussion within Chapter 4. The environments in which many

massive stars are known to form and evolve, massive clusters and associations, were also

introduced, including a discussion on the formation and evolution of these regions as well as

the interactive forces at play between the stellar populations and their parent clusters. This

chapter also included an introduction to the massive stellar cluster Wd1 that was the region

of study throughout the thesis, detailing the previous results of observations of this cluster

taken over a large range of wavelength regimes. Fundamental details on the specific tele-

scope array used to gain the observations, ATCA was provided, as well as a brief summary

of the Atacama large millimeter/submillimeter array (ALMA), from which complementary
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data was used for comparative purposes. The final part of the Introduction provided an

overview on the aims and goals of the research presented and the general structure of the

thesis.

Chapter 2 presented an introduction to the fundamental theory behind radio interfer-

ometry, and went on to detail the stages involved for the full data reduction, processing and

analysis process regarding the radio observations of Wd1. An introduction to aperture syn-

thesis and radio interferometry is provided with a discussion of a simplified interferometer

and then a discussion of relaxing some of the assumptions used in the idealised case. The

observations collected from ATCA are then summarised, describing the four configurations

and two spectral windows used, and then the full process of reduction is discussed, including

the flagging procedure, involving the software packages MIRIAD and AIPS, and the motiva-

tion of flagging in order to remove radio frequency interference (RFI). After presenting the

flagging procedure, the calibration is then discussed in depth, with details of the different

calibration methods applied, and the motivation behind each calibration technique applied

to the data. The different datasets generated from the collection of different array configura-

tions and spectral windows involved in the observations are summarised, and then the final

imaging procedure of the datasets carried out in CASA is discussed. Chapter 2 then goes on

to detail the methods behind the analysis and source extraction from the observations with

the use of SEAC, as well as the consideration of the validity of the results gathered with

comparison to previous radio observations of cluster (as published in Do10). This chapter

highlights the highly involved and complex set of methods required to properly reduce and

analyse radio interferometric data, and the issues found in analysing complex radio sources

with significant extended emission, as was found for Wd1.

Chapter 3 then presents the overall radio census of Wd1, as published in (Andrews

et al., 2019), again summarising the different datasets used in the analysis of Wd1. This

radio survey provides an updated radio census for the cluster in comparison to the results

previously found by Do10, and gives a complimentary survey of the cluster with respect

to the millimetre survey of the cluster, as published in F18. Thirty known stellar sources

were detected, including five new radio detections of Wolf Rayet (WR) stars, and five new

radio detections of OB supergiants (SGs). Several other sources of radio emission were

found, both with millimetre counterparts, and several without any known counterparts at

other wavelengths. After a brief summary of the different types of radio emission expected
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from stellar winds, the detections of these three source types are discussed, and then the

known stellar sources are discussed in detail. The discussion is separated into different

bands of spectral class, beginning with the detected WR population, followed by the cool

evolved stellar population of red supergiants (RSGs) and yellow hypergiants (YHGs), and

the OB supergiant and hypergiant population. This chapter showcases the flux densities

and spatial sizes measured for these sources. Through a consideration of the two radio

wavebands observed, and using prior observed millimetre emission of the cluster, from

F18, the spectral indices can be found for many of the brighter cluster members, which

allowed for the nature of the emission from the objects to be constrained. New detections

of possible binary candidates are presented from the OB SG population, with spectral index

limits providing supporting evidence for this hypothesis.

Chapter 4 then focused on a discussion of the structures of stellar winds. An intro-

duction to the theory behind the mass loss of massive stars through their stellar winds is

provided, and previous attempts to quantify the mass-loss rates from observation and model

the mass-loss is discussed. This is then followed by a discussion of both small and large

scale structure in stellar winds, with a focus on co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) as

examples of large-scale structure, and a discussion of clumping in order to explain the ob-

servational evidence for small-scale structure. The mass-loss rates of stellar winds for the

cluster members of Wd1 are then considered, with a focus on the stellar members that were

found in Chapter 3 to have spectral indices consistent with the canonical values for optically

thick and thin thermal emission from single stellar winds. A particular focus is made on the

detected WR population of the cluster, with the use of the observations made at several

spectral windows in order to quantify the relative degrees of clumping at different observed

wavebands. This is then compared to known mass-loss rate values for the other members

of the WR population in the Milky Way. The mass-loss rates are then considered for the

stars present in Wd1 that represent other evolutionary stages, including the RSGs, YHGs

and OB SGs, with the caveats listed as to why these mass-loss rates may not be robust

measurements, including the impact from the possible binarity status of some of the cluster

members.

Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the cool evolved stellar population of RSGs and

YHGs within Wd1, summarising and building upon previously published work (Andrews

et al., 2018). All but one of the RSGs and YHGs present in Wd1 are observed in the radio,
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and all detected sources are found to be resolved, with significant extended nebulae with

complex morphology seen around many of the sources. This includes the first discovery of

cometary morphology around YHGs, with the striking example seen around for the YHG

Wd1-265, located at the north of the cluster. These extended nebulae are discussed and in-

vestigated in detail in this chapter, with a calculation made in order to determine the ionised

masses of the sources outlined in the thesis as was presented in (Andrews et al., 2018), with

a consideration of the limitations of the measurement made from the preliminary analysis

discussed. An updated calculation was also presented, with the use of the fully reduced

datasets. These are then compared to the previous ionised mass calculations made from

the radio 8.6GHz observations in Do10. The extended structure of the sources are then

discussed with consideration given to the massive cluster environment that the stellar popu-

lation resides in, with the likely origin of sculpting from an intra-cluster wind suggested to

explain complex morphologies seen, and discussed in light of other previous observational

evidence for Wd1 that supports this scenario.

6.2 Future Studies

Following on from the results and work presented in this thesis, many avenues for future

work still lie ahead. This includes many possible future sets of observations that involve

the field of massive stars, with some potential areas of investigation still present for the

massive stellar cluster Wd1 as well as other massive stars throughout the Milky Way, and

surrounding dwarf galaxies, SMC and LMC.

6.2.1 Developing the Understanding of Massive Stars

Follow up observations of Wd1 could allow for a better determination about the properties

of many of the stellar systems within the cluster. Throughout this thesis, a discussion on the

current understanding of the cluster members of Wd1 has included a consideration of the

previous information gathered from observations at multiple wavelengths of the cluster. The

inclusion of these results, built upon by the new results of Wd1 presented here, demonstrate

the need for a complimentary set of observations across the full electromagnetic spectrum

in order to develop a full understanding of the environments of massive stellar clusters. The

work presented in this thesis revealed the presence of extended radio emission around many

of the stars in the stellar cluster. Follow-up observations at higher resolution could help

better contstrain the boundary better between the diffuse cluster emission clearly observed
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at larger spatial scales, and the true extent of the stellar outflows from these massive stars,

This could provide an improved constraint on the determination of the flux densities and

mass-loss rates for the outer wind regions of the stellar population.

As well as developing a better understanding of massive stars which are members of

the cluster Wd1, the work carried out in this thesis highlights some areas of future study

when considering all massive stellar populations within the Milky Way. Measurements of

different spectral classes, such as attempting to measure the radio emission from the winds

of weaker O and B stars, rather than the more luminous evolved stars addressed in the

results presented of Wd1 could help to constrain mass-loss rates, and, by combining radio

observations of O and B stars with observations made at other wavelengths including Hα

and IR observations, this could lead to a better understanding of the radial stratifications of

the clumping factors for this group of massive stars.

Investigating Wd1 has revealed a wealth of information not only about the individual

stellar members of the cluster, but also about the environment in which they reside and

their interactions with it, particularly seen through the investigation into the extended emis-

sion around the cool evolved stellar population in Chapter 5. Similar studies could highlight

whether similar structures are also present around massive stars in other young massive clus-

ters (YMCs) in the Galaxy, including the Arches and Quintuplet clusters, two YMCs located

towards the Galactic centre (GC), as well as providing measurements of further mass-loss

rates, building up a better understanding of the stellar wind clumping gradient over a larger

range of stellar spectral classes and masses. Of particular note is the requirement for source

extraction of stellar members of these clusters to take account of the likely extended emis-

sion around sources. The boundary between radio emission can only be properly defined

with the use of higher resolution observations at these longer wavelengths, which may be

provided with the use of instruments such as ALMA or the upcoming telescope array, the

SKA.

6.2.2 Capabilities of the Square Kilometre Array

The SKA, first proposed in 1993, is to commence construction in 2020, with the first science

carried out from a partial array to begin in the mid-2020s (SKA, 2019). The use of the SKA

will revolutionise the field of radio astronomy as the largest radio telescope ever created.

The SKA is to be developed over two stages, with the first stage known as SKA1 to be built

over South Africa and Australia, followed by an expansion phase of more telescopes built
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over Africa and Australia. The development of the SKA will lead to a large amount of data

becoming available, with an expected 600PB (Petabytes) a year (SKA, 2018a).

The SKA will provide the opportunity to take radio observations with a predicted res-

olution reaching down to 0.04” for the highest frequency band, centred at 12.5GHz. Antic-

ipated sensitivities for the telescope are expected to reach down to 1.2 µJy beam−1 (SKA,

2018b). The increased sensitivities of SKA in comparison to current radio telescopes may

lead to the reliable detection of emission from the stellar winds of less evolved and less

luminous stars, providing direct observational constraints that may help to investigate the

weaker winds expected for O and B stars. This may allow for studies to be carried out not

only on nearby massive stellar clusters within the Galaxy, but also carrying out improved

radio studies of massive stellar clusters in lower metallicity environments, including the

neighbouring dwarf galaxies, the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds (SMC, LMC), with

Z values of ∼ 1/6 Z� and 1/3 Z� respectively (Brott et al., 2011), or galaxies further afield

with even lower metallicity, including Sext-A, located 1.42Mpc away (Bellazzini et al.,

2014) with a metallicity of ∼ 1/10Z� (Kaufer et al., 2004), and I Zwicky 18, located ∼

15Mpc away (Aloisi et al., 2008), with a metallicity characterised by an oxygen abundance

∼ 1/50Z� (Szécsi et al., 2015, and refs therein).

By providing radio data on stars encased in stellar clusters within these galaxies, this

will allow for new conclusions to be drawn about the impact of lower metallicity levels on

the stellar winds and mass-loss rates of massive stars. This could lead to the first extra-

galactic measurements of radio-derived mass-loss rates for evolved massive stars such as

WRs.

One of the main science drivers of the SKA will be to investigate the epoch of reioni-

sation, where the first population of stars (Population III) were formed, and complimentary

studies such as investigating the massive stellar populations of nearby low-metallicity en-

vironments will allow for the impact of low metallicity on stellar evolution to be compared

with measurements directly made of the initial stellar populations, which are believed to

have formed with much lower metallicity as they will have formed before any major chem-

ical enrichment processes will have taken place.

The SKA will also allow for the impact of time-dependent processes in these winds to

be considered, in a manner that they have not been throughout the presentation of the obser-

vations in this thesis. By using the technologies developed for investigating radio transients
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within large continuum surveys, similar techniques can be applied to observe stellar ob-

jects that are variable. This could potentially allow for investigations into observational

signatures of large-scale structure in stellar winds, such as CIRs, or gaining insight into

magnetic massive stars with the use of observations taken over several rotational epochs.

Investigating the variability of objects could also allow for another observational diagnostic

in determining the binarity of sources, as a colliding wind binary (CWB) may lead to a

variable non-thermal component associated with a colliding wind region (CWR).
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